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THE BYRON-HOBHOUSE CORRESPONDENCE, III [work in progress] 

January 23rd 1818 to April 2nd 1824 

 
UPDATED March 9th 2010. 

 

 
 

Hobhouse’s love for Byron survives disillusion after disillusion. “It has at any rate rent asunder 
the veil through which I have long looked at this singular man and I know not that it is in the 

power of any circumstances hereafter to make me think of him again as I thought of him before”. 

Thus writes Hobhouse in his diary after having read, for the first time, Byron’s ballad My Boy 

Hobby-O, (sent not to him but to Murray) which mocks his incarceration in Newgate, and 

associates him (erroneously) with Orator Hunt and William Cobbett. His later discovery that – 
without even telling him of them – Byron has entrusted his Memoirs to Tom Moore, is as big a 

shock, disguised (probably – the letter is lost) as a dislike of Byron’s new play, Cain. He has 

already supported Teresa Guiccioli in her plea to Byron to stop writing Don Juan. 

 

“… your present endeavour is certainly the most glorious ever undertaken by man” he writes to 

Byron, in his final, undelivered letter. Despite the rhetoric both men employ about “the Cause”, 
Byron’s observation of the Greeks in Greece, and Hobhouse’s of those in England, justify 

Hobhouse’s warnings to Byron not to get involved too deeply in matters Hellenic. But it’s all too 

late. 

 
My thanks to David McClay, Rachel Beattie, and their colleagues at the National Library of Scotland. 

I am also very grateful to John and Virginia Murray for permission to quote (where necessary) texts 

from Byron’s Letters and Journals, ed. Leslie A. Marchand (John Murray 1973-1994). This is referred 

to as BLJ. I’m also grateful to Professor Roddy Beaton for help with the Greek. 

 
BB: Byron’s Bulldog: The Letters of John Cam Hobhouse to Lord Byron, ed. Peter W.Graham 
 (Columbus Ohio 1984). 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, January 23rd 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.60-3; 1922 II 66-7; BLJ VI 8-9 both omit Italian insert) 
[To, John C. Hobhouse Esqre / To, the Care of Jno Murray Esqre / 50. Albemarle Street / London / 
Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

Venice. January 23d. 1818. 
My dear H. – / You should have looked in Bianchoni’s prose – not his verse – for the Ariosto thunder 
& lightning.1 – I have made a Clerk copy out the extract – because I hate the bore of writing – & 
because what I write is scarcely legible. – Here it is annexed & enclosed “communibus sheetibus”. – I 

                                                 
1: B. is assisting H. with his note to CHP IV st.41. 
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ran to our Peterkin & quoted your epistle – “I roared like thunder, he ran like lightning” you know the 
rest. – I also went to Me. Albrizzi – where there was Rizzo & Francesconi – & a lot of the learned 
(besides the prettiest girl I ever saw half Greek half French a foreigner from Padua for the Carnival) 
 
1:2 
 
all of whom swore that Petrotini2 was a liar – & that there was no such thunder. – – 
Petrotini heard of this – & brought me the printed book Chapter & verse – next day – from which I 
send the extract – & the honourable company with Rizzo at their head have since owned that “aveva 
ragione quel diavolo”.3 – So put your trust in liars for the future – for Petrotini has proved that his 
falsehoods are well founded. – I write a few words (<that> {like} that 
 
1:3 
 
damned Ds. Kd.) just to convey you this annotation – but I will write more at length before you can get 
home – Go on & prosper & believe me ever yrs. 
most [scrawl] 
B 
 
P.S. – 
 I miss you damnably – there is no bad fun at the Ridotto &c. this Carnival – I have lately (as a 
resource to supply your loss) taken again to the Natives – Mrs. Hoppner 
 
1:4 
 
has made a Son. – 
 
[on separate sheet: passage in scribal Italian, prefaced by, in B.’s hand (transcription and translation 

by Valeria Vallucci):] 
 
Extract from the third Vol. (Milan Edition 1802) of Bianchonis [sic] works – page 176.-179. Dalla 
“Lettera al Signor Guido Savini Arcifisiocritico. Sull’Indole di un fulmine caduto in Dresda l’anno 
1759.”. 
 

Ma finiscasi ormai la mia leggenda, perchè quest’argomento è stato già trattato da 
altri, ed’ assai meglio – Conchiuderò col narrarvi quello, che a me fù raccontato 
gl’anni passati a Ferrara, giacchè parmi qui, che cada assai naturalmente in acconcio 
– Ogni volta, che io passo per quella bella Città vado sicuramente a visitare il 
sepolcro di Lodovico Ariosto – in S. Benedetto, e bacio ben di Cuore quel marmo, 
che chiude le onorate ceneri de’ Poeti Italiani. Sopra il monumento v’è coronato 
d’alloro il busto di marmo, che al vivo rappresenta la maestosa ed’ onorata faccia –  
Del cantor di Ruggiero, e Bradamante. 
Mi raccontarono que’ Monaci, ch’essendo caduto un fulmine nella loro Chiesa 
schiantò esso datte [sic] tempie la corona di lauro a quell’immortale Poeta. 
Non so se a questo proposito gli aru<x>spici d’Etruria mi avrebbero dette tante belle 
cose, quante me ne disse quel buono, e conscienzioso Monaco, che mi conduceva. 
Voi che non siette ne’ aruspice, ne monaco, mi avreste detto, che il fenomeno era 
naturalissimo. In fatti, chi può mai credere, che altro che il più fortuito caso tolga la 
Corona di lauro a quel capo, che merita al pari d’Omero, e di Virgilio andarne adorno 
per tutta la immensa serie dei Secoli avvenire? vale –  
Roma, li 22. Giugno 1768 –  

 
 Translation (by Valeria Valluci): 
 

Extract from the third Vol. (Milan Edition 1802) of  Bianchonis works – page 176.-
179. From “Lettera al Signor Guido Savini Arcifisiocritico. Sull’Indole di un fulmine 
caduto in Dresda l’anno 1759.”. 

                                                 
2: Petrotini was the Venetian censor. 
3: “That devil had been right”. 
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Now shall my legend end, for this subject has been already dealt with by others and 
much better – I’ll conclude by telling you what I was told during my years in Ferrara, 
since it seems to me to fit naturally here – Each time I pass through that fair city I 
make a point of visiting Ludovico Ariosto’s sepulchre in St. Benedict, and with great 
pleasure kiss the marble that covers the honoured ashes of the Italian Poets. Above 
the monument sits the marble bust, crowned with laurel, that vividly represents the 
majestic and honorable face – 
Of the bard of Ruggiero and Bradamante. 
The Monks told me that a bolt of lightning, striking into their Church, wiped the 
crown of laurel from the head of that Immortal Poet. I do not know if in this case 
Etruria’s haruspices would have said as many nice things as the good and scrupulous 
Monk, the one who was guiding me, told me. You, who are neither haruspex nor 
Monk, would have explained it as a purely natural phenomenon. In fact, who could  
ever believe that anything other than the most fortuitous chance would remove the 
laurel crown from that head which deserves, as much as Homer and Virgil, to be 
adorned with it for countless coming centuries? Vale. 

 
[On cover, addressed in care of John Murray:] 
 
Mr. Murray – I sent you in 3 packets a copy of — the other day – have you got them? there was a letter 
besides. 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, February 23rd 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.64-7; 1922 II 66-7; BLJ VI 14) 
[To, Jno Hobhouse Esqre / To the Care of Jno Murray Esqre / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre 
/ Inghilterra] 
 

Venice. Feby. 23d. 1818. 
My dear H. – 
 Your arrival is gratifying (I hope to yourself) but I cannot approve of the menaced divorce 
between text & notes; of course Murray would be but too glad to make a separate publication – 
(particularly if he is to give nothing for it) but I beg leave to say {to him} that the text shall not be 
published without the Notes – & that if this is contemplated – It shan’t be published at all – & so <by> 
I hope to hear no more of <this> {it.} – though I foresaw from your extreme soreness in all that regards 
all persons & things pertaining to the Quarterly – some such damned drawback – which makes me very 
uncomfortable. 
 
1:2 
 
I sent you some weeks ago the extract from Bianchoni’s prose works about the Lightning & Ariosto’s 
bust; – & as you say nothing of its’ arrival – I enclose a duplicate. – 
They may say what they like of Petrotini’s being a liar – but he has told me the only two truths that I 
have heard in Venice – the first – about the passage in Bianchoni – & it is in Bianchoni – & the second 
that a <man> <Girl> {Girl} (whom you don’t know – Elena da Mosta – a Gentil Donna) <would> was 
clapt – & she has clapt me – to be sure it was gratis, the first {Gonorrhea} I have not paid for. – I am 
getting better – the Carnival was short – but very lively – and there was good <deal of> fun among the 
Masques. 
 
1:3 
 
I write to you in haste & low spirits for your demurs about the notes – are provoking enough. – If you 
see Spooney – tell him I had his {late} <last> (his son’s) letter – – of course I wish to hear of Scrope & 
our learned brother the Honourable Doug. – When Spooney sends out a Clerk in Spring with the 
writings it will be a very good time to send out my little shild (I mean the bastard) and I wish you 
would settle it in that way with Shelley – who has written to me frequently upon it – as for the 
legitimate I hear she is very well. – I wish you all kinds of welcome – & amusement – since you went – 
I have taken refuge amongst the Venetians – who are all very well ever 
yrs[scrawl] 
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[insert: in B.’s hand: “Extract from Bianchoni’s works third vol. Milan Edition. 1802. – Dalla Lettera 
al Signor Guido Sarini: Arifisiocritus – Sull’Indole di un fulmine caduto in Dresda l’anno 1759”: then 

in Italian scribal hand another copy of the passage about Ariosto’s bust.] 
 
1:4 
 
P.S. – 
Will tell Mr. Murray that in the line of Manfred 
 
 “Innumerable atoms; <in> <the> and one desart,”4 
 
The punctuation is incorrect & should be 
 
 “Innumerable atoms, and one desart –” 
 
The Semi colon makes <xxxxxxx> nonsense of the whole passage. 
 

February 28th 1818: Beppo published. 

 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, March 1818: 
(Source: Ms. Cornell: text from BLJ VI 16) 
Written on the back of proof sheets for CHP IV. 

[March? 1818] 
My dear Hobhouse – I hope that you or Mr. Gifford will do me the favour to cast an eye to the proof & 
press of this as well as of “Beppo”. I find some Italian words most damnably “strappazzate”. I hate the 
sight of a proof – for God sake send me no more but correct at your own good pleasure – only don’t 
omit for I want to be as tedious as need be – why leave out “ould Apias Korpus”5 it was not restored 
when I wrote – and the Ministers may be damned for repealing it & spoiling my period. – 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, March 3rd 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.68-71; 1922 II 67-9; BLJ VI 19-20) 
[To, Jno Hobhouse Esqre / J. Murray Esqre / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 
 

Venice. March 3d. 1818. 
My dear H. – 
 I have received & returned Murray’s packets – & sent two stanzas for insertion near the 
end in another cover addressed to M. I think I may have made a slip of the pen in the last word which 
should be “conceal”.6 – Beppo was full of some gross omissions of words – which I hope will not go so 
before the public – as it spoils both sense & rhyme – though any body (if in his damned hurry he 
allowed any one to look at the proofs) might see where they occur what words ought then & there to 
come in. – Whether the error be of the M.S. or the printer – I know not – but they worry me cursedly 
with their nonsense at this distance – if other people are as sick of reading my late 
 
1:2 
 
works as I have been, – my Conscience <may> may release M. from his compact. – Petrotin<e/>i is 
truth itself – it is you who are inaccurate – & have no memory which you know I told you every day 
for the Good of your soul – for many months bygone. – You have vexed me mightily about your notes 
on which I depended seriously – & was quite anxious – though you thought the contrary – however you 
must do as you like – only recollect that I protest against witholding the notes – & look upon myself as 
an ill used Gentleman. – – – – 
I am glad to it hear that Scrope is in repair – as for Kinnaird – since his letter I say nothing. – – – – 
If Sir P. F. be Junius – I am glad 
 
1:3 
 

                                                 
4: Manfred I ii 55. 
5: Beppo, 47, 6. 
6: CHP IV 178, 9. 
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for his sake – & sorry for <that> that of Junius. – – – – – – 
Now for Venice. – Hoppner has got a son – a fine child. – The Carnival was very merry. – Madame 
Albrizzi’s Conversazioni are greatly improved, there have been some pretty women there lately. – San 
Benedetto has oratorios – Haydn & Handel – given by Andrea Erizzo. – –  – – – 
My Whore=hold has been much extended since the Masquing began & closed – but I was a little taken 
aback by a Gonorrhea gratis – given by a Gentil=donna ycleped Elena da Mosta – a lady who has by no 
means the character of being disinterested – but from some whim or other – positively refused money 
or presents from me (you may suppose 
 
1:4 
 
I did not then know she was ill) I presume for the novelty’s sake; – it is the first of such maladies – 
which I believe not to have been purchased. – – – 
I have made (to supply your loss) several new acquaintances among the learned & noble of the land (or 
rather <the> water) of this city, – and {with} one or two Inglesi – and an American – sensible people. – 
– The Man of learning7 has been truly bursten with an Indigestion and I was obliged to have an old 
Physician rooted out of his bed at three in the matina – & to beat up the “Pottecary – they gave him a 
drench which would have cured a horse and did not kill him – to the great disappointment of his 
numerous foes – as he says all owing to his honesty – “he roared it like any Nightingale.”8 – 
 
2:1 
 
2) I have sent away Marietta – the housemaid, so that Stevens is obliged to get drunk alone. – – – – 
She made mischief by tale=bearing & setting the fair & frail sex by the ears – one morning a new Maid 
– a Caravaggiote of the Segatis – who is about five ten in height & stout in proportion gave her a 
beating because she had attacked “her honour” (her very words for I asked her) by some piece of 
harlotry which she had attributed to her – this did some good – but I thought it best to give her her 
wage, & <let> send her away. – I have not been riding lately at the Lido but I hope to be well enough 
in a few days to resume Cavalkepsing. – I met Rose and his relazione at Madame’s the other night – he 
is a remarkably 
 
2:2 
 
agreeable & accomplished man, apparently – but in a weak state of health. – I believe he moves 
homeward in Maggio. – I had fifty gossips to say – but am in haste & have forgotten them. – – 
Is Scrope facetious? what does he? what says he? where dines he? what wins he? how is he?9 – – – 
How is Doug? “the <dog> dog, and Duck?” you know that’s a sign – & the beginning of one of 
Jackson’s songs besides. – – – – – 
“Ah Coquin! vare is my Shild?”10 – 
You must see Shelley about sending the illegitimate one with a Nurse – in the Spring. 

yours always 
[scrawl] 

 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, March 5th 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.72-3; 1922 II 69-70; BLJ VI 20-1) 
[To, / Jno. Hobhouse Esqre / Care of Jno. Murray Esqre / 50. Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / 
Inghilterra] 
Byron responds to another Hobhouse letter which we do not have. 

Venice. March 5th. 1818. – 
My dear H / I wrote to you yesterday a long – & rather peevish letter – for the Notes not appearing – 
discomfited me sadly. – I must answer in great haste – the post pressing – one or two points of yrs. of 
the 17th. just received.11 – – You are right – & I am right – restore “the” for “some” – which I had 
altered against my creed – to please G. – what other alterations I made according to his wish are I think 
properly rnade – as I am mostly of his opinion except as to “some” – & “past Eternity”12 which last I 

                                                 
7: Fletcher. 
8: Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, I ii 75. 
9: Shakespeare, As You Like It, III ii 205 et seq. 
10: No-one can locate this quotation, if that’s what it is. 
11: H.’s letter of February 17th 1818 is missing. 
12: CHP IV 27, 7. 
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have not altered as I think with Polonius “that’s good”13 – And recollect it is to be “the Enchanters” & 
not “some Enchanters”14 I dare say G’s objection was to the open vowel – but it can’t be holpen. – 
 
1:2 
 
I am however greatly obliged by G’s suggestions which are well meant & generally well grounded – & 
surely good natured as can be – & one ought to attend to the <suggesti> opinions of a man – whose 
critical talents swept down a whole host – of writers at once – I don’t mean from fear – but real respect 
for the sense of his observations. – I can’t give up Nemesis15 – my great favourite – I can’t, I can’t. – – 
– 
The wicked necessity of rhyming retains “lay”16 – in despite of sense & grammar. – But I bow to 
Scrope’s alteration of the preface, <which> and I request <be> {that it} be adopted forthwith. – – – – – 
You do me too much honour in the association with the friends you mention – but I can’t decline it, 
though useless – for I never will reside in England. – 
 
1:3 
 
Thank them – & yourself. – – – 
Tell me how Kd & his Siora – i.e. the Dog and Duck – do? – – 
A Thousand thanks for yr. letter – & bumpers to Scrope; more in a few days – 

yrs ever [scrawl] 
ever [scrawl] 

 
P.S. – The Post – The Post – The Post is just going out in the Padua Barca. – Pray correct Beppo there 
are words left out – either in {the} M.S.S. or by the printer. – – – – – 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, March 25th 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.74-6; 1922 II 70-1; BLJ VI 25-6) 
Byron responds to another Hobhouse letter which we do not have. 

Venice. March 25th. 
1818. 

My dear Hobhouse – 
 I protest against the “pints” of your sober Association – not that my prospect of 
infringing the rule is very great – for I will not return to England as long as I can help it; – but as an 
honorary member – I use my privilege of protest, – the restriction upon Scrope will of course have the 
usual effect of restrictions; – for my own part I have about the same conception of Scrope’s company 
and a pint (of anything but brandy) that the close reflection of many years enables me to entertain of 
the Trinity; unless it be a Scotch pint – & even then it must be in the plural number. – I greatly fear 
 
1:2 
 
that Scrope & I would very soon set up for ourselves – in case of my return like “Marius from 
banishment to power”. – – – – – 
You will have received by this time some letters – or letter – with ye. returned proofs. – I am anxious to 
hear from or of Spooney – in the hope of the conclusion of the Newd. Sale; – & I want you to spur him 
if possible into the like for <Rochdale> Rochdale17 – a Clerk can bring the papers (& by the bye my 
Shild by Clare at the same time – pray – desire Shelley to pack it carefully)18 with tooth powder red 
only – Magnesia – Soda powders – tooth brushes – Diachylon plaster – 
 
1:3 
 
and any new novels – good for any thing. – – – – – 

                                                 
13: Shakespeare, Hamlet, II ii 498. 
14: CHP IV 1, 4. 
15: CHP IV 87, 7. 
16: CHP IV 180, 9 (should be “lie”). 
17: “Rochdale” surrounded by lines. 
18: H. is unlikely to be in touch with Shelley. 
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I have taken a Palazzo19 on the Grand Canal for two years – so that you see I won’t stir – so pray don’t 
mention that any more – my old “relazione” is over20 – but I have got several new ones (and a Clap 
which is nearly well at present) with regard to the proxy I will <give> renew it with <plea> pleasure if 
it can be done without dragging me to London for it – otherwise not till I find it necessary to come on 
business; – there was no occasion for any body’s name with Lord H. – but undoubtedly your own 
would have greater weight with me than any 
 
1:4 
 
other – had such been requisite – as for the Whigs I won’t leave them though they will me – if ever 
they get anything to scramble for; – pray do you stand this ensuing election? – – – – 
I wrote to Augusta the other day. – – – – – – 
Remember me to Scrope – why don’t he write? whenever you come out pray bring him – but I hope 
{that} you will turn parliament man – & stay at home, – I shall have great glee in seeing your speeches 
in the Venetian Gazette. – As for Doug. don’t let him neglect his Potestas as Atturney. – How came 
Scrope to kneel to his Duck – he who like Rolla21 never kneels – except to his God.22 

yrs [scrawl] 
2:1 
 
P.S. – The Man who makes your wig – says – that he sent the <wig> wig you made me order to 
Geneva to Hengo – who I suppose wears it himself – & be damned to him – –  
you ought to pay Holmes – as it is all your doing. – – – 
I dined with Hoppner & Rose on Monday – all well. – – – – – 
 
2:2 
 
With regard to my money matters – – – 
Murray may pay in his money to Morland’s in regular order – as I cannot depend for the present on 
other remittances – & whether I could or not – I choose to have the cash tangible – the Sum is hardly 
considerable enough to turn into the annuity you proposed, besides I think I can spend the principal – & 
I like it. – –  – – 
Spur Doug. & Spoooey – – – – – 
& never calculate on my return to England – which I may or may not but never willingly. – – – – 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, April 17th 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.77-9; not in 1922 II; BLJ VI 31-2) 
[To, Jno Hobhouse Esqre / Care of J. Murray / 50. Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 
The first shot in the battle to force John Hanson to come to Venice with the Newstead sale 
papers. 

Venice. April 17th. 
1818. – 

Dear Hobhouse – 
 I was paralyzed yesterday – or the day before – or Wednesday – by a letter from young 
Spooney containing the news of a Messenger for Geneva – & desiring me to repair there!!! if I stir 
from Venice – by anything but absolute force – may – but no matter for that. – Nothing but downright 
necessity – <and> {or} destiny will ever make me to return to England – and there’s an end. – I need 
hardly add 
 
1:2 
 
that the Messenger should be directed to go to Venice – if not – he may go to Hell! – I won’t meet him 
half way in either case. – – – – – – 

                                                 
19: Mocenigo. 
20: That with Mariana Segati. 
21: Incan hero of Sheridan’s Pizarro. 
22: Sheridan, Pizarro, V ii (Rolla says he has “never yet bent or bow’d before created man”). 
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It is easier & less expensive for him to proceed here – than for me to repair there – God damn that 
infernally stupid Chancery Lane & its inmates with their cursed Circumbendibus & Crinkum Crankum 
– as Mr. Sterling calls it.23 – – – – – – 
Pray stir up Spooney with a long pole – & don’t let me be buffooned in this way with his “barbarous 
topography” – I dare say he thinks 
 
1:3 
 
that Venice is in the valley of Chamouni. – – – – – – 
 In any case I repeat that I won’t stir. – I would not for the best friend I have in the World (always 
bating Scrope who is not my friend – but “everybody’s <Hun> Huncamunca”)24 far less for my own 
inconvenience. – – 
And now I wonder that you should allow such doings – you who know my way of thinking – 
ever yrs very truly 
[scrawl] 
 
1:4 
 
P.S. – I am sorry you left Venice because I have lately taken to going to the Benzone – & the Michelli 
– which is a variety – & there are people who would amuse you. – – 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, April 24th 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.82-4; 1922 II 78-9; BLJ VI 37) 
[To, Jno. Hobhouse Esqre / Care of Jno.. Murray / 50. Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / 
Inghilterra] 
The Hobhouse letter to which this responds is, again, missing. It would have told Byron that 
Kinnaird had jettisoned Maria Keppel. 

Venice. April 24th. 1818. 
Dear Hobhouse – 
 I have written to Murray on Sotheby’s affair – which response he will communicate – I 
suppose that you are in possession of the note and book – and I then & there told you my reasons for 
believing Sotheby the writer. I will not go to Geneva – and I look upon it as a great piece of ignorance 
& unfriendliness in those who have endeavoured to trepan me into such <an> {an} infamous journey. – 
– I <will> {would} sooner perish than undertake it, at least upon such motives. – – 
By this post I have written to Kinnaird on business; – I must have monies25 – and Hanson and Murray 
are to make some payments – or ought. – The cursed stupidity of sending me the 
 
1:2 
 
Clerk & parchments to Geneva is beyond measure vexatious – but this comes of having friends – I 
wish they were all damned – from Pylades26 to the present day. – – – 
He must be eked on to Venice at any or all events – I will not stir – – “no – not for Venice”27 nor from 
Venice; – the expence must be much less for the fellow to come to me – than for me to be lugged over 
the Alps towards <your> {your} country – which I hate as I do my mother in law. – – – 
Now I have sworn – and am easier. – – – – 
Did not you get two additional stanzas for Canto 4th.? I sent 
 
1:3 
 
them – if not arrived – tell me. Shelley has got to Milan with the bastard & it’s mother – but won’t send 
the Shild – unless I will go & see the mother – I have sent a messenger for the Shild – but I can’t leave 
my quarters – & have “sworn an oath”28 – between Attorneys, – Clerks – & Whores – wives – & 
children – and friends – my life is made a burthen – and it is all owing to your negligence & “want of 
memory”. – – – 

                                                 
23: Garrick and Colman, The Clandestine Marriage, IV ii. 
24: Fielding, Tom Thumb the Great, II x. 
25: Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, I iii 111 (“we would have moneys”). 
26: Pylades was Orestes’ friend. 
27: Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, IV i 225. 
28: Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, III iii 5. 
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I can’t help being sorry for Ds Kinnaird’s <whore> piece29 – she gave me sixty bottles of brandy – – – 
the very best I ever drank – – – poor dear woman – she will 
 
1:4 
 
be a great loss – I shall never see the like again. – – – 
I regret to hear of Scrope’s not winning – such a man’s destiny ought not to be in a dice box, – or a 
horses’ <hoof> {hoof} – or a Gambler’s hand. Venice is Venice. – I go now {often} to the Benzona’s – 
the oddest & pleasantest of elderly ladies – & her Conversazione better than the Governor’s or the 
Albrizzi’s. – I have got a sty in my eye – Madame S. has got an ague fever;30 – I have taken part of 
Gritti’s palace for three years – so don’t think of dragging me over the Channel 

yr [scrawl] 
 
April 28th 1818: Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage Canto IV published. 
 
From Hobhouse’s diary, April 28th 1818: 

(Source: text edited from B.L.Add.Mss.47235) 
 
Tuesday April 28th. Childe Harold published today – God knows what will be the fate of notes and 
Illustrations – I have worked like a horse and perhaps like an ass at them. Journal since Thursday April 
9th. Dined with John Murray of Albemarle Street, to usher in the birth – poets Moore, Shiel, of The 

Apostate, Milman of Fazio, Dr Black of Tasso, Ellis of China, several others. Mrs Murray was at the 
head of the table – we had a most singular evening and sat up till near three in the morning drinking 
Murray’s Hock – our host very tipsy – Murray has sold between between nine and ten thousand of the 
Childe. He said to me, “Moore is a good fellow, but he can’t write – there is no man can like my man.” 
He was drunk when he said this, and I was afraid would be overheard. 
 

Hobhouse to John Murray, from 50, Hill Street, 1818: 
(Source: text from John Murray Archive, 50 Albemarle Street) 

50 Hill Street 
My dear Sir 
 The partiality (as <th/we/se> authors say) of some friends has made me think it possible that my 
Illustrations might be remolded & republished in a different form & under a different name as “a 
Guide amongst the ruins of Rome” or [Ms. tear: “some such”?] title31 
Pray be kind enough to let me know what is the state of your second edition32 and also what is your 
opinion as to the important question which I have propounded to you – I think I might from my notes 
make out something new so as to give perhaps an additional interest to the collection – what say you 
also to publishing Francesca with my translation – or the translation without the Italian?33 Friends 
(again) tell me it is not ill done – If it should be thought not bad so much the better for us – if it should 
be damned so much the better for the critics who will have the pleasure of mauling a radical – 
    truly [Ms. tear: “yours J.C.Hob”]house 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, May 5th 1818: 
(Source: Ms. Princeton Taylor: text from BLJ VI 39) 

Venice. May 5th. 1818 
My dear Hobhouse – By these presents you are recommended & requested to cherish, protect, and 
introduce to all fashionable people – the noble Cavaliere Vincenzo Peruzzi – born at Bologna – bred in 
Firenze. – – “Give him Gruel – Give him fuel” the latter he will much want in our paese – if he comes 
in any month – but August. – Introduce him – & produce him – at Ld. Holland’s – Lady Jersey’sand all 
such places as may give him an adequate notion of the English. Let him draw upon Ds Kd & dine with 
every body – & tell Scrope to make him drunk – as he (Scrope) will make me when “we three meet 
again”34 

ever yrs. 

                                                 
29: The actress and singer Maria Keppel. 
30: And yet his liaison with Mariana Segati is supposed to be over. 
31: This plan came to nothing. 
32: Historical Illustrations never achieved a second edition. 
33: Mu. never published H.’s translation of Francesca da Rimini. See Cochran, Byron’s Manfred and Pellico’s 
Francesca da Rimini, Review of National Literatures / Comparative World Report, 1998, pp.73-86. 
34: Shakespeare, Macbeth, I i 1. 
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BYRON 
P.S. – My Bastard came three days ago – very like – healthy – noisy – & capricious. 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, May 19th 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.85-8; 1922 II 81-2; BLJ VI 39-40) 
[To, Jno. Hobhouse Esqre / Care of Jno. Murray Esqre35 / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 
 

Venice. May 19th. 1818 
Dear Hobhouse – 
 That is right – row & spur Spooney; – & let Murray disburse – however I don’t mean to 
<xxxx> {pin} him – if he feels losing I will let him down as many pounds as he likes, – whether the 
<xxx> Bulgars (the Public) like the “poeshie” or no, is no matter – the profit is the point – let me know 
the facts – but don’t let Murray be a loser – – I threw in “Beppo” to eke him out in case of accidents – 
but let what is to be paid – be paid – readily – or steadily – because I see that Spooney dawdles – damn 
him – had I followed yr. advice – I should have now been 
 
1:2 
 
hating myself at Geneva – waiting for his messenger – who was not there at the time – for I wrote to 
Hentsch the Banker – to kick his back side over the Simplon – & lo, he was not come. – – – – – 
I desire that Spooney may pay such balance of {Nd} arrears into Dug’s bank – as may be {received or} 
cashable in whatever portions – great or small; – when the man comes – I will sign all the papers of 
Sale & receipt proper to be signed – & Murray may as well be dating his bills; – I rejoice for the 
illustrations & the preface – but I wish you in Parliament – try there is time ’twixt this & October. – 
Tell Ld. Kinnaird – that the 
 
1:3 
 
lady to whom Vendiamini would not introduce him – and to whom Rizzo might have introduced him – 
(but I suppose shuffled also because he was an admirer) within the last ten days has become as far as a 
Cappricio – Roba mia, – I asked Rizzo to introduce {me} – who declined – for fear of an Austrian 
Colonel, nephew to Marechal Bianchi {(who is her Cavalier Servente)} – so I found a way by means of 
Soranzo another Venetian Noble and friend of mine – and have fucked her twice a day for the last six – 
today is the seventh – but no 
 
1:4 
 
Sabbath day – for we meet at Midnight {at her Milliner’s –} She is the prettiest Bacchante in the world 
– & a piece to perish in. – The Segati & I have been off these two months – or rather three. – I have a 
world of other harlotry – besides an offer of the daughter of the Arlechino of St. Luke’s theatre – so that 
my hands are full – – whatever my Seminal vessels may be – With regard to Arpalice Tarucelli (the 
Madcap above mentioned) – recollect there is no liaison only fuff-fuff and passades – & fair fucking – 
you may easily suppose I did not much heed her Austrian Dragon – who may do as he likes and be 
damned. 
 
2:1 
 
2) I have taken part of the Mocenigo Palace for three years – (on the Grand Canal) and have been much 
among the Natives since you went – particularly at the Benzona’s – who is a kind of Venetian (late) 
Lady Melbourne. – <Exxxxxpxxxx> – 
Recollect my demands – <money> money – monies – toothpowder – Magnesia – Soda powders – 
Spooney’s papers – & good news of you & yours always & ever 

[scrawl] 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, May 27th 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.91-2; not in 1922 II; BLJ VI 40-1) 

Venice. May 27th. 1818. – 
Dear Hobhouse – 

                                                 
35: B. leaves out “50 Albemarle Street”. 
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 I write for my fee – “every man should have a proper regard for his fee”.36 – Douglas 
Kinnaird – (or in his absence) you as my deputy’s deputy – are requested, & required, & besought – to 
extract payments (inasmuch as possible) from Spooney & Murray – the son of a Kinnaird never has 
written to me a syllable since one epistle about his late Mistress; – let him at least dun Murray & 
Spooney if he will do nothing else. – – Spooney writes to promise the writings for signature to set out 
{for Venice} the end of this moon – a pretty figure I should have cut at Geneva if I had set out at your 
 
1:2 
 
former requisition – waiting for the Attorneo. – And let me beg of you & Douglas to keep an eye on 
Spooney’s remittances and accounts of my Jew debts &c. &c. at the period when the monies & 
discharges are in action – & let me have his bill surveyed by (what Mrs. Heidelberg calls) – “the 
Counsellors at law” and in short as you are my friend, show yourself as sich – or why did I write a 
preface! – Talking of prefaces reminds me of the book which like “Gill comes tumbling after” – I have 
never heard of it since the day of publication & yr. letter two days after – which doth not answer so 
very 
 
1:3 
 
splendidly for the publication – because had there been any thing good to tell you would have told it 
amongst you; – I don’t much mind that – but I should like to have “my fee” and I desire that you will 
have a proper look out “for my fee.” – I desire rnoney – and magnesia – and Soda powders – & any 
new publications – and tooth powder – & bark – and Diachylon plaister – & my love to every body 

yrs[scrawl] 
 
P.S. 
 There must be some balance from Newstead & old Noel and whatever it may be let me have it – 
by the way old Joe must not be forgotten – I 
 
1:4 
 
give Carte blanche about him – but – let him above all have all possible comforts and requisites in any 
case – I can’t write the prologue for Fa37– “I’m not i’ the vein”38 – but I wish you Joy & success. – – – – 
– – –  
My Bastard came a month ago – a very fine Child – much admired in the gardens & on the Piazza – 
and greatly caressed by the Venetians from the Governatrice downwards. – – 
Don’t forget my monies – and let some be sent in circular notes in case I take to voyaging – for I don’t 
like to be pinned only to one bank or banker. – – – 
See if aught can be done for or with Rochdale also. – – – 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, June 1818: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43354; LJ IV 234-6; QII 428-30; BLJ VI 44-5) 
This letter was not sent. Hobhouse saw it for the first time when he was shown it by Charles 
Barry at Genoa in 1826. He describes “A letter supposed to be written from Fletcher to me giving 

an account of Byron’s death in 1818 – very laughable” (B.L.Add.Mss.56551, diary entry for 

October 3rd 1826). Byron does not disguise his handwriting. 
Venice, June <xxX> 1818. 

Sir – With great grief I inform you of the death of my late dear Master – my Lord – who died this 
morning at ten of the Clock of a rapid decline & slow fever – – caused by anxiety – sea=bathing – <&> 
<bxx>39 women & riding in the Sun against my advice. – He is a dreadful loss to every body, mostly to 
me – who have lost <not only> {<an>} a master <&> {and} a place – {also} I hope you – Sir – will 
give me a charakter. – I saved in his service as you know several hundred pounds – God knows how – 
for I don’t, nor my {late} master neither – – and if my wage was not always paid to the day, still it was 
or is to be paid sometime & somehow – you – Sir – who are his executioner won’t see a poor Servant 
wronged of his little all. – My dear Master had several phisicians and a Priest – he died a Papish but is 

                                                 
36: Fielding, Joseph Andrews, IV 3. 
37: H.’s translation of Silvio Pellico’s Francesca da Rimini. 
38: Shakespeare, Richard III, IV ii 122. 
39: This deleted word could be “boys”. 
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to be buried among the Jews in the Jewish burying ground – for my part I don’t see why – he could not 
abide them when living nor any other people – hating whores who asked him for money. –  He suffered 
his illness with great patience – except that when in extremity he twice damned his friends & 
 
1:2 
 
said they were selfish rascals – you – Sir – particularly – & Mr. Kinnaird – who had never answered his 
letters nor complied with his repeated requests. – He also said he hoped that your new tragedy would 
be damned – God forgive him – I hope that <he himself> {my master} won’t be damned <with> like 
the tragedy. – – – – – His nine whores are already provided for – and the other servants – but what is to 
become of me? – I have got his Cloathes & Carriages – and Cash – & everything – but the Consul quite 
against law has clapt his seal and taken an inventary & swears that he must account for my Lord’s heirs 
– who they are – I don’t know – but they ought to consider poor Servants & above all his Vally de 
Sham. My Lord never grudged me perquisites – my wage was the least I got by him <I am sorry for 
one thing however> – and if I did keep the Countess (she is or ought to be a Countess although 
 
1:3 
 
she is upon the town) Marietta – Monetta – Piretta – after passing my word to you and my Lord that I 
would not never no more – still he was an indulgent master – & only said I was a damned fool – & 
swore and forgot it again. – What Could I do – she said as how she should die – or kill herself if I did 
not go with her – & so I did – & kept her out of my Lord’s washing and ironing – & nobody can deny 
that although the charge was high – the linen was well got up. – Hope you are well Sir – am with tears 
in my eyes 
  yours faithfully 
   to command 
    Wm. Fletcher. – 
 
P.S. 
If you know any Gentleman in want of a Wally – hope for a charakter. – I saw your late Swiss Servant 
in the Galleys at Leghorn for robbing an Inn – he produced your recommendation at his trial. – – – – – 
– – – 
 
Hobhouse to Byron, from London, June 5th 1818: 
(Source: not yet seen at NLS Ms.43443; BB 231-2) 
At last the record allows Hobhouse to resume the dialogue. Byron answers on June 25th. 
 

London, June 5 
Dear Byron 
You send me your missives on such cursed paper and in such a damn’d scrawl that I can’t get through 
your questions and commands with any tolerable precision – However, I will send to or see Spooney 
and signify your orders to Murray. That Gentle flourishes exceedingly and the Canto I sells 
prodigiously. The Illustrations go on & off so he tells me very well, 1000 about of the sec edit gone 
already – Beppo a fifth edition. I give you these items to calm your conscience. Don’t be afraid, draw 
away – you have made the man’s fortune. 
Parliament positively dissolves on Tuesday next – this is Friday, and our world here is more mad and 
silly than ever 6000 gs given for a seat, and not one to be had for 5000 gs – argal I do not come in –
Douglas Kinnaird was yesterday put in nomination for Westminster: his opponents are Orator Hunt and 
Major Cartwright: and it is my belief that he will certainly succeed – Sir R. Wilson has a very good 
chance for the Borough of Southwark – Here would he honours for the Club to turn out two members, 
one for West’r: and another for the Borough in six months – As to myself it matters not – plain prose 
must be my fate to the end of the Chapter. The famous Jeremy Bentham whom you may have read of in 
the Edinbro’ Review has engaged me to put some political work of his into English. The original 
gibberish is very difficult but I shall try. Murray is to have the volume. William Spencer wrote to me 
the other day desiring me to transmit to you his eternal gratitude for the fourth canto, and yesterday I 
heard from Dr. Clarke not the organist but traveller40 who begged me also to transmit his opinion that 
the IVth is the finest of all. These are not opinions that come within the meaning of your prohibition, 
and are duties which I have to discharge. 

                                                 
40: Edward Daniel Clarke. 
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The Scrope is occasionally amorous and has intrigues Sir, intrigues with Milliners who scratch his face 
and make him look unseemly – He was appointed one of the committee for managing Dug’s election at 
Westminster – but took a solemn oath that he was going abroad in two days – I fear he has not been 
doing well lately, but no one can by searching find out Scrope. 
Mr. George Adam Browne of Trinity College Cambridge has requested that I will make to you the 
following request – A Mr. John Bowes Wright is going into Albania – read!! he met at Naples with un 
tale, whom I take to be the φευδο41 Colonel Finch who mentioned what use your letter to Ali Pasha had 
been of to him – The said John Bowes Wright writes then to Mr. Browne and begs him to get a letter 
from your Lordship to his Highness. Hence the application to me. I have ventured then to say that if 
Mr. Wright goes to Albania via Venice he may wait upon you and will find that you have been warned 
of his wishes. You may do as you like – but I could not refuse a Cambridge voter. How the deuce came 
you to seduce young Albrizzi into sending me such an autograph you treacherous young man you? By 
god I have before me the satisfactory simper with which you sealed down his kakography. A year and a 
half have not enabled him to surmount the difficulties of “to do” and there he is where we first found 
him – I have transmitted to his mother a copy of the IVth C. cum notis, by the hands of one Mr. Smith 
who if he meets you is charged to convey my obeisances. He will stammer with any king of France 
[who] ever clapt his – on the tithes, but is an excellent man: so Palm be civil. I would not give him a 
letter of introduction knowing your “fuga seculi” – 
I have just given your message to Lord Kinnaird who envies your roba42 and thinks her the best thing 
he saw on his travels – He has been writing a letter to the Duke of Wellington which I shall transmit 
with the tooth brushes. I shall also send you a letter to George Canning which made a monstrous noise 
this session: it has completely silenced G.C. who has never been heard to joke since. The glorious 
Burdett commends himself to you – he longs to see you. Devil go wid ye – why dont ye come among 
us – Curse your palace I wish you was in my garret. 
When Spooney’s man sets off you shall know` – ever your’s 

J. C. H. 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, June 8th 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.97-8; not in 1922 II; BLJ VI 49-50) 
 [To, Jno Hobhouse Esqre / Care of J. Murray / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / June 9th. 
1818. / Inghilterra] 
Byron uses only one side of a four-side paper. 

June 8th. 1818 
? – 

Dear Hobhouse, 
 Hearing nothing from you or anybody – makes me trouble you with five words – just to 
beg you to remind Hanson – Kinnaird & Murray the first & third – for monies – the second of my 
affairs – & to spur the others. I am in want of some remittances – & Hanson’s balance however trifling 
must be paid – & Murray should be ready to disburse at least a portion of his bargain. – – I have written 
lately (I think) and have only time to beg you not to forget this request & to believe me yrs. ever & 
truly. 

Byron 
[1:2 and 1:3 blank.] 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, June 12th 1818: 
 (Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.99-100; not in 1922 II; BLJ VI 50) 
Again, Byron uses only one side of a four-side paper. 
[To, Jno. Hobhouse Esqre / Care of J. Murray / 50. Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 
 

Venice. June 12th. 1818. – 
Dear Hobhouse – 
 As Post after post has elapsed for many weeks without any news from England – I repeat 
the trouble I have before given you – to remind Hanson & Murray to pay – & Kinnaird to receive as 
soon as possible otherwise I shall be put to considerable inconvenience – without any just reason – as 
those persons ought to have disbursed before now. – – – I never desire to trouble or hear from friends 
or acquaintance except on business – but on those occasions I could wish that they would write or 
cause others to write {to the purpose} – instead of giving me advice to take journeys to Geneva – 

                                                 
41: “fake”. 
42: Which roba? There are several. 
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without cause – or Christian charity; – you may suppose that I did better to stay at Venice – had I been 
at Geneva – I should have had to wait months for the ragamuffins. – Pray make those fellows pay any 
& all balances – & believe me [scrawl] 
 
Not a word since May 3d. – 
 
[1:2 and 1:3 blank.] 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, June 15th / 16th 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.103-4; not in 1922 II; BLJ VI 51) 
[To _ John Hobhouse Esqre / Care of J. Murray Esqre / 50. Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / 
Inghilterra / 1818 June 16th. –] 
Byron swims the Grand Canal. 

Venice. June 16th. {or 15th.} 1818. 
Dear Hobhouse 
 Still no letters. – My requests are the same – monies – Hanson & Murray – & Kinnaird – 
let the former pay all balances – & the latter send me credit for the same – or I shall be put to 
immediate & serious inconvenience. – I hope you are not dreaming of any plan for Murray’s money – 
<but> {except} spending, life is too precarious to buy annuities – & I want the whole directly. – In 
short whatever may be the case – you might write an answer from common civility. – – About the first 
news I have had of Canto 4th, has been from Milan 
 
1:2 
 
in a long & bitter letter against you from Di Breme (too long to send by post to England) in which he 
complains of very unfair representations on your part {(in the notes)} about the Italian Romantici & 
some stuff you have put in the illustrations besides about Foscolo43 – who seems one of the Charlatans 
who usually have taken you in {as far as I could observe.} – I shall write him that as I never read the 
notes – he who wrote them may answer for himself, but he says he shall write to you himself 
immediately. – – – – 
I have just been swimming from Lido to the Riva where the {Gun=}Brig lies – that is near the 
Piazaetta – so that you 
 
1:3 
 
will excuse a little languor – I went in with Hoppner – Scott (not the Vice Consul) and the Chevalier 
Mingaldo – (a noted Italian swimmer who traversed the Danube in Napoleon’s campaigns) – & I flatter 
myself gave them enough of it – for none of them went even half the distance {(or even reached the 
Gardens)} – but got back into their gondolas – & drest & were probably at dinner – before I had done 
my progress. – Mingaldo seemed the best fish among them – but <In> not in the true style – at least not 
bottom. – Hoppner44 & he both spewed when they got out into their boats. – 

yrs. ever & truly 
[scrawl] 

 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, June 25th 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.106-7; 1922 II 84-5; BLJ VI 54-5) 
[To _ , Jno. Hobhouse Esqre / Care of Mr. Murray / 50. Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / 
Inghilterra] 
Byron describes swimming the Grand Canal in greater detail. 

 Venice. June 25th. 1818 – 
Dear Hobhouse – I have received yrs. of the 5th – & have had no letters from any one else – nor desire 
any – but letters of Credit. – Since my last I have had another Swim against Mingaldo – whom both 
Scott & I beat hollow – leaving him breathless & five hundred yards behind hand before we got from 
Lido <th> to the entrance of the Grand Canal. – Scott went from Lido as far as the Rialto – & was then 
taken into his Gondola – I <went> {swum} from Lido right to the end of the Grand Canal – including 
it’s whole length – besides th<e.>at {space} from Lido to the {Canal’s} entrance (or exit) by the statue 
of Fortune – near the Palace – and coming out finally at the end opposite Fusina and 

                                                 
43: The passage was written by Foscolo about himself. 
44: B. is confused: he means “Scott”. 
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1:2 
 
Maestri – staying in half an hour & – I know not what distance more than the other two – & swimming 
easy – the whole distance computed by the Venetians at four and a half of Italian miles; – I was in the 
sea from half past 4 – till a quarter past 8 – without touching or resting. – I could not be much fatigued 
having had a piece in the forenoon – & taking another in the evening at ten of the Clock – The Scott I 
mention is not the {vice=}Consul – but a traveller – who lives much at Venice – like Mysen. – – – 
He got as far as the Rialto swimming well – the Italian – miles behind & knocked 
 
[line carries over to bottom of 1:3] 
 
up – hallooing for the boat. – – – – 
 
1:3 
 
Pray – make Murray pay – & Spooney pay – & send the Messenger – & with the other things the 
enclosed Corn rubbers. – – 
As you are full of politics I say nothing – except that I wish you more pleasure than such trash could 
give to me. 

yrs. very truly 
& affectly. 

[scrawl] 
P.S. 
 The wind & tide were both with me. 
Cornrubbers two dozen – recollect they are light & may come in letters. — 
 
Hobhouse to Byron, from London, June 25th 1818: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43442; BB 235-6) 
[À / Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre /  Chez Messrs Siri et Wilhalm / à Venise //  via Calais] 
Hobhouse answers Byron’s of June 8th. 

 
[Letter concludes at top of first sheet:] and discomposes the staid intelligent ironmongers and 
curriers of our party – Captain Maxwell’s face is daily covered with saliva from the patriot mob – 
Scrope says it reminds him of Spit-head!!45

 I  shall send to Spooney to know what the devil 
detains his lawyer from commencing his journey – ever your’s 

John Hobhouse 
 

Thursday, June 25 
Dear Byron – 
 Be assured “that shall be done that Dick doth say” and to day also – I beg you to be assured 
also that immediate application was made by me on the receipt of your last letter but one, to the parties 
concerned – Murray told me he should immediately pay in part of the balance due to you – and 
Kinnaird instantly said that you might have whatever you liked – Although I write this without seizing 
him I will take upon myself to say that 1000£ shall go off by this post – C. Hanson has been seen and 
shall be now written to by me. – I again beg you 
 
1:2 
 
to feel certain that I do not omit to do any thing that you wish me – I shall do so, though I am “mersus 
civilibus undes”46 and have worn myself down to a mere stock fish in this cursed election – 
Kinnaird in spite of all prognostics was mismanaged out of his chance of Westminster and gave up or 
rather was given up in three days – The Whigs played him a scurvy trick by starting Romilly against 
him – The Government thought any thing better than Burdett and helped Romilly and seeing itself so 
strong and the Burdettites so divided between Kinnaird and Cartwright, started Captain Sir Murray 

                                                 
45: Maxwell is a sailor: Spithead was a naval mutiny. 
46: Hor. Epis. I. 1. 16 (“plunge into the tide of civil life”). 
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Maxwell fresh from the Lewchew islands47 – Romilly & Maxwell in three days were 800 ahead of 
Burdett, 
 
1:3 
 
Kinnaird had hardly any votes – 80 I believe – It was resolved to withdraw Kinnaird – He was 
withdrawn – Cartwright who had till then been obstinate, also withdrew Hunt remained but was 
reckoned for nothing – He had lost the mob by accusing a man of sodomy from the hustings – The 
remaining three proposed were Romilly Maxwell and Burdett – the latter, as I said before, 800 behind 
on Saturday last, the 3d day – Michael Bruce, S. B. Davies and myself were the only gentlemen on the 
Committee48 – all things looked vastly serious for our patriot – Sunday however was employed in 
rousing the Electors – On Monday B pulled nearly 800 – on Tuesday 908 – on Wednesday 612 – and 
to day 448 – which has put him on the whole 248 above Maxwell and only 220 beneath Romilly –
We hope to have him in the head of the poll by Monday – He has however, had a terrible squeak 
for his life Kinnaird is our hustings orator since his resignation and really does admirably – He has 
lost Bishop’s Castle as well as Westminster but deserved both – 
 
1:4 [above address:] Wilson has come in for the Borough – but has turned out to be no great 
things – Government has lost two members in the city – Ned Ellice will come in for Coventry – 
On the [below address:] whole government will loose about 10 votes perhaps – I have been worn 
out and do not know how I shall possibly last until the end of the poll which Hunt swears he will 
keep open till the last – Scrope makes the Committee laugh [letter concludes at top of first sheet] 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, June 28th 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.108-9; 1922 II 85; BLJ VI 56) 
[To, Jno Hobhouse Esqre. / Care of Mr. Murray / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / 
Inghilterra. / June 27th. 1818] 

Venice. June 28th. 1818. – 
Dear Hobhouse – 
 Pray tell Murray to pay in money, not in bills – I will have ready money – I am sure I 
always give him ready poetry – & let him pay quickly. – – No letters from him – & but one from you 
of late. – I shall positively offer my next year to Longman – & I have lots upon the anvil – & inform 
Master Murray that by next post I shall write to Moore to propose to Longman for the time to come; – I 
will teach the Admiralty Publisher <some> a little attention to his correspondents. – <Di> Breme has 
written to me from Milan – to complain of your notes for attacks upon God knows whom. My thanks to 
Dr. Clarke &c. for his opinion “here are in all two worthy voices gained”49 when do you come out with 
Francesca?50 – 
 
1:2 
 
As you do not deserve any kind – or kind of letter – I say no more but am yours as you behave 

[scrawl] 
 
P.S. 
 I shall be really put to very great inconvenience if Spooney & Murray don’t disburse – & that 
quickly. – Where is Spooney’s messenger? – 
Geneva – Geneva – pretty advice. – 
But you are all alike – never had man such friends. – – – – – – – – 
You say “why don’t I come among you?” I confess I don’t see any great allurement – <on either side> 
– to you or yours for the wish – & certainly none to me – besides as I have told you a thousand times I 
prefer my present residence. – 
 
[1:3 blank.] 
 

                                                 
47: Maxwell was a naval hero who had recently published a book on the Lew-Chew Islands. 
48: Compare “There’s I and Burdett, gentlemen / And blackguard Hunt and Cobby, O!” The rest of the Committee 
are tradesmen. 
49: Shakespeare, Coriolanus, II iii 78 (“There’s in all two worthy voices begg’d”). 
50: H. seems never to publish his translation of Pellico’s Francesca da Rimini: I think he publishes it secretly in 
Dublin in 1851. 
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Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, June 30th 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.110-11; not in 1922 II; BLJ VI 56) 
Again, the angry B. uses only one side of a four-side paper. 
[To, – Jno Hobhouse Esqre / Care of Mr. Murray / 50. Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / June 
30th. 1818 / Inghilterra] 

Venice. June 30th. 1818. 
Dear Hobhouse – 
 When you can spare a moment from your political aspirations – will you once more 
remind the worthies – Spooney & Murray – that they have as yet sent neither – money – messengers – 
nor letter even; – as to Murray – I will make him remember his rudeness many a good day to come – 
one way or another – & so tell him. – – – 
I hate boring you so – but what can I do – I am in the greatest uneasiness & inconvenience about these 
cursed fellows – & their insolent neglect. – 

yrs ever & truly 
Byron 

P.S. – Recollect I require Cash & not bills from Master Murray Esquire. 
 
[1:2 and 1:3 blank.] 
 
Hobhouse to Byron, from London, July 3rd 1818: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443 f.75; BB 237-8) 
[Pour / le Très Honorable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / aux`soins de Messrs Siri et 
Wilhalm / à Venise // via Calais] 
 
[letter concludes at top of first side:] I have ventured to tell some disagreeable truths about poor dear 
Bonaparte – and because I have said nothing about his behissed comedy – You had better tell him so 
and then you will succeed to your hearts’ content in making him hate me as much as you have made 
me hate him – Lewis is dead – the poor fellow went off very tranquilly after a fit of sickness at sea and 
calmly wrote his will on his servant’s hat – he said nothing about White Obi –51 

July 3 – 1818 – 
Dear Byron, 
 I shall be exceedingly mortified if by this time you have not received the remittances – 
Letter after letter has been written to tell you to draw for the life and soul of you – Kinnaird’s bank 
shall be as exhaustless as the horn of Odin – Circular letters have been also sent – Murray has 
disbursed – but even if he had not you might draw to any amount – I have Kinnaird’s authority for 
telling you this – and he tells me he has sent a credit of two thousand pounds to Sri et Wilhalm for you 
– You cannot 
 
1:2 
 
be more angry with Hanson than I am for the unaccountable request to force you to migrate – It was 
impossible to suppose that when he gave me a solemn assurance of the day and hour he would have his 
Mercury at Geneva he did not intend to be ready with the papers until July – 
I have stolen a moment from the horrors of the Westminster election to write to him, Hanson, We are 
still in the hottest water – on yesterday the 13th day of the poll, the numbers were 
 
Burdett..350 – Romilly..333. Maxwell..266 – 
 
and the total numbers were 
 
Romilly..4789… Burdett…4648... Maxwell 4324 
Hunt..81. 
 
You see that Romilly by having the second votes of Maxwell in the beginning of the election, and of 
 
1:3 
 

                                                 
51: White Obi was a Jamaican demon about which Lewis had told them. 
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Burdett, now, is at the head of the poll by 141 – almost all Burdett’s votes are plumpers – Maxwell is 
still too near to make us feel quite safe – The story is too long a one to tell you now but such a scene of 
iniquity on the part both of Tories and Whigs, was never in your imagination brilliant as it is and 
fruitful, as the Morning Post says, of horrors – Kinnaird has played a most distinguishedly obnoxious 
part in the eyes of both factions and is our great hustings orator – The poll closes to morrow and if no 
sham votes are made up by the Court candidate, Burdett is, I think, safe – But we have every thing to 
dread from the bold profligacy of these fellows who go about buying votes openly – Burdett bears up 
gallantly – but I see is far from indifferent to the event – If we beat the two parties – for there has been 
a complete coalition, the triumph will be very glorious although Burdett should not be at the head of 
the Poll – Did I tell you that Wilson is come in for Southwark? 
What do you mean by saying that you have heard nothing of the IVth Canto – What does Murray write 
about? 
 
1:4 
 
[above address:] now you have barred his dinner histories, he can only talk of your poeshies – As for 
the Illustrations – di Breme may be damned – I have not said a word about the Romantici except that 
the dispute was an absurd one and as for Foscolo I have done nothing but quote from [below address:] 
Italian reviews, and put down a criticism which you and I once made at Venice on his Ortis52 – It ill 
becomes me to talk, but ask Murray what is said of the Illustrations & notes, and Murray that’s all – No 
Sir if you do not say that the essay, &c is a masterpiece I will consent to be flayed and let you write a 
criticism on my skin – Breme is vexed because [letter concludes at top of first side.] 

 
Hobhouse to Byron, from London, July 16th 1818: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443 f.76; BB 240-1) 
[Pour / le très honorable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / aux soins de Messrs Siri et 
Wilhalm / à Venise // via Calais] 
Hobhouse answers Byron’s of June 25th. He goes on as if he didn’t realise Byron’s complete 

indifference to Westminster politics. 
 
[letter concludes at top of first side:] which Your maliceship commands to be conveyed to me – I 
should recommend you to convey de Breme’s critique by the next post, and perhaps it may come in 
time for the Quarterly or at least to stop the pending arrangement for something that I have been prayed 
to write on the Italians – By the Lord you are an amiable fellow, and, all things considered, want 
nothing but a little encouragement to complete your social qualities – 

ever your’s John Hobhouse 
 
[vertically in left-hand margin:] The corn-rubbers have been ordered – Any thing else? 
 

July 16, 1818 
Dear Byron – 
 I have received a great many letters from you – all in the same strain and requiring only one 
answer – namely that what you require has been done long ago – The money has been sent and if you 
want any more you have only to specify the sum and the form in which you wish to have it conveyed – 
I have called twice on Mr Hanson within these few days, and have received for answer that never was 
any business done so quickly and so satisfactorily as yours’; and that when the 
 
1:2 
 
messenger is ready to start he will let me know – That which has delayed every thing and every body, 
has, it seems, impeded the progress of the deeds – I mean the general election which caused Mr Hoare 
of Durham to be a little tardy in his part of the survey – Lady Byron, as in duty hound, wrote to hasten 
and do the decent thing on the occasion – 
All our turmoil has ended – Burdett has beaten the court candidate by four hundred and thirty, and 
though Romilly has by partaking the second votes of both parties come in 101 a head in the poll, it is 
clear that the patriot has lost none of his popularity – He polled more votes than in the great election of 
1807 – On the whole nobody has been a gainer by the contests except 
 

                                                 
52: See H.’s diary entry for November 28th 1816, much of which is recycled in Illustrations. 
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1:3 
 
Murray who has put forth another edition of the account of the Loo Chew islands with a portrait of Sir 
Murray Maxwell in frontispiece – The chairing of Burdett on Monday last was the finest sight I ever 
saw – it beat the Champ de Mai hollow53 – It is supposed that so large and orderly a crowd were never 
before assembled in London – The car was Kinnaird’s taste – the horses were furnished by Scrope the 
Great – A slight confusion occurred at the dinner by reason of want of victual – for, when the doors 
were opened, some two hundred and fifty guests were found already at table very much to the 
detriment and disappearance of the various articles provided for the refection of the company – The 
question was how and why the devil they got there:54 and our short commons were seasoned by loud 
shouts of Burdett for ever but damn the Committee – Standing armies never put the cause of liberty in 
so much danger as 
 
1:4 
 
[above address:] these forerunners of ours at the dinner table. Tranquillity was not restored in less than 
two hours when we proceeded to the bad port and speeches of the day, and the sober part of the 
company separated about [below address:] midnight – So you think of going to the Longman – 
Vorsignoria è padrone55 – but I think you will do ill. His beef and carrots which I have had the honor of 
tasting this year are very poor grub indeed – Murray is, as far as his words go, your most humble 
servitor – and faithfully delivers all the messages [letter concludes at top of first side.] 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, August 3rd 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 f.113; 1922 II 85-6; BLJ VI 63) 
Byron answers Hobhouse’s of July 16th. 

Venice. August 3d. 1818 
Dear He – 
 Now that my Monies are come you may scold as much as you please. – It is your turn 
now. – It was mine when I had neither answers to my letters – nor attention to my requests. – As for 
my “social qualities” – I will back them against yours or any of the Burdett Committee – (except 
Scrope) I will drink with you – laugh with you – or do any thing except talk with you56 – for any wager 
in wines you choose to name. – You Monster You! – I have heard of your “campaigning at the King of 
Bohemy” and yr. speeches which seriously I am told were very good ones – as well as Kinnaird’s – 
throughout the election – but you don’t shine as Purveyors – and you must have cut a queer figure 
spouting among the Decanters (most of them about the same height<)> with yourself) in boots & spurs 
to appease <a> {the} angry & famished ragamuffins who have been licking Lew Chew and his 
Islanders for you. – – – – – 
Enclosed is Breme’s scrawl57 – answer him if you like 
 
1:2 
 
but I have given him a Siserana I promise you in mine already – I have no notion of his airs – he has 
brought all Italy into a squabble about his damned doctrines – <As> (like the old stag of the Seicentisti 
& the {previous} Cruscan <Sgr> quarrels – poor devils – they are like Moses <too> in the Vicar of W. 
too happy in being permitted to dispute about anything)58 – and then expect to be thanked for them by 
us Youth.59 – Row him – I say – he gives you devilish bitter words – and I long to see you by the ears – 
that I do. – – – 
I shall be very glad of the Corn rubbers – as to Spooney – I don’t know what he calls expedition – but 
you always said he was a damned dawdle if not a rogue – & now you “snub me when I’m in Spirits”60 
for coming over to your opinions. 

                                                 
53: See H. to B., May 31st 1815 (though he does not describe Napoleon’s pageant in any letter to B.) 
54: Pope, Epistle to Arbuthnot, l.172. 
55: “Your Lordship is the boss”. 
56: Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, I iii 31-4. 
57: “Breme’s scrawl” has not appeared. 
58: Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield, Ch. 7. 
59: Falstaff at Shakespeare, Henry IV I, II ii 85; compare Jan 17 1813 (to H.); Nov 10 1813 (to Annabella); Nov 12 
1813 (to Gifford); Mar 15 1814 (London Journal); May 8 1814 (to Mo.); July 15 1818 (to K.); and Nov 19 1820 
(to Mu.). 
60: Tony Lumpkin at Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, II. 
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yrs. always [scrawl] 
 

September 6th 1818: Byron finishes Don Juan Canto I. 
 

Hobhouse to Byron, from Brighton, August 17th 1818: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443 f.77; BB 242-3) 
[Pour / le Très Honorable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / Messrs Siri et Wilhalm / à 
Venise // via Paris] 
 
[letter concludes at top of first side:] of proscribed made out by Tierney Brougham & Co and the other 
cubs at H. House for my conduct at the Westminster Election – that is for doing my little most to put 
Burdett at the head of the poll – they wrote ballads against us, {which were} sung or said at Lady 
Jerseys – Oh how we sighed for you – If B was here said Scrope by god he would scalp them – The 
insolence of Brougham to all men increases daily and I foresee his want of wit will run him into a filthy 
puddle – He was shamefully beat in Westmoreland, and talked over the mob {to be} against him 
Adieu – Your’s 
 J. C. H. 

[vertically in left-hand margin:] Brighton. August 17, 1818 
Dear Byron – 
 I have been waiting for more than ten days to be able to announce to you that Spooney 
had sent his messenger or had set off himself with the papers to you – this was his last intention but 
how long it may have been his last I know not he weathercocks it with such ease and quickness – I 
trust, however, that he will not long delay. I have presented myself to Chancery lane so often as to be a 
nuisance and an eye sore to his retainers below stairs and the sweaty paw of Charles is moreover no 
such pleasant welcome after admittance – Thank heaven, however, my importunities have reduced it to 
three fingers – If old Spooney crosses the Alps I have 
 
1:2 
 
promised to give him a march route; and considering the dance he has led me, have a good mind to 
send him round by the Caucasus. I anticipate the combing down he will get from you – although, to be 
sure, I must say that in propria persona you are a mighty mitigable devil, and do not at all answer to the 
Jupiter of your own distant storm61 – Having received no letters from you, I conclude the money is 
come safe to hand and may, I presume, count upon your silence until the approaches of exhaustion 
persuade you again to be clamorous – I am happy to hear from you at any rate – so would rather be 
scolded than scorned – I have done my best that the messenger whether Hanson or Hanson’s man shall 
leave nothing that you may want or he may take behind – I have lately seen nothing of Murray – the 
rumor of his being a traveller not as usual by proxy but in person may be true – If so you 
 
1:3 
 
will know how to account for not hearing from him, if you do not hear – At any rate don’t plot against 
his peace or pence – believe me he is your poor slave for ever – He swears you are the first of poets and 
he feels he is the most fashionable of booksellers – The Edinburgh is out – as I imagined and, if you 
recollect, foretold – the IVth is said to he the finest of all you have written and above any other 
production almost of any age –  Of course it will make part of Hanson’s baggage so I shall say nothing 
– The Edinburgh incites you to do something that shall raise [Ms. tear:”the”] age to a level with any 
Augustan period of literature – The Morning Chronicle humbly requests you would come home and 
consent to save this sinking country – The poetry is but poor but the wish as good as any thing even I 
could indite – Sam Rogers says in his amiable way that “Wayte is our only chance.” Sam presumes to 
shake his wry vinegar-cruet neck at me for comparing him to Pindemonte – now this is the fate and 
folly of talking of these small poets at all. By the goles 
 
1:4 
 
[above address:] I meant him nothing but supreme honor – I have received the queerest letter from di 
Breme you ever saw – I will be judged by you – and if you do not say the essay on Italian literature is 

                                                 
61: H. knows that, faced with Hanson, B. will be a lot less angry. 
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“merum sal”62 I will burn it – I assure you I have had [below address:] the unsolicited testimony of all 
the best judges {(Hallam, Payne Knight, Wilbraham, Lord Glenbervie &c)} which are very few for I 
flatter myself there are not three people in England capable of deciding on its merits – seriously tell me 
what you think when you have read the articles, and tell me, as you wont, with sincerity – you know 
you promised not to make a fool of me except I wrote an oratorio – I am on the list [letter concludes at 

top of first side.] 
 

Hobhouse to Byron, from London, September 28th 1818: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443 f.78; BB 245-7) 
 
[letter concludes at top of first side:] had I a seat in the den I should have abjured them both by 
throwing the former on the table as Burke did his dagger – It is impossible to hear the arrogance 
selfishness and surliness of a party that has elected Bruffam for their bully – Lord Holland-House calls 
me a rat for asking for single votes for Burdett and disregarding that charming piece of perfection Sir S. 
Romilly – this is the head & front of my offending63 and has put me on the proscription list so my 
patriotism has brought me into a filthy puddle – 

ever your’s – J. C. H. 
28 September 

Dear Byron – 
 I have received the letters which you sent to me through Davies – both your own and de 
Breme’s and have edified highly by the perusal of both – I had before received a similar epistle from 
the unfrocked Abbé and was expounding the said when your own packet was delivered by the Scrope – 
The force of censure can no farther go – so to make a third I’ve joined the other two – and considering 
them as one have made a reply in what I flatter myself is a becoming style – I take the liberty of 
sending you a copy of this letter – of which I do not say read and burn – but do not give yourself the 
trouble to read it, but send it to Rizzo or to Madame Albrizzi or to any one who will make it public – a 
translation in the gazette will please me most, the Lugano I recollect to be your favourite – When the 
Albrizzi has done with it perhaps you could contrive to send it to Acerbi64 who I am sure will 
 
1:2 
 
swallow it with more glee than he ever did the small tit bit of blubber in his voyage towards the North 
Pole I conjure you by all my coal mines in Cornwall to further this little piece of mischief – The Copy 
is written in a fair hand –some vengeance should be taken of this masturbator for calling poor dear 
Madame Albrizzi’s Ritratti “a list of her stallions” – you may see that I have taken care to quote this in 
the letter in order to qualify it for the meridian of St Mark’s – It is, indeed, though I say it, as pretty a 
piece of malice as could well be hatched, and would become even your embroiling spirit – I have 
quoted de Breme’s own words against Monti – so I am in hopes of a squabble even there whence the 
whole has originated – this makes me wish to see the thing in Acerbi’s hands – I did not know how to 
send this packet when Missiaglia of the library at Venice came in, “sic me servavit Apollo” 65 – What 
the deuce has kept you so long from Hasty? I trust you have not been setting up shop again – nothing 
but passades – no draughts on hankers ear rings and the like o’ they – 
What a dreadful fright you have been in for fear some one should interpose to save you a few pounds in 
England – Were you on your death bed you could not be 
 
1:3 
 
more alarmed at the hideous prospect of leaving something unenjoyed – By this time, however, you 
may be assured that nothing has been done for you and your mind be at rest – I have been living, since 
the beginning of August at Brighton – so have not seen the superb Murray who is speculating with an 
Edinburgh dealer for a magazine – Wilson the plague man, who he says is full as clever and ten times 
more hearty than Jeffery – A fortnight since I came to Brighton has been taken out and spent at 
Burdett’s Wiltshire house – There was Scrope – and there also came Tom Moore – This latter you are 
quite right about – he is a most charming fellow and certainly one of the better brothers – Poor fellow, 

                                                 
62: “pure good sense” (LUC. RER. 4 1162). 
63: Shakespeare, Othello, I iii 80. 
64: Giuseppe Acerbi (1773-1846) northern explorer and literary associate of Monti. Christened by di Breme 
“Tartuffe au chapeau plumé”. 
65: “Thus has Apollo served me” (HOR. SER. 1 9 78). 
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he has lately got a twist about the aristocrats – and cant forgive Lord H for saying “we will show Lord 
B that another of us can write verses” nor George Vernon for observing at Bowwood that “there were 
three poets in the room” – I dont know whether you ever observed this before in him – Moore told me 
that you were in alarm about the IVth Canto. Why so? and why did you let him know? I tell you again 
and again there is but one opinion <come> about it – It is the “opt-max” – and in sober sadness I tell 
you that your influence in this country is what I should think without a parallel – you might positively 
do what you pleased – If Murray throws doubts or cold water 
 
1:4 
 
he is a neger, but I can not imagine such perfidy in him – Your friends here, I mean England, are 
ceaseless in enquiries about your health and wealth and so forth – and I feel secure I can report 
progress in both – But dont swim for four hours again – now don’t – you can not think what serious 
harm these exertions bring about. Hanson’s folk are tired of my repeated visits and I myself am almost 
sick of asking for the fiftieth time if either father son or company is set out with the papers – Mind you 
sign nothing except the mere deeds – no private papers – no releases acquittances or any thing but the 
bond – the bond – Pray be cautious – Dug. bid me tell you this and he is a clever fellow for all his 
speeches – The Scrope is well in physics and still preserves the five points – His addresses have lately 
been divided between “the Lady Anne Harley and Miss Susannah Burdett – He makes your poeshies 
pimp for him for I caught him ventre a terre under a beach tree expounding you to the latter – where 
types fail he brings out an MS from a scented Morocco pocket book and a palpable hit egad – How his 
concerns go on no soul alive knows – his being in love looks suspicious for he was never known to be 
so when in money – He is still, however, very grand and will not stir without his “dormeuse” Sir I have 
left off my wig and my Whig principles together [letter concludes at top of first side.] 

 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, September 30th 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.116-17; 1922 II 87-8; BLJ VI 72) 
[To _ , Jno Hobhouse Esqre / Care of Mr. Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / 
Septr 30th. / Inghilterra] 

Venice. Septr. 30th. 1818 
Dear Hobhouse / 
 Spooney writes that he will not advance beyond Geneva. – I have answered that he may 
return – for I would not cross to meet him – were it only to Fusina or Maestri. – . – I said so in the 
Spring – and I repeat it now. – He hints possible delays – and incompletion of the Sale – be it so – — I 
gave him ample time – it is no fault of mine – and if W. don’t complete – I presume that I shall at least 
have the property again. – – But whatever may be the consequence – my decision on that point – is 
what it was in Spring – and <will> {would} be in Secula Seculorum. – Pray tell him so on his return 
from his fool’s (or rogue’s) errand and that I would see him and all Chancery lane in Hell before I 
would cross a Canal for them – what am I to be made the 
 
1:2 
 
<Ponchinello> Polichinello of an Attorneo at thirty years of age? – he may be damned – they may be 
damned – – 
I have written to Douglas Kinnaird – & beg you to assist him with advice in a committee upon this 
tedious mountebank’s eternal dawdling. – Do what you can – & make him do what you please – only 
recollect that I neither can nor will quit home upon his call. – Why could he not send a Clerk? – I’m 
sure I have no wish to see the original. – – – 

ever yrs. very truly 
& affectly. 

Byron – 
P.S. – 
 I don’t revise – and I write in a hurry – and in a passion – so excuse errata – and remember that I 
won’t Stir – Sunburn me if I do! 
 
1:3 
 
[at page bottom:] 
 
P.S. 2d. 
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I saw the other day by accident your “Historical &c.” – the Essay is perfect – and not exceeded by 
Johnson’s Poets – which I think the type of perfection. – 
 
[up right-hand side:] 
 
I shall write again – but my rage at present has made me quite unwell: – Excuse bother. – – – – – – – 
 

Hobhouse to Byron, from London, November 4th 1818: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443 f.79; BB 249-50) 
[Pour / Le Très honorable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / Messrs Siri et Wilhalm / à 
Venise] 
 
[letter concludes at top of first side:] Lady F. W. – As they are in some measure de tiennes, I suppose 
he makes love to one and hate to the other with your poetry – If I hear any thing from Chancery or any 
other Lane worth telling, I will write again soon – farewell 

always your’s truly, 
J. C. H. – 

 
November – 4 

My dear Byron, 
 I have this instant come from Spooney the younger: with whom I had as many words as 
the surprise and horror consequent upon seeing the suicide of Sir Saml: Romilly in the paper would 
permit – He cut his throat in a paroxysm of madness at the death of his wife – a solitary instance of so 
dreadful an act in a sexegenary – I expressed my discontent to young Hanson at his father’s 
unaccountable conduct – he told me that he presumed some means 
 
1:2 
 
might be taken to forward the papers – he hinted that perhaps you might move – I told him never – and 
I do think you are quite right in not stirring – The fellow must be insane – Do not, however, come quite 
to blows with him – until your purchase is complete and the money all safe – When you do commence, 
you may depend upon being stoutly backed by all of us – I have seen Kinnaird – he is in a deadly rage 
against your courier – So is your sister whom I saw this morning and who is looking very well – She 
tells me the Typhus Fever is at Kirkby, together with Lady N. The prudent daughter has removed the 
child – I have heard of 
 
1:3 
 
you and your long hair – I trust you are well and do not suffer this fellow to vex you more than needful 
to correct his vagaries – I saw Murray this morning – he has nothing to communicate – I believe, but 
has set me upon translating some Italian sent by you – I am pleased at your opinion of the Essay which 
I did think would hit your fancy – It is but a compilation indeed, but I think the style is good – I have 
sent over four copies by Messeaglia of the Apollo library – pray favor me by taking one – The same 
man carries you my letter to Breme – who is not to be pardoned – I have heard from Hoppner and am 
very much obliged to him for his correction of my two blunders66 – I will take care that the 
 
1:4 
 
[above address:] errors shall not stand in the next. When I saw St Luke’s it was filled with lamps and I 
have some excuse for misconstruing Imbrenati for I asked an Italian the meaning of the word the other 
day and he could not tell me – I presume you [below address:] are at Mr Gibbon’s work – pray it may 
be so and “write next winter more essays on man”67 There is no literary intelligence of any kind at least 
not of any kind that has met my ear this morning. S.B.D. is got into the hands of Lady C. L. and is deep 
in with [letter concludes at top of first side.] 

 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, November 11th 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.120-3; 1922 II 89-91; BLJ VI 76-8) 

                                                 
66: See Hoppner to H., September 24th 1818. 
67: Pope, Dialogue II, last line. 
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[To, Jno Hobhouse Esqre / Care of J. Murray Esqre / 50. Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / 
Angleterre] 
 

Venice Novr 11th. 1818. 
Dear Hobhouse / 
 By the favour of Lord Lauderdale (who tells me by the way that you have made some 
very good speeches – and are to turn out an Orator – seriously) I have sent an “Oeuvre” of “Poeshie” 
which will not arrive probably till some after this letter – <as> {though} they start together – as the 
letter is rather the youngest of the two. – It is addressed to you at Mr. Murray’s. – – I request you to 
read – & having read – and if possible approved to obtain the largest or (if large be <(undeserved> –) 
{undeserved} the fairest price from him or any one else. – – There are firstly – the first Canto of Don 
Juan – (in the style of Beppo – and Pulci – forgive me for putting Pulci second it is a slip – “<e/>Ego et 
Rex meus”) containing two hundred Octaves, – and a dedication in verse of a dozen to Bob Southey – 
bitter as necessary – I mean the dedication, I will tell you why. – The Son of a 
 
1:2 
 
Bitch on his return from Switzerland two years ago – said that Shelley and I “had formed a League of 
Incest and practiced our precepts with &c.” – he lied like a rascal – for they were not Sisters – one 
being Godwin’s daughter by Mary Wollstanecraft – and the other the daughter of the present Mrs. G by 
a former husband.68 – The Attack contains no allusion to the cause – but – some good verses – and all 
political & poetical. – He lied in another sense – for there was no promiscuous intercourse – my 
commerce being limited to the carnal knowledge of the Miss C. – I had nothing to do with the offspring 
of Mary Wollstonecraft – <who> {which Mary was} a former Love of Southey’s – <&> which might 
have taught him to respect the fame of her daughter. – – Besides this “Pome” there 
 
1:3 
 
is “Mazeppa” and an Ode on Venice – the last not very intelligible – and you may omit it if you like – 
Don Juan – and Mazeppa are perhaps better – you will see. – The Whole consists of between two and 
three thousand lines – and you can consult Douglas K. about the price thereof and your own Judgement 
– & whose else you like about their merits. – – As one of the poems is as free as La Fontaine – & bitter 
in politics – too – the damned Cant and Toryism of the day may make Murray pause – in that case you 
will take any Bookseller who bids best; – when I say free – I mean that freedom – whieh Ariosto 
{Boiardo} and Voltaire – Pulci – Berni – – all the best Italian & French – as well as Pope & Prior 
amongst the {English} permitted themselves – but no improper words nor 
 
1:4 
 
phrases – merely some situations – which are taken from life. – However you will see to all this – when 
the M. S. S. arrive. – – – – – – 
I only request that you & Doug. will see to a fair price – “as the Players have had my Goods too 
cheap”69 – if Murray won’t – another will. – I name no price – calculate by quantity – and quality – and 
do you and Doug. pronounce – always recollecting as impartial Judges – that you are my friend – and 
{that} he is my Banker. – Spooney arrived here today70 – but has left in Chancery Lane all my books – 
everything in short except a damned (Something)=Scope.71 I have broke the glass & cut a finger in 
ramming it together – and the Cornrubbers but I have given it him! – I have been blaspheming against 
Scrope’s God – – – ever since his arrival. – – – – – 
 

                                                 
68: B. writes as if H. had never met or heard of Mary Godwin or Claire Clairmont. 
69: Johnson, Life of Dryden. 
70: Newton Hanson, in a manuscript account quoted by Prothero, writes that Mu. had left a wagonload of books at 
Chancery Lane which they could not bring, that Byron was nervous and irritable during their visit, that the reason 
his father had himself come on the voyage was that he had hoped to effect a reconciliation between Byron and his 
wife, but that Byron soon dispelled such hopes by a remark on the death of Romilly: “How strange it is that one 
man will die for the loss of his partner, while another would die if they were compelled to live together.” Newton 
Hanson observed: “Lord Byron could not have been more than 30, but he looked 40. His face had become pale, 
bloated, and sallow. He had grown very fat, his shoulders broad and round, and the knuckles of his hands were lost 
in fat.” (LJ IV 266-7n.) 
71: “Scope” underlined three times. B. means “kaleidoscope”; see DJ II 93, 8. 
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2:1 
 
2) Only think – he has left every thing – every thing except his legal papers – – You must send off a 
Man on purpose with them on the receipt of this – I will pay anything within three hundred pounds for 
the expence of their transportation – but pray let them be sent without fail – and by a person on purpose 
– they are all in Chancery – (I mean the Lane – not the Court – for they would not come out of that in a 
hurry) with young Spooney – extract them – and send a man by Chaise on purpose – never mind 
expence nor weight – I must have books & Magnesia – particularly “Tales of my Landlord”. – – – 
I’ll be revenged on Spooney – five men died of the Plague the other day – in the Lazaretto – I shall take 
him to ride at the Lido – he hath a reverend care & fear of his health – 1 will show him the Lazaretto 
which is not far 
 
2:2 
 
off you know – & looks nearer than it is – I will tell him of the five men – I will tell him of my contact 
with {Dr.} Aglietti in whose presence they died – & who came into my Box at the (St. Benedetto’s) 
Opera the same evening – & shook hands with me; – I will tell him all this – and <if> as he is 
hypochondriac – perhaps it may kill him. – – The Monster left my books – everything – my Magnesia 
– – my toothpowder – &c. &c. and wanted me besides to go to Geneva – – but I <lug> made him come. 
– He is a queer fish – the Customs House Officers wanted to examine or have money – he would not 
pay – they opened every thing. – “Ay – Ay – (said he) look away – “{Carts} Cartss Cartss” <or 
“Charter”> that was his phrase for papers with a strong English emphasis & accent on the s and he 
actually made them turn over all the Newstead & Rochdale – & Jew – & Chancery papers 
 
2:3 
 
exclaiming “Carts Carts” & came off triumphant with paying a Centime – – the Officers giving up the 
matter in despair – finding nothing else – & not being able to translate what they found. – – But I have 
been in a damned passion for all that – for this adventure nearly reconciled me to him. 
 
[down middle of page, to accommodate seal:] 
 
Pray remember the man & books – and mind & make me a proper paction with Murray or others – I 
submit the matter to you and Doug. – and you may show the M.S. to Frere and William – Rose – and 
Moore – & whoever you please. – 
 
Forgive the Scrawl & the trouble – & write & believe me ever & truly yrs. [scrawl] 
 
P.S. 
 Lord Lauderdale set off today the 12th. <at> Novr. – & means to be in England in about a Month. –  
 
Byron to Hobhouse and Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, November 18th 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.124-5; not in 1922 II; BLJ VI 78-9) 

Venice Novr. 18th. 1818 
Dear Hobhouse and Kinnaird. – 
 Enclosed is Mr. Hanson’s statement of my affairs. – You will perceive 
that Mr. Hanson is the largest Creditor, and that without his bill there would be a Surplus of two or 
three thousand pounds after paying all debts – Bond – <and> Simple Contract or whatsoever. – He 
states his bill roundly at eight thousand pounds up to the period of partnership with his Son Charles. – 
The Bill since as partners – at eleven hundred & seventy eight pounds – three shillings – and one 
penny. – – I have agreed to pay him five thousand pounds – but on condition that his bill be submitted 
to you twain – and to such person or persons – (legal or others – but probably Counsel) as you shall 
select to examine – investigate – and advise upon the said account. – You will also please to recollect 
that in the year 1813 – he received the sum of two thousand eight hundred pounds or thereabouts on 
account, for which see his 
 
1:2 
 
Receipt amongst my papers – now in the care of Mr. Hobhouse – who is hereby authorized to open any 
trunk or trunks – & search for the same in case of necessity – by applying <to> {to} Messrs. Hoare’s 
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Bankers Fleet Street you will however ascertain the precise Sum which is not denied by Mr. John 
Hanson. – Of the principal of the purchase Money I request & direct that the Superflux (after Claims 
and Settlements) be applied to the payment of my debts – in such portion & manner as may seem best – 
– – 
The settled part I wish to be invested either in Mortgage or other Security – provided the Security be 
such as may deserve the name. – The Interest accruing since last Apri1 in Major Wildman’s purchase 
money – amounting to about two thousand eight hundred pounds or thereabouts according to the 
statement made to me – I request 
 
1:3 
 
to be transmitted to me in letters of Credit and Circular notes – as being Income – which I wish to 
employ in my personal expences. – Of the principal – I devote <at> {all} as far as <it> {the Surplus} 
goes to the Creditors and I hope that you Hobhouse – & you Kinnaird – will understand me – & see 
that it is properly applied. – – the Interest you will send to me as requested. – – 
Mr. Hanson is to receive his five thousand pounds – the Bill Subject to strict Investigation, – I have 
seen no particulars – though often asked for. – – 
With regard to the other Creditors – You will hear Mr. Hanson – & consult your own Judgements – 
which Mr. Kinnaird can do more freely – being in Power as my Attorney. – – If Lady Noel dies before 
Miss Milbanke72 or my self – I request 
 
1:4 
 
that Sir Francis Burdett – Earl Grey – or Lord Grenville – be prayed to act as my Arbiters, – that is one 
of these, – I name three in case of refusal <of> on the part of one of these – that the next may be 
applied to. – – – 
I am advised to proceed in the Rochdale Lawsuit – but Law Bills seem heavy and if the expence is to 
exceed a thousand pounds – I think it should be paused upon – however in this as in all other things I 
am disposed to listen to such opinions as my friends (and you two among the first) think worthy of 
attention. – – – – 
I am ever & truly – Dear H. and 
 Dear K. – 

yr. affectionate friend 
& obliged Sert. 

Byron. 
P.S. 
This Letter is private. 
 
Document from John Hanson and Byron, to Hobhouse, from Venice, November 18th 1818: 
(Source: not yet seen at NLS Ms.43439; BLJ VI 79-80) 

Venice. Novr. 18th. 1818 
[In Hanson’s hand:] 
 
Respecting the Liquidation of Lord Byron’s Simple Contract Debts I think under all the Circumstances 
the Credrs may very fairly be required to accept a Composition in full and I recommend it to his 
Lordship to authorize such a Proposition to be made to them at least so far as an Abatement of one 
Third at the least. 

John Hanson 
 
[In Byron’s hand:] 
 
I have had a good deal of Conversation with Mr. Hanson upon this Subject – and being aware of the 
extent of the remaining funds after the deduction of the Annuity and Bond debts and law expences – do 
not see any other present prospect of liquidating the Simple Contract debts – and submit to Mr. 
Hobhouse and Mr. Kinnaird how far this may be eligible. – 

BYRON 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, November 23rd 1818: 

                                                 
72: B. refers to his wife by her maiden name. 
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(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.126-30; 1922 II 91-2; BLJ VI 81-2, omitting the sections in 
Latin and Italian) 
[To, Jno Hobhouse Esqre / 50 Albemarle Street / J.Murray’s Esqre. / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 
In enclosing a massive bi-lingual note (written by someone else) to illustrate a very minor point 

about Tasso’s linen, Byron may be mocking Hobhouse’s pedantry. 
Venezia. Novr. 23d. 1818. 

Dear Hobhouse – 
 You say Nobody knows nought of Luke Scalabrino the Magnificent Correspondent who 
went between Tasso and his Washerwoman.73 Lo the enclosed quotation! – You will wonder at my 
research – but it is not mine – but an English Gentleman’s now here (Mr. Ingram of Durham74 “can 
anything good come out of Nazareth?”) who told me this – sent me the boke – I have caused a copy – 
and sent it by post. – – Spooney is gone back with a long letter to you and Kinnaird. – 
Lord Lauderdale has a cargo of “poeshie” and is on his way too. So Sir S. R. has cut his throttle for the 
loss of his wife! – Mr. Thwackum “saddled Square with a Judgement75 – {when he bit his tongue,} 
when R. was legally mischief making between my wife & me three years agone or so – did he think 
that in less than thirty six moons Nemesis would level him in a cross road {for} <for> a like {<self>} 
deprivation? – See what comes of the Good old Gods – and remember how I always believed in & 
worshipped them – they wove very good stanzas. – – 
 
[large sheet enclosed with scribal hand:] 
 
Side 1: 
 

Lucas Scalabrini Ferrariensis, Vir in Philosophicis amœnioribusque studiis 
absolutissimus: a celebrioribus ætatis suæ Viris magni fuisse habitum testantur 
Epistolæ ad eum missæ ab amplissimo Cardinali, ac Principe Scipione Gonzaga, quas 
vidimus apùd D. Joseph Antenorum Scalabrini, Gentilem suum; in illis verò elucet, 
quàm familiariter Princeps doctissimus Lucâ nostro utereteur. Sèd & immortalis 
Torquatus Tasso eum, doctrinæ titulo, in intimis habuit, quòd patet ex sequenti 
Epistolâ, quæ impressa cernitur in Volum. 2. Epistolar. Familiarium Tasso prædicti, 
libr. 2. pag. m. 171. Hujusmodi est. 
 

Translation of Latin: Lucas Scalabrini of Ferrara, a philosopher and learned man of letters, was 
highly regarded by the most famous men of his age, as is demonstrated by the letters to him by His 
Excellency the Cardinal Prince Scipio Gonzaga, and by the intimacy he enjoyed not only with the 
Cardinal Prince himself, but with the immortal Tasso, as can be seen from the following letter which 
Tasso wrote to him (Volum. 2. Epistolar. Familiarium Tasso prædicti, libr. 2. pag. m. 171): 

 
Al Signor Luca Scalabrino 

 
Hò bisogno di parlarvi di molte cose, mà particolarmente perchè vorrei, che mi 
faceste un Sonetto in lode d’un avvocato Milanese, il quale hà nome Il Signor 
Bartolameo Brugnoli, bello quanto più potrete. io n’hò fatto un altro, &c; al secondo 
non mi trovo disposto; E fà mestiero, che io compiaccia un Giovine Servitore del 
Signor ambasciatore, che’l ricerca: Signor non mi mancate per Vita Vostra, E se Voi 
non potrete, fattelo fare dal Signor Horatio, che Ve ne avrò molto obligo, consolatemi 
della Vostra presenza, e fate, che io gusti qualche frutto prima che passi la stagione, 
È  vivete felice. 
        Di S. Anna 
 

Translation of Italian (by Valeria Vallucci): / To Mr Luca Scalabrino / I need to talk to you about 
many things, particularly because I would like you to write for me a sonnet, the fairest that you can, in 
praise of a lawyer from Milan called Mr Bartolomeo Brugnoli. I have composed one, but I do not feel 
like doing another. It is necessary for me to please a young servant of the Ambassador who is 

                                                 
73: The letter in which H. says this is missing. For Tasso’s letter to Luca Scalabrino (starting “I send your lordship 
five shirts, all of which want mending”) see H., Historical Illustrations, pp.494-5. H. thanks B. on Dec.25th (BB 
252). 
74: “Durham” underlined five times – B. jokes about the county in which he was married. 
75: Fielding, Tom Jones, Bk V Ch 2. 
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expecting it. Sir, for your sake, do not fail, and if you cannot do it, let Mr Horatio do it. I would be 
very obliged to you. Comfort me with your presence, and let me taste some of your fruit before the 
season ends. Be happy. / Di S. Anna 
 
Side 2: 
 Ex hoc facile conijci poteste, lucam nostrum 
 in hetruscă poesi plurimŭm valuisse, neque 
 enĭm torquatus imperitum, immó nèc 
 mediocrem Poetam, qui vices suas ageret adijsset: 
 Latinus etiam, & quidem elegans Scalabrini fuit, 
 cujus Epigramma infrascriptum præfixum 
 est opusculis Ælii Julii Crotti Cremonensis 
 Poetæ Ferrariæ impress. Apùd Valentem 
 Panizza anno 1564 = 
 
Translation of Latin: From this we can see that Luca was greatly esteemed among the poets of 
Tuscany, and enough by Tasso to ask him to write a poem on his behalf. The following poem, From 

Luca Scalabrini, addressed to the Cremonese poet Ælius Julius Crottus, shows his elegance, even in 
Latin: 

Lucæ Scalabrini 
 
 Auratos Phœbi currus, & gemmea lora 
  Vix calpe Hesperiis merserat æquoribus, 
 Vix somnum undoso Oceano nigrantibus alis 
  Altulerat nox, mortalibus & requiem, 
 Cùm Poebe Endymionis amor pulcherrima cœlo 
  Inflectens oculos sidereo nitidos, 
 Sensit Apollineas Æli te plectere cordas, 
  Decepta & tales reddidit ore Sonos: 
 Crudelis Daphne, cui cedunt, omnia, cur non 
  Cessisti, à Surdis Surdior æquoribus. 
 
Translation of Latin: Scarcely had Phoebus’ golden chariot, harnessed with studded gems, sunk into 
the western waters beyond Calpe; scarcely had night brought sleep to the dark waves of the billowy 
ocean and peace and rest to mankind, than beautiful Phoebe, bending her shining eyes from the starry 
sky on her beloved Endymion, heard Ælius pluck the strings of Apollo’s lyre, and sing, “O cruel 
Daphne, to whom all yield, why don’t you surrender? Ah! you are moore heedless than the heedless 
waves.” 
 
[Byron writes at bottom:] 
 
I suppose this should be “Ah!” Eh? should it not? but it is thus à in the book entitled “Historia Almi 
Ferrarie <Gypm> <Giy> Gymnasii in duus frates divisa”. Ferrarie MDCCXXXV 
 
1:2 
 
The news arrived {here} the Night before Spooney’s departure. – Spooney would not believe it was for 
the loss of his wife that Romilly “cut through both his Jugglers” (as {Mr.} Pyne said of poor 
Whitbread) but swore it must be because he “could not get the Seals” He – Hanson – <having> {had} 
no idea of not surviving one’s wife – he said “it was a boyish trick” what said the Crowner? “Lunacy”76 
– no doubt – be it so. – – – – 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, December 12th 1818: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff. 134-6; 1922 II 94-6; BLJ VI 86-7) 
[To Jno Hobhouse Esqre / Care of J. Murray Esqre / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / 
Inghilterra] 
 

Venice. Decr. 12th. 1818. – 

                                                 
76: Compare DJ I st.15 (not in original Ms, but added in undated letter to Mu.). 
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Dear Hobhouse – 
 You do well to stand for Westminster – the very Contest is an advantage – you show 
yourself & prove your talent for Eloquence – (which I can assure you I have heard from all hands to be 
very great) you have a fine field – & even if the tories should outnumber you the triumph will be yours 
in honour – honesty – & ability – and what is the rest worth? – – – – – – 
If you gain – you start <from> {with} the greatest advantages – the Successor of Fox – as 
representative of one of the first of our cities – – with good previous exercise for Oratory in the Senate 
by practice in the Forum – (during the election) I saw your {late} Speech in Galignani’s newspaper – & 
with all the disfiguration & curtailment of the reporter – it was the best 
 
1:2 
 
of the day. –  – You do not start a bit too late – you are thirty two – (I see they talked about youth – so 
much the better – be young as long as you can) – Burke was not in the house till thirty five years of age 
– Lord Mansfield – not till thirty seven – & have we ever had better? – What have all these later 
younglings done? – what are Ward – & Mills – and W. Lambe? – and Master Lambton? – Peel <is the> 
(my old Schoolfellow) is the best of all there but even he is a disappointed man – because not already 
minister. – Pitt’s Exchequership at twenty three has been the ruin not only of his country but of all it’s 
Coxcombs – they want to be Premiers at five & twenty and are ill used if they are not. – – – 
 
1:3 
 
I see you have been in a devil of a hurry to give “a pledge” a Cazzo – why give it till they ask it? – the 
fact is they do not want annual parliaments – but annual elections – that I take to be the truth – but I see 
no harm in either – for assuredly till a great blow be struck – the present System will only conduct 
Castlereagh to his object. – – – – 
A letter came to <him> {me} from Scrope which I have answered – with my reasons for not returning 
at present to England – if I thought it would be of use to you – I would – but I think the contrary – & 
remain – to play <the> Pomponius Atticus to your Cicero – – or “Archias Poeta” if you like it better – 
by the Lord! – 
 
1:4 
 
your Consulship (or rather Tribunate) should be written in Greek Hexameters. – – 
You may be assured that if anything serious is ever required to be done – in which my insignificance 
can add an 0 to the <Xxx> <Xxx> Number – I will come over – & there “like little wanton boys we’ll 
swim &c.”77 till Scrope despairs of the Republic. – – – The progress of your Contest will be to me 
extremely interesting – I had written to you by Hanson – & sent a packet by Lord Lauderdale (an 
Eulogist of your Speaking) &c. &c. but I knew not of your politicals – so pray – let all that stand – till 
you are chaired – which that you may be is the fairest hope & wish of yours [scrawl] 
 
2:1 
 
P.S. When you and I were <g> cantering last year along the Lido – <about> and I had all the difficulty 
possible to persuade you back to England – what were the odds against Sir Romuel Samilly’s election – 
against his cutting his throat – against the succeeding (& success) of yourself – ? – – for the lawyer – 
he was one of Miss Milbanke’s advisers – so much for Nemesis – I never would have forgiven him 
living & will not affect to pity him dead – I hate <sti> him still – as much as one can dislike dust. – – – 
– 
I see the Queen is gone to join Semiramis & Zenobia, – the Princess last year – the Queen next – the 
tragedy of Tom Thumb is nothing to it. –  – 
“Remember – Milor! – that delicaci ensure every Succes.” 
 
2:2 
 
[on same page as address:] 
 

                                                 
77: Shakespeare, Henry VIII III ii 359 (“Like little wanton boys that swim on bladders”). 
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Thursday the 10th Inst. was Ada’s birthday – a three year old – “Ah! Coquin – vhare is my Shild?”78 – – 
– – – – –  
 
[The Lord Byron / Lord Lauderdale79 I see by the papers passed Brusselles on the 15 Decr: only – on 
his way to England –]  
 
December 13th 1818: Byron starts Don Juan Canto II. 

 

Hobhouse to Byron, from London, December 25th 1818: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443 f.80; BB 251-2) 
[Pour / Le très honorable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / à Venise // par Calais] 
Hobhouse answers Byron’s of November 18th. 
 
[letter concludes at top of first side:] By the way, I must thank you for the Scalabrino letter.80 Any 
similar intelligence will be gratefully received – 
Remember me to Hoppner & to all who honor me with the speaking to you on so poor a topic as I – 
ever your most faithful 
 J. C. Hobhouse 

Xmas day. 1818 
Dear Byron 
 Your letter to Kinnaird and myself, and Hanson the bearer have come to hand – If Kinnaird 
has not written to tell this, which, I believe he has, I write to say that you may depend upon every 
exertion on my part, and that no stone shall be left unturned to pay all as it ought to be paid and to 
secure all as it ought to be secured. – I have ventured to ask my father to intervene with his sexagenary 
experience when Hanson has his first legal interview with K and me, thinking you would have no 
objection – and I believe that on Monday next the whole matter will be well talked over at a dinner 
made by the Douglas on purpose at which Sir B. H. Mr John Hanson and we twain Dug & I shall be 
present – Progress shall be regularly reported you may depend upon it 
 
1:2 
 
I cannot see how any material difficulties can occur to prevent every thing being done as you wish 
within a short space of time – 
I beg you to take the same assurances respecting your literary business – Lord Lauderdale is not arrived 
but is hourly expected – When he does come and delivers up his charge – I shall proceed exactly in the 
way you have prescribed and I beg you not to suppose for a moment that any concerns of my own will 
make me a jot less attentive to any commission with which you may gratify me – The news of the 
poeshy coming to me has raised me several pegs in the dread, another word for esteem, of Sam Rogers 
and other one or two who think their reputations may be in my hands when your verses reach them – 
and that a civil word or 
 
1:3 
 
two might induce me to suspend the execution of your poetic vengeances. But be assured I will not 
alter a word to save all St James’s Place – Davies has just shown me the kind letter you have written to 
him81 – Before this time you must have received what I said on the modest request to bring Mahomet to 
the mountain – The attractions of a Covent Garden Hustings are not of the most alluring kind even 
when one is at Hyde Park – but with Alps between!! I flatter myself, however, that your kind wishes 
will not be lost – for I have a sort of superstition about these things and do think that a man is the better 
even for a distant inclination in his favour – Things do, I assure you, look very favorable for the present 
– The Whigs tried hard to bitch the business, and raise up Lord J. 
 
1:4 
 

                                                 
78: Quotation unidentified. 
79: Lord Lauderdale was the brother of “King” Tom Maitland, English Commissioner for the Ionians. It was to 
him that B. entrusted the transportation of the manuscript of Don Juan Canto I at Christmas 1818. 
80: See B. to H., November 23rd 1818. 
81: See B. to Davies, December 7th 1818. 
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[above address:] Russell and Sam Whitbread in succession against me – The focus of the latter job was 
H. House and the chief agitator Bennett – But it would not do – the ground was taken up and Lord 
Grey set his face against [below address:] the attempt – Government has not yet decidedly declared for 
Maxwell – nor is it certain that he will receive the full support of the ministers – The betting is for me – 
No news except that we have had a tremendous fog which darkened our day lights [letter concludes at 

top of first side.] 
 

Hobhouse to Byron, from London, December 29th 1818: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 254-5) 
Hobhouse’s first reaction to Don Juan. 
[Pour / Le très honourable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / à Venise / par Calais] 
 

– Tuesday. Dec. 29. 1818 – 
My dear Byron 
 As this is post day I must write a few lines just to say that the poems are arrived – Lord 
Lauderdale brought them safe and unbroken – They have been perused by me and by Scrope and by 
Kinnaird and by Frere – We, I mean S. B. D. Kinnaird & I will have a session thereupon to consider 
upon the final counsel which we your humble advisers may presume to give you <Xxxxx> There is not 
the slightest hesitation  
 
1:2 
 
of course upon the Caravaggio talent displayed throughout – Moore is not in town nor Rose – so I have 
been content with Frere – You shall hear all in a day or two. Murray, I believe, would publish a Fanny 
Hill82 or an Age of Reason83 of your’s – The Hitch will not come thence – so be tranquil –  
 Yesterday there was a meeting at Kinnairds – present the Douglas himself – my father – 
Spooney and myself – We had a very satisfactory conversation – agreed that no composition is 
compatible with your honor – but that Spooney must wait – and that all the larger bills are to be 
scrupulously examined before  
 
1:3 
 
paid – That the payment is to be made to receipts countersigned by Kinnaird and myself – Nothing can 
be more simple than the whole transaction – and nothing more safe than you in all the concern – 
Kinnaird will write more at large by the next post – I have received Fletcher’s letter and will attend to 
the whole contents – I have made over 50£ to his wife who has received it at D. K.’s bank – 
This morning I have received a letter from you – I have given no pledge of any kind – if Galignani says 
so – the fellow with the outlandish name lies – We go on well still – and it looks as if  
 
1:4 
 
I should come in – Lord Lauderdale tells of a four frank piece you have put into circulation – Is it so? 
Tell your faithful scandal keeper the truth84 – Farewell and believe me always your’s truly – J. C. 
Hobhouse 
 
PS. Sir P. Francis is dead – nothing known of the vellum books yet – I firmly believe in him –  
 

1819: Byron’s English associates advise against publishing Don Juan I, because of its portrait of 

Annabella in Donna Inez. On the night of April 1st/2nd, the day on which he sends Don Juan II 
to John Murray, Byron meets and falls in love with Teresa Guiccioli. He follows her to Ravenna. 

Mazeppa is published on June 28th, and Don Juan I and II (anonymously and with no publisher’s 

name) on July 15th. Teresa comes with him to Venice, then returns to Ravenna with her 

husband. On December 24th, Byron arrives in Ravenna. Don Juan III and IV are written. 

 

Hobhouse to Byron, from London, January 5th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 256-61) 

                                                 
82: Notorious erotic novel (1748) by John Cleland. 
83: Tom Paine’s deist book (1793-4), arguing against Christianity. 
84: This brief, voyeurist’s request brings forth one of B.’s most famous letters: see B. to H., January 19th 1819. 
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The London reaction against Don Juan hardens. Hobhouse advises its “total suppression”. His 

arguments reveal his fearful conservatism, and the fact that Byron has, in Don Juan, developed 

far beyond him. 
[Pour, / Le très honourable Milord / Milord Byron – / à son hotel / à Venise / par Calais] 
 
[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] that I wait your orders and shall, of course, although multa 
gemens proceed with the publication if you desire it – The other two poems can,85 if you like, be 
published directly: I presume one of the motives for haste to be <arranged> removed by the satisfactory 
arrangement which will soon send so large an account into your banker’s hands – Adieu ever your’s 
affectionately – J. C. Hobhouse 
 
[vertically down left-hand side of page:] Maxwell has, I believe, given up, but we fear a more 
formidable antagonist in Wilberforce – [vertically down right-hand side of 1:4, on the other side of the 

fold:] perhaps, although nothing is now said of him – 
January. 5. 1819. 

Dear Byron, 
 If I were not confident in your opinion of my loyalty, as the French call it, to you and my 
devotion far every thing touching your interests in every sense of the word, I should not certainly 
venture to expose myself to the suspicions to which in any other case perhaps this letter might give rise 
– But if I have ever been at all true to you, if at any time my small services have been usefully 
employed in your behalf, I intreat you to consider my present proceeding as prompted by nothing but 
the most strict sense of duty and the most unalterable affection towards the dearest of my friends – 
 The first time I read your Don Juan our friend Scrope Davies was in the room and we 
mutually communicated with each other from time {to time} on the papers before us – Every now and 
then on reading over the poem both the one and the other exclaimed “it will be impossible to publish 
this” I need not say that these exclamations were accompanied with notes of admiration at the genius, 
wit, poetry, satire, and so forth, which made us both also at the same time declare that  
 
1:2 
 
you were as superior in the burlesque as {in} the heroic to all competitors and even perhaps had found 
your real forte in this singular style – Mr Murray came into the room whilst we were so employed and 
wished incontinently to insert the names of the poems in his catalogue – To this however I objected 
except with the previous warning that it was possible they might not be published – My motive for this 
warning was twofold – first on the account of the impression on Scrope and myself and secondly 
because I did not feel sure that Murray would be the person dealt with – In the course of the day Davies 
and myself had a colloquy again on the subject and our doubts as to publication were much 
strengthened by mutual remarks thereupon – The same day I dined with Douglas Kinnaird and read the 
poem to him – He did not then see the objection to publishing – I told him our doubts, but said, that, for 
me, I had not quite made up my mind what to say – I do not know whether it is worth while to tell you 
that I cursorily mentioned to Edward Ellice, a most stout defender of his faith towards you, that Don 
Juan had the motto domestica facta, I and that these domestic facts were more English than Spanish – 
His reply was “I am vastly sorry for it  
 
1:3 
 
he stands so well and so high now and all is forgotten” – The next day, Monday, I left the poem with 
Mr Hookham Frere – and desired he would have the goodness to mark with a pencil what he thought it 
might be advisable to omit and likewise to tell me candidly his opinion on the whole production – I 
called on Mr Frere the day afterwards and had a long conversation with him in which my doubts 
became certainties – I did not, you may be sure, forget that the adviser was the author of Whistlecraft 
nor that the counsellor might be lost in the rival: but I did not allow that suggestion to prevent me from 
attending to the just remarks made by a person who has considerable taste and judgment and to whom 
you yourself desired me to appeal – Mr Frere is one of your warmest admirers and the greatest part of 
his arguments were drawn from the admitted acknowledgement that you had and deserved to have by 
far the greatest reputation of any poet of the day – The objections were, you may easily imagine, drawn 
from the sarcasms against the lady of Seaham – from the licentiousness and in some cases downright 
indecency of many stanzas and of the whole turn of the poem – from the flings at religion – and from 

                                                 
85: Mazeppa and the Ode to Venice. 
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the slashing right and left at other worthy writers of the day – First, he could not imagine what could 
induce you to renew the domestic attack  
 
1:4 
 
which had been totally dropt by the other party – and he particularly mentioned that being at Tunbridge 
two months last year with Sir Ralph and Lady Noel living hard by, not a single disrespectful word ever 
escaped them and when your name was mentioned it was received with the usual comment on poetical 
ability &c. I believe this happened but once – On this I shall observe, myself, that Frere did nor know 
half the attacks which the poem contains on Lady B and that if he had known them his opinion must 
have been twenty times more strong – You will not suspect me of having two opinions on this subject – 
my indignation at the treatment you received is as warm as ever, and it is only to keep you on the 
vantage ground where your previous forbearance has placed you, that I should intreat you never to 
make the slightest allusion to that person or that person’s unaccountable unnatural conduct – the fact of 
the other party having no charge to make is rapidly though silently establishing itself: and nothing but 
an assault from you can possibly impede the progress of this truth – This hostility is in a manner mixed 
up with the whole poem and her ladyship must see it and will point it out to those who do not see it 
before – The story of the box and letters86 you should not allude to were it only for the sake of your 
friend in St James’ Palace87 – Let me also remark that if the case  
 
2:1 
 
should ever be made public your story will loose half its weight by having been before half frittered 
away by hints and innuendoes ——— Next, the immoral turn of the whole and the rakish air of the half 
real hero will really injure your reputation both as a man and a poet – Frere remarked, that as a noble 
and bold assertor of liberty, such as you have always appeared, a certain strictness at least in 
appearance was naturally required from you – the friends of liberty in all ages having been decided 
enemies to licentiousness – He then mentioned one or two poets very finished in this line, Hall 
Stevenson,88 for example, who had great characters once, but who had been as it were laid aside or 
rather extirpated from the libraries by a kind of common consent – You have nothing to gain in point of 
genius because your Beppo has already shown your power and this poem is enough – I recollect you 
used to object to Tom Moore his luxuriousness – and to me my use of gross words – yet your scenes 
are one continued painting of what is most sensual and you have one rhyme with the word, and a whole 
stanza on the origin of the pox89 – Frere particularly observed that the world had now given up the 
foolish notion that you were to be identified with your sombre heroes: and had acknowledged with 
what great success and good keeping you had pourtrayed a grand imaginary being – But the same 
admiration cannot be bestowed {upon} and will not be due to the Rake Juan; and if you are mixed up, 
as you inevitably will be, with the character  
 
2:2 
 
or the adventures or the turn of thinking and acting recommended by the poem, it is certain that not 
only you will gain no credit by the present reference, but will loose some portion of the fame attached 
to the supposed former delineation of your own sublime & pathetic feelings – If the world shall 
imagine that taking advantage of your great command of all readers you are resolved to make them 
admire a style intolerable in less powerful writers, you will find in a short time that a rebellion will be 
excited, and with some pretext, against your supremacy: and though you may recover yourself it will 
be only with another effort in your original manner – I need only remind you that you used to pride 
yourself and with great reason upon your delicacy – now it will be impossible for any lady to allow 
Don Juan to be seen on her table – and you would not wish to he crammed like “the man of feeling” 
into her pocket – I know you may quote to me illustrious examples of this sort of profligacy – but 
neither Voltaire nor La Fontaine owe their reputation to that quality – it is always mentioned as a 
drawback to their character as writers – But you knew all these arguments before and in fact have run 

                                                 
86: Don Juan I, 28, 2. 
87: Augusta, a lady-in-waiting to the Queen. 
88: John Hall Stevenson (1718-85) forgotten satirist; friend of Sterne. That Frere should compare B. with him 
argues less than good judgement. 
89: Don Juan, I, sts. 129-31. 
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riot for fun – But do not do it – all the idle stories about your Venetian life will be more than 
confirmed, they will be exaggerated: and  
 
2:3 
 
I do not suppose you are one of those who “feel no joy unless the world stand by” – I am not preaching 
to you of the deeds themselves but merely of the inexpediency of {even} appearing to make a boast of 
them – Our English world will not stand that – Almost all I have said about indecency will apply to the 
sneers at religion – Do think a moment and you will find the position indefensible even by the first poet 
of the age – The parody on the commandments90 though one of the best things in the poem or indeed in 
all that sort of poetry is surely inadmissable: I can hardly think you meant it should stand – 
Notwithstanding the calumnies about Atheism &c which you have had to endure in common with 
almost every distinguished liberal writer that ever lived you have never given a handle to such 
assertions before – Why should you do it now? The publicity of this way of talking makes in my mind 
the whole difference – for you know my sentiments too well to suppose I think of anything but 
expediency in these matters – 
 Lastly the satire – Both Scrope and myself agreed that the attack on Castlereagh was 
much better than that on Southey (which by the way has the phrase “dry-Bob”!!)91 but we both agreed 
that you could not publish it unless you were over here ready to fight him – However, as you have 
drawn  
 
2:4 
 
your pen across those stanzas – I conclude them given up – Frere remarked that the assault of the poor 
creatures so infinitely below you in poetical character would look to the world perfectly wanton and 
harmless except to your own great reputation which places you above even the chastisement of such 
grovellers – I admit the offense committed by Southey: but indeed indeed your lines will do him no 
hurt – They will show you are annoyed at something and that will please both him and all those who 
envy you – Mr Frere distinctly said, “Lord Byron is too great a man to descend into the arena against 
such wretched antagonists and however clever the satire may be the world will recollect that he has 
suppressed one Satire and will say that he may suppress this also at some future day” Neither Southey, 
Wordsworth nor Coleridge have any character except with their own crazy proselytes some fifty 
perhaps in number: so what harm can you do them and what good can you 
 
3:1 
 
do the world by your criticism? I have now gone through the objections which appear <to so> so mixed 
up with the whole work especially to those who are in the secret of the domestica facta that I know not 
any any amputation will save it: more particularly as the objectionable parts are in point of wit humour 
& poetry the very best beyond all doubt of the whole poem – This consideration, therefore, makes me 
sum up with strenuously advising a total suppression of Don Juan – I shall take advantage of the kind 
permission you give me to keep back the publication until after the election in February: and this delay 
will allow time for your answer and decision – I am aware of the pains taken as well as of the 
extraordinary merit of the poem to which your name and, for the present, even the very defects, will 
secure an enormous circulation – I should tell you that Douglas Kinnaird has now changed his opinion 
and coincides with Frere, S.B.D. and myself – I have desired Mr Murray to say to enquirers that you 
have <d> ordered the publication to be delayed until after the Election – I should add also that he will 
publish but has, in my representation, the same sentiments as myself – Perhaps you may wish reference 
to be made to others – recollect only that Moore & Rogers are praised therein – verbum sat – I have 
only to adjoin [letter concludes at top of first sheet] 
 

Byron to Hobhouse and Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, January 19th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; 1922 II 96-8, with the obvious excision; QII 439-40, uncensored; 
BLJ VI 91-2) 
[The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird / Messrs Morland Ransom & Co / Bankers / Pall Mall / London / 
Angleterre. – / Inghilterra] 
One of Byron’s most notorious letters. He answers Hobhouse’s of December 29th. 

                                                 
90: Don Juan, I, sts.204-6. 
91: Don Juan, Dedication, 3, 8. 
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Venice. January 19th. 1819. 

Dear H. and dear K. – 
 I approve and sanction all your legal proceedings with regard to my affairs, 
and can only repeat my thanks & approbation – if you put off the payments of debts “till after Lady 
Noel’s death” – it is well – if till after her damnation – better – for that will last forever – yet I hope 
not; – for her sake as well as the Creditor’s – I am willing to believe in Purgatory. – – – – – – 
With regard to the Poeshie – I will have no “cutting & slashing” as Perry calls it – you may omit the 
stanzas on Castlereagh = indeed it is better – & the two “Bobs” at the end of the 3d. stanza of the 
dedication – which will leave “high” & “adry” good rhymes without any “double (or Single) Entendre” 
– but no more – I appeal – not “to Philip fasting” but to <Philip> Alexander drunk – I appeal to Murray 
at his ledger – to the people – in short, Don Juan shall he an entire horse or none. – If the objection be 
to the indecency 
 
1:2 
 
the Age which applauds the “Bath Guide” & Little’s poems – & reads Fielding & Smollett still – may 
bear with that; – if to the poetry – I will take my chance. – I will not give way to all the Cant of 
Christendom – I have been cloyed with applause & sickened with abuse; – at present – I care for little 
but the Copyright, – I have imbibed a great love for money – let me have it – if Murray loses this time 
– he won’t the next – he will be cautious – and I shall learn the decline of his customers by his 
epistolary indications. – – – – But in no case will I submit to have the poem mutilated. – There is 
another Canto <and> written – but not copied – in two hundred & odd Stanzas, – if this succeeds – as 
to the prudery of the present day – what is it? are we more moral than when Prior wrote – is there 
anything in “Don Juan” so strong as in Ariosto – or Voltaire – or Chaucer? – 
 
1:3 
 
Tell Hobhouse – his letter to De Breme has made a great Sensation – and is to be published in the 
Tuscan & other Gazettes – – Count <R> {R} came to consult with me about it last Sunday – we think 
of Tuscany – for Florence and Milan are in literary war – <and/>but the Lombard <leag> league is 
headed by Monti – & would make a difficulty of insertion in the Lombard Gazettes – once published in 
the Pisan – it will find its way through Italy – by translation or reply. – – – – – – – – 
So Lauderdale has been telling a story!92 – I suppose this is my reward for presenting him at Countess 
Benzone’s – & shewing him – what attention I could. – – – – 
Which “piece” does he mean? – since last year I have run the Gauntlet; <?> – is it the Tarruscelli – the 
Da Mosto – the Spineda – the Lotti – the Rizzato – the Eleanora – the Carlotta – the Giulietta – the 
Alvisi – the Zambieri – 
 
1:4 
 
The Eleanora da Bezzi – (who was the King of Naples’ Gioaschino’s mistress – at least one of them) 
the <Mari> Theresina of Mazzurati – the Glettenheim<er>93 – & her Sister – the Luigia & her mother – 
the Fornaretta – the Santa – the Caligara – the Portiera Vedova – the Bolognese figurante – the Tentora 
and her sister – – cum multis aliis? – some of them are Countesses – & some of them Cobblers wives – 
some noble – some middling – some low – & all whores – which<h> does the damned old “Ladro – & 
porco fottuto”? mean? – {I have had them {{all}} & thrice as many to boot since 1817} – Since he 
tells a story about me – I will tell one about him; – when he landed at the Custom house from Corfu – 
he called for “Post horses – directly” – he was told that there were no horses except mine nearer than 
the Lido – unless he wished for the four bronze Coursers of St. Mark – which were at his Service. — – 
— 

I am yrs. ever – 
[wrapped around signature:] 

 
Let me have H’s Election immediately – I mention it last as being what I was least likely to forget. – – 
– –  

                                                 
92: H to B., December 29th 1818: “Lord Lauderdale tells of a four frank piece you have put into circulation – Is it 
so? Tell your faithful scandal keeper the truth”. 
93: It is hard to tell whether B. intends the “er” to be erased, or to be inked-over. 
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2:1 
 
P.S. – 
Whatever Brain=money – you get on my account from Murray – pray remit me – I will never consent 
to pay away what I earn – that is mine – & what I get by my brains – I will spend on my b –– ks – as 
long as I have a tester or a testicle remaining. – I shall not live long – & for that Reason – I must live 
while I can – so – <whe> let <him here> him disburse – & me receive – “for the Night cometh.”94 – – – 
– 
If I had but had twenty thousand a year I should not have been living now – but all men are not born 
with a silver or Gold Spoon in their mouths. – – – – – 
My balance – also – my balance – & a Copyright – I have another Canto – too – ready – & then there 
will be my half year in June – – recollect – I care for nothing but “monies”.95 – – – – – – 
 
[on side containing address:] 
 

January 20the. 1819. –  
You say nothing of Mazeppa – did it arrive – with one other – besides that you mention? —  – –  
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, January 19th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43439; BLJ VI 93) 
[To , / John Hobhouse Esqre / Care of J. Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street / London. / Angleterre. // 
Inghilterra.] 
Written on the same day as the previous item. 

Venice. January 19th. 1819. 
My dear Hobhouse – 
 I have written a joint letter to you & Kinnaird – on affairs – with thanks & so forth – 
not to bother you – <from> singly – from your own – & better business. – – I shall repeat no further 
what I have said in that letter – except my {best} thanks; that – I won’t have the poeshie curtailed or 
watered – except in the places indicated <in> {in} this {same} letter to you & K. – & that Lauderdale 
with his story is “a son of a Bitch for all his laced Coat” – I have told a story in return about him – 
which has the further advantage of being true. – – – – – – – 
I rejoice in the perspective of your Success – it shall be like “Gordon’s Palates” while I trust that 
Maxwell’s pretensions will be “a wretched attempt” like “Maclauren’s96 made Dish. –” 
 
1:2 
 
Take your fortune – take it at the “flood”97 – now is your time – & remember that in your very Start 
you have overtaken all whom you thought before you – above all don’t diffide in yourself – nor be 
nervous about your health – leave that to poets & such fellows – – & don’t be afraid of your own 
talents – I tell you as I have told others – that you think too humbly of them – <tha> you have already 
shown yourself fit for very great things – “the greatest is behind”98 – & once in the house – I hope to 
see you the best heard in it – & {first} read out of it. – – – 
Above all recollect that it is all Luck in this world – that all men have their time offered – that this is 
yours – seize it. – 
 
1:3 
 
Your letter to De Breme has greatly pleased here – & we have had a consultation – about the best way 
of publishing – some expressions are too strong for the Censure – & must be softened – & Madame A– 
is in a fuss about her “Serail” but I have begged Count R. to intercede hard for the standing of the 
Seraglio – it seems to me the Cream of the Correspondence. – – 
Pray remember me to all friends – to the Scrope – & let me hear how you advance – I am ever & truly 
yours 

                                                 
94: Biblical: John 9:4. 
95: Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, I iii 111 (“we would have moneys”). 
96: Could be “Madaman’s”. 
97: Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, IV v 214. 
98: Shakespeare, Macbeth, I iii 117. 
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 [swirl] 
 
1:4 [Inverted above address:] Pray explain to Mr. M. – the reason why I attacked S. – is it not 
sufficient? 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, January 25th 1819:99 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; 1922 II 101-3; BLJ VI 97, omitting Benzone’s note) 
[To John Hobhouse Esqre / Venezia / to the / Care of J Murray Esqre, / 50. Albemarle Street / London / 
Angleterre / Inghilterra / January 2<5/>6th 1819 –] 
Byron answers Hobhouse’s of January 5th. 

Venice. January 25th. 1819. – 
My dear Hobhouse – 
 The <m/>Most satisfactory answer to your letter is acquiescence – and I acquiesce in the non-
publication – but I am a scribbler fond of his bantling – & you must let me print fifty privately – about 
a dozen of which I wish to be distributed – (& will send you the list of to whom hereafter) by Mr. 
Murray; – from this I cannot recede – & I hope it will seem to you enough. – The three letters I wrote 
to you – Kinnaird – & Murray the other day – dated 20th – of course go for nothing. {About the bitch 
my wife – I differ from you entirely. –} The other two poems are not worth a separate publication – or 
any price that may be mentioned – Murray had best publish them in his next edition of all the poems as 
an adjunct – for I will not allow their separate appearance. – I have another Canto of Juan finished – 
which I will send by & bye – after the printing of 
 
1:2 
 
the other; – the motto “domestica facta” merely meant – common life – which I presume was Horace’s 
meaning; – the {Julian} adventure detailed was none of mine – but one of an acquaintance of mine – 
(Parolini by name) which happened some years ago at Bassano with the Prefect’s wife when he was a 
boy – and was the Subject of a long cause ending in a divorce or separation of the parties <under> 
{during} the Italian Vice-royalty – – – – If you suppose I dont mind the money – you are mistaken – I 
do mind it most damnably – it is the only thing I ever saw worth minding – for as Dervish told me it 
comprehends all the rest; – but Honour must be considered before it & friendship also – & it is 
sufficient for me that <you> {you} disapprove of the publication, though I by 
 
1:3 
 
no means approve of your disapprobation. – 
But for the printing – I must stickle on account of my vanity – “nothing is more vain than Vanity” so 
says Strap in Roderick Random100 – and here you have a fresh example. – – 
Your answer to the Knight=Abbot101 has made the Devil’s own row – and – <g> great admiration of 
the composition & writer have been suscitated. – Breme is actually ill – & Monti frantic in 
consequence. – I enclose you Countess Benzone’s letter to me – for your Epistle has become the great 
desideratum of all the Conversazioni. – Publication is to follow – but you know the Italian custom – 
they <Canvas> {Canvas} first.102 – The Albrizzi – the Michelli – the Benzone – all celebrated for 
literature – wit – and Gallantry – for the last half Century {& for Beauty the other half} – contested for 
the perusal; – I think the Orthography of your name will please you. – The Chevalier Mingaldo a friend 
of mine came to me to= 
 
1:4 
 
=day to beg it for a poetical friend of his – & in short – you know Italy – & Venice – & may imagine – 
that such a thing is as likely to raise a new war – as ever the raption of the Sabines. – – – 
Rizzo told me last night at the Opera that the letter was half=translated & they only waited it’s recovery 
from the Benzone to traduct the other half – – – – – 

                                                 
99: Printed as two letters in BLJ, this is in fact one, started on January 25th and finished on the 26th. 
100: Smollett, Roderick Random, Chap 16. 
101: H.’s letter (now missing) to Ludovico di Breme in answer to di Breme’s objections to the section on 
contemporary Italian Literature (written by Foscolo) in Historical Illustrations. This indicates that it was printed 
somewhere – in translation. 
102: “first” underlined twice. 
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For my own opinion I think your answer a Capo d’opera – & this not because every body else thinks so 
– for you know that is not amongst <my vice> my family of Vices – – – – 
<Wilberforce> Wilberforce – the canting Ludro! – – <for> that son of a bitch must be beaten or we 
shall have the Abbey of Westminster turned into a Conventicle – and a cock=eyed bust of Whitfield – 
of the Colossal size – occupying the {space of the} demolished monuments in poet’s Corner. – Say this 
to your Constituents with my compliments. – 
 
2:1 
 Cazzo – Corpo – ed’ anche &c. – Sangue di &c. O! Marie! <Can’> {Can’} della Madonna ti 
xe un Gran &c. &c. &c. – – – 
 
P.S.) – all your compliments have not sweetened me a bit – & Scrope too! {that is the unkindest cut of 
all}103 – I meant to have added a P.S. – but I wish first to hear that you are M.P. – which is I may {say} 
– what I have most at heart – do not omit to report your progress. – – – – – – 
I had some time ago a letter from Miss Boyce the actress104 – it is full of Sentiment – and love – and the 
most sublime diction – but all of a sudden breaks off into “and the worst of all is that they want to cut 
down our Salaries.” – Tell {it to} D. Kinnaird as <it> this “cutting & slashing” is the result of his not 
tumbling down the trap=door, from which he was saved by Miss Tree, then Columbine, – and add that 
“I say ditto to Miss Boyce” the worst of all is the cutting down the Salary. – Capite? or in Venetian has 
tu Capio? – 
 
Note from the Countess Benzone: 
 
[A Sua Excellenza / Milord Byron . J.P.M.] 
 

Byron fammi la grazia (e si prego tanto nanto) di darmi quella lettera di quel suo amico 
che hai data all’Albrizzi: eccosi il nome scritto non so se bene o male dalla Micheli: 
ella è che ti prega col mio mezzo susponendo che mi abbi un poco d’amicizia per me; 
Ma non è vero, perche non vieni mai a vedermi; Ma se non hai amicizia abbi almeno 
cortesia, e Mandarmi subito le lettera. Bondi tanti sino a che mi ridervi 
  Marina 
Venerdi in Gen 

 
Translation: Byron, I beg you, do me the favour of giving me his friend’s letter, the 
one you gave to the Albrizzi. Here you have the name, whether well or badly written, 
by the Micheli: she is begging you through me, supposing you are a bit attached to me. 
But she is wrong because you never come to see me. But if you are not a friend, favour 
me at least with sending me that letter. [Have many good days till you see me again ??] 
         Marina 
Friday in Jan[uary]105 

 
[small piece of paper glued on:] 
 
 Hobbeus !!! 

 /B/ 
 
Dear Hobhouse – 
 This is the note of the Countess Benzone – who is a Venetian Lady Melbourne – and without 
having been one of the chastest – the best of her Sex. – a Great patroness of mine – & Admirer of you. 
– – 
 yrs 
   /B/ 
Jy 25th. 1819. 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, April 6th 1819: 

                                                 
103: Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, III ii 183. 
104: This letter is missing. 
105: Translation by Valeria Vallucci. 
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(Source: text from: NLS Ms.43449; 1922 II 106-7, omitting P.S.; QII 441-2 prints P.S. separately; BLJ 
VI 106-8 attaches P.S.) 
[VENEZIA / To / John Hobhouse Esqre / Care of J.Murray Esqre. / 50 Albemarle Street / London / 
Angleterre / Inghilterra] 
 
My dear Hobhouse – 
 I have not derived from the Scriptures of Rochf<o>ucault that consolation which I expected “in 
the misfortunes of our best friends”.106 – – I had much at heart your gaining the Election – but from 
“the filthy puddle” into which your Patriotism had run you – I had like Croaker my bodings but like old 
“Currycomb” you make so “handsome a Corpse”107 – that my wailing is changed into admiration. – 
With the Burdettites divided – and the Whigs & <t/>Tories united – what else could be expected? If I 
had guessed at your opponent – – I would have made one among you Certes – and have f—d Caroline 
Lamb out of her “two hundred votes –” although at the expence of a testicle. – – I think {I} could have 
neutralized her zeal with a little management – but alas! who could have thought of that Cuckoldy 
family’s <sitting> standing for a member – I suppose it is the first time – 
 
1:2 
 
that George Lamb ever stood for any thing – & William with his “Corni Cazzo da <Senna> Seno!” (as 
we Venetians say – it means – Penis in earnest – a sad way of swearing) but that you who know them 
should have to concur with such dogs – well – did I ever – no I never &c. &c. &c.108 – – – – 
I have sent my second <c/>Canto – but I will have no gelding. – – Murray has my order of the day. – 
Douglas Kinnaird with more <pertness> than {usual} politeness writes me vivaciously that Hanson {or 
I} willed the three per cents instead of the five – as if I could prefer three to five per Cent! – death & 
fiends! – – and then he lifts up his leg against the publication of Don Juan – et “tu Brute” (the ē mute 

recollect)109 I shall certainly hitch 
 
1:3 
 
our dear friend into some d—d story or other – “my dear Mr. Sneer – Mr. Sneer – my dear”110 – – – – – 
– – 
I must write again in a few days – it being now past four in the morning – it is Passion week – & rather 
dull. – I am dull too for I have fallen in love with a Romagnuola Countess from Ravenna – who is 
nineteen years old111 & has a Count of fifty – whom She seems disposed to qualify the first year of 
marriage being just over. – I knew her a little last year at her starting, but they always wait a year – at 
least generally. – I met her first at the Albrizzi’s, and this Spring at the Benzone’s – and I have hopes 
Sir – hopes – but She wants me to come to Ravenna – & then to Bologna – now this would be all very 
well for certainties – but for mere hopes – if She should plant me – and I should make a “fiasco” never 
could I show my face on the Piazza. – – – 
 
1:4 
 
It is nothing that Money can do – for the Conte is awfully rich – & would be so even in England – – but 
he is fifty and odd – has had two wives & children before this his third – (a pretty fair=haired Girl last 
year out of a Convent<)> – now making her second tour of the Venetian Conversazioni –) and does not 
seem so jealous this year as he did last – – when he stuck close to her side even at the Governor’s. – – 
She is pretty – but has no tact – answers aloud – when she should whisper – – talks of age to old 
ladies who want to pass for young – and this blessed night horrified a correct company {at the 
Benzona’s} – by calling out to me “<m/>Mio Byron” in an audible key during a dead Silence of 
pause in the other prattlers, who stared & whispered their respective Serventi. – One of her 
preliminaries is that I must never leave Italy; – I have no desire to leave it – but I should not 
like to be frittered down into a regular Cicisbeo. – What shall I do! I <wretched> {am} in love – 
and tired of promiscuous concubinage – & have now an opportunity of settling for life. 

                                                 
106: La Rochefoucault, Maxims: “There is something in the misfortunes of our best friends which is not entirely 
displeasing to us”. 
107: Goldsmith, The Good-Natur’d Man, Act I. 
108: Compare Beppo, 92, 7. 
109: Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, III i 77. 
110: Sir Fretful Plagiary at Sheridan, The Critic, I i. 
111: Teresa Guiccioli was twenty-one in 1819. 
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“ever yours” [scrawled] Venice April 6th. 1819. 

2:1 

P.S. 
 We have had a fortnight ago the devil’s own row with an Elephant who broke loose – ate 
up a fruitshop – killed his keeper – broke into a Church – and was at last killed by a Cannon 
Shot brought from the Arsenal. – I saw him the day he broke open his {own} house – he was 
standing in the Riva & his keepers trying to persuade him with peck=loaves to go on board a 
sort of Ark they had got. – I went close to him {that afternoon} in my Gondola – & he amused 
himself with flinging great beams that flew about over the water in all directions – he was then 
not very angry – but towards midnight he became furious – & displayed the most extraordinary 
strength – pulling down every thing before him. – All Musquetry proved in vain – & when he 
charged the Austrians threw down their musquets & ran. – At last they broke a hole & brought a 
field=piece the first shot missed the second entered behind – & came out all but the Skin at his 
Shoulder. – I saw him dead the next day – a stupendous fellow. – He went mad for want of a 
She it being the rutting month. – – – – 
 
2:2 [above address:] Fletcher is well. – I have got two monkeys, a fox – & two new mastiffs – 
Mutz is still in high old age. – The Monkeys are charming. – – Last month I had a business 
about a Venetian Girl who wanted to marry me – a circumstance prevented like Dr. Blifil’s 
{Espousals} not only by my previous marriage – but by [below address:] Mr. Allworthy’s being 
acquainted with the existence of Mrs. Dr. Blifil.112 – – – I was very honest and gave her no hopes 
– but there was a <sad> scene – {I having been found at her window at Midnight} and they sent 
me a Priest and a friend of the family’s to talk with me {next day} both of whom I treated with 
Coffee. – – – – – – – – – – – 
 
Hobhouse to Byron, from London, April 27th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 265-7) 
Hobhouse consents to the publication of Don Juan. He shows his jealousy of Teresa Guiccioli. 
[Pour, / Le très honourable Milord / Milord Byron – / Pair d’Angleterre / à Venise / par Calais] 
 
[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] regarded as the Defender of the Faith & so forth – He is without 
doubt the first man in the House of Commons and never speaks without effect – He is almost the only 
man on the Treasury bench who is heard – indeed so low is the Den sunk that the boysenators get under 
the stranger’s gallery & everyday at seven o’clock, dinner time, begin scraping & <coff> coughing & 
actually crying out “Roast Beef!! Roast Beef!!” Vide, mi fili, quam parva sapientia regitur mundis.113 
Farewell & dont go to Romagna – 

April 27 – 
My dear Byron – 
 The lord’s will be done – You are resolved that the pomes shall be printed; and printed 
the pomes shall be; ayeand published too – The first sheet has gone through my hands and has been 
transmitted to you for final approbation – The marginals are mine: and humbly I beseech you to 
consider them attentively, as you may depend upon it that my hook shall not he a desperate one and 
shall only be employed where your luxuriance is absolutely too rich. I think I have marked but three in 
the first sheet – including the dry bob and a line about a piss-bucket, and also god-damn – That I should 
ever have lived to see you come to this! On my stars and garters! Since I have such ill luck from the 
one I wish I was hanged in the other – However I shall delay dangling at the bed post until I see the 
Don fairly before the world and then I will lay my death at your door and leave myself to be wept by 
the Reformers and avenged by the Eclectic Review – 
What a monstrous strange letter, grandis epistola, you sent to Murray114 from your Caprea – The rogue 
likes lashing I know he does “the more he be beaten the civiller he be” – What you say of Foscolo is 
true as to his works but he is truly a most extraordinary man in his diurnals and has a capacity superior 
to his writings – What think you of what he has said of Dante in the Edinburgh, in which by  
 
1:2 
 

                                                 
112: Fielding, Tom Jones, Book I chapter 10. 
113: “See, my son, how little the world is ruled by wisdom”. 
114: See B. to Mu., April 6th 1819 (b). 
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 the way he alludes à Vorsignoria – He is now half engaged by the Great Man of Albermarle Street to 
undertake a dictionary of the Italian tongue – Rose’s letters from the North of Italy being egregiously 
puffed at Holland and other Houses, take very well – To my poor way of thinking the literary part is the 
best: but I shall not conceal from you that the Essay is better than anything he has got in his two 
volumes – He is going to translate Ariosto and Murray desires me to ask you whether you could do 
such a thing as help him to a canto ’twold not take you more than an odd five minutes after your 
sugarless milkless tea – but then, to be sure, if you are making love to a Romagnuola and she only 
nineteen115 you will have some jobs upon your hands which will leave you few spare moments – Dont 
you go after that terra firma lady: they are very vixens, in those parts especially, and I recollect when I 
was at <the> Ferrara seeing or hearing of two women in the hospital who had stabbed one another in 
the guts and all por gelosia – take a fool’s advice for once and be content with your Naids – your 
amphibious fry – you make a very pretty splashing with them in the lagune and I recommend constancy 
to the neighbourhood – go to Romagna indeed! Go to old Nick. you’ll never be heard of afterwards 
except your Ghost should be seen racing with Guido Cavalcanti in the wood & so furnish a tale to some 
Dryden of the day – I Wish I was near you to give you some good advice – you  
 
1:3 
 
know there is nothing you love so much in the world as running counter to all counsel – and I should 
have the consolation of doing my duty by you – you vagabond – I wish, at all events, I was out of this 
bel paese di no – and I had serious thoughts of taking a trip to America – They say Boston is a 
charming town and very like Wapping – If so my epitaph may run to Johnson’s alteration of “Born in 
New England did in London die” – I trust your Power has written to you respecting your per cents. The 
three per cents are not two per cent under the five per cents as you ought to know by this time as you 
are now and have been any time this two months a monied man – It is only another method of investing 
– 100£ three per cents only costs for example 75£, whilst 100£ five per cents may cost a 100£ or 105£. 
according to the state of the stock you cannot sell out now – for the three per cents are very low and 
you may as well keep the money where it is – Dont be afraid of a rupture – If the truss breaks all the 
bowels of all the nation will tumble about as well as your’s – but there is no fear – They say the bank 
will certainly pay in gold soon – But no guineas – no only ingots of sixty ounces which no body will 
demand for fear of being robbed and murdered by their own brothers they are such pretty costly 
valuables – Our wiseacres in parliament are doing nothing – The Whigs are down & dead for ever – 
Thank God I have put a spoke in their wheel that  
 
[1:4: above address] they will never pull out again – The Westminster Election has settled the opinion 
of the nation & without caring one jot for Lamb or me all England sees the Whigs to be the meanest & 
shabbiest of mankind – ’Twould have done your heart good to have seen them pelted all the way from 
Covent Garden to Grosvenor Square – Oh the [below address:] Buff & Blue never was so bespattered – 
Erskine has written a defence of the Whigs, a tailor116 has answered him & cut him to shreds and 
patches – When Murray comes over he shall bring you the two performances and a squib or two to hoot 
– Your friend Peel is like enough to be Prime Minister for there is a division about the Catholic 
question and Peel is the head of the anti Catholics, and although without a place is [letter concludes at 

top of first sheet] 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, May 17th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43439; 1922 II 110-12; BLJ VI 130-2) 
[To, / Jno Hobhouse Esqr, / To the Care of Jno Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street / London / 
Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers Hobhouse’s of April 27th. 

Venice – May 17th. 
1819 

Dear Hobhouse, 
 I return by this post the second proofs – the first went by the former post – if the 
Subsequent ones don’t reach you by return of post – you need not wait for them but publish without – 
as I leave Venice next week – and have ordered my letters not to be sent after me – my stay being 
uncertain – as my plans are. – What you say may be all very right – but the die is cast – and I must (not 
figuratively – but literally) “pass the Rubicon” – you know I believe that it is in my way. – The 

                                                 
115: T.G. is in fact twenty-one. 
116: The “tailor” is Francis Place, famous radical, H.’s colleague in the Westminster elctions. 
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Adventure is so far past preventing – that we had consummated our unlawful union with all the proper 
rites four days and daily – previously to her leaving Venice. – She was with child too – previous to this 
ingrafting – – and to our connection but <has since her return> miscarried at Pom= 
 
1:2 
 
=posa on the road to R.a in her return, and is now on her recovery. – – For any thing I know the affair 
may terminate in some such way as you hint at – for they are liberal with the knife in {Ita} and the 
Cavalier Conte G. her respected Lord – is shrewdly suspected of two <assas> assassinations already – 
one of a certain Mazzoni – who had been the cause of Count G’s being put in the Castle of Saint 
Angelo – for some dispute or other – the which Mazzoni soon after G’s release was stabbed going to 
the theatre and killed upon the Spot – nobody knows by whom – and the other of a Commissary who 
had interfered with him; – these are but “dicerie” & may be true or no – it is a place where proof is not 
<greatly> {particularly} in request. – But be that as it may – every thing is to be risked for a woman 
one likes – – and those are not the things I mind – but your miserable cutting – maiming – 
 
1:3 
 
and robbing – where you are incommoded & ill used for the sake of paltry pence and baggage – on the 
highway – and forced to expose yourself & your life without any one of the motives which reconcile 
one to the chances of a conflict. – And then a man may not only lose his life but his tooth=brushes and 
dressing Case – and shirts – and other articles difficult to be replaced. – – – – 
I have looked over the proofs – and not acquiesced in the <other> Suggestions – by the way there is 
one line we will alter towards the close of Canto Ist. instead of 
 
 “I thought of dying it the other day” 
(i.e. hair) put – 
 “I thought about a Wig the other day” 
 
What are you so anxious about Donna Inez for? She is not meant for Clytemnestra – and if She were – 
would you protect the fiend – of whom I may say like “Jacopo Rusticucci” in Dante 
   “<certo> – – – – “é certo 
 La fiera Moglie più ch’altro mi <n/>Nuoce”.117 
 
1:4 
 
and was it not owing to that “Porca buzzerena” that they tried to expose me upon <e/>Earth to the same 
stigma which the said Jacopo is saddled with in hell? – What – is a ludicrous character of a tiresome 
woman in a burlesque poem to be suppressed or altered because a contemptible and hypocritical wretch 
may be supposed to be pointed at? – Do you suppose that I will ever forgive – or forget – or lose sight 
of her or hers – till I am nothing? – – – – You will talk to me of prudence – and give me good reasons 
for “ones own sake” &c. &c. – you will have the satisfaction of giving good advice – and I that of not 
taking it. – Excuse my warmth – it is the cursed subject which puts me out of temper. – – 
Neither you nor Murray say aught of Canto second – from whence I infer your disapprobation – and his 
fear to have any opinion at all – till he knows what the Public think – and the Douglas has not written 
to me about “the fee” why the devil don’t he make the (not Social) Contract? 
 
2:1 
 
2.) Don’t go to America – there are leagues enough between us already. – – – What is all this about Dr. 
Polidori? – who I perceive has got into “the Magazine”? – you may at least thank me for finding you 
always something to be done; – I thought it was a French imposition – and <to> wrote to Galignani’s 
Editor – to beg of him to contradict “the Vampire” and “a residence in Mitylene” – Oons what is this 
residence? – – – – I saw Sir William Drummond the other day; – the same evening he was robbed at an 
Inn by a Mr. Wraxall – (<English – &> {an English} Gentleman) of Cash & trinkets – Wraxall has 
been taken and is “like to be troubled at Size” about it – he hath since confessed – but is still in 
Custody; he was in the army and wears a Waterloo ribbon – the theft was of various Coins – Napoleons 

                                                 
117: Dante, Inferno, XVI 45. 
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&c. rings jewels and what not – the young man is of amiable manners – excellent conduct and {is} son 
to a Baronet – he had 
 
2:2 
 
{previously} cheated and lied a good deal in various cities – but this is his first overt attempt at the 
{direct} conversion of property. – – – – – – – 
There has been a splendid Opera lately at San Benedetto – by Rossini who came in person to play the 
Harpsichord – the People followed him about – crowned him – cut off his hair “for memory” he was 
Shouted and Sonnetted – and feasted – and immortalized much more than either of the Emperors. – In 
the words of my Romagnola (speaking of Ravenna & the way of life there which is more licentious 
than most here) “Ciò ti mostri una Quadri morale del’ Paese; e ti basta”.118 – Think of a people frantic 
for a fiddler – or at least an inspirer of fiddles. – – –119 
I doubt if they will do much in the Liberty line. –  – An Elephant went <Mad> {Mad} {here} about 
two months ago – killed his keeper – knocked down a house – broke open a Church – dispersed all his 
assailants and was at last killed by a Shot in his posteriore from a field=piece brought from the 
Arse=nal on purpose. – 
 
3:1 
 
3.) I’ll tell you a story – which is beastly – but will make you laugh; – a young man at Ferrara detected 
his Sister amusing herself with a Bologna Sausage – he said nothing – but perceiving the same Sausage 
<served> <up> {presented <in>} at table – he got up – made it a low bow – and exclaimed “Vi 
riverisco mio Cognato.” – 120 Translate – and expound this to Scrope – and {to} “the Creature Dougal”. 
– Tell the “Dougal Creature”121 to write – and let me know about “the fee”. – – – – 
Write – whether I am to hear from you or no – write. – 
But don’t wait for my further revision of proofs – I can’t be gone for less than a moon – and it would 
be losing time. – Publish Juan anonymously – without the dedication – “Mazeppa” and “the Ode” as 
you like but don’t send the proofs here. – – 
I sent Murray – a second copy of “Julia’s letter” of which the first copy seems not to be arrived. – 
Perhaps this may be more fortunate yrs. ever 
 [scrawl] 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, May 21st 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43439; not in 1922 II; BLJ VI 138) 

Venice. May 21st. 1819. 
My dear Hobhouse – 
 Kinnaird – “the Creature Dougal” says that Murray took no notice of his hint about the fee – I 

have but a few words to say on that topic – some decision must be come to directly; – – the highest 
bidder {will} have the poems, – if Murray won’t, another will – I name no price – you and Dougal may 
settle that – and you can estimate as you like – but I won’t stand Mr. M’s – nor any Mister’s “taking 
no notice” as Douglas calls it<”> – – as Bill Tibbs says “that’s mechanical”122

 – – <I sent> you 
will have received a letter by last post. – – – – I’ll alter nothing. – – – – 
 
1:2 
 
I wish you would send me some of what Fletcher calls “Massacre” (Macassar) <o/>Oil – –  
 
[To John Hobhouse Esqre. –] 
 
Some toothbrushes – and powder – I want also two bull dogs – a terrier and a Newfoundland dog. 
 
Byron to John Murray, from Venice, May 25th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.434890; BLJ VI 139-40) 

                                                 
118: “This shows a moral picture of the country; and it should be enough for you” (tr. Valeria Vallucci). 
119: B. never had much appreciation of music. 
120: “I salute you, my brother-in-law”. 
121: Scott, Rob Roy (1817), Chap. 31. 
122: Quotation unidentified. 
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Venice. May 25 th. 1819. 
Dear Sir – 
 I have received no proofs by {the} last post and shall probably have quitted Venice before the 
arrival of the next. – – There wanted a few stanzas to the termination of Canto lst. in the last proof; – 
the next will I presume contain them and the whole or a portion of Canto 2d. – but it will be idle to wait 
for further <new> answers from me – as I have directed that my letters wait for my return (perhaps in a 
month and probably so) – therefore do not wait for further advice from me – you may as well talk to 
the Wind – and better for it will {at} least <be> convey your accents a little further than they would 
otherwise have gone, whereas I shall neither echo nor acquiesce in your “exquisite reasons”.123 – – 
You may {omit} the note of reference to 
 
1:2 
 
Hobhouse’s travels in Canto second – and you will put as Motto the Whole, 
 
 “Difficile est proprie communia dicere” – 
   Horace. 
 
I have requested Mr. Kinnaird to settle with you – and whatever he may say is authorized by me. – I 
mention this as you took no notice when he spoke to you before. – – 
I am also not a little surprized that Mr. Hobhouse has not yet seen Canto second. – – – – 
A few days ago I sent you all I know of Polidori’s Vampire; – he may do, say, or write what he 
pleases – but I wish he would not attribute to me his own compositions; – if he has anything 
of mine in his possession the M S. will put it beyond Controversy – but I scarcely think that 
any one who knows me would believe the thing in the Magazine to be mine – even if they saw 
it in my own hieroglyphics. – – – – 
 
1:3 
 
I write to you in the agonies of a Sirocco which annihilates me – and I have been fool enough 
to do four things since dinner which are as well omitted in very hot weather – lstly. – to take a 
woman – 2ndly. to play at billiards from ten to twelve under the influence of lighted lamps that 
doubled the heat – 3dly. to go afterwards <to a hot> {into a red=hot} Conversazione – <and 
4thly.> of the Countess Benzone’s – and 4thly to begin this letter, at three in the morning. – But 
being begun it must be finished. – ever very truly & affectly. yrs. 

[swirl signature] 
 
P.S. 
 I petition for tooth=brushes – powder – Magnesia – Macassar oil – (or Russia) the 

Sashes – and Sir Nl. Wraxall’s memoirs of his own times – – 
I want besides a Bulldog – a terrier – and two Newfoundland dogs – and I want (is it Buck’s?) 
a life of Richard 3d

. advertised by Longman long long long ago – I asked you for it at least 
three years since – See Longman’s advertisements. – – – – – – 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, May 29th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43439; BLJ VI 142) 
[To, / John Hobhouse Esqre.] 

Venice. – May 29th. 1819. 
Dear Hobhouse – 
 Today (Saturday) I leave Venice counting to remain a month – during which I have 
ordered no letters to be sent after me. – You had best publish without further delay (anonymously) pray 
send no proofs of Mazeppa – or of the Ode. – Make Murray settle about the fee. – – – 
There is a report that the Stock=holders are to be called upon to sacrifice or give five & twenty per 
Cent [Ms. tear: “of”] their principal – is this t[Ms. tear: “rue?”] I have written to Douglas to enquire 
[Ms. tear: “if we”] should, in course we shall have some “Sword & Gun=fighting” for one’s money – 
and you will put me down in your corps. – – – 

                                                 
123: Shakespeare, Twelfth Night, II iii 134-5. 
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It is the only thing would make me return into your swindling Sodom of a Country, – – to chew the 
bitter Apples growing by the dead Sea into which the Villains have sunk the National prosperity. – – – 
– 
 ever yrs. 
  [swirl signature] 
 

June 1st-10th: Byron travels to Ravenna. 

 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Ferrara, June 3rd 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43439; BLJ VI 145-6) 
[To / John Hobhouse Esqre / Care of Jno Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street / London. / Angleterre. // 
Inghilterra.] 

Ferrara. June 3d. 1819. 
My dear Hobhouse – 
 I left Venice on the first of the moon with the intention of expatiating into 
Romagna as far as Rimini but whether I shall go on as far as that city and Ravenna – or ferm me in 
Bologna till the people I was going to see come there – such being their idea {for} about the middle of 
this month – is more than I can pretend to say – being quite undecided as usual. – 
I wrote to you by last three posts to beg you not to wait for further corrections of “Don Juan” as I have 
desired my letters to be kept back till my return – and my return is not fixed nor fixable – it may be 
soon or late – I don’t know and I can’t say. – 
Address to Venice. – My wrath with Murray is great for his shuffling about the fee – and the “Creature 
Dougal” ought to have “looked sharp at the Silver”. – – – We have 
 
1:2 
 
been in a taking at Venice (that is Fletcher and myself fundholders) at some accounts of the Stocks – 
and of an intention of Peel’s to demand a sacrifice of twenty five per Cent of the monied interest. – I 
like Peel – he was my old Schoolfellow – he is a man of talent – – and my early acquaintance – but I 
would peel him into a second Marsyas and make Saint Bartholomew look like the Man in armour on 
Lord Mayor’s day in comparison of his {state after} flaying and then line the Treasury Bench with his 
Skin – rather than give up any per Cent. Oons! five & twenty per Cent! – One would think he was 
Chancellor to the Exchequer of King Cambyses, for this is talking “in his Vein”.124 – – – – – – – – – – 
In looking over the M.S. of Ariosto today – I found at the bottom of the page after the 
 
1:3 
 
last stanza of Canto 44, Orlando Furioso – ending with the line 
 
 “Mi serbo a farsi udie ne 1’altro Canto.” – 
 
the follow autograph <with> {in} pencil of Alfieri’s 
 
 “Vittorio Alfieri vide e venerò” 
  | 8 Giugno 1783. – – – 
 
The Librarian told me that Alfieri wrote this marginal note by permission of the Superiors – and that he 
himself had seen Alfieri crying for hours over the M.S. – I asked the Librarian about the Tasso letters 
and he gave me an account – but as he did not recollect me I did not betray myself nor my acquaintance 
with you – “the English Milord” as he qualified you who had taken & since stampatoed the copies of 
the Epic=maker’s washing list. – – – 
I have been interrupted since I began this letter by a visit from the Gonfaloniere of this city Count 
Mosti to whom I had 
 
1:4 
 
an introductory letter. – He seems an agreeable young man – – – well bred – travelled – and 
well=disposed to travellers – has been in England – and seen Ireland – and the Tower of London – and 

                                                 
124: Shakespeare, Henry IV I, II iv 376. 
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the inside of Windsor Castle which I have never seen – but he has never seen <Rome> Rome nor the 
inside (<or> {not} out) of St. Peter’s which I have seen – and never went into Tasso’s Cell till the other 
day when the Emperor came here. – – – – – – 
It is midnight – and I am a bed =going – tomorrow evening I am to go to Count Mosti’s, I might have 
gone to a Conversazione this evening – but preferred finishing my letter to you which is a Conversation 
much more agreeable because one can’t have an answer at least for some time – “You are a Wag Sam – 
but I don’t understand your jokes.” – 
 [scrawl] 
 
Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park Hounslow, June 16th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 272-3) 
[Pour, Le très honourable / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / à son hotel / à Venise // Par Calais] 
 
[letter concludes at top of first side:] a geni for war, and if the Reformers had you they would be 
confident against the world in arms. Τον κοσµον αιρε ει δος ρεος τον εταιρον as the man in the Vicar 
of Wakefield said125 – be my companion and a fig for every one else – So – take care of your self, and 
do not run risks in Romagna – Never go near her except as you would go to a bawdy house – I mean 
with a brace of barkers – I recollect seeing in the hospital at Ferrara five patients with knife wounds in 
the guts & groin – two of them women – Leave the bitches to their bolognas126 & come you away 
directly. 

&c, J. C. H. 
 

My dear Byron – 
Whitton Park. June –16 – 1819 – 

 You have got twa thausand paunds twa thausand shillings for your poeshie, and now, 
pox rot it what wilt thou do with the money Tam? Your treasury must be in an overflowing condition – 
but I doubt you have calls upon you for your low amours and the like which will swallow up your 
penny fee – You ask me what I think of Canto the second – What I think is no matter to any body. I 
have, as Handel said, de tauts – What they are I shall tell if they turn out well founded, and keep to 
myself if I am wrong – As to my marginals I put them that you might see them and dispose accordingly 
of them and me – Like you and Tom Thumb, I have done my duty and have done no more127 – as it is 
the whole will be published, and very shortly too – You are aware, of course, that the poems cannot get 
into my lady’s chamber – were there only the urine rhyme128 
 
1:2 
 
I presume that would be sufficiently excluding – Mazeppa is to be published first – I doubt not a very 
great sale – even the delay will have promoted this and the anonymousity will also contribute to the 
same consummation – I will take care to let you know all the good that is said of the twain, and will 
leave some other friend to tell you the bad – You need not be afraid of the funds – They have been very 
low lately chiefly owing to the Resolutions of the Bank Committee & to your schoolfellow Peel’s 
speech, but they begin, as they say, to took up now – and whether up or down there is no fear for you – 
unless indeed the whole system goes by the board of which some folks entertain ardent hopes and 
others as lively fears – The distress here is beyond all imagination – the poorer class of manufacturers 
can earn no more than three shillings and sixpence a week – thousands of them are starving in all the 
manufacturing districts – There has been an assemblage of some thousand weavers upon the sands near 
Carlisle – and as the poor devils have administered 
 
1:3 
 

                                                 
125: Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield, Ch.25: “What is the world if it affords only solitude?” 
126: B. to H., May 17th 1819: “a young man at Ferrara detected his Sister amusing herself with a Bologna Sausage 
– he said nothing – but perceiving the same Sausage <served> <up> {presented <in>} at table – he got up – made 
it a low bow – and exclaimed “Vi riverisco mio Cognato.”  
127: Fielding, Tom Thumb the Great, I iii: “When I’m not thank’d at all, I’m thank’d enough. I’ve done my duty 
and I’ve done no more”. 
128: DJ II rejected st.10: Their manners mending and their morals curing / She taught them to suppress their vice 

and urine. 
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illegal oaths to each other it is expected government will soon send the horse and a hangman amongst 
them – In the midst of these horrors came Nic Vansittart129 and puts on 3 millions of additional taxes 
and is hailed by the parliament as the saviour of the country – The Whigs are down for ever – The fools 
said in their heart there is no minister130 and Tierney tried his forces against them in a set battle – 
Ministers divided 357 against 179 – and the Whigs were the laughter of all England in four and twenty 
hours – Canning, the scoundrel, made a glorious speech in which he brought the Westminster election 
to play against them – “The Whigs,” said he, “talk of their popularity, here is a topic for those just fresh 
from Westminster. I am myself supposed to partake of the unpopularity attached to ministers, but I 
have at least stood the ordeal of a contested election without such embarrassing marks of affection as 
overwhelmed the Whigs at Westminster – Is it long ago since we saw these favorites of the people 
<with> covered with ribbons and rubbish, with laurels on their heads and brick bats at their heels, 
obliged to shelter themselves from their surprising popularity behind a troop of his Majesty’s life 
guards; whilst the hero of their triumph was fain to prefer a file of grenadiers to the usual suite of a 
successful candidate!” ——————— 
This produced an astonishing effect. Canning wound up his speech with it, and poor Tierney in reply 
said that the Whigs at Westminster owed all 
 
1:4 
 
[above address:] their unpopularity to their junction with Tories – thus allowing a fact which they had 
hitherto denied – Since this division – the Whigs have become sulky, and begin now to complain of the 
new House of Commons just as much as they did of the old one: So that I should not wonder if [below 

address:] they were obliged to come to the Reformers at last – I have been, in my own individual, 
living in the country for these three months – scribbling & correcting your Lordship’s proofs – Lord 
Erskine has written two stupid pamphlets against me and mine – he has been answered by a tailor,131 
and by another132 – I should like you to look at the controversy and tell me your opinion – I wish to 
God you would be enrolled, as you say, in my corps – I am sure you have [letter concludes at top of 

first side] 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, June 26th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43439; BLJ VI 165-6) 
[To / John Hobhouse Esqre / Care of Mr. Murray / 50. Albemarle Street / London. / Angleterre. // 
Inghilterra.] 

Ravenna. June 26th. 
1819 

Dear Hobhouse – 
 I have been absent from Venice since the first of the month. – By the return of my 
Courier today, (whom I had sent to Venice for some {Peruvian} Bark of mine for the Countess 
Guiccioli – who still continues very weak from her miscarriage) I expected some English letters – but – 
not one from anybody! – I wrote to you also from Ferrara. – 
Lord Kinnaird who is in waiting at Faenza on the Bianchi (the Danseuse of Milan) who is engaged for 
the theatre there – came over for a day or two to see – and is just gone back again to his station – he has 
been plagued and pamphlet=writing about Marinet’s Business.133 – – – 
Of my concerns – which I explained to you before I set out – I shall add nothing at present on account 
of the 
 
1:2 
 
Pontifical postmasters – who open letters. – 
You know that I came here on amatory business – and may suppose that I remain because it has 
prospered. – – 

                                                 
129: Chancellor of the Exchequer. 
130: Biblical: The fool hath said in his heart, there is no God (Psalm 14:1, 53:1). 
131: Francis Place, H.’s collaboration with whom he is anxious to keep from B. 
132: “another” is H.’s own pamphlet A Trifling Mistake, which will get him imprisoned in December. 
133: See DJ IX, 2, 2. A Bonapartist sympathiser, Lord Kinnaird became acquainted in Brussels in 1818 with a man 
called Marinêt, who told him of a conspiracy to assassinate Wellington. An attempt was in fact made on the 
Duke’s life, and Marinêt agreed to come to Paris and identify the assailant, understanding from Kinnaird that he 
would be immune from prosecution – but the French government had him arrested and tried. He was acquitted; 
and Wellington and Kinnaird remained on bad terms. 
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But you will address your answer to Venice as usual – that being still head=quarters. – – – – – – 
To my great surprise we hear that you have been challenged by Antient Pistol Major Cartwright – this 
seems to me mere Midsummer madness – what had you to do with those blackguard Reformers? who 
made you defy & leave the Whigs and make you lose your Election – and then call you out as a reward 
for your trouble? – This is the damnedest piece of impudence I ever heard of. – Sunburn me if it is not! 
– I am and have been for reform always – but not for the 
 
1:3 
 
reformers – I saw enough of them at the Hampden Club – Burdett is the only one of them in whose 
company a Gentleman would be seen unless at a Public meeting – or in a Public house. – – – 
“I shall have to bail my old friend out of the Round=house” “what a Coalition!” as “Davy” said of 
Johnson and Beauclerck.134 – – You were the founder of the Whig=Club at Cambridge – if my memory 
serve me rightly. – – – – – –135 
Of my own matters – I know not what to say – nor you – nor Dougal K. nor Mr. Bookseller Murray 
have honoured me with further intelligence of “the pomes” and what I was anxious about – the 
copyright of “Juan” none of you say a word – although I repeated my request at least twenty times by 
letter. – – 
If Mr. Murray plays me those kind 
 
1:4 
 
of tricks – he will run himself into a puddle. – – – – On the end of this moon – or the beginning of next 
– half a year’s fee from the funds becomes due – to the remittance of which – and also the <sums> 
{sum} for the copy of D. J. I look forward as the Conscription of the ensuing year – but there was no 
reason why the Juan part should <b> not have been done long ago. – – You see I am not pleased with 
Albemarle Street. – – – – – – 
I sent you the proofs received back with such alterations as were suitable to my own notions. – – The 
weather is hot – but in the evening I take a ride or a drive to the <Pigneta> {Pineta} – the scene of 
Boccaccio’s tale – and Dryden’s fable. – – –136 
Afterwards I visit – and – – believe 
 me yours ever 
  truly [swirl] 
 
[inverted above address:] June 29th. – I have just had some letters from England but none from you. 
 

June 28th 1819: Mazeppa and Venice an Ode published. 

 
July 15th 1819: Don Juan I and II published. 

 

Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park Hounslow, July 15th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 275-7) 
Hobhouse analyses Murray’s anonymous publication of Don Juan as a publicity stunt. 
[Pour, / Le très honourable Milord / Milord Byron – / Pair d’Angleterre / à son hotel / à Venise / Par 
Calais] 
 
[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] cumpletely besotted the party – My lady sent her bastard137 to 
hiss me on the hustings, so we are at open war which is the only safe intercourse with such treacherous 
rascals as the modern Whigs – pray write to me – always your’s J C H – 

 
Whitton – Thursday July 15 – 1819 – 

My dear Byron –  
 Don Juan is this day published, and three handsome copies are come down to me by the 
coach – It is in quarto very superb – In order to increase the mystification there is neither author’s name 
nor publisher’s name – only T. Davison, Printer – White Friars – London – This will make our 

                                                 
134: Boswell’s Life of Johnson (year 1752). 
135: “If my memory don’t err / You founded a Whig Clubby-O” from My Boy Hobby-O (written next year). 
136: See DJ III st.105. 
137: Charles Richard Fox, born to Lady Holland before she married Lord Holland. 
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wiseacres think that there is poison for King Queen & Dauphin in every page and will irritate public 
pruriency to a complete priapism –your directions have been followed as far as they have been received 
and I have taken no other liberty than to leave out a stanza138 which did not come in my copy but was 
sent afterwards and called forth a critique from me which you have not received – It is about Romilly – 
The man has left children whom I know you did not mean to annoy; and though we must both of us 
think that he has been bepuffed at a terrible rate yet the death of both father and mother has left six 
poor creatures and three or four of them grown up with little support except their father’s reputation; 
and whether that reputation be overrated or not, I am convinced that at this moment you would not 
wish to impair the legacy as far as they are concerned – At any rate the stanza can be inserted in a 
subsequent edition if you please – The poet’s vengeance  
 
1:2 
 
like the King’s suffers nothing by lapse – “nullum tempus occurrit &c”139 The stanzas giving a short 
biography of the pox140 have also, partly at your desire, been amputated – and may at your desire be 
inserted at any time – I think, however, the book looks as well without the said syphilis – and the 
asterisks are wonderfully better calculated to inflame curiosity than any display of your medical 
learning – And now I shall go to London this day to hear what the world say – you may depend upon a 
great sensation – It was announced thus – Don Juan.. to morrow. There’s a way for you!! To morrow 
The Comet. to morrow! Mr Murray managed so well that Mazeppa was taken for Don Juan and 
greadily bought up like “that abominable book the scandalous magazine”. But Don Juan tomorrow, 
undeceived those who thought they had got their pennyworth to day – You shall hear what is said if 
what is said is handsomely said – and so now be satisfied that you have had your wicked will of your 
best friends – 
I have news for you – D. Kinnaird has beaten the borough-mongers at Bishop’s Castle and is now 
M.P. He gives a tureen of turtle to day on the occasion – This is (the return of K, not the turtle) a real 
triumph for the Reformers as K has commenced  
 
1:3 
 
 by carrying the war into the very camp of the Borough villains and has disgraced Lord Powis at his 
very lodge gates – We expect much from your power; at least as much as an honest open spoken man 
can do in the den of thieves – You shall hear of his progress from time to time – As for your humble 
servant, I am, like the lady in the play, lying fallow – except a little pamphleteering now and then –
However I had the singular notice of being huzzaed the other night when I came into the play house at 
Kean’s benefit – which I take to be the third thing of the kind since Pope at Agamemnon and your 
Ludship at the senate house at Cambridge.141 My sisters were with me &, as you may imagine, 
thought it quite worth while to go through the fire & water of a Westminster Election for such a 
demonstration of public favor, which, pox take it, might please my Lord Mayor – I tell you this 
because the scoundrel daily papers chose to suppress it, and left it as they do everything favourable to 
the Reformers to the honest weekly press where it was fairly recorded – The same fairness made all 
the Papers omit to mention that at the celebration of the dinner in honor of Burns the company 
spontaneously cheered Sir F. Burdett  
 
[1:4 above address:] and forced Sir James Mackintosh to give his health –.. These anecdotes will 
show you what an uphill game we have to fight – But fight we will – I hear you tell Hoppner, you 
think me too violent – alas I wish I could be violent – Like the [below address:] Courtier in Hamlet, I 
have not the skill142 – my violence is milk & water to your fire and vitriol – if you had been used one 
thousandth part so ill publickly as the Whigs have used me you would run lava upon them –Thank 
god, they are lower than ever, and I flatter myself I have put a spoke in their wheel – except the 
Tories, there never were such scoundrels. H. House has [letter concludes at top of first sheet] 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, July 30th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43439; 1922 II 116-20; QII 466-9; BLJ VI 187-190) 

                                                 
138: Don Juan I st.15. Cut from first edition. 
139: Nullum tempus occurrit regi: “No time runs against the king”. Legal phrase implying royal immunity from 
the law. 
140: Don Juan I sts.130-1. Cut from first edition. 
141: See Francis Hodgon to Augusta Leigh, November 23rd 1814. 
142: Shakespeare, Hamlet, III ii 353. 
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[To, – / John Hobhouse Esqre. / to ye care of J. Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / 
Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 
Byron has not yet received the previous item. 

Ravenna, July 30th, 1819 
Dear Hobhouse – 
 Your last letter was of the beginning of June – how is it with you? are you slain by 
Major Cartwright? – or ill of a quinsey? or are you writing a pamphlet in rejoinder to Erskine? I 
understand that a tailor143 and you are amongst the most strenuous writers in favour of the measures 
taken by the reformers; – I sometimes get a glimpse of your speeches with the names of the tavern and 
company – in a stray newspaper – Galignani – or the Lugano Gazette – there is Mr. Bicker=steth – the 
man–midwife – and several other worthies of the like Calibre – “there <was> never was a set of more 
amicable officers – as Major Sturgeon says144 – pray let me hear how you go on. – – – 
My Sister writes to me that “Scrope looks ill and out of Spirits” and has not his wonted air of 
Prosperity – and that 
 
1:2 
 
she fears his pursuits have {not} had all their former success.145 – Is it even so? I suppose there is no 
knowing, and that the only way in which his friends will be apprized will be by some confounded thing 
or other happening to him. – He has not written to me since {the} Winter, in last year’s last month, – 
what is he about! – The Dougal Creature has written to mention the pact with Murray – if it (i.e. D. J. 
fails) the Sum is too much, if it succeeds it is too little by five hundred guineas in coin or ingots. – 
Donny Johnny will either succeed greatly – or tumble flatly – there will be no medium – at least I think 
not. – Galignani announces Mazeppa as stamped146 – but I know nothing and hear nothing of it or of 
Juan, what is become of the ode to Venice? 
 
1:3 
 
I am endeavouring hereto get a transcript of Benvenuto da Imola’s Latin commentary on Dante – never 
yet stamped – quite “inedita.” – They promise it me. – I have been swimming in the Adriatic, and 
cantering through Boccaccio’s Pinery – it is a fine forest “so full of pastime and prodigality”147 – and I 
have persuaded my Contessa to put a side=saddle upon a poney of her Sposo’s, and we ride together – 
She in a hat shaped like Punch’s and the Merry Mrs. Ford’s of Windsor – and a Sky=blue tiffany riding 
habit – like the Ghost of Prologue’s Grandmother; – I bought an English <steed> {horse} of Capt. 
<Fyel> Fyler some time ago (which with my others is here) and he is a famous leaper, and my amuse= 
 
1:4 
 
=ment has been to make her Groom on a huge Coach-horse follow me over certain ditches and 
drain=lets, an operation in which he is considerably incommoded by a pair of Jack=boots – as well as 
{by} the novelty of the <operation> undertaking. – You would like the forest – it reaches from here to 
Rimini. – I have been here these two months – and hitherto all hath <gone> gone {on} well – with the 
usual exception of some “Gelosie” which are the fault of the climate and of the conjunction of two 
{such} capricious people as the Guiccioli and <your> the Inglese – – but here hath been no stabbing 
nor drugging of possets148 – the last person assassinated here was the Commissary of Police three 
months ago – they kilt him from an alley – one evening – but he is recovering from the slugs with 
which they sprinkled – him from an “Archibugia” that 
 
2:1 
 
2.) shot him round a Corner – like the Irishman’s Gun. – He – and Manzoni who was stabbed dead – 
going to the theatre at Forli – not long before – are the only recent instances. – But it is the custom of 
the Country – and not much worse than duelling – where one undertakes at a certain personal risk of a 
more open nature – to get rid of a disagreeable person – who is injurious – or inconvenient, and if such 

                                                 
143: Francis Place. 
144: Samuel Foote, The Mayor Of Garratt. 
145: Davies has to leave the country later in the year because of his gambling debts. 
146: “printed” (Italian stampata). 
147: Farquhar, The Recruiting Officer, V i. 
148: Shakespeare, Macbeth, II ii. 
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people become insupportable – what is to be done? – It is give and take, – like every thing else – you 
run the same risk – and they run the same risk; it has the same object with duelling – but adopts a 
different means. – As to the trash about honour – that is all stuff – a man offends – – you want to kill 
him – this is amiable and natural – but how? – the 
 
2:2 
 
natural mode is obvious – but the artificial varies according to education. – – – – 
I am taking the Generous side of the question – seeing I am much more exposed here to become the 
patient than the Agent of such an experiment; – I know but one man whom I should be <attem> 
tempted to put to rest – and he is not an Italian {nor in ltaly}149 – and therefore I trust that he wont pass 
through Romagna during my sojourn – because ’gin he did – there is no saying what the fashionable 
facilities might induce a vindictive gentleman to meditate; – besides, – there are injuries where the 
balance is so greatly against the offender – that you are not to risk a <good> life – against his – 
(excepting always the law which is {originally} a convention) but to trample as would on any other 
venomous animal. – – – 
 
2:3 
 
To return to Dante (where you will find a <pretty> pretty eulogy on revenge) his tomb is within fifty 
yards of my “locanda”, the effigy {& tombstone} well preserved, but the outside is a mere modern 
Cupola. – – – 
The house <opposite> {flanking} this <but> {house} {but divided by a street} is said to have been 
inhabited by him – but that is mere Say=so as far as I can make out – it is old enough to have been 
inhabited by Honorius for that matter. – The Polentani his patrons are buried in a Church behind his 
Grave – but there are no tidings nor tradition of Francesca – here or at Rimini – except the mere fact – 
which to be sure is a thumper – as they were {actually} killed in it. – Hunt made a devil of a mistake 
about “Old Ravenna’s clear shown towers and bay” 
 
2:4 
 
there has been no bay nor Sea within five miles since {long before} the time of the Exarchs, and as to 
“clear=shown” the town lies so low that you must be close upon it before it is seen at all – and then 
there is no comprehensive view unless you climb the steeple. – – I was introduced to the <Cardin> 
Cardinal Legate – a fine old boy, – and I might have known all the world – but I prefer a private <lif> 
life, and have lived almost entirely with my paramour – her husband – his son by a former marriage – 
and her father – with her Confidante “in white linen”150 a very pretty woman – noble also as her friend, 
called Gertrude Vicari – who has however a jealous husband – “a strange Centaur” as Gibbon calls a 
philosophical Theologian.151 – But he is a profane historian. – – 
 
3:1 
 
3.) I also fell in love with a promised bride named Ursula – Something – one of the prettiest creatures I 
ever saw – but her barbarous mother – suspecting her of smiling from a window upon me – has 
watched her ever since – and she won’t be married till September – so there be no hopes – however I 
am trying my best – with a priest (not to marry me you may believe) and others to bring about some=at. 
– – – 
A precious epistle of Gossip this is. – – – 
But these are all I can say of “fatti miei” – I have had the G— (whom I came for) in any case – and 
what more I can get I know not – {but will try} – it is much better for beauty than Lombardy. – – – – 
Canova is now in the Austrian states –  

ever &c. very truly yr[long scrawl] 
 
3:2 
 

                                                 
149: Brougham. 
150: Sheridan, The Critic, III i. 
151: Gibbon quotation pending.  
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[above address:] P.S. July 31st. – Considerable lusinghe that Ursula will be obtained – She being well 
<dispose> <disp> disposed. – – – Do you know what happened to Lord Kinnaird at Faenza? – when he 
went [inverted below address:] back to Milan – they stopped his Carriage to search for the Bianchi (the 
dancer he keeps) thinking she had broke her engagement for the fair of Sinigaglia to return into 
Lombardy – Lege Dick Lege, but it was not so – She is dancing at the Fair. [sideways next to the 

address:] An old Woman at Rome <was> reading Boccaccio exclaimed “I wish to God {that} this was 
saying one’s prayers.” – – 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna and Bologna, August 4th / September 4th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43439; BLJ VI 200-1) 
Byron answers Hobhouse’s of July 15th. 

Ravenna. August 4th. 1819. 
My dear Hobhouse – 
 I {have} received yours of the 15th. of July – by which I perceive that Juan is 
before the public – and at the same time arrived an epistle from Murray of the 16th. In which he 
seems in a state of perturbation – and {he} had by his own account taken refuge at Wimbledon 
from the torrent which was in all its’ foam against “his little bark” and the larger vessel also – 
to be sure – his (Murray’s) is no Steam=boat, it won’t work against the stream. – Your next letters 
will probably tell me that the “pome” has gone to the devil – in imitation of the last scene of the 
pantomime of the same name. – – 
That can’t be holpen – and was to be <fo> expected – and had been prophesied by all in the 
secret – and anticipated by me – I have had my own way – {in spite of every body} and am 
satisfied. – – – – – – – 
I am surprized and pleased with the news of Dougal’s election – and should have had no ob= 
 
1:2 
 
=jection to some of that same “turtle” swallowed on his inauguration – together with the cold 
punch annexed. – – I am glad that “us youth”152 have made our due noise in the world – you and 
the Dougal have turned out very promising politicians in the honesty line – as well as orators; 
William Bankes hath made a stupendous traveller – Michael Bruce too is a fine fellow – and 
then there is the “Poeshie <of the> {du} Roi vot’ maitre” in short we are a fine batch including 
Scrope: – the most celebrated of the six in his line – in which I hope he flourishes – but of him 
you have not reported progress. – I wrote to you last week – and will continue now I am in the 
humour. – Your reception at the theatre must have been gratifying – particularly as it was the 
consequence and not the contrast of the 
 
1:3 
 
“self=approving hour”. 
 
September 4th. 1819 Bologna. 
 
Dear Hobhouse – 
 I began this letter a month ago and finish it now – I have heard nothing from you nor 
from any body since its’ date. 
 yrs. truly 
  [big swirl] 

P.S. 
Make the Dougal read Spooney’s letter and send me Murray’s and any body else’s money – it don’t 
much matter who’s – so that it comes into my lawful possession. – 
 
[1:4 blank.] 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Bologna, August 20th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43439; 1922 II 121-2; BLJ VI 211-2) 

                                                 
152: Falstaff at Shakespeare, Henry IV I, II ii 85; compare Jan 17 1813 (to H.); Nov 10 1813 (to Annabella); Nov 
12 1813 (to Gifford); Mar 15 1814 (London Journal); May 8 1814 (to Mo.); July 15 1818 (to K.); and Nov 19 1820 
(to Mu.). 
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[To, John Hobhouse Esqre. / care of J. Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. – / Angleterre. 
Inghilterra.] 

Bologna. August 20th. 
1819. 

My dear Hobhouse – 
 I have not lately had of your news – and shall not reproach you because I think that if 
you had good to send me you would be the first. – I wrote to you twice or thrice from Ravenna – and 
now I am at Bologna – address to me however at Venice. – 
My time has been passed viciously and agreeably – at thirty – one so few years months <or> days 
hours or minutes remain that “Carpe diem” is not enough – I have been obliged to crop even the 
seconds – for who can trust to tomorrow? tomorrow quotha? to-hour – to=minute – – I can not repent 
me (I try very often) so much of any thing I have done – as of any thing I have left undone – alas! I 
have been but idle – and have the 
 
1:2 
 
prospect of early decay – without having <xxxx filled> seized every available instant of our 
pleasurable years. – This is a bitter thought – and it will be difficult for me ever to recover the 
despondency into which this idea naturally throws me. – Philosophy would be in vain – let us try 
action. – – 
In England I see & read of <xxxxx> {reform} “and there never were such troublesome times <part> 
especially for Constables” they have wafered Mr. Birch of Stockport. – There is much of Hunt and 
Harrison and Sir Charles (Linsey) Woolsey – but we hear nothing of you & Burdett? – The “Venerable 
Cartwright” too – why did you not shorten that fellow’s 
 
1:3 
 
longevity? I do assure you (though that lust for duelling of which you used to accuse {me} in the 
Stevens’s Coffeehouse <time> {days} has long subsided into a moderate desire of killing one’s more 
personal enemies) that I would have Mantoned153 old Cartwright most readily – I have no notion of an 
old fool like that drivelling defiance and coughing a challenge at his youngers and his betters – “solder 
him up” as Francis said of his defunct wife. – And now what do you think of doing? I have two notions 
– one to visit England in the Spring – the other to go to South America. – – – 
Europe is grown decrepit – besides it is all the same thing over again – 
 
1:4 
 
those fellow’s are fresh as their world – and fierce as their earthquakes. – – 
Besides I am enamoured of General Paer – who has proved that my Grandfather spoke truth about the 
Patagonians – with his Gigantic Cavalry.154 – Would that the Dougal of Bishop’s Castle would find a 
purchaser for Rochdale – – 
I would embark (with Fletcher as a breeding beast of burthen) and possess myself of the pinnacle of the 
Andes – or a spacious plain of unbounded extent in an elegible earthquake situation. – Will my wife 
always live? will her mother never die? is her father immortal? what are you about? married and settled 
in the country I suppose by your silence? – yrs. [scrawl] 
 
2:1 
 
P.S. 
 I hear nothing of Don Juan but in two letters from Murray – the first very tremulous – the second 
in better spirits. – – 
Of the fate of the “pome” I am quite uncertain and [Ms. tear: “do”] not anticipate much brilliancy from 
your silence. – But I do not care – I am as sure as the Archbishop of Grenada155 – that I never wrote 
better – and I wish you all better taste – but will not send you any pistoles. – – – – – – 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Bologna, August 23rd 1819: 

                                                 
153: “Shot” (after Joe Manton, the gunsmith). 
154: BLJ has “Country”. 
155: See Le Sage, Gil Blas, VII 4. 
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(Source: text from NLS Ms.43439; 1922 II 122; BLJ VI 213-15) 
[<To, J. Hobhouse Esqre / Care of John Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London / Angleterre. / 
Inghilterra.> Turn over. / J. Hobhouse Esqre – / 2. Camden Terrace / Worthing. / Sussex.156] 

Bologna. August 23d. – 
1819 

My Dear Hobhouse – 
 I have received a letter from Murray containing the “British Review”s’ eleventh 
article. – Had you any conception of a man’s tumbling into such a trap as Roberts has done? – why it is 
precisely what he was wished to do. – I have enclosed an epistle for publication with a queer signature 
(to Murray, {who should keep the anonymous still about D Juan}) in answer to Roberts – which pray 
approve if you can – it is written in an evening & morning in haste – <in> {with} ill health and worse 
nerves. – I am so bilious – that I nearly lose my head – and so nervous that I cry for nothing – at least 
to day I burst into tears all alone by myself over a cistern of Gold fishes – <without xxxxx x xxxxx> 
{which are not pathetic animals}. – I can assure you it is not Mr. Roberts or any of his crew that can 
affect me; – but I have been excited – and agitated and exhausted mentally and bodily all this summer – 
till I really sometimes begin to think 
 
1:2 
 
not only “that I shall die at top first” – but that the moment is not very remote. – I have had no 
particular cause of grief – except the usual accompaniments of all unlawful passions; – I have to do 
with a woman rendered perfectly disinterested by her situation in life – and young and amiable and 
pretty – in short as good and at least as attractive as anything of <that> {the} sex can be with all the 
advantages and disadvantages of being scarcely twenty years old157 – and only two out of her 
Romagnuolo Convent at Faenza. – – – But I feel – & I feel it bitterly – that a man should not consume 
his life at the side and on the bosom – <xx> <xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx>158 of a woman – and a stranger – that 
even the recompense and it is much – is not enough – and that this Cicisbean existence is <here> to be 
condemned. – But I have neither 
 
1:3 
 
the strength of mind to break my chain, nor the insensibility which would deaden it’s weight. – I cannot 
tell what will become of me – to leave or to be left would at present drive me quite out of my senses – 
and yet to what have I conducted myself? – I have <unluckily or u l> luckily or unluckily no ambition 
left – it would be better if I had – it would at least awake me – whereas at present I merely start in my 
sleep. – – – – 
I think I wrote to you last week – but really (like Lord Grizzle)159 cannot positively tell. – Why don’t 
you write, pray do – never mind “Don Juan” – let him tumble – and let me too – like Jack and Gill. – – 
– 
Write – and believe me – as long as I can keep my sanity ever yrs. most 
  truly & affectly 
   [swirl signature] 
 
Hobhouse to Byron, from Worthing, September 10th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443 f.88; BB 278-9) 
[Le très honorable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / à son hotel / à Venise // par Calais] 
Hobhouse answers the previous item. 
 
Your letter reached me only this day. 

– Worthing. September 10, 1819 – 
My dear Byron 
 I have written three times – Not one of the letters appear to have reached you – 
Although I wrote only two days ago,160 I still must write again in reply to your last dated August 23 – I 
am distressed beyond measure at your account of yourself – Pray come home – you shall be nursed 

                                                 
156: H. rides to Worthing on August 18th. On the 19th he hears for the first time about Peterloo. 
157: Teresa has succeeded in hiding from Byron her real age, which is twenty-one. 
158: A very heavy erasure. Indecency may be suspected. 
159: Fielding, Tom Thumb the Great: Queen: How! have you seen no giants? Are there not / Now, in the yard, ten 
thousand proper giants? Grizzle: Indeed I cannot positively tell, / But firmly do believe there is not one. 
160: We have no letter from H. dated September 8th. 
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here and taken care of as no invalid ever was – I would at all times be too happy to be at hand, and, 
indeed, if you continue getting worse in your cursed country there, I shall not be easy until I come over 
to see that you are properly attended to. I know what is at the bottom of all your disorder – and upon 
my soul if you go on as you have done lately I shall dread the very worst you mention – 
 
1:2 
 
but do not consume yourself in vain regrets about the past – a single exertion of a such a man as you 
will be quite sufficient to draw you out of any temporary embarrassment – You talk of bad news – who 
can have sent you bad news? and what bad news? every thing is going on well here as far as you are 
concerned – you know the worst about Don Juan – which worst is nothing except that some regret the 
first genius of the age should write parodies on the decalogue – the joke about Roberts is worth the 
whole – I am sure it cannot be any such trifle as this that vexes you – and this makes me the more 
uncomfortable – Pray do come home or come somewhere where I can join you and take care of you – 
You know I am a pitiful hearted negro and cannot bear to hear you complain seriously, which I fear 
you do now – Tom Moore will see you soon – perhaps his company will do some good – Write again – 
write by every post to tell 
 
1:3 
 
me how you are – I have nothing to tell or say except what I have said that I would not for the world 
have you think that I have not written or that I am not as anxious as ever about every thing that 
concerns you – Whatever so poor a thing as Cassius is can do, I will always do161 – Recollect that not 
only my liking, but my pride, a more powerful passion is interested in your well being – I have no alter 
et idem – If you should be well when this reaches you you will laugh – but I had rather you should be 
well though you should laugh – I direct to Venice, according to your desire, but I trust your letters are 
regularly sent to you – you went into Romagna for a month – you have been there more than three I 
think – Make an effort – leave Italy. England in such a state of ferment that perhaps you may find some 
interest in it – At any rate try even if you have to go back again – I repeat that 
 
1:4 
 
[above address:] you will find those who will be merry with you if you are well and if you are sick I 
will nurse you. Do not stay where you are “ipse tuum cor edens hominum vestigia vitans –”162 It is 
better to drink Clarey wines at the St Albans [below address:] as in days of old – we have six or eight 
honest fellows who meet and dine most days together in the season – Try us and if you like us not, go 
back again – but a change is absolutely necessary – Do not forget to write – What you feel in the head 
is all stomach – Most affect yours – 
 – John Hobhouse 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, October 3rd 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS NLS Ms.43439; LJ IV 355-9; QII 488-90; BLJ VI 225-7) 
[To, Jno. Hobhouse Esqre. To the care of Jno. Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street / London / 
Angleterre / Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers the previous item. This letter is opened by John Murray; see Murray to Byron, 

November 9th 1819. 
Venice. Oct. 3d. 1819. 

Dear Hobhouse – 
 I wrote to Murray last week and begged him to reassure you of my health and sanity 
– as far as I know at present. – At Bologna I was out of sorts – in health and spirits. – Here – I have 
health at least. – My South American project of which I believe I spoke to you (as you mention it) – 
was this. – – I perceived by the inclosed paragraphs that advantageous offers were – or are to be held 
out to settlers in the Venezuelan territory. – My affairs in England are nearly settled – or in prospect of 
settlement – in Italy I have no debts – and could leave it when I chose. – The Anglo=Americans are a 
little too coarse for me – and their climate too cold – and I should prefer the others. – I could soon 
<master> {grapple with} the Spanish language. – – Ellice or others could get me letters to Bolivar and 

                                                 
161: Shakespeare. In fact, Hamlet, I v 185 (“What so poor a man as Hamlet is”). 
162: “eating your own heart out and shunning the haunts of men” (CIC. TUSC. 3 63, paraphrased). 
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his government – and if men of little or of no property are encouraged there – surely with {present} 
income – and if I could sell Rochdale 
 
1:2 
 
{with} some capital – I might be suffered as a landholder there – or at least a tenant – and if possible 
and legal – a Citizen. – – 
I wish you would speak to Perry of the M. C. who is their Gazetteer – about this – and ask like Jeremy 
Diddler – not for eighteen pence – but information on the subject. – – I assure you that I am very 
serious in the idea – and that the notion has been about me for a long time as you will see by the worn 
state of the advertisement.163 – – I should go there with my {natural} daughter, Allegra, – now nearly 
three years old – and with me here – and pitch my tent for good and all. – I am not tired of Italy – but a 
man must be a Cicisbeo and a singer in duets – and a Connoisseur of operas – or nothing – {here} I 
have made some progress in all these accomplishments – but can’t say that I don’t 
 
1:3 
 
feel the degradation. – Better be a unskilful planter – an awkward settler – better be a hunter – or 
anything, than a flatterer of fiddlers – – and fan=carrier of a woman. – I like women – God he knows – 
but the more their system here developes upon me – the worse it seems – after Turkey too – here the 
polygamy is all on the female side. – – I have been an <whoremonger> {intriguer, a husband, <a 
whoremonger>,}164 and now I am a Cavalier Servente – by the holy! it is a strange sensation. – After 
having belonged <to> in my own and other countries – to the intriguing – the married – {and} the 
keeping – <and the> parts of the town – to be sure an honest arrangement is the best – and I have had 
that too – and have – but they expect it to be for life – thereby I presume – excluding longevity. – But 
let us be serious – if possible. – – – – 
You must not talk to me of England – that is out of the question. – I had a house – and lands – 
 
1:4 
 
and a wife and child – and a name there – once – but all these things are transmuted or sequestered. – 
Of the last {& best} ten years of my life – <more> <I> nearly six have been passed out of it. – I feel no 
love for the soil after the treatment I received before leaving it for the last time – but I do not hate it 
enough to wish to <share> {take a part} in it’s calamities – {as on either side harm must be done before 
good can accrue – revolutions are not to be made with rose water. – – –} My taste for revolution is 
abated – with my other passions. – – – – 
Yet I want a country – and a home – and – if possible – a free one. – I am not yet thirty two years 
<old> {of age} – I might still be a decent citizen and found a house and a family, – as good – or better 
than the former. – – I could at all events occupy myself rationally – my hopes are not high – nor my 
ambition extensive – and when tens of thousands of our Countrymen are colonizing (like the Greeks of 
old in Sicily and Italy) from so many causes – does my 
 
2:1 
 
2.) notion seem visionary or irrational? – – – 
There is no freedom in Europe – that’s certain – it is besides a worn out portion of the globe. – What I 
should be glad of is information as to the encouragement – the means required – and what is 
<regarded> {accorded} & what would be my probable reception – Perry – or Ellice – or many 
merchants would be able to tell you this for me. – I won’t go there to travel but to settle. – – Do not 
laugh at me – you will – but I assure you I am quite in earnest if this thing be practicable. I do not want 
to have anything to do with the <military> {war} projects – but to go there as a set[Ms. tear: “tler –”] 
and if as a Citizen – all the better – my own government would not I think refuse me permission – if 
they know their own interest – such fellows as I am – are no desideratum for Sidmouth at present – I 
think. – Address to me at Venice. – – – I should of course come to Liverpool – or some town on your 
coast – to take <shi> my passage – and receive my credentials – believe me 

ever yrs. most truly 
Byron 

                                                 
163: It’s even more worn now (P.C., 18/12/08). 
164: LJ has the erased “a whoremonger” in its text. BLJ does not. 
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In Prothero’s time, the following were the newspaper cuttings enclosed in the letter (only 
a scrap remains): 
 
“[Torn] … reached town from Angostura dated 5th … June. They chiefly relate to the 
acceptance and ratification of a colonizing plan submitted to the Government of 
Venezuela by a few patriotic Gentlemen. The proposals were transmitted by an engineer 
of distinguished merit, who was also instructed to report on the fitness of the soil and 
salubrity of the climate. His reports are extremely satisfactory. His reception by the 
patriotic and benevolent men who stand at the head of the Venezuelan Government was 
beyond his most sanguine expectations. A preliminary treaty was formed for the 
conveyance to trustees of an immense tract of choice lands for the purpose of being 
afterwards allotted out to families: and two members of the Congress, Don Juan German 
Roscio and Don Fernando Penalver, were to leave Angostura in a fortnight for London, 
with full powers to make a definitive arrangement and regulate other affairs of the 
Government. The terms for the colonists will be extremely favourable. Fathers of families 
are to become citizens the moment they land; others at the time prescribed by the 
Constitution. Export duties free for five years. We understand it is the intention of the 
parties to form a company to carry the project into execution; and that when the whole is 
arranged due notice will be given to the public. 
 ISLAND OF GRENADA, July 25. Yesterday Don Ferdinand de Pensalver and Col. 
Begara embarked. They are going to England as commissioners from Venezuela and 
New Granada with ample powers. The first is a civil character: the other is a military man 
(LJ IV 356). 

 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Venice, November 20th–21st 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43439; BLJ VI 244-6) 
[To / Jno. Hobhouse Esqre / to ye care of Jno. Murray / 50. Albemarle Street / London. / Angleterre. // 
Inghilterra.] 

Venice. Novr. 20th. 1819. 
My dear Hobhouse – 
 A few days ago I wrote to Douglas K. to apprize him & my friends of my probable 
arrival <near> {near} England in no very long period. – The cause I have detailed at some length in my 
letter to Douglas. – Il Conte Guiccioli at length discovering that his lady was estranged from him – 
gave {us} <her> (like Mr. Croaker in the Goodnatured man) “a mutual choice” that is the husband or 
the lover – him or me – one but not both. – The lady was for leaving him – and eloping – or separating 
– and so should I had I been twenty instead of thirty and one years of age – for I loved her – but I knew 
the event would for her be irreparable – {and} that all her family her sisters particularly and father 
would be plunged into despair for the reputation of the rest of 
 
1:2 
 
the girls – and prevailed on her with great difficulty to return to Ravenna with her husband – who 
promised forgetfulness if she would give me up. – He actually came to me crying about it – and I told 
him “if you abandon your wife – I will take her undoubtedly – it is my duty – it is also my inclination 
in case of such extremity – but if as you say – you are really disposed to live with & like her as before 
– I will not only not carry further disturbance into your family – but even repass the Alps – for I have 
no hesitation in saying that Italy will be now to me insupportable. – After ten days of such things – 
during which I had (& have still) the <teti> tertian {ague} – She agreed to go back with him – but I feel 
so wretched and 
 
1:3 
 
low – and lonely – that I will leave {the country} reluctantly indeed – but I will do it – for otherwise if 
I formed a new liaison she would cut the figure of a woman planted – and I never will willingly hurt 
her Self=love. – I can have no other motive for here nobody fights – and as to assassination – I have 
risked it many a good time for her in Ravenna – and should hardly shrink now; – I will say no more – 
except that it has been as bitter a cut up for me – as that of leaving England. – Guiccioli’s lord 
intercepted a letter of her father (Count Ruggiero Gamba Ghiselli there is the name at length) giving 
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her some prudent advice to smooth the husband – & this blew up the whole affair besides some 
awkward evidence about sleeping together – and doors locked – which like a 
 
1:4 
 
Goose had been locked – & then afterwards forgotten to be re=opened – so that he knocked his horns 
against the door of his own drawing room. – – – – – – – 
<My daught> There is packing and preparation going on – and I mean to plod through the Tyrol with 
my little “shild”Allegrina – who however is not very well – and half the house have <got> {brought} 
the tertian <at> {from} the Mira – it made me delirious during one attack. – – – 
A German of the name of Simon – with your brother’s recommendation from Trieste – has asked me to 
take him to England – and I will do so – with the permission of God – William Bankes is at Trieste and 
has written to me. │ Novr. 21st. I have a little <Xxxxxx bxxxd by Xxxxxxxx they xxxxxx less xxxxx> 
{plague} and some trouble with the present state of my household of whom five including myself 
 
2:1 
 
2.) have the intermittent fever more or less. – Dr. Aglietti has this moment informed me <(> that 
Allegra has the “doppia terzana” – a febrile doubloon which it seems renders my departure from hence 
quite uncertain – (as I will not & can not go without her) it means that the poor child has the fever daily 
– & her nurse has it – besides a cameriere and barcariola – my own has diminished – at first it was 
violent to a degree of temporary delirium – – but has subsided in the third week to a slight attack – but 
has left my mind very weak – and unintellectual. – All these things put together prevent me from 
entering upon any of my purposes – and indeed {make me} postpone from day to day my departure – 
for the Doctor will say nothing decided of my daughter and I dare not remove her till her journey 
 
2:2 
 
is pronounced <proper> {innocent –}. – – – – – 
I had things to say to Scrope. – There are things to say to you – and to Douglas – but Alas! here I am 
<xxxx> in a gloomy Venetian palace – never more alone than when alone – unhappy in the retrospect – 
& <still> at least as much so in the prospect – and at the moment when I trusted to set out – taken 
aback by this indisposition of my child – which however – thank God – as far as I can learn, is not 
dangerous – but <very> very tiresome & tedious. – 
At present all my plans of revenge <first> first – and emigration afterwards – in case of arriving {& 
surviving} near your coasts – are lulled upon the feverish pillow of <a sick> a sick infant – – I began 
this letter yesterday – and within the twenty four hours 
 
2:3 
 
only was I made aware of the full extent of Allegra’s <illn> malady. – But my former letter to Kinnaird 
is neutralized by this event – except in case of her {speedy} recovery; – in Italy I will not remain a 
moment longer than enables me to quit it. – – 
I mean or meant to go by the Tyrol &c. &c. &c. {and} to write to you on my arrival at Calais. – – – – – 
– You have never answered iny letter of South American enquiries – I must go there, or to the Cape – 
anything but stay {near England} – that is to say if I accomplish what I ought to do – {in approaching it 
near enough} – and if I do not – {succeed in my intention} – I shall have no further need to accomplish 
anything. – I allude to more private business – but have no leisure – or rather too much – and too few 
spirits to explain further – {at present} yours 
ever & truly [long swirl] 
 
On December 14th 1819 Hobhouse is arrested and imprisoned in Newgate without trial. 

 

Hobhouse to Byron, from Newgate, January 18th 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443 f.89; BB 280-3) 
[Pour / Le très honorable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / Ravenna / <à Ravenne> // Par 
Calais] 
With leisure in Newgate, Hobhouse writes five sides instead of his usual three-and-two-fractions. 
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[letter concludes at top of first side:] P.S – Only think, Thorwaldsen has not sent me your bust yet – 
You will oblige me by writing to him at Rome through Torlonia and desiring him to transmit it 
immediately to me – Has the ague left you? – let me know – We have fifty paragraphs about you in the 
course of the month – a Taunton Diletante was our last Mercury with story of a shoe-maker saved by 
you – St Crispin befriend you – I have long known your ways in that sort – 
 

Newgate. Jan. 18 – 
My dear Byron 
 Do you not recollect that Sharpe the pseudo crepitator said that Diodati was a good 
place to date from? What do you think of the above? I know you laugh heartily and think my “wit has 
brought me into a filthy puddle” – Wait – wait – there is no saying what may turn uppermost – There is 
only one irreconcilable aggravation of the event namely that every soul says I have been damnably 
dealt with against all law & justice & generosity &c – so that I am in the case of a gentleman very 
much to be pitied – I believe this would drive you mad – but, although, seriously, not very agreeable to 
me, still being of a less lofty nature I bear it – You wrote to me about this time last year saying “who 
would have thought when you & I were riding on Lido that Romilly should cut his throat, and who 
would have thought that you would be likely to succeed him for Westminster? Add a stranger query, 
“who would have thought that you would loose Westminster?, and who would have thought you would 
get to jail? The latter was far the more probable of the two however – for in these times, and I assure 
you they get more troublesome for constables & all every day, it is an even chance that a popular 
candidate may step from a prison to the hustings or from the hustings to prison just as happens165 – I 
suppose you have seen all the story in the Papers – the long & short of it is that I wrote a pamphlet – 
that a country gentleman not knowing what a note of interrogation meant 
 
1:2 
 
went down to the House & swore the late candidate for Westminster had “recommended the People to 
pull the Members of the House of Commons out by the ear.” The whole house took fire in fright – The 
publisher was had up – my name was not to the pamphlet nor did the publisher or printer know it was 
mine except by hearsay – I, however, magnanimous-like, desired Ellice to tell honorable House that I 
was the author & wished to save publisher & printer – & was ready to avow myself at the bar – But 
what does honorable house? without a word more – without enquiring whether I would confirm what 
Ellice reported – without asking whether any thing was to be said – in my absence – without citing, 
hearing, or seeing, they make a resolve at once that said <author> {J.C.H. Esquire} having avowed 
himself author, is thereby (the very words of the resolution) guilty of a high contempt of the privileges 
of this house & shall be forthwith committed to his majesty’s gaol at Newgate &c. – Ellice having 
incautiously made no protest against this committal & not having said that I had only promised to be 
forthcoming to confirm my avowal; & not to be sent to Newgate without hearing, I was in a sort of 
dilemma & thought myself bound in honor to make good what Ellice had said, although he had 
exceeded his commission very much – All my friends to a man – even the ministerialists recommended 
my going abroad & waiting till a few weeks before the close of the session previous to a surrender – 
the extraordinary time at which parliament had been assembled made this advice more sensible, 
considering that in all probability a seven months imprisonment would be my fate – <But> Ellice 
himself behaved very handsomely – he offered to go down to the House and take all the blame by 
telling that he had exceeded his commission 
 
1:3 
 
However – I thought that it would look like shuffling & that probably much hurt might be done to the 
cause by showing that one of the προµαχος166 (such accident had me) would not stand the shot – so I 
resolved to stay – but I tried to make the most of the case for the public by a resistance to their damn’d 
warrant – not in Burdett’s way for that would have been a paltry imitation & had no effect twice – but 
first by trying to procure constables to arrest the messengers of honorable house – but not one could be 
found – so I was reduced to a formal resistance in my own person & to a protest against the illegality of 
the proceeding – I was seized & brought here by three fellows in a hackney coach – The next day there 

                                                 
165: B. steals this idea: “Would you go to the House by the true gate / Much faster than ever Whig Charley went, / 
Let the Parliament send you to Newgate, /And Newgate will send you to Parliament” (letters to Murray, April 9th 
1820 and to Hoppner, April 18th 1820). 
166: “champions”. 
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was a stir in Westminster The day afterwards a large public meeting assembled – & voted an address to 
me – Sir F. Burdett who was in the chair signed the address & was himself very nearly sent to the 
Tower for it – The House of Commons wanted it to be done – but Lord Liverpool stopt it Your friend 
Peel said to Ellice – We’ll let him out at Xmas can’t he contrive to say he’s ill? No, said <I/>E. he’ll 
say nothing you may depend upon it – Let somebody say it for him then answered P. Now I think this 
was very handsome of P. but I do not believe there were ten men so inclined beside on the contrary – 
one member Wynne, actually told Wood & Ellice, in order that it might come to me – that if I wrote 
any thing the House did not like he would move me into a dungeon – I sent him word he might he 
damn’d & the next day answered the Electors of Westminster & told or hinted what Wynne had said – 
defying the House to do it if they pleased 
 
1:4 
 
The Aldermen of the city to whom the Jail belongs assured me they should resist any such order of 
honorable house – so that I still continue in Sligo’s room167 – & shall be here till the Den separates – 
The scoundrels left me here without a word during a seven week’s adjournment – a case without 
parallel so I hear for my consolation – and would leave me here until the day of Judgement if they 
could – I have been cursedly ill – and have had so many visitors & so many letters to read & write & 
such a pother about me that I have not had time to feel myself in prison – All my friends have been 
most kind – the Westminster People have backed me nobly – The Liverpool & Lancashire Reformers 
have met & addressed me – but the Public is exhausted by the Manchester business & oppressed by the 
five bloody bills and worn out by alarm & every fiery passion which has been in agitation these six 
months – so that my imprisonment has, in the country at large, not made one hundredth part the 
sensation which that of Gale Jones did – The time of year & the hardest weather ever known have of 
course worked wonders in favor of tranquillity – But I purpose next week to set the thing in motion 
again by moving for my habeas corpus and arguing against the warrant in person in the Kings Bench – 
The object is not a discharge, for it is hardly to be hoped that the Chief Justice would be bold enough to 
expose himself to be sent to the Tower which he could be for discharging me, but the object is to 
expose honorable house to the hatred & contempt of the country – 
And now let me end this rigmarole which I know, however, your kindness would exact from me, 
although all about self – One is not sent to Newgate every day in one’s life so that you need not fear 
much of this jail eclogue – I forgot to say that Lord Nugent voted that I should be sent to the Tower – 
but that Alderman Wood like a damn’d ass got up & said, oh I will takc care that Mr H– is well 
accommodated in 
 
2:1 
 
Newgate – As for accommodation I believe I am better off than I should be in the Tower – but then 
“London’s lasting shame” sounds better and is but one syllable & fits into a rhyme – I was expecting 
you with the greatest eagerness for more than five weeks and did not write therefore – I had, however, 
all along a sort of presentiment you would not come – It is a grievous loss to me – I do not allude to the 
jail – but on all accounts – I had promised myself such delight & so much to hear & to tell – I do not 
like to put upon paper many many things I wish to let you know – Just one word for your private ear – 
of course honor bright that you do not let it get round for you know my horror at explanations with 
booksellers – do not write any thing to Albemarle Street you do not wish to be seen by all the public 
offices – The man does not mean to do you a mischief – but he is vain, Sir damn’d vain – and for the 
sake of a paragraph with “my dear M” in it would betray Christ himself. Will you never come over – 
Pray write a line now & then – I am exceedingly anxious to hear from you – You have heard perhaps of 
the catastrophe nothing personal, of S. B. D – He is gone to the Low Countries Bruges I believe, and I 
see no possibility of a recovery for him – 12,000£ at least worse than nothing – and every one of his 
friends in for something – This the fault rather of the profession than the man. In speaking of a very old 
acquaintance it is necessary to tell & say every thing for fear of being misunderstood – His fellowship 
remains & will be transmitted regularly – I have a great deal to say to you about him – We & all his 
friends affect to know nothing about the matter & I believe nobody but Kinnaird & myself are actually 
acquainted with the whole truth – which he kept from both of us till the very last moments. Farewell – 
& pray write. John Hobhouse – 
 

                                                 
167: Sligo had spent four months in the same rooms in Newgate in 1812, for kidnapping sailors in war time. He 
had impregnated a ballerina there, which H. is unlikely to do. 
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Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, March 3rd 1820: 
(Source: text from BL.Ashley 4744; 1922 II 134-7; QII 503-6; BLJ VII 49-52) 
[To, Jno. Hobhouse Esqre. / to ye care of J. Murray Esqre., / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / 
Inghilterra. // 1.10 / 1 40 / 2.50 / 26 // 2. 52. 6 / n. 6 / 30 / n ½ // 2.87.6]168 
Byron has waited a month before answering the previous item. Hobhouse is now out of jail. 

 
Ravenna. March 3d. 1820. 

My dear Hobhouse – 
 I have paused thus long in replying to your letter not knowing well in what terms 
to write – because though I approve of the object – yet with the exception of Burdett and Doug. K. and 
one or two others – I dislike the companions of your labours as much as the place to which they have 
brought you. – – I perceive by the papers that “ould Apias Korkus” has not extricated you from the 
“puddle” into which your wit hath brought you.169 – However if this be but a prologue to a seat for 
Westminster – I shall less regret your previous ordeal, but I am glad that I did not come to England – 
for it would not have pleased me to find on my return from transportation my best friends in Newgate. 
– – 
“Did I ever – no I never”170 – – but I will say no more – all reflections being quite <n/>Nugatory on the 
occasion; – still I admire your Gallantry and think you could not do otherwise having written the 
pamphlet – but “why bitch Mr. Wild!”171 – why write it? – why lend yourself to Hunt and Cobbett – 
and the bones of Tom Paine? “Death and fiends” – <I used to think you a> {You used to be thought a} 
prudent man – <but> at least by me whom you favoured with so much good counsel – but methinks 
you are waxed somewhat rash at least in politics. – – However the King is dead – so get out of Mr. 
Burn’s apartments – 
 
1:2 
 
and get into the House of Commons – and then abuse it as much as you please; and I’ll come over and 
hear you. – Seriously – I did not “laugh” as you supposed I would – <but> no more did Fletcher – but 
we looked both as grave as if we had got to have been your Bail – particularly that learned person who 
pounced upon the event in the course of spelling the Lugano Gazette. – – – 
So – Scrope is gone down – diddled – as Doug. K. writes it – the said Doug. being like the Man who 
<went> when he lost a friend went to the St. James’s Coffee House and took a new one – but to you 
and me – the loss of Scrope is irreparable – we could have “better spared” not only “a better man”172 – 
but the “best of Men”. – Gone to Bruges – where he will get tipsy with Dutch beer and shoot himself 
the first foggy morning. – – Brummell – at Calais – Scrope at Bruges – Buonaparte at St. Helena – you 
in – your new apartments – and I at Ravenna – only think so many great men! – there has been nothing 
like it since Themistocles at Magnesia – and Marius at Carthage. – – – 
But – Times change – and they are luckiest who get over their worst rounds at the beginning of the 
battle. – The other day – February 25th. we plucked violets by the way side here {at Ravenna} – and 
now 
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March 3d. it is snowing for all the world as it may do in Cateaton Street – – – 
We have nothing new here but the Cardinal from Imola – and the news of the Berricide173 in France by 
a Saddler; – I suppose the Duke had not paid his bill. – – – – – – 
I shall let “dearest Duck”174 waddle alone at the Coronation – a ceremony which I should like to see 
and have a right to act Punch in – but the Crown itself would not bribe me to return to England – unless 
business or actual urgency required it. – – – – I was very near coming – but that was because I had been 

                                                 
168: Addition sum inexplicable. 
169: H. has in fact been out of jail since February 28th. 
170: did I ever? No, I never: in the proof of Don Juan Canto I, 131, 7-8, at the couplet ... And which in ravage the 
more loathsome evil is, / Their real lues, our pseudo-syphilis, H. writes as marginal comment oh did I ever no I 

never!!. See also Beppo 735. B. uses the phrase in letters to H. of March 31st 1817 coupling it, in a discussion 
about Charles Maturin’s success, with a Fretful Plagiary line from The Critic: For my part I say nothing – but this 

I will say – Did I ever – No, I never – &c. &c. &c. &c. &c. &c. The origin of the in-joke is not clear. 
171: Fielding, Jonathan Wild, III 8. 
172: Shakespeare, Henry IV I V iv 104. 
173: The assassination of the Duc de Berri, grandson of Louis XVIII, by Louvel on February 13th 1820. 
174: Underlined three times in pencil, probably by someone else. 
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very much “agitato” with some circumstances of a domestic description – here in Italy – and not from 
any love of the tight little Island. – – – Tell Doug. K. that I answered his last letter long ago – and 
enclosed {in the letter} an order peremptory to Spooney – to make me an Irish Absentee according to 
Doug’s own directions. – – – I like the security in Dublin Houses “an empty house on Ormond Quay” – 
but pray are they insured in case of Conflagration? – Deliver me that – and let us be guaranteed – 
otherwise what becomes of my fee? – My Clytemnestra175 stipulated for the security of her jointure – it 
was delicately done –considering that the poor woman will only have ten thousand a year more or less 
for life on the death of <her> <the> her mother. – – – – – – 
 
1:4 
 
I sent Murray two more Cantos of Donny Johnny – but they are only to reckon as one in arithmetic – 
because they are but one long – one cut into two – whilk was expedient on account of tedium. – So 
don’t let him be charged for these two but as one. – – I sent him also a translation close and rugged – of 
the first Canto of the Morgante Maggiore – to be published with the original text side by side – “cheek 
by jowl by Gome!” on account of the superlative merits of both. – – – – All these are to be corrected by 
you – by way of solace during your probation. – – – William Bankes came to see {me} twice – once at 
Venice – and {he} since came {a second time} from Bologna to Ravenna on purpose – so I look him to 
a Ball here and presented him to all the Ostrogothic nobility – and to the Dama whom I serve; – I have 
settled into regular <Cicisbei> Serventismo – and find it the happiest state of all – always excepting 
Scarmentado’s.176 – – I double a shawl with considerable alacrity – but have not yet arrived <to> {at} 
the perfection of putting it on the right way – and I hand in and out and know my post in a 
Conversazione – and theatre – and play at cards as well as <I can> man can do who of all the Italian 
pack can only distinguish “Asso” and “Re” the rest for me are hieroglyphics. – – Luckily the play is 
limited to “Papetti” that is {pieces of} four 
 
2:1 
 
Pauls – somewhere in or about two shillings. I am in favour & respect with the Cardinal and the 
Vice=legato – and in decent intercourse with the Gonfaloniere – and all the Nobiltá of the middle ages. 
– – Nobody has been stabbed this winter – and few new liaisons formed – there is a Sposa Fiorentina – 
a pretty Girl yet in abeyance – but <her> no one can decide {yet} who is to be her Servente – most of 
the men being already adulterated – and she showing no preferences to any who are not. – There is a 
certain Marchese who I think would run a good chance – if he did not take matters rather too 
philosophically. – Sgricci is here improvising away with great success – he is also a celebrated 
Sodomite a character by no means so much respected in Italy as it should be; but they laugh instead of 
burning – and the Women talk of it as a pity in a man of talent – but with greater tolerance than could 
be expected – <avoiding that> and {only} express their hope that he may {yet be} converted to 
Adultery. – – He is not known to have b — d any body [BLJ has “any one”] here as yet but he has 
paid his addresses “fatto la corte” to two or three. – – –  
  yrs[scrawl] 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, March 29th 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ VII 62-4) 
Byron knows Hobhouse to be freed. He announces My Boy Hobby-O. 

Ravenna. March 29th. 
1820. 

My dear Hobhouse – 
 I congratulate you on your change of residence, which I perceive by the papers, 
took place <sure> on the dissolution of King and parliament. – The other day I sent (through Murray) a 
song for you – you dog – to pay you off for them there verses which you compounded in April 1816. – 
– 
  – – – – “No more shall Mr. Murray 
 “Pace Piccadilly in a hurry – 
 “Nor Holmes with not a few grimaces 
 “Beg a few pounds for a few faces 
 “Nor Douglas –  

                                                 
175: Underlined twice in pencil, probably by someone else. 
176: Voltaire, Histoire des Voyages de Scarmentado. 
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[vertically in left-hand margin next to poem:] Ask Dougal to get Spooney’s bill and try to bring 
Rochdale to the hammer. I want to buy an Annuity like. – – – 
 
[main text continues:] but I won’t go on – though you deserve it but you see I forget nothing – but 
good. – – 
I suppose I shall soon see your speeches again and your determination “not to be saddled with wooden 
shoes as the Gazetteer says” – but do pray get in to Parliament – and out of the company of all these 
fellows except Burdett and Douglas Kinnaird – and don’t be so very violent – I doubt that 
Thistlewood177 will be a great help to the Ministers in all the elections – but especially in the 
Westminster. – What a 
 
1:2 
 
set of desperate fools these Utican Conspirators seem to have been. – As if in London after the 
disarming acts, or indeed at any time a secret could have been kept among thirty or forty. – And if they 
had killed poor Harrowby – in whose house I have been five hundred times – at dinners and parties – 
his wife is one of “the Exquisites” and t’other fellows – what end would it have answered? – – “They 
understand these things better in France”178 as Yorick says – but really if these sort of <x> awkward 
butchers are to get the upper hand – I for one will declare off, I have always been (before you were as 
you well know) a well=wisher to and voter for reform in Parliament – but “such fellows as these who 
will never go to the allows with any credit” – – such infamous Scoundrels as Hunt and Cobbett – in 
short the whole gang (always excepting you B. & D.) disgust and make one doubt of the virtue of any 
principle or politics which can be embraced by similar ragamuffins. – – – I know that revolutions are 
 
1:3 
 
not to be made with rose=water, but though some blood may & must be shed on such occasions, there 
is no reason it should be clotted – in short the Radicals seem to be no better than Jack Cade, or Wat 
Tyler – and to be dealt with accordingly. – – – I perceive you talk Tacitus to them sometimes – what do 
they make of it? – – It is a great comfort, however to see you termed “young Mr. Hobhouse” at least to 
me who am a year and a half younger – and had given up for these two years all further idea of being 
 
 “<g/>Gentle and juvenile, curly and gay”. – 
 “In the manner of Ackermann’s dresses for May, 
 
And now – my Man – my Parliament Man I hope – what is become of Scrope? – is he at Bruges? – or 
have you gone to “the St. James’s Coffee house to take another?” – – – – – – – – – 
You will have been sadly plagued by this time with some new packets of my poesy and prose for the 
press, but Murray was so pressing & in such a hurry for something for the Season – that I e’en sent him 
a cargo – otherwise I had got sulky about Juan, and did not mean 
 
1:4 
 
to print any more – at least “before term ends”. You will see {that} I have taken up the Pope question 
(in prose) with a high hand, and you (when you can spare yourself from Party to Mankind) must help 
me: – You know how often under the Mira elms, and by the Adriatic on the Lido – we have discussed 
that question and lamented the villainous Cant which at present would decry him. – – – It is my 
intention to give battle to the blackguards – and try if the “little Nightingale” can’t be heard again. – – 
But at present you are on the hustings – or in the Chair. – Success go with you. – – – 

yrs. 
[long scrawl] 

 
[at bottom left:] P.S. – Items of “Poeshie of the 
King your master”. – Sent last Moon 
Cantos of Don Juan – two – – 
 

                                                 
177: Arthur Thistlewood, leader of the “Cato Street Conspirators”. 
178: Sterne, A Sentimental Journey, opening. In fact, “They order, said I, this matter better in France …” 
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[parenthesis:] to reckon as one {only} however with Murray on account of their brevity. – 
 
[postscript continues:] First Canto of Morgante Maggiore translated. – / Prophecy of Dante – four short 
Cantos / Prose observations <of> {on} an article in Bd’s E’din’. Magazine. – – / Poeshie – Episode of 
Francesca of Rimini translated. 
 
[postscript continues vertically on bottom right:] 
 
For all these matters you 
will request the honourable 
Dougal to arrange the elements 
with Mr. Murray. – – Tell the 
Dougal I answered him peremptory 
in favour of the Irish Mortgage 
long ago – and against <Han> Spooney – 
and hope that he hath done the Needful – 
but yr. damned parliaments cut up all useful friendship. – – – – 
 

Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park Hounslow, March 31st 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443 f.90; BB 286-8) 
[Pour / Le très honorable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / à Ravenne / en Italie // par Calais] 
Hobhouse answers Byron’s of March 3rd. He is now M.P. for Westminster, and tries to educate 

Byron in the politics of English radicalism. 
Whitton Park March 31. 1820 – 

My dear Byron – 
 I received your letter from Ravenna a few days ago, and should have answered it 
immediately had it not reached me in the midst of the Westminster Election, which, as you have 
perhaps heard by this time, has terminated in my favor by a very large majority – It gave me sensible 
pleasure, after so long a silence, to hear of your well-being and well-doing but I was much vexed to 
find that you had been annoyed about “ma petite personne” – Some wag has keen mistating my matters 
to you or you would not have put me down in the same list with Cobbett & Co – I thought that you had 
known that the said upright man and consistent patriot, together with Bristol Hunt, was my most 
furious antagonist179 and that the loss of the first Westminster Election might in a great measure be 
attributed to him or rather to his friends headed by Old Prosy i e Major Cartwright – 
Indeed it was your friends the Whigs who leagued with Hunt & others against me and not I that 
congregated with these unclean animals against the Whigs – The preachers of the mobocracy to come 
were all combined against Burdett and myself on the first Election – and there has been no league or 
covenant entered into between us since – On [Ms. tear: “the contra”]ry, Cobbett solicited an interview 
& bedaubed me 
 
1:2 
 
with praises – but in vain – I refused to see him and moreover refused the more serious application for 
ten pounds to which he had bounded his modest wishes – No No if you want to find a true blackguard 
chimney sweep-seeking politician – a truly mean mobhunting master of the dirty art commend yourself 
to a Whig, but do not expect to find him amongst the Reformers – It is all very well for such pitiful 
patriots in petticoats as the duchess of Devonshire & Lady Crewe to kiss butchers to get votes for 
Charley Fox – but those days are gone by and I am convinced that the proudest of all politicians & the 
most uncondescending is the man of principle, the real radical Reformer – I will give you a trifling 
instance to show that our Westminster populace are no levellers – At a public meeting held in Palace 
yard, a very active person was speaking to me – In the midst of his discourse a third uncondescending 
person came up to us & said to my friend – Sir! the Westminster Electors desire you not to speak to Mr 
Hobhouse with your hat on – The man said I beg Mr H’s pardon but I have a bad cold & hope he will 
excuse me –  
I assure you that your cronies the Whigs are such liars and have so bedevilled themselves & the 
question that it requires much opportunity as well as honesty to see the truth as it really stands between 

                                                 
179: Hunt believed in annual parliaments, the ballot, and universal male suffrage: H. didn’t believe in the ballot, 
and kept tactically quiet on the other issues. 
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them & the people – I have no doubt {however} that a little intercourse with us would make you decide 
against the [Ms. tear: “faction at”] at present some one ha[Ms tear: “s been telling”] 
 
1:3 
 
you a damn’d blind story Beck and it hardly matters for a man at Ravenna to be undeceived as to what 
is passing at London – This, however, I think I may ask – namely that you would not write me down 
for such a blind headlong puppy as late misinformation seems to have induced you to do – and that if 
you be so inclined – you would not send over your portrait to Master Murray to be chuckled over by 
Gifford & Co & to be handed about from Croker to Canning wrapped around a bundle of admiralty 
pens – You have no conception how your recipe against Hunt, to wit “a sword-stick through the guts,” 
(which by the way the good folks did not know was borrowed from the Duke of Argyle’s antidote to 
lampooners) delighted the doves of Number fifty. The low born lickspittles who lord it over us were 
quite delighted to find the same hatred & contempt of the people which they affect to feel professed by 
a true gentleman and I assure you that their mean malignity was administered to very completely –  
I know you will be very glad to hear that I have beaten the cukoldy family black and blue – Such an 
exhibition as Geordy made was never seen – as for the mad skeleton180 – she rode her a — e bone off, 
kissed, canvassed, & cuckolded – but all in vain and the bit of a fig leaf which half hid her nakedness 
was torn off & flung in her face – It was a common cry at the hustings “Where’s Caroline?” In short 
that virtuous being of Devonshire House & the whole kit of the family–compact were completely 
shown up 
 
1:4 
 
[above address:] and it will suprise me much if we hear ought more of them in Westminster – I am 
expecting your poem every day – Murray was to send it to me the moment the election was over, but it 
is not yet come – It will always give me the greatest delight to be your agent in any way – I long to see 
you again – and wish we could appoint a place of meeting this summer. [below address:] Your monied 
affairs are going on prosperously – I enquired of Kinnaird yesterday & he said that Lady Byron & Mr 
Bland are quite satisfied, and that the difficulties with Spooney are all that remain & will not remain 
long. Sir F: Burdett’s Leicestershire sheep breeders have found him guilty of a libel – but it is thought 
the King’s Bench will quash the verdict – Now that you are not afraid of a Newgate correspondant I 
hope you will write oftener – It is a sin & a shame that you should live as without one in the world – 
“Are all the &c &c!!”181 You recollect Helena’s speech to Hermia – Pray write – ever [Ms. tear: 

“yours truly”] 
John Hobhouse 

 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, April 6th 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ VII 70-1) 
[To, John C. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / to ye care of J. Murray Esqre. / 50 Albemarle Street / London / 
Angleterre // Inghilterra.] 
Writing to Hobhouse via Murray, Byron tells Hobhouse to give orders to Kinnaird and Hanson. 
 

Ravenna. April 6th. 1820. 
My dear Hobhouse, – 
 Perceiving that you are likely to get in for Westminster – I shall condescend to 
patronize you again – conceiving that it will be more creditable; and I want besides to make you useful 
to my private affairs – which is the reason of this present writing – that is to say if your new honours 
have not made you “proud” like “B – g – g Dick” of traditional memory. – – – – – – 
Douglas has all along said that the Irish Mortgage was the best possible thing for my matters 
(notwithstanding that those damned Ribbon men – might be worse for them than the blue ribbons for 
those of Jew King”) and I believed him firmly and consented accordingly to insert sixty thousand 
pounds on “empty houses on Ormond Quay”. – – – But Spooney writes (I enclose his letter {to me} to 
the honourable Doug. by this very post) that it will be the worst of 
 
1:2 
 

                                                 
180: Caroline Lamb. 
181: Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, III ii 198. 
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all possible investments for reasons therein stated – for it seems that I should lose eight thousand 
pounds (English) by selling out just now – and that Six means five in Irish – when people talk of 
interest. – – Now I believe Spooney too – and Douglas too – Like Garschattachin – who <served> 
{wished to serve} king George and King James both at once182 – so how shall I decide? – – Now I wish 
you to decide for me – weighing both the opinions for I cannot make up my own mind further than this 
– that I won’t sell out at a loss – and that the Dublin tenements should be ensured before we ventures. – 
– And pray write and let me know – – I sent you two letters and a song some time ago – and am 

yrs ever 
Byron 

 
1:3 [vertically:] P.S. – I suppose [Ms. tear: “you”] are in by this time – but I can’t come [Ms. tear: 

“home”] to congratulate you, yet awhile. – I have sent<lots>  a cargo of Poeshie for Murray – for 
which Dougal may contract – there is a chance of Rochdale being settled amicably (so Spooney’s letter 
says) which would be a felicity – as I should like to convert it into Cash, – and then I’ll come {to 
England} and get drunk with you. – – – 
I sent a counter=part of Hanson’s statement – to Lady <Byron> {Byron} by this post – as did of 
Douglas’s some time ago – I should think she will be as much puzzled by their antithetical statements 
as I have been. – – – 
 
2:1 
 
There is a bond of Mr. W. Webster’s dated 1813. – with a judgement – principle 1000 – interest 500 – 
total 1500. – will you get it sold – that is desire Hanson to do so; – – I will take any discount – but it 
must be in monies – and not on Mr. Hanson’s account. – Messrs. Dawson – Capron – and Barley – of 
Saville Row – (Attorneos) are not unlikely to treat for it – as they are already in W.’s affairs. – I really 
can not afford to lose the whole – and prefer this method to awaken him – which otherwise I must have 
done – whenever he returns to England – I know that Dawson and Capron &c. have lent him money – 
and 
 
2:2 
 
are therefore – of opinion that he is payable – and would be likely to buy his bond – though for but a 
trifle. – Put Hanson on the Scent – he likes it. – – – – 
 

Hobhouse’s first reading of My Boy Hobby-O. 
From Hobhouse’s diary, Sunday April 16th 1820: Came a letter from Murray – including a copy of 
Lord B.’s ballad – very bad and base and wanton indeed – but signed ‘Infidus Scurra’ the name we 
used to give to Scrope Davies ... I am exceedingly unwilling to record this proof of the base nature of 
my friend – he thought me in prison; he knew me attacked by all parties and pens, he resolved to give 
his kick too – and in so doing he alluded to my once having belonged to a Whig Club at Cambridge. – 
This to curry favour with the wretched Whigs and help me down hill – Now I believe this to be 
wantonness as much as anything – and to have mistaken the nature of my imprisonment and of the line 
of popular politics which I have thought it my duty to adopt – yet for a man to give way to such a mere 
pruriency and itch of writing against one who has stood by him in all his battles and never refused a 
single friendly office – is a melancholy proof of want of feeling and I fear of principle – It has at any 
rate rent asunder the veil through which I have long looked at this singular man and I know not that it is 
in the power of any circumstances hereafter to make me think of him again as I thought of him before – 
“sic extorta voluptas –” As for the conduct of Murray the bookseller – nothing can be more impertinent 
and ungrateful – But I shall not complain to myself of this poor creature – but remember Foscolo’s 
advice to have as little as possible to do with these “demi gentilhommes” ... (B.L.Add.Mss. 56541). 
 

New Song 
To the tune of 

“Where hae ye been a’ day, 
My boy Tammy, O? 

Courting o’ a young thing, 
Just come frae her Mammie, O?” 

 

                                                 
182: In Rob Roy. 
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1. 
 How came you in Hob’s pound to cool, 
  My boy Hobby, O? 
 Because I bade the people pull 
  The House into the Lobby, O. 
 

2. 
 What did the House upon this call, 
  My boy Hobby, O? 
 They voted me to Newgate all; 
  Which is an awkward Jobby, O. 
 

3. 
 Who are now the people’s men, 
  My boy Hobby, O? 
 There’s I and Burdett – Gentlemen, 
  And blackguard Hunt and Cobby, O. 
 

4. 
  You hate the House – why canvass, then? 
  My boy Hobby, O? 
 Because I would reform the den 
  As member for the Mobby, O. 
 

5. 
 Wherefore do you hate the Whigs, 
  My boy Hobby, O? 
 Because they want to run their rigs 
  As under Walpole Bobby, O. 
 

6. 
 But when we at Cambridge were, 
  My boy Hobby, O, 
 If my memory don’t err, 
  You founded a Whig Clubbie, O. 
 

7. 
 When to the mob you make a speech, 
  My boy Hobby, O, 
 How do you keep without their reach 
  The watch within your fobby, O? – 
 

8. 
 But never mind such petty things, 
  My boy Hobby, O – 
 God save the people – damn all Kings – 
  So let us crown the Mobby, O! 
    Yrs truly, 
    (Signed) Infidus Scurra. 
     March 23rd 1820. 
 

Hobhouse to Byron, from London, April 21st 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 290-1) 
Hobhouse now attacks Byron over My Boy Hobby-O. While he is writing, Byron’s of March 29th 

arrives. 
[Pour / Le très honourable Milord / Milord Byron / à son Hotel / Ravenne / en Italie / par Calais] 
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[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] will deserve, if possible, more nobly of your country than ever183 
.. I wish you would write oftener (in prose) to me – say once a week if you will, and do let me hint that 
this would be better than writing letters to he hawked about all the public offices amongst fellows who 
would perspire with delight if they could have an apocalypse of you in Hell or on a Holborn stall – I 
will write as often as you like, and am (ballads apart) very truly 
 yours 
  John Hobhouse 

2 Hanover Square. 
April 21 

My dear Byron – 
 Oh you shabby fellow – so you strike a man when he is down do you? I do not think, 
however, that you intended your filthy ballad to be read to the reading room at number fifty nor to find 
its way into the Morning Post before I saw it myself – The Post only gave the first stanza correctly – 
but it prefaced the whole with these words “said to be written by a noble poet of the first eminence on 
his quondam friend & annotator” – This comes of writing confidentially to what my friend Foscolo 
calls <“>“les demi-gentilhommes” – “Now I had made up my mind to have gone back to Edinburgh 
with you and never to have spoken to you more” – “But would not that have been very harsh Sir”? You 
recollect the dialogue in the Tour to the Hebrides184 – I had, I say, made up my mind to quarrel  
 
1:2 
 
with you for that which I assure you has annoyed me much more than my imprisonment and than all 
the attacks which have been made upon me, I now verily believe, by every writer of any distinction in 
England – I have had Courier, Chronicle, Cobbett, Jeffery, Brougham, Croker, Gifford, Ld. Holland, 
Wooller, Leigh Hunt (a little) Cartwright, and more Reviews & Magazines, Monthly New & Old, 
Quarterly, & weekly than you ever heard of playing off their large & small shot at me for near two 
years, and your ballad completes a list as extensive and various as ever was arrayed against a Public 
man – I repeat that, without your ballad, I was unwrung185 – and having seldom taken up a paper or 
periodical work for any time without seeing something against myself I had become quite callous to 
these paper bullets of the brain –186 You have now, I believe, lampooned your friends all round, & I 
was a ninny not to know that I should be entered upon your poetical lists at the first convenient 
opportunity – A little reflection has made me put a letter into the fire in which I had made a serious 
remonstrance with you, and now I can only say that you are welcome to write as many ballads on me as 
suits your inclination. In these things “ce n’est que le premier pas qui coute. ” I advise you, however, to 
time  
 
1:3 
 
your satires a little better – The verses did not find me in prison where I ought to have been in order to 
give them due effect either with me or the Public, but were by a curious coincidence actually dated on 
the very day on which I was returned for Westminster, the twenty-fifth of March – I think it right to let 
you know I have told Master Murray a piece of {my} mind as to his circulating the song without your 
orders, though I must say that as it came open to him it was clear you meant that your wit should not be 
wasted upon me alone – One thing I pray of you – never direct to me at Murray’s but at “Whitton Park 
Hounslow.” I do not consider it right to be obliged to “dear Murray” for either trouble or expense in 
transmitting your letters to me – When ever you wish me to do any thing for you, your orders to Mr 
Murray should be peremptory, and you should send me a duplicate which will enable me to cut the 
matter very short as is fitting with these fellows – 
I have just received your letter dated March twenty nine – all your wishes shall be attended to most 
punctually – The poetry & the prose187 shall be carefully prepared for the press – and the mortgages 
shall be duly settled – Of Scrope Davies I have heard nothing since his departure  

                                                 
183: But B. is not anxious to “deserve well of his country”. 
184: I [Boswell] resumed the subject of my leaving him [Johnson] on the road, and endeavoured to defend it 

better. He was still violent upon that head, and said, “Sir, had you gone on, I was thinking that I should have 

returned with you to Edinburgh, and then have parted from you, and never spoken to you more” – Boswell, Tour, 

September 1st 1773. The rejoinder is not authentic. 
185: Shakespeare, Hamlet, III iii 237. 
186: Shakespeare, Much Ado About Nothing, II iii 220. 
187: B. has sent H. Don Juan III and IV, The Prophecy of Dante, the Morgante Maggiore, and Some Observations 

upon a Article in Blackwood’s Magazine. 
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[above address] nor have I been to the St. James Coffee House to find another friend – It is a very sad 
reflection that his last moments were not regulated by that honor & fair dealing for which he was so 
remarkable in his former career, but, poor fellow, distress [below address] will make a man do any 
thing – I am delighted with your intelligence about Pope – I do recollect the Mira elms & the Lido 
sands, and wish I was there with you now, that is if you had not written your ballad – No man but you 
has force & influence enough for such an undertaking – Do not let your purpose cool188 – you are a fine 
fellow (damn that ballad though) and have already done wonders, but if you recover Pope [letter 

concludes at top of first sheet] 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, April 22nd 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ VII 80-2) 
[To, J. C. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / to ye care of J. Murray Esqre. / 50 Albemarle Street / London / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers Hobhouse’s of March 31st. He won’t listen to what Hobhouse tells him. 
 

Ravenna. April 22d. 1820. 
Dear Hobhouse – 
 By yesterday’s post I had yrs. of the 31st. Ulto. – – The papers <had> told me that you 
had got out, and got in, I am truly glad of both events – though I could have wished the one had had no 
connection with the other. – – – I beg your pardon for confounding you with Hunt and Cobbett – but I 
thought that the Manchester business had effected a reconciliation – at least you all (bating Cobbett) 
attended one meeting, <for> soon after it – but I am glad to hear you have nothing to do with those 
scoundrels – I can understand and enter into the feelings of Mirabeau and La Fayette – but I have no 
sympathy with Robespierre – and Marat – whom I look upon as in no respect worse than those two 
English ruffians – if they once had the power. – – You will hardly suppose that I should deny to you 
what I said to another – I did use such an expression on the subject of Bristol Hunt – and I repeat it 
<x>; I do not think the man who would overthrow all laws – should have the benefit of any, he who 
plays the Tyler <and> {or} Cade might find the 
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Walworth <and> {or} Iden – he who enacts the Clodius – the Milo – and what is there in Bristol Hunt 
and Cobbett – so honest as the former – <as> <or> {or} <so> more patriotic than the latter? – 
“Arcades Ambo” blackguards both. – – – – – 
Why our classical education alone – should teach us to trample on such unredeemed dirt as the 
dishonest bluntness – the ignorant brutality, the unblushing baseness of these two miscreants; – and all 
who believe in them. – – – I think I have neither been an illiberal man nor an unsteady man upon 
politics – but {I think also that} if the Manchester Yeomanry had cut down Hunt only – they would 
have done their duty – – as it was – – they committed murder <for> {both in} what they did – and what 
they did not do, – in butchering the weak instead of {piercing} the wicked, in assailing the seduced 
instead of the seducer – in punishing the poor starving populace,189 instead of that pampered and 
dinnered blackguard who is only less contemptible than his predecessor Orator Henley because he is 
more mischievous. – – – – – 
 
1:3 
 
What I say thus – I say as publicly as you please – if to praise such fellows be the price of popularity – 
I spit upon it, as I would in their faces – – – – 
Upon reform you have long known my opinion – but radical is a new word since my time – it was not 
in the political vocabulary in 1816 – when I left England – and I don’t know what it means – <is it> {is 
it} uprooting? – 
As to yourself it is not in the power of political events to change my sentiments – I am rejoiced to see 
you in parliament because I am sure you will make a splendid figure <there> {in it} and have fought 

                                                 
188: Shakespeare, Macbeth IV i 154. Not a felicitous quotation: Macbeth is determined to kill Macduff’s family. 
189: There is no evidence that the Peterloo victims were starving; but it fits with B.’s concept of Hunt as Jack 
Cade or Wat Tyler. 
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hard to arrive <at> there – and I esteem and admire Burdett as you know – but with these and half a 
dozen more exceptions – I protest, not against reform – but my most thorough contempt and 
abhorrence of all that I have seen, heard, or heard of the persons calling themselves reformers, radicals, 
and such other names, – I should look upon being free with such men, as much the same as being in 
bonds with felons. – – – 
 
1:4 
 
I am no enemy to liberty however, and you will be glad to hear that there is some chance of it in Italy – 
the Spanish business has set the Italians agog, and if there turns up anything as is not unlikely, I may 
perhaps “wink and hold out mine iron”190 <”> {with the rest,} or at any rate be a well wishing spectator 
of a push against those rascally Austrians who have desolated Lombardy, and threaten the rest of the 
<peninsula> bel paese. – – 
I should not like to leave this country in case of a row, but if nothing occurs, and you could come out 
during the recess {in autumn} – I might revert with you – though only four years of the usual term of 
transportation are expired. – – – – – 
I wrote to you last week about {my} affairs which are puzzling, Dougal says the Irish thing is 
excellent, Hanson says it is ruinous, decide between them. – – – – – – 
I have sent lots of poeshie to Murray who has not condescended to acknowledge but two of half a 
dozen packets – “bleed him in the Jugular” as they did our char a banc driver in the Simmenthal in 
1816. – – 
 
2:1 
 
believe me, 

yrs ever & truly 
B[scrawl] 

P.S. 
I have written in great haste, and it is bed time – my monkey too has been playing such tricks about the 
room as Mr. Hunt at his meetings – so that I have hardly had time to be common=sensible but never 
mind. – – – – 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, May 11th 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ VII 99-100) 
[To, J. C. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park / Hounslow/ Middlesex / Angleterre // Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers Hobhouse’s of April 21st. 

Ravenna. May 11th. 
1820 

My dear H. – 
 You were not “down” – but 700 a head in the poll when I lampooned you. – I had scrawled 
it before the election began – but waited till you were – or at least appeared, sure (in the Gazettes) 
before I sent {to} you what I what would have been a sorry jest had you failed, – it would then have 
been ill=natured – as it is – it was buffoonery – & this you know has been all along our mutual 
privilege. – When I left England you made those precious lines on Murray & Douglas Kind & yr. 
humble Sert.191 – and in 1808. – you put me into prose {at Brighthelmstone} about Jackson192 – & W. 
W. & Debathe,193 and wrote mock epitaphs upon my poor friend Long when he was lost at Sea,194 all 
for the Joke’s sake. Do you remember Capt. Bathurst nautical anecdote of the boatswain shooting the 
Frenchman who asked for quarter {while} running down the hatchway “no – no you b – g – r you fired 
first”? – – – 
As for the Moray, he had no business whatever to put the lines in <a publica> peril of publication. 
 
1:2 
 

                                                 
190: Shakespeare, Henry V II i 6. 
191: The poem on B. (“Dear Byron, this humbug give over”) is known; those Murray and Kinnaird have not been 
found. 
192: I know of no prose lampoon on B. and Jackson. 
193: Ditto Wedderburn Webster and deBathe. 
194: Ditto on Edward Noel Long. 
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I desired him to give them to you – and their signature must have showed you <w> {in} what spirit 
they were written. – And I am very glad that you have given him a rimproversation on the subject – 
having the greatest delight in setting you all by the ears.195 – – If you will dine with Bristol Hunt – & 
such like – what can you expect?196 but – never mind, you are in – , and I can assure {you} that there is 
not a blackguard among your constituants half as happy as I am – in seeing you triumph. – I never 
would have forgiven you the use of such instruments, except in favour of success. – – And pray don’t 
mistake me – it is not against the pure principle of reform – that I <declare> {protest}, <aga> {but} 
against low designing dirty levellers who would pioneer their way to a democratical tyranny; <it is 
against such men> putting these fellows in a parenthesis – I think as I have ever thought – on that point 
– as it used to be defined – but things have changed their sense probably – as they have their names – 
since my time. – Four years {ago,} Radical was unknown as a political watch=word. – – – – – 
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I am sorry to hear what you say of Scrope – it must have been sore distress – <that> {which} made that 
man forget himself. – Poor fellow, his name seems not fortunate – there was Goose Davies, and now 
there is a Captain (who has planted his servant & run away for mistaking signatures) – of the same 
nomenclature, but what can have become of Scrope? – does nobody know? he could hardly remain at 
Bruges, it is sad that he should “point a moral and adorn a tale” unless of his own telling; and his loss is 
the most “ill=convenient for my Lord Castlecorner” that could have occurred. – I shall never hear such 
jokes again; what fools we were to let him go back in 1816 – from Switzerland. – He would at least 
have saved his credit – & money, – and then what is he to do? he can’t play – and without play – he is 
wretched. – You will have by this time seen all my prose and poeshie, – I don’t think of publishing the 
former – but I wish you to read it. – – <If> {From} Murray I have heard nothing lately. – – I sometimes 
<think> think of going to England in autumn, but it is a project so repugnant to <all> my feelings that 
my resolutions fade as the time approaches. 

yrs. ever truly 
[scrawl] 

 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, June 8th 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ VII 114-16) 
[To, J. C. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park / Hounslow / London. / Angleterre // Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers a Hobhouse letter which seems lost. 

Ravenna. June 8th. 1820. 
My dear Hobhouse – 
 You are right – the prose must not be published – at least the merely personal part; 
– and how the portion on Pope may be divided I do not know. – I wish you would <ferret> {ferret} out 
at Whitton – the “Hints from Horace”. I think it {(the Pope part)} might be appended to that Popean 
poem – for publication or no – as you decide. I care not a damn. – – – – 
Murray was in a violent hurry for poetry – I sent it – & now he is reluctant. – – – 
I don’t pin him – I am quite equal upon the subject – I do not even require his own offers. about Don 
Juan – as I said before; – you may lock up the whole – Dante and all – in your desk – it is to me the 
same. – – The only thing that mattered was the “conscription” – lawyer Scout’s object of respect – his 
fee – but I won’t dispute about dirty elements in such matters – least of all with Murray, – any thing 
disagreeable is his own fault – he bored me for something {all the winter} – & I sent him what I had – 
but I am not at all persuaded of the merits of aught but the translation from Pulci – which is verse for 
verse – and word for word – an’t it? – – – 
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I am tired of scribbling – & nothing but the convenience of an occasional extra thousand pounds would 
have <made> {induced} me to go on – but even that will not weigh with me – if it is to be cavilled 
upon. – – – I don’t know whether the Danticles be good or no – for my opinions on my poeshie are 
always those of the last person I hear speak about them.197 – Murray’s costivity – is a bad sign of their 
merits – & your notion is probably the right one; – for my own part I don’t understand a word of the 
whole four cantos – & was therefore lost in admiration of their sublimity. – – – – – – – 

                                                 
195: “… setting [them] all by the ears” is an important motive in B.’s letters to his London friends. 
196: But H. has insisted that he does not dine with Orator Hunt. 
197: B. has no sounding-board whose literary judgement he trusts. Gifford has by now given up on him. 
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Tell Dougal – that by this post I expedite a full & unconditional consent to the Mortgage – he is sullen 
– but must cheer up. – If I quarrel with my banker as well as the bookseller – it would be troppo. – – – 
– – – – 
It is quite unlikely that the poeshies should be popular – but in case of non publication you can take 
care of the M.S.S. they will do for a posthumous – someday or other. – – – 
I can’t promise to be in England in Autumn or at all – I don’t much affect that paese. – – – – – – – – –  
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You say the Po verses are fine – I thought so little of them – that they lay by me a year uncopied – but 
they were written in red=hot Earnest – & that makes them good. – – – – – – – – – – 
The best news you could send me – would be the translation of Lady N. – the adjustment & sale of 
<Rochdale> Rochdale – the conclusion of the Irish Mortgage – and though last – not least – your own 
Succes (as Madame D’. had it) which will be ensured by “delicaci”. I have quite lost all personal 
interest about anything except money to supply my own indolent expences, and when I rouse up to 
appear to take an interest about anything – it is a temporary irritation – like Galvanism upon 
<m/>Mutton. – – – – – 
The life of an Epicurean – & the philosophy of one are merely prevented by “that rash humour which 
my Mother gave me” that makes one restless & nervous – & {can} overthrow all tranquillity with a 
Sirocco. – – – – Surely you agree with me about the real vacuum of human pursuits, but one must force 
an object of attainment – not to rust in the Scabbard altogether. – – – 

yrs. ever most truly 
[scrawl] 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, June 22nd 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ VII 121-2) 
[To, J. C. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park / near Hounslow / Middlesex / London. / Angleterre // 
Inghilterra.] 
Byron considers changing to from Murray to Longman. He is not here answering a Hobhouse 

letter. 
Ravenna. June 22d. 1820. 

My dear Hobhouse – 
 The continuing silence of yourself and the “high minded Moray” renders me 
again troublesome; – I am aware of the pettiness of such things to a man who is arraigning judges, and 
preparing constitutions – but trust to a spare moment from debate and legislation to an arrangement 
with a bookseller on the part of an absent friend – who has written a ballad upon you. – – – – – 
The matter may be terminated thus; – <if> {since} he demurs, put the M.S.S. into Longman’s hands or 
in those of any respectable publisher who will <take> {undertake} them – on their own terms – or on 
none – (till after publication shall have stamped their failure or Success) of course the prose (on 
Blackwood &c.) is not to be published except that part which <refers> refers to Pope – & that not 
unless you please – perhaps the best way to do with it – would be to print in some periodical 
publication as an “extract from a letter <and> &c. containing some opinion on the poetry of the day”. – 
– – 
You must premise that the third & fourth Cantos of Don J. must be published anonymously 
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{& this} merely because in the present state of Cant and hypocrisy in England – any freedom of 
expression on Creeds or manners – would prevent the author from asserting the guardianship of his 
own children – this I know – for on this ground the Chancellor decided on Shelley’s case – and would 
be but too happy to do likewise by any other person obnoxious to the present rulers – – – – 
The other poems will have my name prefixed. – – – – – 
You may also state to the same publishers that I am now writing a tragedy198 – which if I complete <it> 
– would naturally pass through their press. – – – – – – – – – –  
To Mr. Murray say thus: – I have no personal difference with him – & shall continue an acquaintance 
and correspondence while he chooses – but as <my> publisher that leaf of his ledger will close forever. 
– – It is not because he declines that I disapprove – but because he hesitates and shuffles – why not 
speak at once? – Why not have spoken months ago? —— – 

                                                 
198: Marino Faliero. 
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I sent the M.S.S. months ago at his own eager request – and so far from making hard terms – <letting> 
{I let} him off from his own previous offers – but is this a reason to keep me month & month in a state 
of suspense – neither announcing my 
 
1:3 
 
letters – nor replying to my friends? – – – 
Could he not have said yes or No? If he supposes that I will permit him to treat me as he may in the 
plenitude of his Government connections & Quarterly review prosperity – treat his hacks – I will show 
him the difference. – – I require nothing but an answer – he is to decide by his own opinion – & those 
of his parlour. – I neither impugn nor oppose {him nor his people;} – I neither expect nor wish to find a 
publisher more <foolish> [Ms.tear: “un=”]instructed – or so liberal as he may have been – but 
[Ms.tear: “I”] shall at least find one that will give me an answer – and so tell him {from me}. – I 
{forwarded} my assent some time ago to Doug K. for the Dublin Mortgage – but suppose that he will 
not sell out till my half <year’s> {year’s} interest from the funds is received. – At least I hope this. – 
Messrs. Hanson write that the Rochdale {Cause} is to be called on in the Court of Exchequer 
immediately – & therefore it may perhaps be settled by this time one way or the other. – I <ha> am by 
no means sanguine – but would wish to be out of suspense. – – It would have given me more pleasure 
that it should have been settled amicably & by arbitration – but at this distance I am a puppet in the 
hands of every body. – Still I hate the idea of returning so much that I submit in preference to such 
inconveniences. Let me know that you are prosperous and believe me 

yrs. ever & truly 
[scrawl] 
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[at ninety degrees, to left of address:] P.S. – The papers announce the Queen’s arrival and it’s 
consequences. – They have sent a message to our house. What the opinion in England may be, I know 
not – but here (and we are in her late neighbourhood) there are no doubts about her and her Bergami. – 
– I have just asked Madame la Comtesse G. who was at Pesaro two years ago – & she answers that the 
thing was as [at ninety degrees, to right of address:] public as such a thing can be. – – It is to me a 
subject of regret – for in England she was ever hospitable & kind to me. – I have never seen her since. 
– – 
If you see the Davys – give my regards – & tell Lady Davy that I shall answer her letter – the moment I 
am aware of her arrival in England. – – – – 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, July 6th 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ VII 122-3) 
[To, J. C. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / 2. <Hay> Hanover Square / London. / Angleterre // Inghilterra.] 
Byron is not here answering a Hobhouse letter. 

Ravenna. July 6th. 1820 
My dear Hobhouse – 
 You do not tell me if the Rochdale cause is judged – you may know perhaps that 
it has been harangued – & that the Chief Baron must soon decide – if he has not already pronounced 
sentence. – So Hanson <says> {writes}, but leaves me in suspense – judgement not having been past – 
when he wrote on the 12th. Ult.o. – – – – 
I am the 4th. act of Marino Faliero – you may keep back the rest of the trash till I have shaped the new 
Sooterkin. – – – – I regret nothing but the fee – but even the fee in such cases should be a secondary 
consideration. “the Adversary” – (Vittoria Corombona the White Devil that is) there I grant you I am 
vulnerable – & when a bitch has made you pass through the pretty reports that this <has> strewed my 
path with you will sympathize with my insanity upon that topic, why don’t you also take such <a> 
{another} wife? – – – – – – 
How is my Shild? you never name her. – – – – – 
I have got a motto for my Doge Conspirator – Eccolo – “Dux inquieti turbidus Adriæ” – an’t it a good 
one? – – 
I see by the papers you prosper in Parliament – go on. – As to Autumn & Switzerland that is as 
hereafter it may be “who knows?” – The Mortgage eh? – and the suit with the Counsellors at law? – 
tell me – <and> {my} respects to Dougal. – I am in a Scrape on all sides at home and abroad 

yrs. very truly 
[scrawl] 

1:4 
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[above address:] P.S. – When the Pope has decided on Madame Guiccioli’s business – (it is actually 
before him) I will tell you whether I can come to England (via Switzerland) or not – the relations for 
her – & the husband against her {are} stirring up the [at ninety degrees, to right of address:] whole 
Conclave – you may suppose – as {pugilistic} Jackson says – that I have “a pretty time of it.” – I can’t 
{settle} any thing till I know the result – – which will probably be a separation – – he is trying to prove 
the Adultery – which in Italy is no easy <matt> matter {to prove to a tribunal}. There has not been such 
a row in Romagna these hundred years on private matters – & we expect on one side or the other a few 
Stillettate – or Scrippettate. – – It is the fashion – they [at ninety degrees, to left of address:] killed a 
Carabineer the other day – and wounded another – that is some country gentleman did – because they 
had been shut out of the theatre. – – I have taken no precautions except pistols when I ride in the 
Pigneta which is a solitary forest. – – – All this will appear little to you who have a green bag – & a 
queen to deal with – but here it is noised about. – Let us hope the best 

y[scrawl] 
 
[in small writing, inverted above address: ] Forse ci rivedremmo [Ms.hole] pronto – ma scrivi pure.199 
– 
 

Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park Hounslow, July 14th 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443 f.92; BB 295-6) 
[Pour / le très honorable Milord / Milord Byron / à Ravenne /  en Italie // par Calais] 
Hobhouse answers Byron’s of June 7th, and receives that of June 22nd while writing. 
 
[letter concludes at top of first side:] Morning Post owns it was received in dignified Silence – you 
know the value of silence in our house – On the whole I do not think I have disappointed people – this 
is truth – Dug (who is envious as the man in Zadig) I fancy will own this – but it is all a farce nothing 
will be done in parliament – The good will come from without – What you say about her most gracious 
majesty at Pesaro – signifies nothing but pray tell no body else – or by the Lord you will be subpoena’d 
against her – ever your’s – John C. Hobhouse 

July 14, 1820 
My dear Byron, 
 I have received your letter of the seventh of June – It has been long coming – and, I 
suspect, wasting some where – I shall this day communicate your final purpose respecting your poems 
and proses to Mr Murray and shall faithfully lock up all the valuables until called forth by more genial 
suns “cum Zephyris et hirundine prima”200 – For it does not at all follow it may not be wise to do that 
next year which this years’ turmoil renders inexpedient – I suppose Ransom has communicated to you 
the bad news respecting Rochdale – If you would come over and join the Lancashire Radicals – those 
worthies would soon give you seisin as “those who practice the law” call it, of your mines again, and 
choak up the shafts with all your confounded contraversialists – It seems to 
 
1:2 
 
me unaccountable how things should have taken this turn – Some comfort it may be to you to know 
that Chief Baron Richards is the damnedest cur of all that now bark upon the bench; and if things 
should ever be so so in this bel paese will most inevitably make a bad end – Oh that I might ever try 
conclusions with him and some five of his learned brothers “impiccarmi quei masnadiori”201 – I wish 
you were here – By the way I suppose you know that you will be specially summoned & forced to 
attend the Queen’s trial on the 7th of August – The Peers who absent themselves, are, they say, to he 
fined or sent to the Tower – You should really if you can come over to do an act of justice for this 
“Mob-led Queen”202 It would be a great thing if a person like you who has lived so long in Italy and 
might speak to manners &c would lend your powerful resistance against this most odious persecution –
. There is no saying but such an additional weight might break down these villains who bend now most 
woefully – They have been forced to give up the Coronation – indeed 
 
1:3 

                                                 
199: “We may see one another again soon – but write anyway.” 
200: “With the breezes of spring, and the first swallow” (HOR. EPIS. 1 7 13). 
201: “Hang those bandits”. 
202: Shakespeare, Hamlet, II ii 496-7. 
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they could not have crowned him without cannon – You have no conception of the popularity of the 
Queen’s cause – even the Clergy are for her, in the country – The little creatures called the great are, to 
be sure, behaving with their usual meanness, but all below the exquisites are for her Majesty – Poor 
creature she has been shamelessly used – She lives at a little lodging, 22 Portman Street – and drives 
out with two hack horses before and a bouquet of blackguards behind her carriage – Hoby the boot 
maker said the other day that “it made him weep to look at her – she put him in mind so much of Jane 
Shore” – This is a fact – Burdett & I went up with the Westminster Address to her the other day – she 
received us alone in her little room – and I must say with a dignity as tranquil as if she had been at 
Carlton House in her own court – We don’t care a fig about her guilt as they call it – Brougham says he 
has Bergami’s b — x in a bottle – Others swear he is a woman – but as I said before – all the world 
protest against this horrid act of attainder – and nothing will be believed which is said by Italians – Oh! 
the wonders just at this 
 
1:4 
 
[above address:] moment comes your letter of June 22 – oh you versatile, you weathercock – well –  
well – we will see what can be done – do not be angry with Murray until you hear finally [below 

address:] from me – I will write in a post or two again – Never believe that I shall not be at all times 
most happy to do anything or every thing you wish – Perish politics else – The den adjourns in a day or 
two – no prorogation – this on account of the proceedings against the <Lords> Queen in Lords. I have 
made a good speech on Alien bill – so say my allies – and the [letter concludes at top of first side.] 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, August 8th 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ VII 153-4) 
[To, J. C. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Jno. Murray’s Esqre, / 50. Albemarle Street, / London. / Angleterre // 
Inghilterra.] 
This, one of the rudest letters Byron ever penned, is addressed to Hobhouse via Murray, perhaps 

in the hope that Murray will read it aloud at 50 Albemarle Street. Byron replies to Hobhouse’s of 

July 14th. 
Ravenna. August 8th. 1820. 

My dear H. – 
 It is my intention to appeal, not to “Philip fasting” but to the Judges drunk – (with power 
it should seem) being thereto encouraged by the advice of Counsel, and my own natural propensity to 
<despat> discrepancy and litigation. – Avise therefore the Douglas of this mine intent – after fifteen 
years law – ten more are trilling – perhaps the Childer may be the better for’t, and I <no> {shall} be no 
worse – being probably defunct or in a madhouse – before the Suit will terminate. – Having already 
quoted Holy Writ and Horace to Doug. in a letter – I have no more filosoplry nor fine sentences to 
bring to bear upon the subject, and so I will go to law again. – – – – – – – – – –  
The Queen’s defence is not relevant – unless Bergamo’s rod be with his “b – ll – x in the bottle” 
because in Italy the women prefer the “Musici” for two reasons – first they do not impregnate them – 
and next as they never (“sborano mai”) spend – they go on “in eterno” and serve an elderly lady at all 
times – being constantly in line of battle, or ready to form – without exhausting themselves. – 
 
1:2 
 
To my own knowledge – Velati the Capon carried off Aglietti’s adopted daughter from an entire man – 
and Chevalier – and Soldier of twenty nine who would have married her – – so the said <b> discarded 
Cavalier <of> {with} the testicles told me himself – lamenting to be cut out by a codless 
<Hermogenes> Hermogenes. – – 
You remember Juvenal – satire ninth – or <at least> Dryden’s delicate version of 
 

“With his two pounders to perfection grown 
 
the <the> youth castrated to mount the matron of ancient Rome without risk of pregnancy – or too 
rapid an emission? – – – – 
On her Majesty’s part – I have done my best through some acquaintance here – to get persuaded the 
Macchiarelli’s (the first family of <Pesaro> Pesaro and nearly related to Count Gamba my Dama’s 
father) to repair to England – where they have been summoned to attest her Majesty’s morality. – – – – 
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For myself I see not what good I could do to her – as my first duty is to call out her Attorney General203  
– which will be due the first time I come among you – to  – which I have no 
 
1:3 
 
inclination – not on account of the Scoundrel whom I desire of all things to destroy – at any personal 
peril – but because I hate the Country more than I do even <that> {that} cowardly villain; – and I do 
not <know that> feel <sure> {sure} that anything could compensate {to} me the loathing I should feel 
to be in it. – 
I am glad to hear that you are doing well – continue to do so. – I have always thought Parliament your 
element – and I [Ms. tear: “think”] so still. – How much bet[Ms. tear: “ter is it”] for you to have 
started then – [Ms. tear: “than”] ten years sooner – where and what are the Wards – and Mills’s? (that 
poor creature) and Vernons204 – and so forth – whose earlier elections and crude attempt, used to 
<annoy> {haunt} you with a phantom of superiority? – I think you have “doubled up those beggars in 
brass” as the {Life} Guardsman said. –  – Fletcher reads you in Galignani – and comes grinning over 
your speeches to me – he has already noted Seventeen – a respectable number for a virgin Session – 
your maiden Speech – was like a widow’s or a Spinning house maidenhead – so old Mansell is gone. 
[scrawl] 
 
1:4 
 
[at right angles to right of address:] We expect a Revolution here daily by the diligence, it has worked 
at Naples. – There <has> is little to say of this city – except – that like “Bob Acres” – they “kill a man 
a week”205 it is the Romagnuole fashion – however – they are decent savages – and made the best 
troops of B.’s Italian army – so he said himself –——————— 
 
[at right angles to left of address:] I am y[scrawl] 
 

Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park Hounslow, August 31st 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443 f.93; BB 298-9) 
[Pour / Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / à Ravenne /  Italie // Par Calais] 
Hobhouse answers the previous item. 
 
[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] are adjourned till the eighteenth of September – but only for that 
day as they will readjourn to wait for the bill from the Lords – I have some thoughts of repeating the 
motion of Lord Francis Osborne which I seconded before and of moving an address to the King to 
prorogue the parliament – But come over there’s a good fellow – I have looked out your hints from 
Horace – very good, I think, but you will not like to attack friends who are hitched into the rhymes 
there – ever yrs 
 J. C. H. – 

Whitton. August 31. 1820. 
My dear Byron 
 I am very sorry you have determined not to come over – First because if the mountain 
does not come to Mahomet, Mahomet cannot go to the mountain – i e. if you do not come to England 
England cannot carry me to see you and I cannot leave England just now – There is no getting to 
Islington, said Goldsmith, without going there – This truth will separate me from Ravenna – My 
second cause of regret is that you are not present to do your duty against this damn’d bill – Some of the 
Lords, particularly Erskine, are making a very honest fight of it, and notwithstanding their minority 
does not exceed 65 still being backed by the great mass of the whole nation their opposition is all but 
enough to throw out the measure – So do I wish you were here – Your character & your residence 
abroad with other items would have a great influence 
 
1:2 
 
and as it is only the last drop that makes the cup overflow there is no saying what effect your single 
arm would have – I can assure you that the mere story of your having arrived in London the other day 

                                                 
203: Brougham. 
204: Ward, Mills and Vernon all became M.P.s in their twenties. 
205: Sheridan, The Rivals, IV i. 
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caused no little sensation – The Queen somehow or the other heard you were coming over – The poor 
creature was very much affected at this mark of recollection of her former attentions – She said several 
very handsome & true things of you – “She thought you would not forget her – she was sure that you 
were not like the greater part of the English nobles who had forsaken her &c &c – so, indeed, I do, 
lament your absence much although I fully feel the difficulty and the annoyance of making such a 
journey – After all you have plenty of time to come over if you like – The case for the prosecution will 
not be finished this fortnight – The Queen is then to name how many weeks or months she chooses to 
be given for the preparation of her defense – for sending for witnesses & other matters – This will put 
off the second reading of the bill in the Lords for two or three months at least and give you time 
leisurely to travel to this country – 
 
1:3 
 
If you can, then, do come – Do not think of Brougham – He is not to be killed now – he is doing 
wonders for the Queen and I am sure that he has not added to his original offence by any other 
indiscretions – Entre nous this project of yours will not do – Allow all you wish – allow matters have 
not been exaggerated to you – allow that your anger was at first not illfounded – still the character of 
the man and the length of the interval must disarm you – I am now convinced he meant you no harm – 
he is always saying silly things – and you just hit him off in calling him “blundering” – But malice is 
not his characteristic and although he owes you a turn for the above epithet yet I do not think that he 
designed you any harm – he was thinking of his fee – he had taken a side and thought he was in Court 
when he was only in company – At any rate if you are to knock out his brains you can wait till they 
have done the Queen some service – I fear all I have said will hardly harness your horses – but I again 
exhort you to come – think of it – The Queen is getting daily more popular – The nasty stories 
 
1:4 
 
[above address:] told against her do not influence the good folks at all – All lies – Italian lies – well but 
Barbara Kranz206 is a German says the courier – never mind – then they are German lies – The crouds 
assembled to see her return from [below address:] the Lords daily increase both in numbers & 
respectability – The two houses may carry the bill but the country will not ratify it – I do not mean to 
say that an immediate resistance is to expected – but I am sure that it will swell the general discontents 
so as to make them burst down every barrier – The commons [letter concludes at top of first sheet.] 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, September 21st 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ VII 177-9) 
[To, Jno. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park / nr. Hounslow / London. / Angleterre // Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers the previous item. 

Ravenna. Sept. 21st. 
1820. 

My dear H. 
 If I could be of any real use to the Queen – or to anybody else I would have come long ago 
– but I see no advantage to her nor to others. – – 
I have done my best to get the Pesaro Patricians to travel – which lies about tumults and ill treatment 
seemed about to prevent; – but I made Count Gamba here write to the Machiarelli’s (the first {family} 
in Pesaro, and his relatives) and he has set one of them a going – who has letters from me for divers – 
and amongst others for you. – – 
Be civil to the bearer {when he arrives} – he is a great man at Fano – and a witness for her Maestà. – 
Another thing that kept me here (besides my Serventismo) was that {here} we <had> {all} expected – 
– and had actually got on “our bandoliers” with “all unco baud of blue bonnets at our backs” for a 
regular rising and all that – in which I amongst 
 
1:2 
 
thousands was to have <p> a part – being urged thereto by my love of liberty in general and of Italy in 
particular – and also by the good opinion which {some of} the confederates had of <my> me as a 
coadjutor – but all of a sudden the City of Sausages (do you understand me?)207 withdrew from the 

                                                 
206: Barbara Kress (sic) was a waiting woman of Queen Caroline, who testified against her. 
207: Bologna. 
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{league} – and wanted to temper and to temporize – and so leave us in the lurch. – Of course without 
B. – – the Romagnuole towns can do but little – with the Germans on the Po – and so here we are {the 
principals} liable to arrest every day – “some taken and some left” like the “foolish virgins” (or some 
other parable) in the Evangelist.208 – – 
In the meantime there is a little stabbing and shooting – but in a small way – guards doubled – palace 
shut at ten o’nights – and the Cardinal praying to Saint Apollonari – the Patron Saint of the City, who 
should protect the city against the Austrians – if he does his duty. – –  
 
1:3 
 
I never was fool enough to think of having Brougham out – till the Queen’s settled. – But as “Nullum 
tempus occurrit regi” – so – nullum tempus occurrit honori.209 – In Purefoy and Roper’s business seven 
years had taken place – in <Tolemask> {Tollemache} (the Son’s) fifteen – – in Stackpole and Cecil’s 
three – since the provocation.210 – – All depends upon the parties having met or no – You know that I 
have never been near Brougham since his insults, and was ignorant of them till long after their 
occurrence – keep this in mind as you yourself were one of my informants – and I am sorry to say – 
though (from a good motive) a late one. – – If I come to England now I must wait till his trial of the 
Queen is over before I call have him out – but if his meeting me is guaranteed me for the moment that’s 
over – I will come and do my best for her – otherwise not. – 
 
1:4 
 
He would be sure at present to make that a plea {& an excuse} – and I should be a fool to think of 
overruling it – but neither that nor four {nor} five years – nor ten – nor twenty do nor ought to prevent 
me from satisfaction – whenever and wherever we encounter. – – My cartel and its’ reasons I have all 
ready in writing and have had since the hour I thought of returning to England. – – – 
Sure I am that you and Douglas K. will approve it – when you see them. – 
I have no other object nor view till this can be settled. – – – – – 
Here at Ravenna – nobody believes the evidence against the Queen – they say – that for half the money 
they could have any testimony they please – this is the public talk. – – 
The “Hints<from> &c.” are good are they? as to the friends we can change their names unless they 
rhyme well – in that case they must stand. – Except Scott and Jeffrey and Moore – {Sir B. Burgess and 
a few more} I know no friends who 
 
2:1 
 
need be left out of a good poem. – 
Has Murray shown you my play?211 – Pray look at it – I want your opinion – you know I have taken it 
lately in such good part – that you need not mind being a little rough if necessary. – – It is long enough 
an’ that be all. – – – – – 
Murray told me {that} Lady Noel was ill – he lied I believe – I suppose if she returns to whence She 
came – she will take her “divining rod” with her, [Ms.tear:”it”] may be of use to her at home and to 
her neighbour the rich man (Dives {clothed} in purple) mentioned in the play of Henry 4th.212 and by 
the Evangelists.213 – If the Lady will not die – her living does too much ill – You’ll see she’ll recover 
and bury her betters – the bitch! – – – 
Write to y[scrawl] 
 
2:2 
 
[at ninety degrees, to right of address:] P.S. Pray make your motion – you make a great figure in 
Galignani – who – by the way – has withheld his messengers since the paragraphs of my arrival in 
England – believing them. – Fletcher is ill and has had three pounds of blood let since yesterday – for a 
sore throat. – In his [at ninety degrees, to left of address:] jacket and handkerchief – and foolish face he 

                                                 
208: Matthew 25. 
209: “No time runs against the king … no time runs against honour” (legal phrase, adapted). 
210: All duelists whose conflicts postdated the original quarrel by some years. 
211: Marino Faliero. 
212: Shakespeare, Henry IV i III iii 30: “I never see thy face but I think upon hell-fire and Dives that lived in 
purple” (Falstaff to Bardolph). 
213: Luke 16: 19-31. 
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looks like Liston214 – or much such a figure as he did in Albania in 1809 during the autumnal rains in 
his jerkin and umbrella. – As Justice Shallow says “Oh the merry days that we have seen!”215 – – — —
—— 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, September 25th 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ VII 180-1) 
[To, Jno. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park / Hounslow / nr.London. / Angleterre // Inghilterra.] 
 

Septr. 25th. 1820. 
Dr. H. – 
  I open my letter to enclose you one which contains some hints which may be useful to 
Queeney – and her orators, but mind and don’t betray the Writer Hr 216or he will lose his place – – – – 
When you wanted me to Come – you forgot that absence during the earlier part of the stages of the bill 
precludes voting = I see by the papers that more than two days of absence does. – 
Dunque? – or adunque – argal – 

Yrs – – – 
P.S. 
Brougham says “discorso” is not Italian! Oh rare! – it – and “discorrere” are as common as “cazzo”217 – 
I suppose that fellow thinks “conversazione” means conversation ——————— 
Apropos of Italian witnesses – since I have been in Italy I have had six lawsuits – twice 
 
1:2 
 
[at ninety degrees, to right of address:] as plaintiff against debtors – <twice> {once} about horseflesh 
as plaintiff – twice about mens’ wives as defendent – and once as defendent against shopkeepers 
wanting to be paid twice over {for the same bills –}I gained them all but the horsedealer’s, he diddled 
me. – In the Shopkeeper’s one last [at ninety degrees, to left of address:] Novr. – the fellow <swore> 
declared positively {in a court} that I ordered in person the articles – and when desired to describe me 
– described me as a tall thin flaxen haired man!!! of course he was non=suited. – This fellow was 
reckoned one of the most respectable negocianti in Venice. – – – If you can quote this you may – and 
I’ll prove it if necessary. – – – – – – 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, October 17th 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ VII 204-6) 
[To, Jno. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / <Whitton> <Park> / <nr. Hounslow> / <London.> / <Angleterre.> / 
Hastings // Inghilterra.] 

Ravenna 8bre. 17o. 1820 
My dear Hobhouse – 
I hope that you have safely received my two late letters which contained two letters from Hr. – relative 
to the Queen’s concern. – – Ds. Kd. has written to me but he lets that legal Spooney go on as he pleases 
– so that the funds will fall & fall – and who knows what thousands of pounds may be lost by his 
dawdling. – – 
Do pray Stir him up with a long pole – and make him a speech sharp as those you produce in 
Parliament. – – Recollect that my distance makes me helpless. – – 
Have you seen Murray? and read my “Tig. And Tiri? – have you “gone again into the Slaughter House 
Lankey?”218 – – – 
Murray hath projects for publication – about the prose too – <upon> {regarding} which I will abide by 
your opinion – which was against publishing the Blackwood &c. – I will rest with yr. decision in that 
matter whatever it be. – Foscolo thinks the tragedy very good Venetian and Gifford says it is sterling 
English. – – – 
 
1:2 
 

                                                 
214: John Liston, comedian. 
215: Shakespeare, Henry IV II III ii 33 (“The mad days that I have spent!”). 
216: Hoppner. 
217: “to discuss” [to fuck]; “discussion”; “prick”. 
218: This paragraph is mysterious. 
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Now is a good time for the Prophecy of Dante; – Events have acted as an Advertisment thereto. – Egad 
– I think I am as good a vates (prophet vedilicet) as Fitzgerol of the {Morning} Post. – – – – – – 
I see that you are still “campaigning at the King of Bohemy”219 – your last Speech is at great length in 
Galignani – and so you were called to order – but I think you had the best of it. – – You have done your 
part very well in Parliament to my mind; it was just the place for you – keep it up, and go on. – If ever I 
come home – I will make a speech too – though I doubt my extempore talents in that line – and then 
our house is not animating like the hounds of the commons – when in full cry. – Tis but cold hunting at 
least in the Lords. – – – 
 
1:3 
 
I never could command <my> {my own} attention to either side of their oratory – but either went away 
to a ball – or to a beefsteak at Bellamy’s – and as there is no answering without listening – nor listening 
without patience – I doubt whether I should ever make a debater. – – – 
I think I spoke four times in all there – and I did not find my facility encrease with practice. – – – ——
—— – 
Ds. Kd. did not mention you in his letters – which are always filled with radical politics – all which I 
can have in the Newspapers. – I wish he was in Parliement again – which I suppose he wishes too. – – 
We have sad Sirocco weather here at present – and no very bright political horizon. – – 
But on that I shall say nothing – because I know – that they have spies upon me – because I sometimes 
shoot with a rifle! – The exquisite reason!220 – – You will laugh and think of Pope and the Clerks of the 
Post Office 
 
1:4 
 
[at ninety degrees, to right of address:] but a fact I assure you. – They are in such a state of suspicion – 
as to dread everything and every body; – and though I have been a year here – and they know why I 
came here [at ninety degrees, to left of address:] yet they don’t think that a woman a sufficient reason 
for so long a residence. – As for the Scoundrel Austrians they are bullying Lombardy as usual. – It 
would be pleasant to see those Huns get their paiks – and it is not off the cards that they may. – yrs. 
ev[scrawl] 
 
Hobhouse to Byron, from Hastings, November 6th 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 301-2) 
[Pour le très honourable Milord / Milord Byron / à son hotel / Ravenne / en Italie / par Calais] 
Hobhouse answers the previous item. 
 
[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] As to the being called to order – you know it is nothing – & in 
this case, the Speaker was palpably wrong – for I pursued the same line afterwards, though I pretended 
to have dropt it – but you shall not have politics from me as well as Douglas. I have just been at a 
jollification at Webster’s – Battle Abbey – Lobsters221 Champagne – drank like fishes, ate like wolves.” 
D. of Sussex chief performer222 – I shall write again very soon – J. C. H. 
 

Hastings Novemb. 6. 1820 

My dear Byron, 
 I had yesterday a letter from you dated Octob. 17 announcing two other letters which had 
not arrived – but wait at Murray’s for me – I have sent for them in great eagerness – Tell your friend223 
not to fear exposure – However rimose in small matters I would not in things touching fortune or honor 
let out a secret though in the bull of Phalaris – The Attorney General was fool enough to deny the story 
about the chain when lo! the Times published the very certificate given by Fanno – who sent it to him I 
know not – The Lords are trying to carry the bill – which, however, I think must fail one way or the 
other – if it succeeds then will come the Reform I am persuaded – for the people are actually mad – the 
black blackguard Lauderdale and the Irish blackguard <Lauderdale> {Donaghmore} are the great 

                                                 
219: Samuel Foote, The Mayor of Garratt, II. 
220: Shakespeare, Twelfth Night, II iii 134-5. 
221: “lobsters” underlined three times. 
222: Sussex was a radical Whig; H. and friends have been discussing reform, but he does not tell B. about it. 
223: Hoppner. 
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partizans against Queeney – I never see her without her sending some civil message to you – It is, 
indeed, a pity you come not 
 
1:2 
 
here to do an act of justice to this unfortunate woman – However, as you are not here, do not act 
amongst the Sausage eaters of the Exarchate, any one of who would betray you for half a paul – If you 
will not act for us write for us – You have done so already & very well – I have read your tragedy224 
twice & with great attention I think – Foscolo is right – it is very good Venetian – so good indeed that I 
think the very admirable & just picture of the sort of solitary grandeur of a Doge will not be quite 
intelligible except to a travelled or a learned man – My opinion is most decisive, that, with Kean for 
Marino Faliero, and with some little alterations – the play would succeed completely on the stage – 
You have fallen into an inadvertence at the close – Those in the last scene see over again what 
happened in the last scene but one – Do you recollect it? There are two sensualities in it that you should 
omit – I think – namely the comparison 
 
1:3 
 
of women’s robes to fleecy clouds “twixt us & heaven”225 – and the inference you draw from pretty 
“extremities”226 – These whether considered either as prettiness or as impurities are unworthy of such a 
poet & such a play – I presume also to object to the long account which Lioni gives to himself of a 
Venetian masked ball – It may be poetic but I doubt whether it is dramatic or comes within the latitude 
of soliloquizing – I tried your play by what I imagine a good test – I read it aloud to half a dozen girls 
from 15 to 25227 – They were highly delighted & interested by the management of your plot simple as it 
is – Indeed the pedants cannot quarrel with you about the unities – you have been quite strict to that of 
time and as to place you have been much more particular than any of our dramatists except Addison – I 
have looked out the Hints – by heavens we must have some “cutting and slashing” in order to qualify 
them for the present state of your 
 
1:4 [above address:] friendships literary & others – but as I said before the hints are good – good to 
give though not likely to be taken – Prose & all shall be overhauled & when this cursed affair about the 
Carolina is over you shall come out either with the Xmas pies or the butterflies – [below address:] I 
have written strongly today to the Douglas touching Hanson. If that will not do I will write to Hanson 
himself – You are not “helpless” – I will do any thing you like, so will Douglas – damn his radical 
politics – You have hit him – were he in parliament, he would have another vent – 
Also are you right, look you, about my speech & motion for prorogation – Every body said it was very 
good & very right [letter concludes at top of first sheet.] 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, November 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ VII 216) 
[To, Jno. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park / to ye Care of Jno. Murray Esqre / 50 Albemarle Street / 
London / Angleterre / Inghilterra.] [postmark Nov 22 1820] 
A note on the wrapper of an unidentified enclosure. 
 

To Jno. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. 
<50 Albem> 

Dr Hobhouse – 
 Over the enclosed I leave you a discretionary power – to alter or lop off what may 
appear “too full of pastime and prodigality”. – – – 
You may omit the whole – if you think good. – Another letter goes by this post to Whitton. – – –  

yrs. [scrawl] 
P.S. 
 I re=opened the enclosed to Murray – for you to pronounce upon in yr. way. 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, November 9th 1820: 

                                                 
224: Marino Faliero. 
225: Marino Faliero IV i 57-8. 
226: Ibid., l.61: “… the fair forms which terminate so well”. 
227: His sisters and half-sisters. 
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(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ VII 221-2) 
[To, J.C.Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park / nr. Hounslow / London / Angleterre // Inghilterra.] 
 

Ra. 9bre. 9.o 1820 
My dear H. 
 I admit the force of yr. facetiousness – which it will go hard but I pay off some day or other, 
as Scrope used to say “I have things in store.” – <Lazy> {Indolent} I am to be sure – and yet I can back 
a horse and fire a carbine, like major Sturgeon “without winking or blinking”228 – and I can go without 
my dinner without scolding – or eat it without finding fault with the cooking or quality, and I could 
slumber as in Turkey when some of my friends were loudly execrating their bed & its’ tenantry. – – 
Yours is {now} a more active {life}, I admit – you write pamphlets against Canning – and make 
speeches – and “greatly daring dine”229 at the Crown and Anchor. – And this is being active and useful, 
<&> {&} justifies yr. reproach of my slumbers. – – We will divide the parts between us of “player and 
poet” – as you have taken up the former one with great success. – – Now “I have the best of that” I 
think – as I used to say to you in the wilderness. 
 
1:2 
 
And then you counsel me to keep out of a scrape – You! – why have your prudence and activity kept 
you out of one? – I think not – you will find some day that your radicals will embarrass you 
sufficiently. – – But in the mean time you are certainly making a figure in point of talent – that is a fact 
– and so you would in any other line – because you happen to have great talent – more I think than you 
yourself or others have yet given you credit for – and you are besides sure to train on – because you 
have strong powers of application – but the line itself is not the true one – and was not your own choice 
– but the result of circumstances united to a little natural impatience for having waited for an opening, 
– Egad – I talk like an Angel. – – 
Oh – you must know that I sent H.’s letter without asking him – so – say nothing about that – I thought 
it might serve 
 
1:3 
 
the Quim [BLJ has “Queen”] in her cause – and you in her behalf & sent it – trusting to your 
discretion – pray – do not compromise him – nor any body else. – “Young Man” quotha! he is six & 
thirty – that <th> is two years older than you – and <four> {three {{years}} & three months} more 
than me – I see the papers call “you young” I am glad of it – but though I am your Junior – I have 
thought myself<old> – eldern this many a day. – – – – – – – – – – [Ms. tear] 
I hope that you will turn out those Tory Scoundrels. – – – – – – 
I do not quarrel with my “old Cronies –” nor my “old cronies” with me I hope – – and as for the ballad 
you {have} balladed me fifty times – and are welcome {to} fifty more – recollect at Brighton – at 
Newstead – & {just} before leaving England – and since –  

yrs. ever & truly 
Bn 

P.S. 
Foscolo protests the tragedy 
I shall take yr. opinion in good part 
whatever it is. Will you let Murray have “the Hints” that I may adapt them. – – —— – 
 

Hobhouse to Byron, from London, February 15th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443 f.95; BB 304-5) 
[Pour / Le très honorable Milord / Milord Byron / À Ravenne / en Italie // par Calais] 
 
[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] all is settled by this time – I heard the story of the governor of 
Ravenna – what a tale for Fletcher! La my Lord! – Kinnaird at Paris – comes home in a day or two – 
yours’ very truly – 
 JCH – 

Feb. 15, 1821. 
Dear Byron – 

                                                 
228: Samuel Foote, The Mayor of Garratt, I i. 
229: Pope, Dunciad IV l.318. 
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 I have heard nothing from you these four months230 – Have you written? If you have let 
me know through Murray – for in that case the cursed clerks of the Exarchate post office have certainly 
played us false and I shall never hear from you again – If you have not written – then write – and let me 
know how you are going on & whether there is any truth in the rumour of your coming over in the 
spring – The news came through D. Kinnaird – who had it through Moore, Mr Tom, who hears often 
from you – so said said 
 
1:2 
 
Moore – By the way, Moore has lent your life & adventures231 to Lady Davy who enlivens, so I hear, 
her bluestocking circles with your commentaries – I think it right you should know this seeing that 
perhaps such communication was not the bond by which you originally imparted the treasure to 
Thomas Moore –. The booksellers & newspapers have also a knack at getting at your best things and 
there is some risk of this portion of your biography appearing in print unless you send an injunction to 
your friend’s friend – What have you determined as to your poeshies? I hear of a fifth canto of the Don 
– The tragedy will certainly be acted if it be printed232 
 
1:3 
 
– even 50 copies would ensure its production on the stage where, as I told you before, I think it would 
take mightily – I hear from Lady Parker that Lady B. is in town – Your daughter is proclaimed on all 
hands a very lively good tempered little girl – Mrs Leigh is looking very well & is very well – seven 
children have not spoilt her appearance at all – You will see by the palms how matters stand with us –  
The opposition completely out numbered in parliament & no chance whatever of a change – at least so 
I think – Crony Wilmot does not prosper in parliament – Horace Twiss – a complete failure – in spite 
of a raw egg & glass of brandy which he was detected in taking before the debate – which made him 
not eloquent but impudent – Mackintosh told me that 
 
1:4 
 
[above address:] a few days before the debate, Dr Holland passing through Lisle Street saw a croud of 
little boys collected under a window – he stopt – and heard – “Sir the bill of pains & penalties.” On the 
door plate was [below address:] Mr. Horace Twiss – ben trovato. The Moniteur calls him Monsieur 
Twiff – I suppose you are in the midst of arms – You could not give us a line could you to let us know 
how matters are likely to turn out? Perhaps [letter concludes at top of first sheet.] 

 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, February 22nd 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ VIII 83-4) 
Byron has yet to receive the previous item. 

Ravenna. Fy 22d. 
1821 

My dear Hobhouse – 
 Why the devil don’t you write? are you out of humour? – and why? – I am not – 
and shall therefore favour you with one epistle and two requests. – The first is to make a short note to a 
letter I have written to Murray for publication (in any Magazine or in the Examiner) on the remarks of 
a diplomatic puppy called Turner – who having failed in swimming the Hellespont – says that 
Ekenhead & I succeeded because the Current was in our favour!! – from the European side – was it so? 
were we not obliged to swim up against it to pass at all? – – – 
My next request is that you will be personally polite – and request Douglas K. to be so – to Mr. Curioni 
(an Opera Singer) & Madame Taruscelli – a Venetian fair (the same that Kinnaird wanted to be 
introduced 
 
1:2 
 

                                                 
230: In fact, just over three months. 
231: The Memoirs: their first mention. H. is jealous that Moore possesses them. 
232: Marino Faliero: it is indeed acted. 
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to and was refused) who will arrive in London early in March from Barcelona for the Opera. – – I am 
sure that you would like the Lady’s society vastly – and oblige her {by yours;} she is an old friend of 
mine – and very pretty.233 – – – 
She has written to me the enclosed epistle – which will explain her. – Now an’t I a good fellow? – – I 
am not like those Venetian fellows who – when their {own} liaisons are over with a piece – would 
prevent all others from partaking of the public property – as they did by Kinnaird – and would have 
done by me – but I introduced myself – being piqued by their “Dog in a Manger” behaviour. – – – – 
As to politics I enclose you the Pope’s proclamation – – of course I cannot write at length – all letters 
being opened. – 
The Germans are within hail of the Neapolitans by this time. – – They will get 
 
1:3 
 
their Gruel. – They marched ten days sooner than expected – which prevented a general rising. – But 
they are in a situation that if they do not win their first battle – they will have all Italy upon them. – 
They are damned rascals and deserve it. – It is however hard upon the poor Pope – in his old age to 
have all this row in his neighbourhood. – 
 yrs. ever 
  & truly 
   B 
[1:4 blank.] 
 

April 21st 1821: Marino Faliero and The Prophecy of Dante published. 

 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, April 26th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ VIII 99-100) 
[To, J.C.Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / <Whitton Park / nr. Hounslow> 10 Hill Street / Berkeley Square / 
London / Angleterre // Inghilterra.] 

Ravenna – April 26th. 
1821. 

Dear Hobhouse / 
 You know by this time with all Europe – the precious treachery and desertion of the 
Neapolitans. I was taken in like many others by their demonstrations – & have probably been more 
ashamed of them than they are of themselves. – I can write nothing by the post – but if ever we meet I 
will tell you a thing or two – of no great importance – perhaps – but which will serve you to laugh at. – 
I can’t laugh yet – the thing is a little too serious; – if the Scoundrels had only compromised themselves 
– it would matter little – but they were busy every where – and all for this! The rest of the Italians 
execrate them as you will do, & all honest men of all nations. – – – – – – 
 
1:2 
 
Poland and Ireland were Sparta and Spartacus compared to these villains. – But there is no <xxxx> 
{room} to be sufficiently bilious – nor bile enough to spit upon them – – 
I have had a letter from the Dougal. – And one from you some weeks ago. – I can give you no news in 
return that would interest you and indeed what can interest one after such a business? – – – 
I hear “Rogers cuts you” – because I called him “<Venerable>”234 – the next time I will state his age 
without the respect={able epithet} annexed to it – which in fact he does not deserve. – However he is 
Seventy three235 and I can prove it by the register. – – We see by the papers that you dine and return 
thanks as usual. – Fletcher says that 
 
1:3 
 

                                                 
233: Compare the corresponding passage to Kinnaird: “Try her – you will find her a good one to go – and she is – 
or was uncommonly firm of flesh – <an> a rarity in Italian & Southern women <past> after twenty. – – – She is 
also sufficiently expert in all the motions – like the rest of her countrywomen – and though a little too full in her 
person – – is certainly a desirable woman. – – Give my remembrances to Hobhouse …” B. to Kinnaird, May 31st 
1821: text from NLS Ms.43461; BLJ VIII 129-30. 
234: “Venerable” is erased but still legible. 
235: In fact Rogers was fifty-eight. 
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“he supposes you have got Bergami’s place by this time” – His literal words I assure you – and not a 
clinch of mine. – With regard to your objections to my chastising that Scoundrel Brougham – it will be 
time enough to answer them (and Douglas {also}) if ever we meet again; – which is not very certain. 
When you take away an honourable motive for returning to England why should I return? – To be 
abused & belied – and to live like a beggar with an income which in any other country {would} suffice 
for all the decencies of a Gentleman. – – Pray write when it suits you, I did not write because there was 
nothing to say – that could be said – without being pried into in this country of tyrants and Spies and 
foreign barbarians, let loose upon it again. 
 
1:4 
 
[at ninety degrees, to right of address:] From Murray I have had no news to signify except some 
literary intelligence about myself and other Scribblers. – I know nothing of the fortune of my 
publications – and can wait. – – – – – [at ninety degrees, to right of address:] I hope that you and yours 
prosper. 

ever yrs. most affecty. 
Bn 

 

Hobhouse to Byron, from 50 Hill Street, London, May 7th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 306-9) 
[Le très honourable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / Ravenne / Italie / par Calais] 
This letter conveys some idea of what being known as “Byron’s best friend” meant for Hobhouse 

in London. 

 
[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] for venturing to be jocose with you – Tis a cowardly dog for he 
thinks he shall he joined by all parties in attacking me – but shrinks from ever defending himself 
against you – However – I expect retribution. Write a line when convenient – your’s ever &c J. C. H. – 
 

50 Hill Street. May 7 
My dear Byron 
 A singular thing happened last Friday – Whilst Sir F. Burdett was preparing in his other 
room236 just before dinner came a post chaise to the door – The servant announced to him that Lord 
Byron was below – Burdett begg’d he would step up and promised to join him in a minute adding at 
the same time that he hoped Lord B would stay to dine Lady Burdett being expected – The messenger 
came back saying his Lordship had driven away before his answer arrived – I did not happen to be 
present but was stopt in the Park to know where you were – no one has yet been discovered who can be 
supposed to have assumed your stile and title – This is singular enough is it not? Burdett’s 
imprisonment terminates this day – I saw him in and I shall see him out – What asses our government 
are to think they punish a man by such a project – He has had all the world sympathising with him and 
half London – from the King’s brother (D. of Sussex)237 downwards, dining with him – I suppose you 
have heard all about the play238 – Kinnaird told me he had been an honest Chronicler of the events 
connected with his Doge ship to you so I shall say little – except that I was the only man who foretold 
that it would do well on the stage – so that ever after I shall expect you to hold me in as much esteem 
as Moliere did his old woman – But you sad fellow you 
 
1:2 
 
are always getting me into scrapes – I came home from the House of Commons one morning at two 
o’clock and found on my table a pamphlet “two letters &c to the Rt. Hon. Lord Byron from the 
Reverend W.L. Bowles &c239 and turning hastily to the last page saw something about “the gallant and 
puissant knight for Westminster.”240 The slip slop did not know that cities send citizens not knights.241 
But let that pass. Enough to tell you now is that the attack on the knight is the most blackguard you 
ever saw, it consists principally of a parody of your lines on Bowles and ends thus – 

                                                 
236: Burdett is in the King’s Bench Prison. 
237: The Duke of Sussex was a freemason and semi-covert radical Whig. 
238: Marino Faliero; premiered at Drury Lane the previous April. 
239: Published by Mu., who had published B.’s letter about Bowles; Mu. thus profits from both sides of the Pope-
Bowles controversy. 
240: Bowles makes a reference to H. 
241: H. is not a knight anyway. 
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 “Against king, Commons, Lords, and Canning bray 
 And do for hate what Santerre did for pay.” 
 
The “parson much bemused in beer” then goes on to state that he thinks that “the knight & he are now 
even” – and that he is now prepared to meet him in forgetfulness & good humour at the next Wiltshire 
dinner. – . What a strange conception this priest in drink must have of people to think – that he can 
compare them to cut-throats and jack apes – and then shake hands & slobber them – Every body who 
has spoken to me on the subject says the attack is the most brutal & ungentlemanlike he ever saw – 
L’ami Murray tells me as God is his judge he never saw it until it was published – but that’s a bounce 
no doubt – . It is lucky for me that the fellow is a clergyman or I should be obliged to wink & hold up 
my cold iron242 to him – I trust, however, that you will do 
 
1:3 
 
justice and sarve him out in stile – The allusion to Canning is made in consequence of a speech of mine 
on Reform of parliament which has made some noise & which I flatter myself you would if you read it 
approve – The Right Honorable George had chosen to suspect me of writing a certain letter to him 
some three years ago – and consequently threw out two uncivil sayings to or towards me in parliament 
– contriving so to do it as to prevent me from fitting the cap – I knew he had come over to England on 
purpose to speechify on Lambton’s motion indeed he had written to Lambton from Paris to that effect – 
so I got up a portrait of a political adventurer beginning from the Microcosm243 up to the last speech 
made by him against palace-yard demagogues – and closed my speech on Reform with it on the 17th of 
April – I bray’d to some tune I assure you – The prototype spoke not that evening & it was from his 
friends that the cry of adjournment came to give him time to sleep over his answer. – . The next day he 
shuffled out of the debate under the pretext of Lambton not being present – and he is now gone back to 
Paris – The effect in and out of parliament has been such as you would wish when in good humour and 
not bent on mischief making – I think he will not attack palace-yard demogogues again tho’ doubtless 
he will try his hand at something for which I shall take care to be ready – Had I not had provocation the 
attempt would have been impudent – but as it was I have been told on all hands – Whigs & Tories –  
that I was quite right – I was sensible that it would he either a complete hit or a complete miss – It was 
not the latter – and yet after this – after 
 
1:4 
 
[above address:] daring & I may say, dumbfounding the foremost man of our den, comes your yelping 
clerical cur & snaps at my heels – and that other ass Botherby244 says to me at Murray’s – “Well I hope 
you are pleased at Bowles’ good nature – he has made all smooth between you now.” [below address:] 
Pooh, said I, the fellow’s drunk – So, Byron you see what your “mention honorable au bulletin” has 
done for me – It is not enough that I must be bewrayed with filth in every form that anonymous slander 
can assume from the Quarterly down to the Courier – but you must set a vile pumple nosed parson at 
me with his beaver up – There is no dealing with this fellow – he goes about saying you have treated 
him with the utmost respect – and he absolutely apologises [letter concludes at top of first sheet] 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, May 20th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ VIII 121-3) 
[To, Jno. C.Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park. / nr. Hounslow / London / Angleterre // Inghilterra] 
 
Fletcher’s respects, & expects           Ravenna. May 20th. 
that you & Canning will                     1821. 
fight, but hopes not. – 
 
My dear Hobhouse / 
 Galignani gave with great accuracy your defence – & offence – for “this defence 
offensive comes by cause”245 <upon> {against} Mr. Canning – which is as pretty a piece of invective – 

                                                 
242: Shakespeare, Henry V, II i 5; Corporal Nym speaks. 
243: A journal founded by Canning. 
244: William Sotheby. 
245: Shakespeare, Hamlet II ii 103 (adapted: “for this effect defective comes by cause”). 
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as one would wish to read on a Summer’s day. – – You served him right – because he had attempted 
like Addison “to cuff down new=Hedged merit”. – Besides to talk of “a demagogue’s dimensions” to a 
Gentleman <under> {of}246 the middle stature – was downright “scurrilous”. – But you have not spared 
him – like the <Bat> Boatswain on boarding the French vessel (don’t you remember Bathurst’s story?) 
“no no you b – gg – r you fired first.” It is a piece of eloquence, – & the style much more easy than 
your usual prose (in writing that is) and I begin to think that your real strength <lik> lies in 
vituperation. – How did he look under it? – He has not attempted any rejoinder – but I suppose that you 
will be both at it for the remainder of yr. lives. – – 
 
1:2 
 
It must have had a great effect. I am glad {that} you quoted Pope too – that’s always right, – though 
you might as well have left out the further quotation from Sir Car Scrope – a vulgar lampooner of the 
most licentious gang of Charles the Second’s reign. – – You will be well acquainted with the row about 
the ryghte merry & conceitede tragedy247 of your humble Servant. – But you do not know that for four 
days I believed it damned – owing to a paragraph from an Italian French paper – {which added that I 
had brought it on the stage! –} The next post set me at ease on that point – by papers & letters – 
explaining the whole thing – but making me wonder that either the town or the Chancellor permitted 
the buffoons to go on acting it. – I bore the belief with philosophy as my letter to Murray written during 
the interval will show. – But this very circumstance is an additional one against the Managers – for 
 
1:3 
 
what can compensate for four such days to a man who had so anxiously avoided the exhibition? – Ten 
years ago I should have gone crazy – at present – I lived on as usual. – I will have the question brought 
to a pleading however – just to see how the right really stands. – It is thus far of import to all writers, 
for the future. 
Douglas has written – but neither you nor Moray – nor anybody else. – 
I cannot write news because the letters are all opened. – However I suppose you know what is no news 
– that the Neapolitans were bought & sold. – The Spy is here (in Ravenna) who carried the letters 
between Frimont & Carascosa – and <boasts> {complains publicly} of being ill=paid for his pains. – 
Perhaps he may be better paid if he don’t take care. – It is a savage sort of neighbourhood. – – Our 
Greek acquaintances are making a fight for it – which must be a dilemma for the Allies – who can 
neither take their part (as liberals) nor help longing for a <[  ] of> leg or a wing & bit of the heart – of 
 
 
1:4 
 
[at ninety degrees, to the right of address:] Turkey.248 – Will you tell Douglas that as he had agreed (& 
I also) upon that price with M. that of course I abide by it – but he should recollect that I have been 
entirely guided by himself (Douglas) & you – in your [at ninety degrees, to left of address:] opinion of 
what I ought to ask or receive. – From my absence & ignorance of how things stand in literature in 
England – It is impossible for me to know – how to act otherwise. I do not even know how the Bowles 
pamphlet has sold – nor the drama – nor anything else. – – 
Lady Noel is dangerously well again I hear. – Mrs. Leigh’s news who never sends any thing agreeable 
of herself or any= [up right-hand side:] =body else. yours ever 
 
Hobhouse to Byron, from London, June 19th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443 f.97; BB 310-12) 
[Pour / Le très honorable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / À Ravenne / Italie // par Calais] 
Hobhouse answers the previous item. 
 
[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] I assure you – she never sees me without asking after you & 
desiring to be remembered – John Murray shows about the epigram about the braziers, which I own I 
was sorry you had sent to him – he being totally unworthy of trust – he would sell you & all the world 

                                                 
246: B. erases the insult about H.’s height, but leaves it legible. 
247: Marino Faliero. 
248: B.’s first reference to the Greek War of Independence. His next two, which are even briefer, are to Moore, 
June 4th 1821, and to Murray, September 4th. 
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for a half farthing – I have promised to give a Mr Cradock a letter to you – he is hermosissimo 
muchachio of 19 – intelligent, agreeable, gentlemanly, and a great admirer of you & yours a son of 
Lord Somebody going into Greece – Pray be civil to him – Your very true 
 J. C. H. – 

 
[vertically down left-hand side:] I have not sent the article from the Traveller – it does not signify – 
 

London. June 19, 1821 
My dear Byron – 
 Serviteur très humble pour les choses très flatteuses que vous me dites sur le 
discours, et le Philippique assez merité contre Canning249 – I am glad you like it. I thought you would – 
I shall take the liberty of sending you a corrected copy of the whole speech which some Westminster 
Elector subscribed to print – You will, by this time, have seen how the fellow has tried to ride home 
upon our friend Burdett by challenging him for an affair two months cold – However he has completely 
failed – every body understands what he would be at and so much so that Lord Ossulston said to me a 
day or two ago, ‘C challenges B because he is angry with you all you have to pray for is that he may 
not be angry with any one else for if he should be he will challenge you’ There are not two opinions 
about Canning’s conduct in this affair concerning which I send you an article in a fashionable evening 
paper The Traveller – There is at the same time some trifling difference of sentiment respecting the 
manner in which the other party 
 
1:2 
 
declined the combat – All the world says B could not possibly fight upon such a pretext – but some say 
that he should have insisted upon Canning’s not threatening him with throat-cutting in his first letter – 
entre nous this was B’s own feeling – he had accepted the meeting and our friend the Douglas stept in 
& stopt it – I own there was some little oversight in the business. D.K. owns it too – but as D.K. has 
behaved with the utmost spirit as far as his own personal share in the transaction was concerned – 
every body attributes the oversight (which after all was immaterial) to the true cause, anxiety for his 
principal, who left the whole affair in his hands – It has not excited much discussion – The world is 
very dead with us – nothing done or talkt of being done – The coronation itself, which now seems 
likely to take place although there are still bets against, hardly excites any curiosity – The Queen lives 
quietly & reputably – and I think is gaining a peg or two – Her concert the other night was attended by 
Lady Tavistock, Lady Milton & Lady Jersey amongst others – which is a very gallant thing on the part 
of those dames considering the efforts made to keep them away – A scoundrel – whom some 
 
1:3 
 
think to be your old school fellow “Billy the bear o.” has set up a newspaper to defame all those who 
countenance Queeney. The name of the paper was John Bull & Theodore Hook wrote ballads for it – 
some one (thought to be Croker,) furnished the private court scandal – and the paper went on 
swimmingly until one day it accused Grey Bennett of being a shy-cock in consequence of some 
apology made by him in parliament – G. B. took it up & Alexander Baring after some ridiculous scenes 
called examination at the bar moved to send the printer & editor to Newgate – The fellows deserved 
flogging but I could not consent to summary punishment by our damn’d den so, notwithstanding the 
prayers of several Whig cronies, I divided the House and had twenty two with me against 109 – The 
bulls accordingly are now in Newgate – and I must own one good thing has been done by the jail for 
the paper has fallen wofully since the committal of the braves in question – The talk of a partial change 
of administration has died away – Canning, they say, asked too much – The King has been coquetting a 
good deal with the Whigs lately – dined at Devonshire House – given a ball to Whig children – Lady 
 
1:4 
 
[above address:] Cunningham encourages all this – you know she is Dennison’s sister, the Whig MP 
for Surrey – The King has had a welt cut off his head – they were eight minutes about it & he bore it 
with many grimaces – dit on – Parliament hastens to a close – The country gentlemen (of Boodledom 
as Lord Kinnaird calls them) [below address:] have just gained a victory over ministers about a horse 

                                                 
249: “I’m your humble servant for the flattering things you’ve said about the speech, and the well-merited 
Phillipic against Canning”. 
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tax & it is thought ministers will allow them to retain this advantage as a sop to the landed interest 
which has become very clamorous – But all this to you – who hate politics – !! You have heard by this 
time of the event touching your tragedy – By the way do not cut at poor Queeney in your Don Juan 
about Semiraris, her courser courier250 – She would feel it very much [letter concludes at top of first 

sheet.] 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, July 6th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; 1922 II 176-7; QII 656-7; BLJ VIII 148-9) 
[To, / J.C.Hobhouse <Esqre> Esqre / Whitton Park / nr Hounslow / nr London / Angleterre / Inghiterra.] 
Byron answers the previous item. 

R.a July 6th. 1821. 
My Dear H. / 
 I have written by this post to Murray to omit the stanza to which you object. – In case he should 
forget – you can jog his memory. I have also agreed to a request of Madame Guiccioli’s not to continue 
that poem further. – She had read the French translation and thinks it a detestable production. – This 
will not seem strange {even} in Italian morality – because women all over the world always retain their 
Free masonry – and as that consists in the illusion of the Sentiment – which constitutes their sole 
empire – (all owing to Chivalry – & the Goths – the Greeks knew better) all works which refer to the 
comedy of the passions – & laugh at Sentimentalism – of course are proscribed by the whole Sect. – I 
never knew a woman who did not admire Rousseau – and hate Gil Blas & de Grammont and the like – 
for the same reason. – And I never met with a woman English or foreign who did not do as much by D. 
J. – 
 
1:2 
 
As I am docile – I yielded and promised to confine myself to the “high flying of Buttons” (you 
remember Pope’s phrase)251 for the time to come. – You will be very glad of this – as an earlier 
opponent of that poem’s publication. – – – – 
I have only read your Canningippic in the papers – but even there it was worthy of anything since 
{those} against Anthony. – – – – 
You must not give letters to me. – I have taken an oath against being civil, ever since – – you will see 
my reason in the last note to Marino Faliero. – I have sent to England a tragedy252 a month ago – & I 
am in the fifth act of another.253 – Murray has not acknowledged its arrival – I must one day break with 
that gentleman, if he is not the civiler. – Of Burdett’s affair I cannot judge – so I made an epigram on it 
– which I sent to 
 
1:3 
 
Douglas Kd. By the way now the funds are up, stir him up, – and the bloody trustees. – It would give 
me pleasure to see some of you, that I might gossip over the late revolt – (<are> {or} rather revolting) 
transactions of these parts.  – – Things are far from quiet even now. – Have you seen my “Elegy on the 
recovery of Lady Noel”? 
 

 “Behold the blessings of a lucky lot! 
 “My play is damned – and Lady Noel not. 

 
Do you know that your bust was sent to England (via Livorno) months ago? Let me hear from or of 
you. 
yrs. [scrawl] 
 
P.S. – Fletcher is turned Money lender, and puts out money (here) at 20 per cent – Query – will he get 
it again? Who knows? 
 
August 8th 1821: Don Juan III, IV and V published. 
 

                                                 
250: See D.J. V st.61. 
251: Pope, Imitation of Chaucer, l.19 (“Fore-piece and buttons all to-brest”) 
252: Sardanapalus. 
253: The Two Foscari. 
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Hobhouse to Byron, from London, August 12th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443 f.98; BB 314-15) 
[Pour / Le très honorable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / à Ravenne / en Italie //  John C. 
Hobhouse] 
Hobhouse agrees with Teresa, and advises Byron to discontinue Don Juan. He answers the 

previous item. 
 
[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] Doubtless she died for a broken heart in the common sense of the 
term – Her behavior during her short illness was beyond all praise – It was very kind & considerate of 
you to leave out about Semiramis & her Courier – farewell clear B & write to your 

J. C. H. 
 

London. August 12, 1821 
My dear Byron – 
 I am glad to find by your last letter that the snake is skotched but not killed254 – as 
Johnson said – “Sir I can wait” – In the mean time you scribble as much as Mr Gibbon & I have the 
happiness of regularly perusing your lucubrations – The three Cantos of the Don are just out – 
However much I may admire that production and however much others may admire it (and some there 
are who think it your best work) I am still glad that you have been persuaded to bring it to a close – 
Take Doctor’s advice – let your readers get up from you with an appetite – This is right with the best 
works and of course more right where there is any doubt as to the nature of the performance – La 
Signora to be sure knows her sex & resembles her sex – The comedy of love is not to their or her taste 
– how should it be – We have, besides, as good authority as her’s, for knowing that love is a very 
serious business – You may make fun of it, but there is little 
 
1::2 
 
fun in it – Your Don is too much of a joker to be a real favorite although the ladies like to be thought 
able to appreciate his merits as they are those of substantial vice for fear of being taken for cold & 
passionless – 
Your Sardanapalus is to my poor way of thinking very interesting – I am not quite sure that I like it as 
well as the Doge & certainly it will {not} do so well for acting – but I repeat it is, to my taste, very 
interesting & will be even more so for those who never heard of the catastrophe by which your hero 
closed himself & dynasty – The two Foscari have not yet reached me – I am thinking of employing this 
recess in writing a little essay on Italian tragedy & appending to it to a translation of Francesca da 
Rimini which if you recollect we began together at Milan – I wish you would help me – you could run 
 
1:3 
 
off two or three sheets of hints loose or connected in no time – Your opinion for instance of Alfieri’s 
plays individually255 – at least of the best of them – Or perhaps the present state of the stage with which 
your long residence & habits & must make you perfectly well acquainted – I shall, if I can, do the thing 
in the style of the essay on Italian literature which, if I recollect right, you thought well done You will 
be glad to hear that I learn from competent judges (Elmsley for example) that the antiquarian part of 
my Illustrations of your Childe is the only tolerable thing that has been produced of late years 
respecting Italy. – The Reviews took no notice of them – I am convinced they were unable to find fault 
& unwilling to bestow praise – A radical can expect nothing from Edinburgh or London except (when 
best treated) entire silence – 
 
1:4 
 
[above address:] Pray give me a little help towards my before mentioned scheme – I am bent upon it 
for notwithstanding late occupations of another & more noisy kind I return greedily, like a dog to his 
vomit, to my old unsuccessful pursuits Since I wrote last, Napoleon dead and the poor Queen [below 

address:] dead. The first event created no sensation at all here – the latter I think is deeply felt – but 
very little is said or done – regret {& shame} on the one hand & indignation & conscious impotence on 

                                                 
254: Shakespeare, Macbeth, III ii 13. 
255: B. does not do this; it would be interesting to know how many of Alfieri’s plays he actually knew. 
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the other hand cause this apparent composure. She is not buried yet & it is now said that she will 
positively be buried in Brunswick [letter concludes at top of first sheet.] 
 
Hobhouse to Byron, from London, September 24th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443 f.99; BB 317-18) 
[Pour / Le très honorable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / à Ravenne / en Italie // par Calais] 
 
[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] the present bad harvest may convince some landlords – but as the 
price of stocks still keeps up, the fund-lords will be for bolstering up the business as long as possible – 
How lucky for your friend Moore that he was not in Ireland during the King’s Visit, he would have 
been called upon to play the volunteer laureate – how are you in health? let me know – ever your’s 
truly, J.C.H. 

London – Sept: 24 – 1821 
My dear Byron – 
 It is an age since I heard from you – but of you I hear pretty regularly except when I am at 
a distance from the Honorable D. K. or John Murray Esquire one of whom, I think, has news at you at 
the least once a week on concerns poetical or personal – I wrote to you not a long time ago time enough 
for an answer but have had none – Pray write when you have nothing better to do – You complain of 
faults in the last cantos of the Don – I looked over the proof but not with the manuscript before me – 
Some difficult passages I did see but imputed that circumstance to a certain habitude of my own rather 
than to a printer’s blunder – but I did not see any thing very outrageous – As to leaving out passages I 
made one or two pencil marks concluding the proofs would go to you 
 
1:2 
 
previously to publication, but I presume that my desperate hooks have not slashed out any of your good 
things. If this enormity has been committed some other hand has, I should think, been at work; for I too 
well know your paternal propensities, to interfere in the last instance with your offspring – You had 
better give precise orders and then no doubt you will be obeyed – for I assure you that you are held in a 
very respectable degree of dread by your literary correspondants – I have not seen your Foscari – 
Murray has not sent them to me – when he does I will write and let you know which pleases me, 
according to my poor way of thinking most – the Foscari or Sardanapalus – Have you thought of the 
request I made you as to the state of dramatic writing &c in Italy? ’Twould be a dispensation worthy of 
you – if you have no better work in hand – No Bowles to play at – By the way his argument is a better 
thing than I thought him capable of – The style flippant & foolish, but some 
 
1:3 
 
of the turns happy .. He has not touched upon the sorest part – namely his villainy towards Pope – there 
he was right – As for his attack on the Westminster knight is the slip slop dunce calls him – the West: 
knight has given him a parody in return – since he is so fond of parodies – here it is – 
 
 Should parson Bowles yourself or friend compare 
 To some French cut-throat – if you will – Santerre – 
 Or heap malignant on your living head 
 The smut & dirt he poured on Pope when dead – 
 Say what reply? or how with him to deal 
 Sot without sense and tool that cannot feel? 
 You would not parley with a printer’s hack 
 You cannot cane him – for his coat is black 
 Reproof & chastisement were idly spent 
 On one who calls a kick a compliment – 
 At large then leave him to lampoon & lie 
 Safe in his Parson’s gown and infamy – 
 
We have no news & if we had Castlereagh & the King would be likely to bring it to you for they either 
are to, or have, set out on their travels & there is no saying where they may go – if they get as far as 
Ravenna pray give a good account of them – There is a talk of a change of administration – that is from 
bad to worse – Liverpool to resign and Wellington to be at the head of our 
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1:4 [above address:] affairs – The dismissa1 of Sir Robert Baker and of Sir Robert Wilson for saving 
the lives of the people on the 14th of August256 looks as if some serious business was in hand – We have 
a set of pretty fellows over us have [below address:] we not? if we do not know them by this time it is 
not their fault and yet after the specimen we have seen of the flowers of Blarney and the perpetual 
coquettings even now going on to introduce some Whigs into place it must be thought that we are still 
in the dark as to the true nature & character of the present system – Perhaps [letter concludes at top of 

first sheet.] 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, October 12th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; 1922 II 202-4; BLJ VIII 239-41) 
[<To – J.C.Hobhouse Esqre M.P. / Whitton Park / Hounslow / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra / 
Hounslow>]257 
Byron answers the previous item. He expresses his anticipation of an English revolution, his 

preference for a republic, and his desire to get his money out of the Funds. 

 
<Septr> Octr. 12th. 1821. 

My dear Hobhouse / I had written already to ask “Mr. Nisby what he thought of the Grand Vizier”258 
and of the Greeks our old acquaintances – – I think you have given Bowles his Gruel with your parody 
on Savage – which is certainly {much} better than his parody on the legitimate Savage (I once saw 
somewhere a parallel between us) and must have put him into a fine tantrum – as for “Argument” “I 
never dispute your talents in making a Goose=pye Mrs. Primrose – so pray leave argument to me.”259 – 
– – – – – – – – 
As to the printer’s errors – Oons! – what do you think of “Adriatic {side of the} Bosphorus” – of  
“praise” for “pair”260 “precarious” for “precocious”261 and “case” for “chase”262 – – Mr. Murray has 
received a trimmer – I promise you – not without cause. – Our friend Douglas has also been seducing 
me into mercantile contradictions – lstly. by writing letter after 
 
1:2 
 
letter to convince me that M. never offered me enough for the past M.S.S. – and then when I had 
refused what was really an inadequate offer – turning round upon me and desiring me to accept it! – – – 
Now as Croaker says – “plague take it – there must be a right and a wrong”263 – and what is it? – 
Douglas contradicted himself so suddenly, I don’t know. – – 
However since that – I sent two more Poeshies to A. Street – “Cain”, a tragedy in three acts – “a Vision 
of Judgement” by way of reversing Rogue Southey’s – in my finest ferocious Caravaggio Style – and a 
third entitled – “the Irish Avatar” – upon the late Irishisms of the Blarney people in Dublin. – All 
which I pray you to look at – I am mistaken if this two latter are not after your own radi= 
 
1:3 
 
=cal heart. – – Your infamous Government will drive all honest men into the necessity of reversing it – 
– I see nothing left for it – but a republic now – an opinion which I have held aloof as long as it would 
let me. – Come it must – they do not see this – – but all this driving will do it – it may not be in ten or 
twenty years but it is inevitable – and I am sorry for it. – When we read of the beginnings of 
revolutions in a few pages – it seems as if they had happened in five minutes – whereas years have 
always been and must be their prologues – – it took from eighty eight to ninety three – to decide the 
French one – and the English are a tardy people. – – I am so persuaded that all English one is inevitable 
– that I am moving Heaven and earth – – (that is to say Douglas Kinnaird – and <the> Medea’s trustee) 
to get me out of the funds. – – 
 
1:4 
 

                                                 
256: Wilson was cashiered for ordering troops not to fire on the crowd at the Queen’s funeral. 
257: The address is scrawled through systematically. 
258: Addison, Spectator, No.317, March 4th 1711-12. 
259: Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield, Chap.6. 
260: DJ V 1, 3. 
261: DJ V 157, 5. 
262: DJ V, 123, 4. 
263: Goldsmith, The Good-Natur’d Man, Act IV. 
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I would give all I have to see the Country fairly free – but till I know that giving – or rather losing it – 
would free it – you will excuse my natural anxiety for my temporal affairs. – – – 
Still I can’t approve of the ways of the radicals – they seem such very low imitations of the Jacobins. – 
– I do not allude to you and Burdett – but to the Major264 and to Hunt of Bristol & little Waddington265 
&c. &c. – If I came home (which I never shall) I should take a decided part in politics – with pen and 
person – & (if I could revive my English) in the house – but am not yet quite sure what part – except 
that it would not be in favour of these abominable tyrants. – – – 
I certainly lean towards a republic – all history – and experience is in its’ favour even the French – for 
though they butchered thousands of Citizens at first, yet more were killed in any one of 
 
2:1 
 
2.) the great battles than ever perished by a democratical proscription. – – – – 
America is a Model of force and freedom & moderation – with all the coarseness and rudeness of it’s 
people. – I have been thinking over what you say of Italian tragedy – but have been rather surprized to 
find that I know very little about it – and I have so little turn for that kind of disquisition that I should 
only spoil your sager lucubrations. – I believe I said as much in a former letter. – You will make a 
better thing of it without me. – – – 
You enquire after my health – it is as usual – but I am subject to great depression of spirits – 
occasionally; without sufficient cause. – Preserve yours. – –  

yrs. ever 
[scrawl] 

P.S. – Address to Pisa. – 
 
2:2 
 
[above erased address:] P.S. An anecdote is just come into my head – I don’t know how. Do you 
remember Madame Michelli at Venice? – When young she took a fancy to Dragonetti the great fiddler 
– – and whispered in his ear to come to her at a certain hour on the morrow – he asked [below erased 

address:] her “if he was to bring his great fiddle” – & she was so shocked that she <canced> revoked 
her rendezvous. – – Madame Benzon told me this – an excellent authority on the exploits of her 
cotemporaries. – – – – – 
I put this nonsense to fill the vacant sheet up. – 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Ravenna, October 16th 1821: 
(Source: not yet found in NLS Ms.43440; BLJ VIII 224) 
 
[September 27? post mark Oct. 16. 1821] 
[Beginning of letter missing] 
I have just received a very inconsistent epistle from our friend Douglas K. – now all I ask is that he will 
not write contradictions of himself every two months. – 
 
P.S. – Could you without trouble rummage out from my papers the first (or half) act of [a] tragedy that 
I began in 1815 – called “Werner” – Make Murray cut out “the German’s tale” in Lee’s Canterbury 
tales (the subject of the drama) – – & send me both by the post – they will come in a letter like the 
proofs – – I am determined to make a struggle for the more regular drama266 – without encouragement 
– – for Murray & his Synod do nothing but throw cold water on what I have done hitherto. – – But they 
may be damned for aught that I mind them. – On the 11th. Inst. I sent a “Manfred” sort of thing called 
“Cain” – has he shown it to you? – Of course I write for the reader & not for the stage – – so – no need 
of “Mr. Upton”267 – – I have also sent hint a letter (enclosed to D. K.) requesting him to send me no 
more reviews either of praise or censure – nor opinions of any sort from him or his friends – – – the 
fact is – that they irritate & take off one’s attention which may be better employed than in listening to 
either libels or flatteries. I have begged this of him – – under pains and penalties of another “English 
Bards &c.” – my Bile could easily make Chyle of him & his – in such a production if they don’t let me 

                                                 
264: Major Cartwright, subject of B.’s third and last Lords Speech. 
265: Either Samuel Waddington, radical shoemaker, or Samuel Waddington, the radical hop-merchant. 
266: But Werner ignores the Unities and is not “regular”. 
267: H.’s nom-de-voyage when he wrote the prologue to Maturin’s Bertram in 1816. 
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alone – – or at least keep me in ignorance of their prate – – let them chatter or scribble – so that I 
neither hear nor see them – which is not likely here till they send on purpose. 
 
Hobhouse to Byron, November 6th 1821: 

 
This letter has disappeared. In it Hobhouse gives a very negative appraisal of Cain. On Oct 28 1821, he 
writes in his diary: “Returned to Murray the bookseller the proofs of Cain, a poem by Lord Byron. 
Burdett and I read this poem, which is inconceivably ridiculous and dull. I think it alternate raving and 
drivelling, with scarce one specimen of real poetry or even musical numbers in it. He says in a letter to 
Kinnaird” [BLJ VIII 205] “that it is written in his purest metaphysical manner. Some will call it 
blasphemous, and I think the whole world will finally agree in thinking it foolish. Yet I hear Tom 
Moore says it is the best thing Byron ever wrote”. On Nov 6 1821 he writes, “Walked to Melton, after 
writing a long letter to Byron in which I gave him my opinion of Cain and of the transaction respecting 
his Memoirs”. This would be the most revealing of all Hobhouse’s letters to Byron. For part of Byron’s 
reaction, see letter to Murray of Nov 24, 21, in which he describes it as “in a style which savours 
somewhat of the London tavern” (BLJ IX 70). Hints as to what the letter contained are at Medwin 
pp.126-7: “Hobhouse has denounced ‘Cain’ as irreligious, and has penned me a most furious epistle, 
urging me not to publish it, as I value my reputation or his friendship. He contends that it is a work I 
should not have ventured to put my name to in the days of Pope, Churchill, and Johnson (a curious 
trio!) Hobhouse use to write good verses once himself, but he seems to have forgotten what poetry is in 
others, when he says my ‘Cain’ reminds him of the worst bombast of Dryden’s” (Medwin p.126; 
Hobhouse’s reaction, printed on p.127, reveals no more). 
 Hobhouse also reveals that Murray thinks the bust of Byron by Thorwaldsen is for him: and 
berates Byron for giving his Memoirs to Moore. 
 Hobhouse defends the letter on January 23rd 1822 (see below). 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Pisa, November 23rd 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ IX 67-8) 
[To, J. C. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park. / Hounslow / nr. London / Angleterre // Inghilterra] 
Byron answers the previous (lost) item. 

Pisa. Novr. 23d. 1821. 
My dear Hobhouse / 
 Murray must have been crazy or tipsy to imagine that the Bust could be for him! I 
distinctly explained (at least I thought so) that it was only <sent> {addressed} to him as an Admiralty 
Officer – to get it through the custom house – {but} at my expence. – I am sure you must see at once 
that I was not to blame in it. – How could you suppose for a moment the possibility of such a transfer? 
– I thought indeed to save you trouble. – But you have got it and there’s an end. – – – – 
I dare say your opinion about “Cain” is the right one – but as there are opposite opinions upon it – and 
of sensible men too (for instance our friend’s Brother Henry Matthews the “Invalid traveller” and 
Moore &c. why – as 
 
1:2 
 
Fielding said “Damn them let them find that out!” – They {(i.e. the public)} will find it out I dare say 
fast enough – but I can’t burn it – on the contrary it must take its’ chance, with the other two, plays or 
whatever they may be called. – – I have no violent paternal feelings upon the subject – and as a proof 
of it – I write you this not an hour after getting your letter. – – I know only one motive for publishing 
any thing with a sensible man – and I think Johnson has already quoted that. – As to Johnson and Pope 
– surely your admiration cannot surpass mine of them – – <I not only> {and} had they lived now – I 
would not have published a line of any thing I have ever written.268 – – I thought I had expressed my 
opinion on such matters 
 
1:3 
 
already in my letter upon Pope. – – 

                                                 
268: A striking statement of B.’s literary conservatism. 
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But the volume with Murray must take its’ chance – because rhymes bring more than “a sheet of 
speech” as the author says in “Andria –”269 though I recollect now that he says the reverse – “the sheet 
of speech” then bringing more than “the rhymes”. –  
With regard to “the Memoirs” I can only say – that Moore acted entirely with my approbation in the 
whole transaction – and that I desire no profit whatever from it. – Do you really mean to say that I have 
not as good a right to leave such an M.S. <before> after my death – as the thousands before me who 
have done the same? – – Is there no reason that I should? – Will not my life (it is egotism but you know 
this is true 
 
1:4 
 
of all men who have had a name even if they survive it) be given in a false and unfair point of view by 
others? – I mean false as to praise as well as censure? – – – 
If you have any personal feelings upon it – {I can say} as far as I recollect {that} you are mentioned 
without anything that could annoy you – and if otherwise it shall be cut out. – – – 
This is all I can do about them – or indeed am disposed to do; – whatever blame there is attaches to me 
and not to Moore – who merely acted from my suggestion to him – to whom the papers were left as a 
kind of legacy. – Excuse the haste of this scrawl – and believe me ever & very truly yrs. [scrawl] 
 
P.S. {Pray} write freely – I think we have 
both done so for many years – and 
I shall do so by you on the first 
opportunity – I mean of your works. – – – 
 
2:1 
 
If you think a little you must allow that there is nothing discreditable to Moore <about> {in} selling 
“the Memoirs” for he did it at my suggestion – and to me there can be none – for I neither have nor 
would accept a sixpence from the purchase. – They are sold with the express stipulation of not being 
published during the writer’s lifetime. – I gave them to him three years ago – and I desired him to sell 
them now – to help him out of his “Bermuda” <scrape> scrape – – now it appears to me that there is 
nothing but what is honourable in the fact and in the motive. – 
I shall conclude – as you are fond of “Johnson” with a quotation from his life of Edmond Smith. – 
“Pray, Rag, when were you drunk last?” – –  
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Pisa, November 24th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ IX 69) 
[To, Jno Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park. / Hounslow / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 
An addition to the previous item. 

Novr. 24th. 1821. 
Dr H. 
 On recollection I am as sure as Memory can be – that the address I forwarded to Thorwaldsen 
was to J. H. Esqre. M.P. – to the care of J. M. &c. &c. – – – 
now if Murray did not understand this I do not see how I am to blame. – It appeared to me as simple as 
the address of a letter – particularly – when I was to pay the postage. – – – 
If you are anxious to know my opinion of the style of yr. letter I refer you [Ms. tear: “to”] Douglas 
Kinnaird – to whom I have written by this post upon the subject. You remind me of the new peer 
quoted by Tom Shuffleton – who “if a single knob is knocked out of his new coronet will make me a 
much sharper speech than ever he will produce in parliament”. – But as I once heard Fletcher observe – 
“being too often Chairman spoils a man’s manners.” 

[ink spot] 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Pisa, December 16th 1821: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ IX 81-2) 
[To, John Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park. / nr. Hounslow / London / Angleterre // Inghilterra] 
Hobhouse has not answered either of the two previous items. 

Pisa. Decr. 16th. 1821. 

                                                 
269: By Terence. See also DJ I, 30, 5. 
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Dear Hobhouse / I have waited several posts in the hope that you might perhaps stumble upon the 
papers I mentioned – the first act of a thing begun in 1815. – called “Werner”. – If you can’t it don’t 
much matter – only let me know it. – 
You will by this time have received my very temperate answer to your very tipsy letter. – I forgive you 
as a Christian should do – that is I never will forgive you as long as I live – and shall certainly pay you 
in kind with interest the very first opportunity – but that need break no squares between us – as it hath 
been our custom for several years – the example being first set by yourself at Cambridge and Brighton. 
– “Don’t you remember what happened seven years ago?” yrs. ev[long squiggle] 
 
December 19th 1821: Cain, Sardanapalus, and The Two Foscari published. 

 

Hobhouse to Byron, from London, January 3rd 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 320-2) 
Answering the three previous items, Hobhouse defends his (lost) letter attacking Cain. Absence of 

an address, and numerous revisions, make this read like a draft. 
London. Jan. 3, 1822 – 

Dear Byron – 
 Had you been sent to prison for publishing Cain and had I written a ballad on that imprisonment 
and had sent that ballad open in a letter to be laid on the table of Mr Murray’s reading room I think you 
might, in that case, with some propriety have <called me tipsey, unmannerly, unfriendly, and indeed 
something worse than either of these epithets usually convey> – applied to me the injurious expressions 
with which I find myself assailed in your letter to Kinnaird – In that case you might have complained 
of my conduct to a mutual friend, and you might have  
 
1:2 
 
threatened me with a retaliative Lampoon or, to use your own phrase, with “paying me off & with 
interest” 
 As it is I can accuse myself of nothing but imprudence in risking your displeasure in a question 
where my own interest was totally unconcerned – and of flying in the face of the proverb so repeatedly 
proved good, that there are two especial fools in the world, one who gives advice and the other who 
does not take it . – . You tell Mr. Kinnaird that this advice was given in the “grossest terms” and 
{characterize my letter, both to him & to me in language which I am unwilling to repeat} I do recollect 
that the portion of the letter which referred to Mr. Murray’s attempt to <rob me> {appropriate} my bust 
was conceived in  
 
1:3 
 
language which I never would have used except all in confidence and half in joke – But this part of the 
letter had no reference whatever to you or to any transaction in which you had been concerned – and 
considering all our dealings & long intimacy {the freedom with which we have always been 
accustomed to talk of our friends and associates} I must say I did not expect to have a charge made 
against me for <writing in any terms rude or otherwise of any person not your friend. > treating your 
publisher rudely and coarsely or in any way which my immediate inclination happened to prompt – 
The remainder of my letter referring to Cain and to the Memoirs was not written in gross terms – It was 
written in strong terms mixed up with such expressions as showed my fear and unwillingness either to 
offend or annoy you – Read that part of my letter again and I think you will regret having  
 
1:4 
 
designated my private correspondence in such irritable terms to any third person so as to oblige me to 
put myself upon the defensive not to you but to him – You seem entirely to forget that the thing said 
was not of you but to you, not publickly, but so privately that no third person had the slightest 
cognizance of the {terms of the} letter – Also you seem to forget that the advice ventured to be given 
was concerning an event which might not occur, and not concerning any past transaction which it 
might be useless {to deprecate} and unkind to <deprecate> {condemn}. I told you how sorry I should 
be if that advice <annoyed you> {gave you any pain} – I beg you to believe that I am very sorry that 
<the advice has annoyed you> {such has been the effect of <your> {my} letter – If, however, you have 
been  
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2:1 
 
annoyed I can assure you that I have been {also} annoyed <by the means chosen by you to convey 
your displeasure me> and that whatever may be in your mind the magnitude of my involuntary offense 
you may enter upon your tablets “l’ha pagata”270 
 If after what I have said you should {still} think that my <dislike of your poem and of your 
buying a biographer, as it appears to me, under the pretext of doing a generous action, communicated 
to you confidentially, is, in truth, so unwarrantable a liberty> {confidentially communicating to you my 
hopes that you would not publish Cain and that you would not ratify a transaction by which you might 
appear to have bought a biographer under the pretext of doing a generous action was taking so 
unwarrantable a liberty with you} that you must, in return, endeavour to <injure me with my friends> 
<& with the public> {do me some private or public injury, all I can add is} I shall be extremely vexed 
at the time but shall certainly feel, on my own accounts, no  
 
2:2 
 
<permanent regrets – You will have the laugh with you but I trust that it is out of any man’s power 
except my own to do me a lasting mischief> – Now I must bear {that} as I have bourne other assaults 
from <ancient intimates> {unexpected quarters} and yet am alive & whole <to tell of them> {at this 
day}. As Edgar says “and ch’ud ha’ zwaggered out of my life, ’twould not ha’ been so long as ’tis a 
fortnight.”271 
 after all that has passed an indifferent spectator would look upon our ancient alliance as being 
rather in a ricketty condition. Perhaps, however, intimacies are in more danger from slow decay than 
from <that sort of sudden snare which has been sprung under our feet> {sudden blast}272 I trust that 
our’s may survive this explosion – but at any rate, the the memory of former days and the.  
 
2:3 
 
<I do not mean to drivel and drawl on this occasion but shall say once for all that I shall be sorry if you 
choose to carry this foolish affair either to a private or open rupture. As for “the scene” which it seems 
your forbearance prevented you from making be assured that you would have had such a scene entirely 
to yourself, for the memory of former days> and the resolution never to call in the public to take a part 
in <my> a private squabble <would make me refrain from entering the stage in> will prevent me from 
acting a part in any scene whe I <stand> might have to appear in the character of your antagonist. If 
therefore you resolve upon such a scene you will have the stage all to yourself. I do not know that I 
have any thing more to say on this unpleasant Subject and I hope I have not said too much – 
 I have to apologize for not sending Werner on the receipt of your letter but the truth is I have not 
been at home for nearly four months and could not, therefore, look over your papers. In a few days I 
shall <go to Whitton> & do  
 
2:4 
 
what you desire – Pray command me at any time that you think I can tender you the slightest service in 
this or any other way – and believe me very truly your’s J. C. Hobhouse 
 
[rest of 2:4 blank. No address.] 

 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Pisa, January 18th 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440;  BLJ IX 88-9) 
[To, Jno. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park. / nr. Hounslow / London / Angleterre // Inghilterra] 
Byron answers the previous item. 

Pisa. Jy 18th. 1822. 
Dear Hobhouse / 
 You are a pretty fellow to talk about “ballads” and “tu quoques”. – Did not you begin 
first? did you not ballad me at Brighton? – in Piccadilly – and at Venice? – – However I am so 
perfectly in the right – that I forgive <you> and restore you to my good graces. – I don’t recollect any 

                                                 
270: H. quotes B.’s note to the last line of The Two Foscari. 
271: Shakespeare, King Lear IV vi 240-1. Edgar “speaks” to Oswald. 
272: “slow decay … sudden blast”: Johnson, Lines on the Death of Dr Robert Levett, l.3. 
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thing about the “public” – or a paper war – neither do I see what the “public” could have to do with the 
matter. – – My payment with interest was merely to have talked to you of your speeches – or some new 
work – in the same style – you bestowed upon me in your epistle – and see how you liked it. – – 
But I can’t go on with such nonsense – nor squabble about anything of the kind – that is to say in 
earnest. – As for “Prison” and “Cain” there is great hope (Murray says) of seeing him the said Murray 
in durance 
 
1:2 
 
for publishing the same – a consummation which he deserves for his shuffling with me for some time 
past – though not about the bust – which (he swears) he never meant to appropriate – when once he 
knew it to be yours – which to be sure he ought to have discovered directly. – – So – you shall see that 
he shan’t want a ballad either – in proper place. – As for “purchasing a biographer under pretext of 
doing a generous action” – I am willing to bear that imputation rather than have Moore or anyone else 
suppose that He is at all obliged to me. – – – 
I suppose however that like most men who have been talked about – I might have had – (if I did not 
outlive my reputation which however is not unlikely) a biographer without purchase – since most other 
scribblers have two or three – gratis. – – – – – – 
Besides – I thought that I had written my own. – – 
 
1:3 
 
But – damn all this nonsense. – – What are you about? – Hunting? – – I have not been able to hold out 
till you fished up the first act {of “Werner”} – but have written four new acts (and am in labour with 
the fifth) of the same drama. – But I should like to see the old first – nevertheless – to compare it with 
the subsequent sketch. – – . I do not know anything here that would interest you at all – nothing but the 
Russian war – or not war – is talked about. – – 
Douglas has not got “the Vision” publicated – will you axe him why? – as – he seemed to like it – and 
to wish it “stampata.” – – – 
What is to be done in politics this year? I think the struggle seems approaching – let me know yrs. ever 
& truly [scrawl] 
 
P.S. 
Our late Correspondence reminds me 
of one of yours at College with poor Matthews 
 
1:4 
 
[at ninety degrees, to right of address:] in which one of his letters commenced with – “Your 
atrabilarious disposition Hobhouse!” &c. and yours ended with reproaching him with “picking out petty 
peculiarities and treasuring up trifling defects.” A pretty instance of alliteration. – 
But “I’ll have a frisk with you, you dog” not=[at ninety degrees, to left of address:]=withstanding. – I 
have got some good claret <here> {from Leghorn} – which I wish you was here to ingurgitate. 
 

Lady Noel dies on January 28th 1822. From now on Byron can style himself “Noel Byron”. 

 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Pisa, March 9th 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440;  BLJ IX 123-5) 
[To, J. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park. / nr. Hounslow / London / Angleterre // Inghilterra] 
The Hobhouse letter which Byron is here answering seems missing. 

Pisa. March 9th. 1822. 
My dear Hobhouse / 
 “If I am of age let me have my fortin”273 – why did you not write to me before? – 
Now that the old Lady is gone – I forgive her memory which is perhaps more than she would have 
done by mine. – 
I had already forgiven Murray before I received your epistle – so that I cannot assume the merit of 
complying with your request. – – I dare say you are quite right – and it seems that you were not far 
wrong about that ’ere “Cain” – which must be a Rochfoucault consolation for you. – I will however 

                                                 
273: Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, Act II. 
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make one remark which is that your letter gave me far more pain – than all this outcry – which has had 
no great effect, at least, upon myself. – My wrath with Murray arose from previous considerations long 
before the publication of the plays, – but – as I have graciously ac= 
 
1:2 
 
=corded a pardon to my own Interest, you may be spared the recapitulation of an author’s irritabilities. 
– – – – – – – –  
To Douglas Kd I have written various letters on business – also to Spooney – also to Sir Francis Burdett 
– asking him to arbitrate on my behoof and behalf. – – 
I also wish to press upon Douglas Kd. two things – the one – to insure Lady B’s life for me for ten 
thousand pounds – (as I <have> {partake} only her life interest in the property) in case of accident – 
for the first two or three years, – & the other to extricate my own property from the fundivorous 
speculation of the three per Cents Consols. – – 
For nearly three years have I been urging him to this – but my Potestas of Attorno – is somewhat 
despotic – and rather governs than obeys. – Also have I written upon various questions to the Attorno 
Spooney who is busy of course with the prospect of a Succession to 
 
1:3 
 
his Client – and consequently an increase of the “fee” – for which Lawyer Scout himself had not a 
greater respect, – than Solicitor H. – – – – – – 
The papers tell me your “whereabouts”274 in politics – and also give a “sheet of speech”275 occasionally 
of you & your yoke=fellow. I am all for the Agricultural interest now that I am likely to have the land 
of other people – at least during their life time. – I highly approve of the <m/>Ministerial measures 
however though I don’t understand them. – Still like the Bailiff in “Amelia” I love liberty, though I 
must say with the Butler in the Vicar of Wakefield – that you seem to be taking kindly to the “saddles 
of wooden shoes”276 – of which Ld. Londonderry appears to be the {national} Hoby. – How very odd 
that you should all be governed by a man who can neither think nor speak English. 
 
1:4 
 
[at ninety degrees, to right of address:] “Did I ever! no! I never”277 &c. &c. – My head aches 
considerably from a Symposium of yesterday – which closed with a Midnight of {rather more} 
Brantwein – and water – than <elements of which are in a> agrees with me this morning. – But in [at 

ninety degrees, to left of address:] general I am temperate – taking only a pint of light Clary wines at 
my one meal. – Go on and prosper, 

yrs. ever & truly affecte 
Noel Byron278 

 

On March 24th, Sergeant-Major Masi is pitchforked by one of Byron’s servants after he has 

provoked an affray at the city gate. Also injured are Shelley, a servant called Giuseppe Strauss, 

and John Hay. 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Pisa, April 11th 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440;  BLJ IX 138) 
Again, the letter from Hobhouse which Byron is here answering seems missing. 

 
Pisa. April 11th. 1822. 

My dear Hobhouse / 
 I did not disapprove of your Philippic on Canning – but thought it equally just and 
able – quite a piece of permanent Oratory – which will last longer than either of you. – But I heard (& 
did not allude to it – as you never did yourself) that you had written a pamphlet about him – which you 
refused to avow when he charged you therewith. – Now – I dare say I was wrong – but not knowing the 

                                                 
274: Shakespeare, Macbeth, II i 58. 
275: Terence, Andria. 
276: Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield, Chap. 19. 
277: Compare Beppo, 92, 7. 
278: A neat and discreetly decorated signature, not at all like B.’s normal scrawl. 
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circumstances I perhaps might be of opinion that you should have owned it – as it was personal. – Still 
however 
 
1:2 
 
as I do not know the circumstances & was not consulted – I repeat that I can form no positive opinion – 
– nor does it matter if I did – as you should be the best judge of your own decorum – & will have had 
better advice than mine upon all such subjects. .– .– .– .– – 
“Precarious!” my Lady’s “health precarious!” – Oons! what do you mean? – Must I be reduced to 
marry Mrs. Coutts then in case of widowerhood? – you would see that my second match would be an 
excellent one – as somebody would be sure to take me because all the world would say {that} she 
<ought> ought not. – Indeed my greatest obligation to Lady Noel Byron – or whatever 
 
1:3 
 
her name is – is – that she has prevented me from marrying. – – 
 
 But <A> 
 <And> How goes the Arbitration 
 Upon this separation? – 
 I trust my friend Burdett 
 Will know how to word it – 
 In dividing the Acres 
 With the <Lord> {Baron} of Dacres. – 
 
Enclosed I send you – (they are already sent to Douglas Kd.) the depositions on a squabble between 
some English and Soldiers (horse and foot) in which there was some cutting and slashing about a 
fortnight ago. – I wish to know what you think of it. –  
 yrs. ever & truly 
  N.B.279 
P.S. 
Observe that 
I mistook the fellow 
for an Officer as he was well dressed & mounted &c. – – – 
 
1:4 
 
copies of these depositions &c. were forwarded to Douglas Kd. a week ago, they have still detained a 
Servant of mine – and a Servant of Count Gamba’s on suspicion – but they cannot even make out with 
what weapon the Dragon was perforated. – Some said – a pistol – an air gun – or sabre – a stiletto – a 
pitchfork – a lance – and all this in presence of thousands of people! Pretty evidence of crouds. – The 
ragamuffin is at last out of danger – but he was smartly touched at the outset. – Though he richly 
deserved it – I am glad that he did not go off but recovered though after several changes. – – There is 
now an opportunity of studying Etruscan jurisprudence – which however you know already. 
 

On April 20th, Allegra dies in the convent at Bagnacavallo. 

 

On July 8th, Shelley, Edward Williams and Charles Vivian drown. 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Pisa, September 2nd 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440;  BLJ IX 201-2) 
[To, J. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / [  ] Inglese / (ferma in posta) / Milano // Milano.] 
 

Pisa. Septr. 2d. 1822. 
Dear Hobhouse / 
 I wrote to you as you requested to Geneva but – you have not apparently received the 
letter. – – – – 

                                                 
279: Another neat and discreetly decorated signature. 
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I am in all the agonies of hiring feluccas – & packing furniture – &c. &c. for Genoa – where I have 
taken a house for a year – and mean to remove shortly – as I told you in my Swiss epistle – and I have 
not a chair or table – and hardly a stool to sit on – besides the usual confusion attending such 
operations. – – If you come on to Florence – we must contrive a meeting (should I be still here on your 
arrival) or perhaps you will take Genoa on your way back. – These transient glimpses of old friends are 
very painful – as I found out the other day after Lord Clare was gone again; – however agreeable they 
 
1:2 
 
make the moment. – They are like a dose of Laudanum – and its’ subsequent langour. – It is a lustre 
since we met – and I am afraid it is the only lustre added to one of us – but you I trust are more 
resplendent in health & heart. – – I have been lately ill – (all my Skin peeled off) from swimming three 
hours in a hot Sun at Via Reggio – but my new Skin is come again – though it is plaguy tender still. 
Could you not contrive to voyage to Genoa with me – Madame Guiccioli is with me but she will travel 
with her father – & we could confabulate in the old imperial Carriage as heretofore – and squabble 
away as usual. – I don’t know whether your temper is improved – I hear that the hustings have made 
you somewhat haughty – but that is natural – a man who addresses Senates and Constituents has some 
 
1:3 
 
right to be so – my own temper is about the same – which is not saying much for it. – However I am 
always 
 yrs. truly 
  N. B. 
 

From September 15th-21st 1822, Hobhouse visits Byron at Pisa. Here is one passage from his 
diary: 

 
Friday September 20th 1822: We parted on most friendly terms, but during my whole visit I could 
see that we were not as before quite. We had two or three mutual accusations, half in joke, and I tried 
to break to him that he should write less and not think the world loved so very much about his writing 
or himself. I remarked he had observed the only time in which the House of Commons had shown a 
disinclination to hear me. He mentioned this twice. He told me he found he had less feeling than 
usually in his younger days. He mentioned that Tom Moore had told him in a letter, “Hobhouse is 
praised by everybody, but he is a rough companion, and I would sooner praise him than live with 
him.”280 Now this rose entirely from my telling him my mind as to the memoirs of Lord Byron. 
 

Byron and Teresa Guiccioli to Hobhouse, from Genoa, September 26th 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ IX 216-17) 
[À Monsieur / Monsieur Hobhouse M.P. / Hotel de la Nouvelle York / Florence // Firenze.] 
This seems to answer another missing Hobhouse letter. 

Pisa. Sept. 26th. 1822. 
My dear Hobhouse, 
 I am glad that the letters have been of any use – but such as they are – they are 
owing to the Guiccioli and her family & not to me. – I have had a little conflict with the rheumatics – 
but by dint of Opodeldoc and a warm bath – have fought off the flannels for this time. – You may do as 
you like about Bartolini – it don’t much matter how a man is sculped after 30 years of age. – My best 
respects to the Miss H’s – to whom I desiderate all the amusements possible at Florence. – – – – – 
Do you go on to Rome? we sent you a letter to the Mda. Sagrati – through Giuliani the other day. – 
Salute Collini – and Giuliani for me. – The Guiccioli is pleased that you like her letter – and her bust – 
I hope Bar= 
 
1:2 
 

                                                 
280: Moore reports B. as writing at this time, “H[obhouse] has been here, and is gone to Florence – do you 
remember your saying that you would rather praise him than live with him? For my part I say nothing.…” (BLJ XI 
197). “For my part I say nothing” is from Joseph Andrews, II, 3; they are also the words of Sir Fretful Plagiary in 
The Critic, I i: see also Beppo, 96, 5, and Don Juan I, 52, 1. 
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=tolini as he has a better subject in her – will have more luck in the effect. – We are all a packaging – 
to set off at day break tomorrow morning – a preliminary which by no means agrees with my dormitory 
habitudes – The very idea makes me yawn to that degree that my pen – 
 
[Teresa Guiccioli writes:] 
 

P.S: Ho molto piacere di sentire che il Busto lo avete trovato migliore dell’incisione – 
ma temo che la compassione di Bartolini – non abbia qualche parte nel suo giudizio.  – 
– Domani partiremo – e Milord che continua a profittare de’ voi saggi consigli – 
supererà anche domattina la sua cattiva abitudine – levandosi al l’alba. – – Vi desidero 
un felice viaggio – e sarei bene contenta che le poche mie commendatizie contribuissero 
a rendervi più aggradevole il soggiorno in Firenze ed in Roma. – – Gradite le proteste 
della mia più sincera stima – – – 

Devot.ma Serva 
Teresa Guiccioli G. 

 
[Translation by Valeria Vallucci:] 
 
P.S.: I’m so pleased you have found the Bust better than the engraving, but I fear that 
Bartolini’s compassion has no part in his judgment. Tomorrow we are leaving. Milord, 
who keeps taking advantage of your wise advice, will outdo his bad habit tomorrow as 
well getting up at dawn. I wish you a happy trip and I would be very happy if my few 
letters of recommendation could contribute to making your stay in Florence and in 
Rome more agreeable. Will you please accept the protestations of my sincerest esteem. 

Most devoted servant, 
Teresa Guiccioli G. 

 
[Byron resumes:] I need only add my signature to this [Ms.tear] epistle – believe me ever & truly yrs. 

N. B. 
Did you pay – or deliver the 
monies to Giuliani – 8 Scudi – 
I forget whether it was consigned 
to you? 
 

Byron moves to Genoa via Lerici, September 27th 1822, arriving at Casa Saluzzo, Albaro, on or 

about October 3rd. 

 

October 15th 1822: The Vision of Judgement published in The Liberal No 1. 
 

November 22nd 1822: Werner published by Murray. 

 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Genoa, December14th 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440;  BLJ X 55-8) 
[To, J. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park. / nr. Hounslow / London / Angleterre // Inghilterra] 
Another answer to another missing letter. 

Genoa. 10bre. 14o. 1822 
My dear He. – Yrs. of Turin arrived yesterday. If Lady M. arrives safely she will be received – but I 
suspect that the Dogana will detain her. – – 
We are all in great surprize and displeasure at the Marchesa’s mancanza – which is the more 
extraordinary – as She is a particular {friend} of the Count G. (the father who gave the letter) who it is 
supposed went still further than Pius 6th. with her in their Gioventu – and as at this very time – as {all} 
along – she has been a staunch supporter of Me. Guiccioli’s suit against her Sposo – still pending {in 
appeal} before his Papal Majesty. – Be this as it may – Count G. writes to enquire and remonstrate. – 
She must have known you – as being herself a friend – and what’s more a witness of the late Queen’s 
and must have heard your name – or even seen you in the course of that conflict of testimonies. – – But 
we have had a complaint from Florence from Madame Regnier that you either did not – or would not 
avail yourself 
 
1:2 
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of your letter to Madame Regnier – who says she would have been glad to see you. – By my own 
experience and that of all I ever heard of – I know what Italian introductions; – the Stranger pays the 
visit – and invites to dinner – and perhaps the visit is repaid. – This is generally the case – unless you 
settle in a place – and then you may have enough of mummery and maccaroni – opera boxes – and 
conversazioni – (criminal ditto included) but a flying Stranger must take “Folly as it flies”281 – – – – – 
You ask after my health – it has been worse since I saw you – is better now – and may be better still – 
without being what Scrope used to call “rude Health”. – I never quite recovered that stupid long swim 
in the broiling Sun and saline Sea of August. – At Lerici I was in my bed for four days – and it is not 
the best place for beds and physicians. – The Doctor made his debut by talking of Hippocratè – in 
consequence of which I sent him away – but the women being clamorous as usual – and myself as 
 
1:3 
 
Fribble says in “exquisite torter” – he was recalled and after several formidable administrations of 
medicines which would not remain in the stomach, and of glysters which could not be persuaded to 
quit it again, – Nature I presume did the business – and saved me from a threatened inflamation of the 
bowels – during which (by way of rocking my cradle) we had a slight shock of an earthquake – such as 
we felt at Athens; probably an echo of that of Aleppo. – Well – I scuttled out of bed – the moment I 
was convalescent – got to Sestri by dint of rowing in twelve hours – and came on per terra – to Genoa 
the same night – verily believing that the journey did me more good than the physic or the physician. – 
– All went on very well till about a month ago – when I had and have a cutaneous and very 
uncomfortable eruption – for which by the advice of an English Physician – I am taking what he calls 
“a decoction of Woods” (and of Forests too I should think by its variety of tastes) and I am so pleased 
with the name that I swallow a pint daily with more faith than effect 
 
1:4 
 
hitherto. – Since I have been here – I have seen Dick Fitzgibbon (Lord Clare’s brother and your brother 
M.P.) Lady Hardy – and various of your Countrypeople – and lastly that little and insane James 
Wedderburne Webster – now conceited into a knight (but of no order – a regular Address and City 
knight) yclept Sir James Wedderburn. – – I saw little change in him except that his countenance rather 
more resembled his backside (do you remember Mr. Frank of the coffee=house’s accentuation of that 
injured word) than heretofore – – and that he had gotten a new wig – and says he means to marry – 
having a wife living from whom he cannot get divorced. – – – – – – 
You will have heard before this reaches you that our friend D. Kd. has had another fall from another 
horse – and thereby broke his collar=bone besides being grievously contused – but he is getting well – 
and I wish {that} he would choose his stud better. – I should look in 
 
2:1 
 
2d.) vain for such another Potestas of Attorneo – and still more vainly for a similar friend – that is to 
say – who could unite the power and the will to undergo the drudgery he has done for “P. P. Clerk of 
this Parish.” – – – – – – 
I trust that this will find you flourishing in speech as in health. I doubt if the Congressors will be so 
pacific as you anticipate. – 
Henry Hunt is out of prisons – and John Hunt is in a fair way of going into it – by what I hear – all you 
predicted has come to pass;282 – I have gotten myself into a scrape with the very best intentions (– i.e. 
to do good to these Sunday paper patriots) Murray hath behaved scandalously {to them} – too long to 
relate – Doug. will narrate as much as you care to listen to. – Leigh Hunt is discomposed because said 
Murray showed (and be d — d to him) a letter 
 
2:2 
 
[at ninety degrees, to right of address:] in which I qualified that illustrious Editor as “a bore –” – and I 
have offended everybody like the old man and his Ass – What is to be done with mine? – Pray excuse 
[at ninety degrees, to left of address:] this long epistle – All here salute you with meridian cordiality, – 
remember me to Burdett and the Dougal – and &c. &c. believing me ever yrs. 

                                                 
281: Pope, Essay on Man, I 13. 
282: In no letter which we possess does H. warn B. against getting mixed up with Hunt and The Liberal. 
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 & faithly. 
 N. B. 

 
January 1st 1823: Heaven and Earth published in The Liberal No 2, and a corrected text of The 

Vision of Judgement published in a second edition of The Liberal No 1. 

 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Genoa, January 9th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ X 81) 
[To, J. C. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park. / nr. Hounslow / London / Angleterre // Inghilterra] 
Another answer to another missing letter. 

Genoa. Jy. 9o. 1823 
My dear Hobhouse – 
 I have written to you once at some length since I heard from you at Turin – and I 
now enclose you the Sagrati’s letter in answer to that of C. G. on the subject of your introduction; – the 
latter part alludes to Madame G’s differences and law=suit with her husband. – You will see by [Ms. 

tear: “it”] what she says of her illness &c. which occasioned her not seeing you. – – – – 
I hope that you are arrived and flourishing – pray – let me hear from you 
 yrs. ever & truly 
  N. B. 
 

Saturday March 1st 1823: formation of the London Greek Committee. 
 
Hobhouse to Byron, from London, March 2nd 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 324-6) 
[Pour / Le très honorable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / Villa Saluzzo / Gênes / Italie / par 
Calais] 
Hobhouse’s account of the Portsmouth affair increases our suspicions about John Hanson. The 

sudden mention of Edward Blaquiere argues another missing letter. 
 
[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] – the cabinet is certainly divided on more than one question & 
were there any to come in some ministers would go out – pray write – ever yours 
Blaquier283 is going thro’ Genoa on a sort of mission to Greece – he will call on you 
 J. C. H. 
 

London. March 2, 1823 
My dear Byron 
 I have been daily in the expectation of hearing from you but as I have not heard I 
conclude you intend to make an envelope of the Marchioness Sagrati’s284 pass for a letter so I write 
twice to your once – I called on Mrs Leigh the other day and gave her the necessary intelligence 
respecting your teeth – To what designing person the fatal rumour can be traced I know not – but I told 
Murray that fact & have no doubt that he will take care to do your mouth ample justice in spite of 
defamation – I regret to learn that you are become so much thinner – A man may be too thin for his 
well being as also well looking – You were not a bit too fat in the body at Pisa and if you would but 
{have} worn your hair of a Christian length or rather shortness you would not have been too fat in the 
face – This, however, is but a minor consideration after teeth and health – I have no fear for the former 
and as Wayte285 said to poor Charles Matthews, “I should not like to be a petit poulet in your way” – 
As for the latter I fear your habits are not very favorable to it – nor ever will be as long as you have 
daily demands of a certain nature upon your life & spirits – Pray do not give too large a slice of your 
constitution to any pursuit however agreeable for the moment – I was glad to hear you thought of 
 
1:2 
 

                                                 
283: Edward Blaquiere [sic], emissary of the London Greek Committee. Not mentioned in the extant 
correspondence so far, which may argue a missing letter from H. I am grateful to Roddy Beaton for pointing this 
out. 
284: The Marchesa Sagrati was a friend of Ruggero and Pietro Gamba. 
285: Waite, London’s leading dentist. 
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Nice286 because a removal would be a means of entering upon a new course of life – I am also glad to 
hear of your thoughts of going to Naples as change is always good for body & soul. Mrs Leigh is 
exceedingly obliged for your kind offers to her respecting her journey and talked to me a great deal of 
her great anxiety to be able to accept them – But you know she has appointments in St James which it 
is of very great consequence to her to retain which she will not he able to do if she comes abroad – This 
consideration would I should think change your view of the subject – You say something to her of a 
meeting in England – you might perhaps come for a month or two without being much annoyed – all 
your old friends would sing jubilate and go out before you – 
You see what a mess Hanson has made of the Portsmouth business.287 The jury returned unanimously 
on Friday last a verdict of lunacy since 1809 – Of course Lady P and Lady Elizabeth Wallop will be at 
the towns end – unless the former, which is threatened, should get a royal lodging for perjury & cruelty 
– Such horrors I thought not in human nature notwithstanding I believed in Mother Brownrig.288 The 
consummate profligacy brutality & scoundrelism of all the Hansons male & female surpass my notions 
of what occasion and temptation will make of human beings – You recollect what a pretty smockfaced 
girl Laura Hanson was in our time who looked as if butter would not melt in her mouth – Well, it turns 
out that she used 
 
1:3 
 
to beat & whip and spit upon this poor crazy creature and joined in all the cruelties against him – Old 
Hanson actually introduced Alder the barrister to Lord P as a physician that he might go to bed to his 
daughter and get her with child he being a notorious feseur d’enfans289 – Poor devil, it seems he was 
totally impotent and always had been so – being asked what was the difference between adultery & 
fornication he said one was performed with the thumb the other with the middle finger – I trust that 
something can be done immediately without a moment’s delay to get you out of the hands of the old 
villain who would be stoned in the streets if recognized – I shall speak to Kinnaird about it the moment 
he comes back from Leicestershire – I wish you had been in London during the trial in order to explain 
something about the marriage concerning which your name was frequently introduced – I did my best 
to tell every where what I knew of the facts – It seems that the lunatic was completely entrapped into 
the said marriage – being told that if he did not marry on the Monday he could not marry at all – as also 
that the parson who married them did not know that he was to do until he was told there was a couple 
in a pew waiting to be married . – . I have asserted loudly and long that you were totally unaware of 
these things and never knew but that the subject had undergone 
 
1:4 [above address:] proper deliberation – I have also taken care to state that Hanson was in some sort 
your guardian as well as lawyer and that you thought you could not refuse him that which you 
conceived to be nothing but giving your formal aid to a ceremony which [below address:] would be 
performed whether you were there or not – .. I was right was I not? No news for you – the opposition & 
new ministry go on smoothly for the present and as far as Spanish politics go every one seems agreed – 
except that there is a difference of opinion as to whether we can go to war. Canning has certainly for 
the present taken quite a different line from Castlereagh & is more supported by some of us than by 
some of his own party. Peel is generally thought to be giving way [letter concludes at top of first 

sheet:] 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Genoa, March 12th 1823: 
(Source: Ms. Houghton; this text adapted from BLJ X 121) 

Genoa. M 12th. 1823 
My dear Hobhouse – I strongly recommend to yr. acquaintance and good Offices the Count Giulio 
Rasponi (of that ilk) a rich and respectable Nobleman of Romagna whom you will find intelligent and 
gentlemanly. – Whatever you can do in the way of introduction or otherwise will confer a great favour 
on 

yrs. ever & truly 
Noel Byron 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Genoa, March 19th 1823: 

                                                 
286: In no letter that we possess does B. write to H. about moving to Nice. 
287: Hanson’s daughter Mary Ann married the Earl of Portsmouth on March 7th 1814. 
288: Elizabeth Brownrigg, hanged 1767: “She whipped two female ’prentices to death / And hid them in the coal-
hole”. 
289: “Maker of babies”. 
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(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ X 124-6) 
[To; John Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park. / nr. Hounslow / London / Angleterre // Inghilterra] 
Byron’s account of Lord Portsmouth’s wedding. He answers the last item but one. 
 

Ga Mh 19th. 1823. 
My dear Hobhouse     Before my affairs can be extracted from the Attorno – Douglas Kd. must 
condescend to complete the negociation with Mr. Deardon of Rochdale. – On the 24th. of January I 
forwarded to Kd. a very amicable answer of mine to a letter of Deardon’s and also the said letter – the 
former for him to forward {to Mr. D.} and the latter for his {own} inspection. – I have since repeatedly 
pressed him at least to acknowledge the receipt of these – but not one word of reply on that point. – In 
the mean time the suits are going on – and of course expences and anxieties proportionate. – Few of my 
friends can be more anxious to get rid of law and lawyers than I am. – As to the Portsmouth business – 
all I know or could know of it was from {Mr.} H.’s own statement. – He told me that old Lady First 
Portsmouth was dead – and that Portsmouth’s brother wanted him to marry another old woman – that 
he might have no children, but that Lord 
 
1:2 
 
P wished to marry a young woman – and seemed inclined to one of H.’s daughters. – I saw nothing 
very unnatural in this – nor lunatical – of Ld. P. himself I saw nothing till the day of his marriage. – – 
On the evening previous to the ceremony I received an invitation from Mr. H. begging me as a friend of 
many years acquaintance with his family to be present at the marriage – which was to take place next 
morning. – I went. – I saw no appearance of entrapment or compulsion. – The Ladies and {other} 
witnesses – went in a Carriage. – The Carriage being full – Lord P. and myself walked to the Church. – 
On the way he told me that he had long liked Miss Hanson – even during the life of the first Lady P. – 
and asked me if I did not think she would make a very good wife. – – The Ceremony passed without 
any thing remarkable – the women cried a little as usual – but Lord P’s deportment was quite calm 
 
1:3 
 
and collected. – After the ceremony I went home – and the family I believe went into the Country. – – 
– I did not see the couple again till long afterwards – and then but rarely. – I went as I would do to any 
other marriage – it was no affair of mine to interfere in – and 1 thought that if Ld. P. got a good plain 
quiet homekeeping wife – young too – instead of the tough morsel prepared by his brother – it was no 
bad bargain for either party. – I could not foresee Horsewhipping – and the like of that there. – – I 
could not foretell Venality – for I was told that Lord P’s property was in trust, {well} secured – and 
that Lady P. could only have a jointure of a thousand a year. – I could not foresee Lunacy in a Man 
who had been allowed to walk about the world five and forty years as Compos – of voting – franking – 
marrying – convicting thieves on his own evidence – 
 
1:4 
 
and similar pastimes which are the privileges of Sanity. – I could have no interest of my own for I 
never performed with the Miss Hanson’s nor whipped Ld. P. – – I had nothing to acquire from Mr. 
Hanson – as the state of his bills do show – being about ten thousand pounds – (most part paid –) since 
that epoch. – Had my evidence been called for by either party I could have given it impartially. – There 
is – or was – an affidavit of mine on the subject – before the Chancellor in 1814. – I thought – and still 
think that the Marriage might have been like any other marriage. – Of the Courtship – which (as far as I 
can recollect from the time Mr. H. first mentioned Ld. P.’s addresses – and the subsequent day of the 
ceremony) might be on the tapis about ten days – I can say nothing – for I saw nothing – and all I heard 
was from Mr. Hanson himself – and that I think once only; I had been many years in 
 
2:1 
 
2d.) the habit of seeing my solicitor on my own affairs. – He had been my Attorney – since I was ten 
years of age. – – “Causa scientiae patet”.290 – – 
It struck me as so little an entrapment for Ld. P. – that I used to wonder whether the Girl would have 
him – and not whether he would take the Girl. – I knew nothing of his ignorance of “fuff – fuff – fuff” 

                                                 
290: “The reason for the knowledge is evident”. 
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– as Cheeks Chester called it – – but as he was of a robustous figure – {though} not a Solomon – 
naturally imagined he was not less competent than other people. – – We owe to him however the 
greatest discovery about the blood since Dr. Harvey’s – I wonder if it really hath such an effect – I 
never was bled in my life – but by leeches – and I thought the leeches d — d bad pieces – but perhaps 
the tape and lancet may be better. – I shall try on some great emergency. – 
I am not very well – from a concoction of humours – for which an English Physician prescribes a 
“decoction of Woods” (and Forests too I should think from its’ varieties of taste) but it seems 
epidemical 
 
2:2 
 
3d.) in this vicinity – full half a hundred people have got it – in the shape of swelled faces and red faces 
and all that. – I dined with the Bh. Minister Hill – on Saturday – the Carriage gave way on [Ms. tear: 

“on my return”] – and I had to walk three miles (about half {of the way} up hill –) in the night – with a 
bleak wind – which brought on an attack again – otherwise I was better. – – I shall be glad to see 
Blaquiere. – I am not going to Naples – I thought of it for an instant – being invited there – and Mr. 
Murray has set the report afloat – with a story about a New Childe Harold – because I said that if I 
went there – I might write another Canto. – All my affairs are going on (in England) not very 
prosperously – the Noel trustees pay nothing & nobody – we can’t get out of the funds – nor 
accommodate with Deardon – nor publish – (Douglas is afraid – but publish I will – though it were to 
destroy fame and profit at once – I will not be advised nor dictated to by public or private) I shall have 
to come home and if I do 
 
3:1 
 
4th.) it shan’t be for nothing – for I will bring affairs to a crisis with Henry Brougham – directly on my 
arrival – and one or two more of the same kind – I have nothing on my mind so much as this. – – – – – 
– 
 ever yours & truly 
  & affectly 
   N. B. 
P.S. 
 You are mistaken on one point – I am leading a very chaste life291 – and time [Ms. tear: “too”] 
at thirty five – 
 “Long may better years arrive! 
 Better years than thirty five!” – 
 
April 1st 1823: The Age of Bronze published. 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Genoa, April 7th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ X 142-4) 
Byron’s handwriting has suddenly become very small and neat. 

Genoa April 7th. 1823. 
My dear H. – 
 I saw Capt. Blaquiere and the Greek Companion of his mission on Saturday. – of course I 
entered very sincerely into the object of their journey – and have even offered to go up to the Levant in 
July – if the Greek provisional Government think that I could be of any use. – – It is not that I could 
pretend to anything in a military capacity – I have not the presumption of the philosopher of Ephesus – 
who lectured {before} Hannibal on the art of war – nor is it much that an individual foreigner can do in 
any other way – but perhaps as a reporter of the actual state of things there – or in carrying on any 
correspondence <with> {between} them and their western friends – I might be of use – at any rate I 
would try. – Capt. Blaquiere (who is to write to you) wishes to have me named a member of the 
Committee in England – I fairly told him that my name in its’ present unpopularity there – would 
probably do more harm than good – but of this you can judge – and certainly without offence to me – 
for I have no wish either to shine – or to appear officious; – in the mean time he is to correspond with 
me. – I gave him a letter to Ld Sydney Osborne at Corfu – but a mere letter of introduction as Osborne 
will be hampered by his office in any political point of view. – There are some obstacles too to my own 

                                                 
291: H. had written “Pray do not give too large a slice of your constitution to any pursuit however agreeable for 
the moment”. 
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1:2 
 
going up to the Levant – which will occur to you. – My health – though pretty good – is not quite the 
same as when it subdued the Olympian Malaria – – {in 1810} – and the unsettled state of my lawsuit 
with Mr. Deardon – and the affairs still in Hanson’s hands – tend to keep me nearer home. – Also you 
may imagine – that the “absurd womankind” as Monkbarns calls them292 – are by no means favourable 
to such an enterprise. – Madame Guiccioli is of course – and naturally enough opposed to my quitting 
her – though but for a few months – and as she had influence enough to prevent my return to England 
in 1819 – she may be not less successful in detaining me from Greece in 1823. – Her brother Count 
Gamba the younger – who is a very fine spirited young fellow – as Blaquiere will tell you – is of a very 
different opinion – and ever since the ruin of Italian hopes in 1820 – has been eager to go to Spain or to 
Greece – and very desirous to accompany me to one or other of those countries – or at any rate to go 
himself. – I wish you could have seen him – you would have found a very different person from the 
usual run of young Italians. – 
With regard to my peculium – I am pretty well off – I have still a surplus of three thousand pounds of 
last year’s 
 
1:3 
 
income – a thousand pounds in Exchequer bills in England – and by this time – as also in July – there 
ought to be further monies paid to my account in Kinnaird’s bank. – From literary matters – I know not 
if any thing will be produced – but even out of my own – Kd. will I suppose furnish me with a further 
credit – if I should require it – since all my receipts will pass through his hands. – I have desired him 
not to pass further sums {(except for the Insurances of Ly. B. Life)} to the payment of what remaining 
debts (and they are but few) may be extant till the end of the year – when I shall know more precisely 
what I am to have – and what I may <xx> {then still} owe. You must be aware that it would not do to 
go without means into a country where means are so much wanted – and that I should not like to be an 
incumbrance – go where I would. – – Now I wish to know whether there – or (if that should not take 
place –) here I can do anything – by correspondence or otherwise to forward the objects of the 
Well=wishers to the Hellenic struggle. – Will you state this to them – and desire them to command me 
– if they think it could be of any service – – of course – I must in no way interfere with Blaquiere – so 
as to give him umbrage – or to any other per= 
 
1:4 
 
=son. – I have great doubts – not of my own inclination – but from the circumstances already stated – 
whether I shall be able to go up myself – as I fain would do – but Blaquiere seemed to think that I 
might be of some use – even here; {though} what he did not exactly specify – – If there were any 
things which you wished to have forwarded for the Greeks – as Surgeons – {medicines} powder – and 
swivels &c. of which they tell me that they were in want – you would find me ready to follow any 
directions – and what is more to the purpose – to contribute my own share to the expence. – – – 
Will you let me hear from you – at any rate your opinion – and believe me 
 ever yrs. 
  N. B. 
P.S. 
 You may show this letter to D. Kd. – or to any one you please – – {including} such members of 
the Committee as you think proper – and explain to them that I shall confine myself to following their 
directions – if they give me any instructions – – – my uncertainty as to whether I can so manage as to 
go personally – prevents me from being more explicit – (I hear that Strangers are not very welcome to 
the Greeks – from jealousy) except as far as regards anything I might be able to do here – by obtaining 
good information – or affording assistance. – – – 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Genoa, April 14th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ X 149) 
[To; J.C. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park. / nr. Hounslow / London. / Angleterre // Inghilterra] 
 

April 14th. 1823. 

                                                 
292: Scott, The Antiquary, Chap. VI (“… he’s more absurd than womankind”). 
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Dear H. – 
 Since I wrote to you last week on the subject of Blaquiere’s interview – and on the Greeks – I 
have heard no more from Blaquiere – who was to have written to me at length – so I suppose that he 
has either exceeded his powers – or repented him – for some reason or other – “tis a’ ane to Dandy.”293 
– By the enclosed paper you will see that I was in earnest – and would either have gone to Greece 
myself – or sent aid in her cause – besides doing all I could in every way either here or elsewhere. – – – 
Will you request the Honourable Douglas – to state if anything is paid from Kirkby – I have now been 
a year and a quarter <and> {in} possession – and have received nine hundred pounds – from rents {of 
6336} stated to be duly paid! – A Mortgage carried off a thousand pounds – (to be repaid however it 
seems on some sale of other property) and Lady Noel – a rather more expensive Spectre than Lucian’s 
Ghosts – walked over Styx with another – by some kind of honourable {posthumous} process. – But 
still there remained £4336. – to divide (or account for) between Lady B. and myself – of this she had 
nine – I nine – total eighteen hundred – 
 Subtract 4936 
  1800 
  2536 – and there still ought to accrue 
 
1:2 
 
[at ninety degrees, to right of address:] to each party – a sum of twelve hundred and sixty eight pounds 
– if I do not miscalculate. – Luckily I have monies of my own – three thousand of last years – and my 
own fund fee of this – and lucky it is – for by some <xxxx> mismanagement it seems no more is to be 
depended upon from any copyrights. – However I will perish piece= [at ninety degrees, to left of 

address:] =meal – before they shall silence me – – I have now eleven unpublished Cantos of D. J. 
nearly ready in M.S.S. and I mean to make them a hundred. – – I never saw such a set of scoundrels on 
one hand – and to <call them> {say} the least – of <timid> {hesitating} Gentlemen (afraid of 
newspapers) on the other – as {the two} Mr. Murray’s gangs294 on the one hand – and my worthy 
friends on the other. – 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Genoa, April 17th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ X 151-2) 
[To; J.C. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park. / nr. Hounslow / London. / Angleterre // Inghilterra] 
 

April 17th. 1823 
My dear Hobhouse / 
 Since I wrote I have heard from Capt. B. he is at Rome – was refused passage 
through Naples and must go to Corfu – by Ancona – please to state this to the committee. – They {i.e. 
B. and his companion} are anxious for me to go up there – and if I can – I will. – I have in the mean 
time ordered about a hundred pounds {Sterling} worth of powder – and some hospital supplies to be 
sent up to the seat of the provisional Government. – – – 
I have had the enclosed letter from my banker here (Mr. Barry – the Agent of the house of Webb & Co. 
– and a very good fellow) but he tells me that we can have a choice of Vessels at any time at a more 
moderate rate. – Pray tell me what you think that I should do – and please to request Douglas Kd. to 
have the goodness (in case I go up) to let me have credits in the most convenient {Italian or Levant} 
places – for the whole of my disposable funds – which ought to be a tolerable sum – including the 
present year – and as all my monies must pass through his hands – I suppose that he will not hesitate. – 
– – 
 
1:2 
 
I have not broken in upon anything of the present year – and have still three thousand pounds of my 
income of 1822. – I wish that he could get anything for the Don Juans (he has ten cantos in hand) and 
an eleventh nearly ready (besides some other M.S.S.) my going up far and away – would neutralize the 
{bookselling} hostility against me – as being likely to be my latest work. – – 

                                                 
293: Scott, Guy Mannering, II 7. 
294: John Murray (publisher) and Charles Murray (Consitutional Association). 
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That and any arrangement about Rochdale – however scanty in proportion to it’s actual value – would 
enable me to go up with means that might be of some real service – or even whether I go or not – 
enable me to forward the views of the Committee and the Greek People. – If I go there – I shall do my 
best to civilize their mode of treating their prisoners – and could I only save a single life – whether 
Turk or Greek – I should live “mihi carior”295 – and  I trust not less so to my friends ever yrs. 
 N. B. 
P.S. 
 I shall send you a copy of B.’s letter in my next – 
 
[1:3 blank.] 
 
April 23rd-26th 1823: The Blues published in The Liberal No 3. 

 

Hobhouse to Byron, from London, April 9th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443 f.102; BB 328) 
[Pour / Le très honourable Milord / Milord Byron / Villa Saluzzo près de Gênes / Italie // par Calais] 
 

6 Albany. April 29 – 
My dear Byron – 
 I shall write more at length in a day or two. For the present, I inclose a letter from the 
Secretary of the Greek Committee – Mr Bowring an excellent and most efficient person – your 
proposition was received with unanimous gratitude and delight – And some reflection is to be made 
before we give you an answer in form to your proposals – In the mean time it is hoped that you will 
communicate whatever you think worth telling to the Committee – I trust we shall be able to do 
something for the Greeks – although the Spanish is rather against us – we shall have a public meeting 
soon and there determine about a subscription and the sending a brigade to Greece or at least a set of 
officers on which to form a regular body of troops – Farewell, for the moment, believe me always one 
of your scoundrel friends. 
 John C. Hobhouse 
 
[1:2 has address only.] 
 
John Bowring to Byron, from 5, Jeffrey’s Square, London, April 26th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43530) 
The letter which Hobhouse encloses with the previous item. 

London 26 April 1823 
5 Jeffrey’s Square 

My Lord 
 I have very great pleasure in communicating to you the accompanying resolution of our Greek 
Committee and of adding at the same time that I trust and believe that the sympathy which exists in 
favor of this interesting people – almost already regenerated by the struggle for liberty – will be turned 
to account. 
 I should go into details, but I take it that Mr Hobhouse tells you all – he has been whipping in Mr 
W.Gell, who among all Humbugiana ventures to call ‘Greek Independence’ the choicest humbug. The 
good that would be done by a vigorous dressing from your Lordship’s pen – of those who empty their 
foul vessels of hate or scorn upon the heads of the poor Greeks – abusing them for their degradation, at 
the very moment when they are breaking the chains of degradation – as if the avilissement of <slavery> 
{the slave} were not just as honorable as the vile insolence of the despot – a sound raking from your 
Lordship<s> would do the cause great good. 
 I beg leave to add that your Lordship’s name has been added to the Committee, & I send you the 
lists as they now stand. I have the honor to be 
    My Lord 
     YourobdhbleS 
      John Bowring 
       Hon.y Sec:y 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Genoa, May 5th 1823: 
(Source: Harry Ransom Center, Texas, photocopy from microfilm; LJ VI 201; BLJ X 163-4) 

                                                 
295: Ovid, TRIS. IV. 
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This letter seems to be in two libraries at once: see next item. 
Genoa – 

May 5th. 1823 
My dear Hobhouse – 
 This will be presented to you by my friend Capt. T. Medwin – who at my request – 
will introduce himself to you {as Member of the Greek Committee} and explain some plan that he has 
formed with regard to offering his services to the Greeks – a subject on which we are all interested. – I 
need not say more – than that any attention to him will be appreciated by me as an additional obligation 
{due to you} on the part of 
 yrs. ever 
  N.B. 
To 
 J.C.Hobhouse Esqre. 
  M.P. – 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Genoa, May 5th 1823: 
(Source: text from Leeds Brotherton, photocopy: LJ VI 201-3; BLJ X 163-4) 

Genoa – 
May 5th 1823 

My dear Hobhouse – 
 This will be presented to you by my friend Capt. T. Medwin – who at my request – will 
introduce himself to you {as Member of the Greek Committee} and explain some plan that he has 
formed with regard to offering his services to the Greeks – a subject on which we are all interested. I 
need not say more – than that any attention to him will be appreciated by me as an additional obligation 
{due to you} on the part of 

yrs. ever 
N. B. 

To 
J.C.Hobhouse Esqre. 
M.P. – 
 
Hobhouse to Byron, from London, May 6th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 329-30) 
[Pour / Le très honourable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / Villa Saluzzo / Près de Gênes / 
Italie / par Calais] 
Hobhouse answers Byron’s of April 17th. He knows Byron will not expect too much of the 

Greeks. 
 
[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] on Italian literature at Willis’s Rooms that being judged the most 
advisable way of collecting 1000£. He lives in a cottage which he calls Digamma Cottage with two 
very pretty servant girls whom he calls his daughters & watches like a dragon which he is very like – 
pray write – your’s ever, J. C. Hobhouse 

London. May 6 
My dear Byron – 
 I have, since I wrote to you, received your letter of the 17th. and find thereby that you 
think seriously of going up in person to the land of the Gentiles. It will be a very grand & glorious 
exploit, and, under care and discretion, will, I doubt not, be of the highest utility to the cause – Of 
course you, who know the country and the condition of the people, will not be expecting too much 
from the progress already made – you will not like that coxcomb Gell be angry with the poor devils for 
not having the manners of the Fauxbourg St Germain nor the taste of the diletanti society – From all the 
communications we have had from Greece it appears that you will find a great deal of resolution or 
rather desperation in certain hands of irregular warriors rather nearer to our ancient friends the 
κλεφτες296 than to the disciplined soldiers of Xtendom – but that you will see nothing as yet to 
reconcile you to the change which has taken place since you & I trotted quickly over Attica under care 
of a single surgee297 – You, however, will find the elements of a regular 
 
1:2 

                                                 
296: “klephts” (bandits). 
297: A servant in charge of the horses. 
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government not yet settled into form & constant action but still having some useful operation – At all 
events your appearing amongst these poor fellows will have a great & beneficial effect. The Committee 
were, as I told you, very much pleased at your offer – and I shall loose no time in communicating to 
them your present determination which I am sure they will receive grato animo. I have told D. Kinnaird 
how he may open a credit for you in Greece by speaking to some Greek merchants in London who are 
in correspondence with the provinces that have thrown off the yoke – Pray loose no time in letting us 
know exactly how & when & whither you go – We are trying to get up a public meeting and intend 
having, if we can, Wilberforce in the chair. If the Christians take the matter up it will be completed in 
very good time & style – Lord Milton, whose name goes some way, is very active amongst us, & 
generally speaking the Committee proceeds well – I have spoken to Kinnaird about your pecuniares – 
he says they go on well – you will have the credit you desire directly. I shall tell the Committee about 
the pouther298 and pills – You have 
 
1:3 
 
already done more than all England put together which has hitherto been uncommonly backward – It is 
very unlucky that we have Spain now on our hands – for as our government has resolved to do nothing 
the people must come forward if any body does & then the same persons, as is always the case, must 
help both Greece & Spain – you have read our last weeks debates which went off in flash in the pan 
after three nights talk – I believe I was almost the only man who talked out openly for war. Canning 
said so in his reply which if you read what he said you will see was very civil – all his former fury has 
been of late turned upon Brougham – I fancy, he vagabond as he is, really wishes well to Spain but is 
counteracted by the Peelites who would like to see France triumphant or at any rate liberty put down – 
Your old Harrovian crony299 is a bitter bad one I can tell you & latterly has got no credit in the house – 
He does not train on – Willy Bankes made a wretched figure t’other night on the Catholic claims. I was 
not there but heard he was not heard 
 
1:4 [above address:] but only seen and looked very much like a boy chipping a top – John Ward is now 
Lord Dudley with 80.000£ a year and a great character for œconomy – I have seen G. S. Rasponi300 
once or twice & taken him [below address:] under the gallery of the house of Commons as that is the 
only lion I have to show a stranger – They have been very civil to him at Holland House – Sam Rogers 
always enquires most tenderly after you – as did Thomas Moore Esq. the only time I have seen him – 
Ugo Foscolo is about to lecture [letter concludes at top of first sheet] 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Genoa, May 12th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ X 168) 
[To; J.C. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park. / nr. Hounslow / London. / Angleterre // Inghilterra] 
A single sheet. 

Genoa. May 12th. 1823. 
My dear H. – 
 Enclosed is my answer to Mr. Bowring, – I am truly anxious to be of use if I can. – I send 
the letter open – and will write more by and bye – the moment I am aware of anything to the purpose. 

yrs. ever 
N. B. 

P.S. 
 If I go up – the Douglas Kd. must furnish me with all the Credit – my own resources can justify 
as available – I have written to him to send me a joint power of attorney for you and him – to act during 
my absence – so that all monies would pass through yr. hands – and I assure you there is a tolerable 
sum due from the Noel property – and still going on – I have not touched my own income either of this 
year – and have nearly three thousand still of [vertically on right-hand side:] last year’s in hand – but 
the more the better – as I would righteously expend it on the furthering the good Cause. –  
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Genoa, May 19th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ X 176-7) 

                                                 
298: “powder”. 
299: Peel. 
300: Count Giulio Rasponi, a friend of Ruggero and Pietro Gamba. 
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[To – John C. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park / nr. Hounslow / London. / Angleterre // 
Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers Hobhouse’s of May 6th. 

Genoa. May 19th. 1823. – 
My dear H. – I saw yr. speech which did you great credit – at full length – with Canning’s civil reply – 
“Fac est et ab hoste laudari”301 – I have yr. letter of ye. 6th. and enclose one just received from Blaquiere 
which will “prate of our whereabouts”302 to you and all friends to the Cause. – There is no obstacle to 
my going up – but the “absurd womankind”303 – and how absurd they are – as well as those under their 
dominion – thou knowest by all tale and history,304 and the experience of several of yr. friends. – It is 
the more absurd in this case – as the Pope – and her Grandfather (the oldest Count Gamba) are 
extremely desirous of her return to Ravenna – her father has been recalled from his exile (on the late 
rising account in 1820.) but been positively told that he is expected to bring his daughter back with him 
– her husband – would forgive – provided that I (a very reasonable condition) did not continue his 
Subagent – (as the Irish call a middle man) – and her brother who is a fine bold young fellow – (as he 
has proved himself more than once) is even more anxious for him and me to go up to Greece than 
anybody else – being a thorough Liberty boy. – However I hope to prevail upon her to accompany her 
father to Ra. – but she has it seems a due share of “female punctuation” – as Mrs. 
 
1:2 
 
Malaprop calls it305 and stands out upon Sentiment and so forth – against the will of half the families in 
Romagna – with the Pope at their head – and all this after a liaison of four years, and better – besides at 
present she has a fit of jealousy of Lady Blessington, with whom I have merely a common 
acquaintance as she is an authoress – and all that. – – – 
It is besides against her worldly interest in every way – for they (the Pope that is) have proposed to 
confirm her separate maintenance from her husband – if she will not make it up with him – but then 
says the Pope – and the “Ultra Santissimo” you must not live naughtily with a heretic – and a 
Carbonaro – and a foreigner like L. B. – – – – – – 
However I will go – – (“d — n my eye – I will go ashore”) an’ it be possible – or do all I can in the 
cause – go or not. – I think of about August or earlier – for the voyage – but much would depend on 
Blaquiere’s future letters. – If I go – I presume the Committee will give me some regular instructions of 
what they wish to be observed – reported or done – I will serve them as humbly as they please – 
Believe me ever yrs. N. B. 
 
[vertically on left-hand side, written across main text:] P.S. – I would tell you (were it not for the post) 
of some queer things brooding here – I have had some <odd> propositions made to me but I answered 
– you must first show yourselves more capable than you did in the last events before I can take it upon 
me to answer either for myself – or for any prospect of assistance from the people of England. – 
 
2:1 
 
P.S. 
 Tell Douglas – that when any thing is settled – I will let him know what sum I should like to take 
in Credit and on what houses. – His answer was as handsome as could possibly be; and as usual with 
him in such matters – I will try not to abuse either the means – or the purpose for which they are 
intended. – 
 
[2:2 has address.] 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Genoa, May 21st 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ X 179) 
[To – John C. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / <Whitton Park> / <nr. Hounslow> / <London.> / No. 6 Albany 
Court / London / Angleterre // Inghilterra.] 

May 21st. 1823. 

                                                 
301: Ovid, MET., IV 424 (“It is permitted to be praised, even by an enemy”). 
302: Shakespeare, Macbeth, II i 58. 
303: Scott, The Antiquary, Chap. VI (“… he’s more absurd than womankind”). 
304: Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, I i 133. 
305: Sheridan, The Rivals, Act II. The phrase is in fact used by Sir Lucius O’Trigger. 
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My dear H.e 
 Only time at present to request that you will read and transmit the enclosed to the Honorary 
Secretary – 
 ever yrs. 
  N. B. 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Genoa, May 24th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ X 184) 
[To – John C. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park / nr. Hounslow / London / Angleterre // 
Inghilterra.] 
A single sheet. 

Genoa. May 24th. 1823. 
My dear He. / 
 I mentioned to you some little time ago – that I had heard from Karvellas. – As soon as I 
was favoured with the wishes of our Committee – I wrote to him again – requesting any information 
which he thought might be useful to his countrymen that I might transmit it to the Hon. Secretary. – – 
I enclose you both his letters – the second is a curious one – he says “that he cannot comply with the 
request – as he is prevented –” but whether by the Pisan or Tuscan Slaves in office – or by his own 
people – he does not state. – He then concludes by a demand for 100 crowns for himself, – which – 
would be paying high for no news. – I really hardly know what to think of these our worthy friends – 
but am willing to lend them a hand – though I could wish to hear something from Blaquiere first – from 
the seat of action. – I forwarded to you his letter from Corfu – and wrote to you a day or two ago 
enclosing one for Mr. Bowring. – I am ready to contribute and do what may be deemed best – to any 
extent in my power – but I hope that the rest {of his compatriots} will not like Karvellas – refuse 
information for his Country’s benefit – and de= 
 
1:2 
 
[to right of address:] =mand a loan for themselves individually. – – 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Genoa, May 28th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ X 188) 
[To, – J. C. Hobhouse Esqre. / to ye. care of the / Honble Douglas Kinnaird / Pall Mall East. / London.] 
A single sheet. 

May 28th. 1823. 
My dear Hobhouse – 
 The enclosed notes one from Dr. Alexander an English physician – and the other 
from Mr. Barry the Banker will show you that I have not been idle in the good cause. – The medical 
stores “for a 1000 men – for two years” are not very dear since their cost will hardly amount to seventy 
pounds sterling – and I shall either send of take them up with me – with other things for the service – as 
I said before – {purchased & conveyed} at my own expence – of course. – – – – 
I hear no more of the Committee – except what I see in the papers – and am not aware – whether they 
have any course of conduct to suggest to me or no – you will let me know I presume – – I read your 
various speeches in the Times. – I shall collect and send what information 1 can – as directed – and 

am ever yrs. 
N. B. 

P.S. 
 The question of the Greeks mentioned in Mr. B’s note are from some supposition of their own – as 
I never gave out – that I was to be distributor of the Committee – but merely that I had offered my 
services in general for any purpose in attainment of their object. – 
 

Hobhouse to Byron, from London, June 11th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443 f.104; BB 332-3) 
[Pour / Le très honourable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / à Gênes / en Italie // par Calais] 
The Committee have published Byron’s letter of acceptance. 

June 11. 1823 
My dear Byron – 
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 I wrote a line or two yesterday at the bottom of Mr Bowring’s letter which I trust will 
come safe to hand – yesterday evening I received another note with two inclosures from you through 
Douglas Kinnaird – Your letter which has been partly published has been very much admired and the 
Committee will be glad to receive another such from you – But you must not be waggish as you have 
been in your two last folios; which I had some doubt whether I should send to the committee fearing 
that these grave gentlemen would think you not in earnest – Your fun would be caveor to our elderly 
folk – so Mr Bowring has picked out two or three passages containing your points of information and 
suppressed the remainder – The remainder indeed was more of a private than public letter and I had, as 
I told you above, some doubts of sending it to Mr Bowring – that gentleman is a great enthusiast and, 
as you may suspect from his letter, a warm admirer of your’s – so I recommend you only to show the 
grave 
 
1:2 
 
side of your face to him – If you are for a lark communicate then with me who am used to your ways of 
pleasantness – but I repeat do not be jocose with your admirers of the committee – You need not 
inclose letters except from Blaquiere or from some person containing positive information – Karvella’s 
trash and Diddler-like correspondence need not be sent – I have shown him up to his countrymen here 
– The letter from the banker also is not worth communicating to the Committee who want no proofs of 
your zeal, of which I assure you they have conceived the highest opinion – They are going to make to 
you a solemn request & appeal, I fancy, to go up to Greece at once for the sake of showing, in the most 
positive manner, the interest the English take in their cause – and for the sake also of getting certain 
information on which they can depend – I have put the order for the tooth Powder canteen &c into Mr 
Murray’s hands who will provide them forthwith & send them as soon as possible – If you go to 
Greece I do not see the necessity of your staying long – Just go to headquarters and look about you and 
come away again – A few days or weeks in the Morea would be quite sufficient – Schinas & the 
Greeks here say they think your going to Greece would be of the utmost possible service to the cause – 
 
1:3 
 
We have not money enough to do any thing considerable for them – nor can we hope to do good except 
by the encouragement to be derived from our sympathy of which no proof would be so decisive as your 
visit – both personally and as coming from the Greek Committee to which I trust they will attach an 
importance very disproportionate with its real influence – 
We are going on with our subscriptions – but not so speedily as could be wished – I believe the 
multitude believe the Greeks to be the Blacklegs for not one farthing have we had from that class – It is 
unfortunate also that we have new another subscription running side by side with that for Greece, 
namely the Spanish – Our public meeting for the Spaniards takes place the day after to-morrow – after 
overcoming many obstacles we have succeeded in getting up this meeting but whether or not we shall 
get a large sum of money remains in the womb of time306 – Lambton, however, has put down his name 
for 1000£ – Burdett for 500£ – The Corporation of the city of London have given 1000£ to the 
Spaniards, & will give 700£ to the Greeks – Between ourselves there is not so much sympathy for 
foreign patriots as could be wished – all the efforts, money, time, & talking, all come from the same set 
of people – namely Simpson & Co i.e. our dear 
 
1:4 [above address:] selves – about four or five good men & true307 – It is not without the greatest 
difficulty we get any others to move – The news from Spain is rather good than otherwise – The French 
news all lies – The King will see Cadiz very shortly – for it is most probable the French will reach 
Seville without [below address:] opposition. But there is an excellent spirit in some provinces, 
especially the Galicias whence the news from Wilson is very encouraging. I do not despair on the 
whole, although the enormous sums of money diffused in all quarters by France will work the usual 
wonders performed by silver spears – Pray let me hear from you – how are you? ever yours very truly 
J. C. H. 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Genoa, June 19th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ X 200) 

                                                 
306: Shakespeare, Othello I iii 367. 
307: Shakespeare, Much Ado About Nothing III iii i. 
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[To, – J. C. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park. / nr. Hounslow / nr. London / Angleterre. // 
Inghilterra.] 
Once the London Greek Committee print Byron’s letter, his fate is sealed. 
A single sheet. 

June 19th. 1823 
Dear He – 
 You will see by the enclosed that I have engaged a vessel. – Your Committee have printed my 
letter308 – with what view or advantage is more than I can conjecture – as I hear nothing from and little 
of them. – D. K. says nothing on the subject. – I expect to sail early in July. – Accounts are 
contradictory – the Greeks at Leghorn say first one thing and then another. – From Blaquiere I have not 
heard since the letter from Zante – which I sent to D. K. a fortnight ago. – – – 
I expect soon a letter from him from the seat of the Government. – – I shall go up – and see what is to 
be done – if good – well – if otherwise – I can console myself with the motive. – 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, with copy of letter from Edward Church, from Genoa, June 21st 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ X 203) 
[To, – J. C. Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / Whitton Park. / nr. Hounslow / nr. London / Angleterre. // 
Inghilterra.] 
Byron’s disillusion with both the Greeks and the London Greek Committee start before he even 
leaves Italy. 

June 21st. 1823. 
My dear Hobhouse / 
 On the other half sheet is the copy of a letter from the American Consul <of> {at} 
Geneva – on the subject of a steam boat for the Greeks. – You can judge whether it will be likely to 
attract the notice of the Committee – and act accordingly – I have referred Mr. Church to you – as it is 
probable I may sail early in July. – 
I have no further news – except that the Greeks of Tuscany – have in two instances applied for 
themselves – and one had the kindness to propose that a committee of six or eight Greeks <Le> at 
Leghorn – should direct me how to lay out the money – and (abusing the Greeks of Morea) strongly 
advised that I should remain in Italy – and let this said Committee manage for me &c. &c. &c. the first 
proposal being to ransom his (the writer’s) own family – and so forth. – – – – 
 
1:2 
 
[at ninety degrees, on right of address:] I have not heard from Blaquiere since the letter of the 28th. 
April – a copy of which I sent to Douglas Kd. – From you I have hitherto heard nothing further – a sign 
that [at ninety degrees, on left of address:] you had not much to communicate. – 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
1:3 [in copyist’s hand:] 
 
My Lord, 
 The deep interest you take in the noble efforts which the Greeks are now making to attain a 
place amongst free and independent nations, leads me to hope that the subject of my letter will be 
considered by your lordship a sufficient apology for it. 
 My appointment in France giving me but little occupation I have since 1818 been sedulously 
employed in propagating in that kingdom the immortal discovery of my countryman and friend, Fulton, 
& have just launched my eighth steam-boat (the William Tells) on this beautiful lake. 
 Strongly impressed with the advantages which might derive from Steam navigation in the 
Mediterranean, I in conjunction with a friend, sent a boat there lately from Bordeaux, which has within 
a few weeks visited Marseilles, Toulon, Nice, Genoa and Leghorn; the Quarantine laws & Italian 
prejudices have induced us to send the boat back to France, & after the fair of Beaucaire, to give it its 
original destination, viz. between Layons & Châlons, on the Saone. There is however another 
employment for this Packet which would be far more gratifying to my feelings, & would induce me to 
forego my prospect of pecuniary advantage. The immense services that a steam vessel might render to 
the Grecian cause has struck me so forcibly that I have resolved not to delay a moment in offering 

                                                 
308: Parts of B.’s letter to the LGC were published in The Globe and Traveller for June 2nd 1823. 
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mine, on condition that it is employed in that service, for ten thousand francs less than it has cost us, we 
have spent upwards of 80,000n francs on this vessel, & will take 70,000 deliverable in Marseilles: the 
Boat & Engine are new; the latter made in England on the most approved principles of the pwer of 
fourteen horses, the former 70 feet long by sixteen wide, & at a small expence might be fitted to carry 
two long twelve pounders & four or six carronades; it would be idle for me to suggest to your lordship 
the importance of the services which might be derived in war, more especially in the Archipelago, from 
a vessel capable of transporting with safety, promptitude & regularity in spite of winds and calms, 
ammunition, & as many as two hundred (200) soldiers at a time, besides for towing ships into and out 
of action it might be of eminent utility. Our government has lately purchased a small Steam Boat & 
armed it in the way I have described to cruise in conjunction with some other vessels against the Pirates 
in the American Seas. Accounts from the United States speak already of the important services it has 
rendered. 
 I will intrude no more on your lordship’s time, but leave the matter with you, persuaded that 
the deep interest you take in the heroic efforts of this Cruelly oppressed people will induce you to do 
whatever you think will promote their success 
  I have the honor to be 
   My Lord, 
    Your lordship’s most obedient & 
     Very humble Servant, 
      Signed Edwd. Church 
       Consul of the United States 
Genoa 12th June 1823.   aux soins de Messrs. Henry Hentsch & Cmie. 
        Genève. 
 
June 26th 1823: The Island published. 

 
Hobhouse to Byron, from London, July 8th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 335-6) 
[Pour / Le tres honourable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / à Genes / Italie] 
Hobhouse answers Byron’s of June 19th and 21st. 

London. July 8, 1823 
My dear Byron – 
 I am much suprised at your having received no letters – any have been written – I 
trust, however, you will duly get the resolutions of the Committee passed at the last meeting, when, 
after very proper acknowledgments, you were formally appointed representative of the friends of Greek 
liberty in England – 
 I shall be extremely anxious to hear of you & I trust that you will not suffer your zeal to lead you 
into the least risk – The object is not that you should fight – but that you should be at the seat of 
government to encourage the enthusiasm of the people and also to 
 
1:2 
 
give weight authority & utility to the efforts of the Greek Committee – Never fear about Blaquiere – he 
is not our agent – We pay some of his expenses & he writes its letters but he is not in your line & 
cannot be in your way – I am sorry you do not like the publication of your letter. It was not all 
published, only selections were made – I can assure you it produced the best effects here & made 
money come into our subscription. I shall communicate what you tell about the steam boat – although I 
am afraid our funds will not allow us to engage in such an adventure – I repeat take care of yourself in 
every way – I hope the canteen will come after you – I chose a most excellent one for you – The other 
articles Murray sent out before – I am almost afraid that 
 
1:3 
 
this letter will not reach you at Genoa but I suppose you have given orders to have your missives sent 
after you. If there is any thing I can do for you here pray use me in any way – 
 I am extremely glad that you have taken this step on many accounts which it will be too long to 
mention here & which if read by the Austrian police would not be over-edifying. The Island309 is much 

                                                 
309: In his diary, H. never mentions The Island (or The Age of Bronze, or the later cantos of Don Juan, or The 

Vision of Judgement …). 
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admired & if you choose ever to come back into our cloudy country I have no doubt you may carry all 
before you – I suppose you see our newspapers so that I need not tell you we are making an effort for 
the Spaniards – Our subscriptions amount to 16.000 – £ one individual having given 5000 £ without 
letting us know his name – This could not happen out of England – The last news from the peninsula is 
rather good – The cortes know they are fighting with ropes about their necks 
 
1:4 [above address:] and will therefore stick to what they have begun – Parliament will be up in a few 
days – I wish to god I could join you in your [below address:] expedition – We might then see what 
difference thirteen or fourteen years had made in our feelings as to Greece – Farewell dear Byron – 
believe me always your very affect. 

J. C. Hobhouse 
 

July 15th 1823: Don Juan VI, VII and VIII published. 

 

Byron departs for Greece on July 16th, arriving in Cephalonia on August 3rd. 
 

July 30th 1823: The Morgante Maggiore published in The Liberal No 4. 

 

August 29th 1823: Don Juan IX, X and XI published. 

 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Metaxata, Cephalonia, September 11th–14th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ XI 21-5) 
[To – John C. Hobhouse Esqre M.P. / <Whitton Park> / <nr. Hounslow> / <London> / Kirby Park / 
Melton Mowbray / <forwarded by Capt. Scott of the Brig Hercules> ————] 
 

Metaxata. Septr. 11th. 1823 
My dear Hobhouse –     This letter will be delivered by Capt. Scott of the Hercules – who brought me 
up into these parts – and has behaved very well – he is a fine tough old tar – and has been a great 
amusement during our voyage – he is moreover brother to two of yr. constituents and as such to be 
treated with all due respect – also some Grog with which he regularly rounds off most hours of the four 
and twenty. – – 
He is a character I assure you as you will perceive at a single glance. 
I have received yours and the Committee’s letters – to both of which this will serve for present answer. 
– I will endeavour to do my duty by the Committee and the Cause. – On our arrival here early in 
August we found the opposite Coast blockaded by the Turkish fleet – all kinds of reports in circulation 
about divisions amongst the Greeks themselves – the Greek fleet not out (and it is not out yet as far as I 
know) Blaquiere gone home again or at least on his way there – and no communications for me from 
the Morea or elsewhere. – Under these circum= 
 
1:2 
 
=stances added to the disinclination of Capt. Scott (naturally enough) to risk his vessel among the 
blockaders or their vicinity without being insured for the full value of his bastimento – I resolved to 
remain here for a favourable opportunity of passing over – and also to collect if possible something like 
positive information. – – In the mean time I made a tour over the hills here in our old style – and then 
crossed over to Ithaca – which as a pendant to the Troad – a former Greek traveller would like to see. – 
I was much gratified by both – and we have moreover been treated in the kindest manner by all the 
authorities military and civil – from Colonel Napier the resident (whose name and fame you are aware 
of) the officers of the 8th. and in short by all our own countrymen. – – 
Their hospitality both here and in Ithaca was indeed rather oppressive – for dinners kill a weakly 
stomached Gentleman. – They also insisted on lodging us – but I would not so far abuse their good 
nature and am here in a very pretty 
 
1:3 
 
village between the Mountains and the sea – waiting what Napoleon calls the “March of Events”. – – 
These Events however keep their march somewhat secret, – but it appears nearly certain that there be 
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divisions – and that Mavrocordato is out (some say in again)310 which were a pity – since he is the only 
civilized person (on dit) amongst the liberators. – 
The Turkish fleet has sailed leaving fifteen Algerine vessels to cruise in the Gulph. 
Mr. Browne and Mr. Trelawny are {since then} gone over in a boat to a part of the Coast out of the 
blockade with letters from me to the Greek Government at Tripolitza – and to collect information. – 
There is little risk for small boats but it is otherwise with larger vessels {which {{cannot}} slide in 
everywhere} – as the Mussulmans are not very particular. – Count Gamba – a young man about twenty 
three – is here with me – and is very popular amongst the English – and is I assure you a fine fellow in 
all respects. – – I have written to apprize the G. Government of the possible approach of the 
 
1:4 
 
vessel indicated by the Committee – and to prepare them to receive its’ Continents. – I caused write 
soon after my arrival to Marco Botzaris – in Acarnania and at a considerable expence sent the letter by 
a small boat which ran through the blockade. – He answered desiring me to come over – and stating 
that he meant to give battle to the Turks next day – {(after the date of his epistle)} which he did and 
was killed – but his party gained the victory – and he behaved most gallantly by all accounts till 
mortally wounded. – – This was very vexatious on all accounts {as well for the general loss as the 
individual} – for I was particularly recommended to him (the Chief of the Suliotes)311 and I cannot 
have the same confidence in his successor who is less known. – – 
I took forty Suliotes here into pay – got their arms (through Col. Napier’s intercession with {General} 
Adam) and sent them to join their Countrymen a few days ago – when the blockade was partly done 
away with – – they have cost me a tolerable number in dollars – and the price of their passage 
(somewhat high) &c. but it was thought best that I should wait for 
 
2:1 
 
2d.) direction from Tripolitza – before I fixed on the place where I ought to proceed with the 
approbation of the G. Govt. – – – 
I have also spent some hundred dollars in assisting the Greek refugees in Ithaca – and providing for a 
Moreote family who were in great distress. – – – – – 
The Turks are in force in Acarnania – but you cannot depend upon any accounts – the report of the day 
is contradicted on the morrow. – Great divisions and difficulties exist – and several foreigners have 
come away in disgust as usual – – it is at present my intention to remain here or there as long as I see a 
prospect of advantage to the cause – but I must not conceal from you and the Committee that the 
Greeks appear in more danger from their own divisions than from the attacks of the Enemy. – There is 
a talk of treachery – and all sorts of parties amongst them – a jealousy of strangers and a desire of 
nothing but money – all im= 
 
2:2 
 
=provements in tactics – they decline – and are not very kind it is said – to the foreign officers &c. in 
their service. – – – 
I give you this as report – but certainly I cannot say much for those I have seen here – – the Slave is not 
yet improved by his Saturnalia. – – As you are aware what they were before – I need say very little on 
the subject. – – 
Of the things sent by Murray (you say) none arrived at Genoa – but the Canteen – and that broken by 
negligence in packing – it is to be sent on – but the other things as I said have not yet been heard of – 
so my bankers write from Italy. – You will remember me to Douglas Kd. from whom I have not yet 
heard – and to all friends. – I hear that the publisher got an injunction in favour of the new Cantos – I 
wish him to publish the remainder (four in each volume their are eight more – i.e. sixteen in all) and 
tell him to Correct the 
 
2:3 
 
proofs from the M.S.S. and not be sending his lumbering packets up here – where I have other matters 
to attend to. – – 

                                                 
310: Mavrocordatos is in fact on the run, with a price on his head. 
311: It was Metropolitan Ignatius of Arta who had recommended Botzaris to B. 
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I have had a letter from Hanson requesting the balance of his bill (£ 635.) which I will not pay – for the 
present lstly. – because I wish to know what it is for – 2dly. he has had too many thousands of my money 
already – and ought to be ashamed to dun – having had £500 this very blessed year, – and 3dly. because 
I wish to have all my ready at present in bank to answer my credits; – please to instruct the Honble 
Douglas Kd to this effect. – – It is also time that Murray should make some settlement or other for 
“Werner”. – I understand that he behaves infamously – circulating facsimiles of my letters &c. – with 
other matters which will go nigh to give him a place by Curll and Osborne if he don’t mind what he is 
about. – – As to his losing by Werner – 
 
2:4 
 
that may be partly ascertained by comparing his account of ye. number sold – and J. Hunt’s of his 
publications at the comparative prices – M. said at first that he had sold 6000 – if so – where were the 
loss? – – It is lucky for John of Albemarle that I have other things on hand – or I would have a Cuff at 
him for his delinquencies. – Parchment talks of lending money on Mortgage to Ld. Mountnorris – tell 
Douglas to allow no such thing – with my monies – Ld. M. is a shuffler – and well known for such – in 
Cash affairs – at least his own friends say so. – Hanson talks too of urging the appeal against Deardon – 
but I had hoped that Crabtree had come to some arrangement with said Deardon about Rochdale by this 
time – I would part with it for a trifle to be rid of the bore and the expence. – – Pray write and say how 
you are – I am better for my voyage and stood the hot Sun on the hills of this island and of Ithaca like a 
Dial. ever yrs. most truly 
 N. B. 
3:1 

Septr. 14th. 
1823. 

P.S. 
 I {have} sent over to Missolonghi some medical stores for the wounded there. – Metaxa (the 
Commandant of the town) is very pressing that I should go over there – but I must first have an answer 
from {the} Tripolitza {Govt} – and also keep a look out for the arrival of the Committee’s vessel. – 
When these things are settled I may as well be in one place as another I suppose – though I have as 
little cunning in fortifying a besieged town as “honour hath skill in Surgery”.312 – – – 
Col Napier told me yesterday that there is a story in the Islands – Corfu &c. – “that he and I had a 
quarrel about arms on board my vessel – that it was seized – after some resistance or opposition &c. &c. 
&c.” in short a damned lie – which I merely mention that you may contradict and laugh at it – if you 
hear anything of the kind. – Napier says if his Commission could be saved to him that he would go 
over {too} you know he 
 
3:2 
 
[at ninety degrees, to right of address:] is a famous soldier – one of Sir John Moore’s “Well done my 
Majors!” – left for dead at Corunna and all alive and martial at this moment. – He is besides an 
excellent fellow – greatly liked – and a thorough Liberal. – He wishes me to state to the Committee 
quietly recollect – his [at ninety degrees, to left of address:] wish to have some communication with 
them. He would be just the man for a Chef – if it could be managed. –  
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Cephalonia, September 15th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ XI 26) 
[To – John Hobhouse Esqre M.P. / <Whitton Park> / <nr. Hounslow> / <London> / Kirby Park / 
Melton Mowbray / <forwarded by Capt. Scott of the Brig Hercules>] 

Septr. 15th. 
1823. 

Dear He 
 I add to my former letter the enclosed – which will “prate” to you of our “whereabouts”313 and 
whatabouts – one is very interesting [BLJ has “curious one?”] being the last which Marco Bozzari 
ever dictated or signed, – as he fell {on} the following day. – The other [BLJ has “Second”] is from 
Metaxa – and the third a mere note announcing the landing of my letter=bearer (Mr. H. Browne ) at 
Pirgo. –  

                                                 
312: Shakespeare, Henry IV I, V i 130. 
313: Shakespeare, Macbeth, II i 58. 
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 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
 
P.S. 
 Until I have an answer from Tripolitza – or some further intelligence of the Committee’s 
storeship – I shall hardly go to Messalonghi – address to Genoa (to Messrs. Webb) who will forward 
[curls up right-hand side:] my letters to Cephalonia or Zante. [vertically on left-hand side:] The 
Government at Tripolitza are so divided at present and so jealous of foreigners that if I were to land 
without their directions at any particular place – as “one in authority –”314 it would form a cause or 
pretext for taking umbrage, since Mavrocordato is out [curls round bottom of page:] of office. 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Cephalonia, September 27th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ XI 27-8) 
Byron’s clear-sightedness about the Greeks increases; but he doesn’t give up. 
 

Metaxata – Isle of Cephalonia. 
Septr. 27th. 1823. 

My dear Hobhouse / 
 By the Hercules I wrote at some length – as you probably will know before the 
arrival of this which will be delivered by Mr. Peacock a Gentleman who has been in the Morea on 
business respecting a proposed loan to the soi disant Government. I beg you to introduce him to Mr. 
Bowring – his information may be very useful – as also his influence with the Society which he 
represented here – he is withal Gentlemanly and intelligent. – – Perhaps his friends might combine with 
the Committee on the score of the loan to the Greeks. – – – – 
By the inclosed – (or rather annexed) mass of papers – you will see the present state of things. – – 
There is private matter mixed up with the correspondence – but you and Mr. Bowring can extract the 
useful and public 
 
1:2 
 
part for the information of those interested on the subject. – – The fact is that matters are in great 
disorder. – No less than three parties – and one conspiracy going on at this moment amongst them a 
few steps further and a civil war may ensue. – – On all sides they are (as you perceive) trying to enlist 
me as a partizan – but I have hitherto declared that I can recognize only the Greek Government – 
without reference to the persons who may compose it – and that as a foreigner I have nothing to do 
with factions or <personal> {private} preferences of individuals. – 
I have not yet gone to the Main – because to say the truth – it does not appear that I could avoid being 
considered as a favourer of one party or another – but the moment I can be of any real service I am 
willing 
 
1:3 
 
to go amongst them. – – Mavrocordato is out – and his friends are mustering people for him wherever 
they can – he has now agents in the Islands &c. – but the enclosed papers will show you the state of 
affairs, – without further comment of mine. – 
When the Committee’s stores come out – I will direct them to where they may be really wanted – 
which is no easy point to ascertain – for all the Agents of the Gk. Govt. are said to peculate to the extent 
of their opportunities – – in short – you will learn from all quarters – but an unfavourable account of 
their proceedings. – 
For all this I do not despair – and shall continue up here watching opportunities to serve the cause – but 
little will be done till there is a regular force 
 
1:4 
 
of some kind. 
 ever yrs. 
  N. B. 
 

                                                 
314: Biblical: Matthew 8:9. 
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P.S. 
 Tell Douglas K. – that except the payments to keep up the insurances – he must not let any monies 
of mine be converted to Hanson’s {or others} purposes – – – (the fellow has had thousands <also> 
already) but to keep everything in bank for the Credits {of mine} of the present and ensuing year. – – 
Of all things to do anything amongst these fellows money is the most essential – and I have no wish to 
spare mine – though I will not allow a sixpence to be expended except to a public purpose – and under 
my own eye. 
 List of things said to be sent 
 but not yet arrived – and <of> which 
 I am anxious to have.315 – 
 
Epsom Salts –   Soda powders. – 
Magnesia – Calcined. 
Waite’s toothpowder. 
Smith’s tooth brushes – 
Acton’s Corn rubbers – 
 
Byron to Hobhouse, from Cephalonia, October 6th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ XI 39-42) 
[To – Jno Hobhouse Esqre M.P. / Whitton Park / nr. Hounslow / London. / forwarded by — MacDermot 
Esqre of the King’s or 8th. Regt. —— — —] 

Metaxata. – Cephalonia. 
Octr. 6th. 1823 

My dear Hobhouse – 
 I write a few lines by a private conveyance to inform you that I have sent you 
two packets – whence you will extract information for the Committee – one by Capt. Scott of the Brig 
Hercules – and the other by Mr. Peacock agent for a Society on his return from his mission to the G. Gt. 
– The documents are in considerable number – and will tell you all that is requisite up to their 
respective dates. – – – 
The Greek disputes amongst themselves are in statu quo – – the fleet is at length said to be at sea – but 
has done nothing – indeed there has been (except in the case of Bozzari who was killed in Rumelia –) a 
kind of contest of inaction on both sides Greek and Mussulman during the present year. – But the Turks 
have at length come down in force (sixteen thousand they say) on Mesalonghi – which however is 
stronger than it was last year – when they were repulsed in a similar attempt. – 
 
1:2 
 
There is a squadron of some sort in sight from our windows in the village here at this present writing – 
but whether Greek or Turk – is not easily made out – two sail one three masted vessel – and apparently 
ships of war. We are very anxious for your Committee Argo with its’ continents – and Congreve 
rockets – which I will direct to the place where they seem needful. – I have not had any answer yet 
from the Gk. Gt. but I have heard of a packet directed to me {by their order} some time ago – which is 
said to have been searched or destroyed by some of the factions or their adherents at Zante. When Mrs. 
Fry has done with Newgate it would not be amiss if the Committee would send her into Greece316 – she 
would find plenty of exercise for her re=moralizing talents by all accounts. – It is my duty and business 
to conceal nothing either of my own impressions or of the general belief upon the score of the Greeks 
{from the Committee} – but when I add that I do not despair – but think still every 
 
1:3 
 
exertion should be used in their behalf – in the hope that time and freedom will <do> {revive} for them 
what tyranny has kept under but perhaps not extinguished – I conceive that you will not despond nor 
believe me desponding because I state things as they really are. – They want a regular force to support 
a regular System quite as much as to repel their enemies – in the interim every man that can pay or 
command from one hundred to a thousand Gillies is independent – and seems to act for himself. – 
When I state to you that I have had half a dozen offers of different kinds and from different parties to 
put myself at the head of some hundred boys of the belt and of the blade – – all of whom might be 

                                                 
315: B. is concerned for his digestion, and his feet. Calcined magnesia is used as an antacid and mild laxative. 
316: B. has used Elizabeth Fry at DJ X sts.84-5; she occurs again in his Cephalonia diary. 
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maintained for any purpose – with less means than those which I can at present command – you may 
judge for yourself – how far there is any actual order or regularity. – I have hitherto steered clear of 
such matters – and avoided com= 
 
1:4 
 
=mitting myself with any of the parties – being a peaceable man – but really if they go on in this way – 
and I get up in a bad humour some morning there is no saying what one may be provoked into. – –  
I have got over most of the Suliotes (their best παλικαρια)317 who were here, to recruit the ranks in 
Acarnania – one of their bravest Chiefs (Drako) went a few days ago – and is to let me know ({he} as 
well as Kosta Bozzari (Marco’s surviving brother) the exact state of their affairs. – They have lately 
lost another Chief in action – Giavella – whose widow is here – she sent her little boy a child of four 
years old to pay me a visit the other day – who is a sturdy little Lion’s whelp with an immense head – 
and neither cries nor laughs like other children – but sits still and blows out his lips and snorts as the 
Highlanders do when they are angry. – He already talks of revenging his father’s death on the followers 
of Mahomet – according to the good old custom which of course his mother carefully patronizes. – His 
organ of Combativeness seems considerably developed – and he will doubtless if he lives be a Credit to 
the Courage line of business. – 
 
2:1 
 
2d.) Of my present position here I have little further to say – I hear that the Canteen has got as far as 
Zante – but I neither know the name – nor the probable time of Arrival of that same Caraval or Argosie 
which is to waft Mr. Parry and his fire=enginery to the seat of warfare. – Blaquiere has probably got 
back amongst you; he had evaporated before I arrived here. – My own motions will partly depend upon 
the arrival of your Brigade – or it may be on the answer I may have from the actual Gk. Gt . now in 
Congress at Salamis (Colouri hodie) or Egina – – I have two correspondents there awaiting <their> a 
reply. – Another English Gentleman volunteer is gone over to Mesalonghi this day – or going. – It is 
not yet sure that it is besieged – and to say the truth – no truth or very little is to be extracted from the 
Greek accounts of any kind till long after any given occurrence. – 
I have had a letter from Bowring (to whom make me remembered) dated August 18th. – in which 
 
2:2 
 
he mentions (among other matter) the possible or even probable prospect of a loan for the Hellenes but 
at the same time imposes on me to impress on them the necessity of the most santo=sacred (an 
Italianism of mine – pardon it) observance of engagements – and of a speciality their regular payment 
of interest. – As Henry Morton says to Cuthbert Headrigg – I doubt “that the penny fee will be a hard 
chapter”318 for the actual members of the Gt. do not pass for being great dilettanti in {the matter of} 
pecuniary punctuality. – 
But this by the way. – But I doubt that the news of Mavrocordato’s being out – and their other slight 
discrepancies – will enhance the scruples of our monied people. – Besides the deputies to treat for the 
said loan – are not yet embarked! I have written and railed to urge their immediate departure – but no! 
– they are not gone – nor for aught I know – going. – Mr. Peacock (an important personage for he was 
authorized to offer large sums) came away much disgusted with them – as almost all foreigners have 
hitherto done. – I laboured to put him in better humour 
 
3:1 
 
3d.) with them – and perhaps partly succeeded. – I mean (unless something out of the way occurs to 
recal me) to stay up in the country {itself} or {the} neighbourhood of Greece – till things are either 
better or hopeless – and in every case will take advantage of circumstances to serve the Cause if the 
patriots will permit me – but it must be the Cause – and not individuals or parties that I endeavour to 
benefit. 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
P.S. – 

                                                 
317: “bravos”, “young heroic types”; my thanks to Roddy Beaton for the translation. 
318: Scott, Old Mortality. 
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 Remember me to D. K. – from whom I have not heard – tell him as usual – to muster all my 
possible monies – as well for the present – as for the ensuing year – that I may take the field in force in 
case it should be proper or prospective Of Good that I should do so. – I send you a minute of my 
answer to Mavrocordato’s epistle. – – – – – 
 
3:2 
 
[at ninety degrees, to right of address:] Tell Douglas Kd. that I cannot make out from his statement 
whether the 950 – deducted in the first year (1822) from the Kirkby Mallory rental on account of Ly. 
Nl. is to return to Lady B. and to me or no – but whether it is or not – there was still {better than} 
5000£ to divide between Ly. B. and myself {the rental being 6,336£} of which in all I have as yet 
received [at ninety degrees, to left of address:] but nine hundred in two separate payments. – There is 
therefore or ought to be in any case still due to me from the 1822 rental fully sixteen hundred pounds 
being my balance of two thousand five hundred – without adverting to the present year – so that I have 
the better part of two years to receive. – My own income is I take [curls vertically up right-hand side:] 
it paid more regularly; – as to anything from publications I do not calculate on [curls inverted round 

page top:] much but Murray ought to have settled for Werner before this [curls down left-hand side:] 
time. [inverted over address:] Tell Lord E. that I have at length received his brochure on the Gks. for 
which many thanks – I shall try and get it translated into Romaic. – 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Cephalonia, October 16th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ XI 50) 
A single sheet. 

Cephalonia. 8bre. 16th. 1823. 
My dear He. 
 Enclosed is a further report from the Morea – it is full and supposed to be authentic on the 
state of parties there. You and Mr. Bowring can form your own judgements and use yr. discretion in 
laying it before the Committee. The enclosed is a Copy – only altered into better Italian – the original 
not being very pure – but the sense and the tenor of the expressions are still retained as nearly as 
possible. – We have a difficult part to play – in the mean time – the deputies have not sailed – so there 
will be little likelihood of a loan to the Greeks – when once their discords are bruited abroad. – – We 
want a military foreign force – and a military man to head them – Gordon has not done wisely in not 
coming – he is reckoned a good soldier {and} with a thousand men at his back – <and> a little patience 
might have done much – but alone he would do little – they won’t obey a stranger – unless he has a 
force of his own sufficient to make himself respected – 
 
1:2 
 
so say all the foreign officers who are returning by dozens. – A Greek Engineer (an Elevè of Lord 
Guilford’s) told me a little time ago that they minded him {even} no more than a post – and that 
otherwise he could have taken Patras. – The Captain of an English ship of war told me that with a 
couple of brigs – he would undertake to reduce the Castles of the Gulph of Lepanto – i.e. those at the 
entrance. – – 
I shall continue here till I see when and where I can be of use – if such a thing {indeed} be practicable 
– I have hitherto only contradictory accounts. – – If you send out a military man – he will have every 
cooperation from me – or if you send out any other person – I have no objection to act as either his 
coadjutor – or subordinately – for I have none of those punctilios. 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
 
P.S. 
 Tell Douglas Kd. that “I do approve of his obtaining and accepting on my behalf of any sum not 
under ten thousand pounds for the Rochdale property” – this is in answer to a question of his. [curls up 

right-hand side:] I have also written {this much} to him – of course he may get for us as much more as 
he fairly can. – 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Cephalonia, November 10th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ XI 60) 
A small single sheet. 

Cephalonia. 9bre. 10th. 
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1823 
My dear H. 
 Herewith I recommend to you the Greek Deputies – whom Heaven prosper. I have bought a 
“Gross of Green Spectacles” – i.e. I have advanced four thousand pounds to the Greek Govt to succour 
Messalonghi – and “the old Gentleman – his man Abraham and my horse Blackberry all trotted off 
apparently very well pleased with one another.” But never mind – and pray “do not forget the 
importance of Monogamy – maintaining it against the Deuterogamists of the age.”319 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
 

Hobhouse to Byron, from Kirby Park, Melton, December 6th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 337-40) 
Hobhouse answers Byron’s of September 14th and (perhaps) 27th. 

 
Kirby Park. Melton. December 6. 1823 

My dear Byron – 
 I cannot tell you how much pleasure the receipt of your letters of the 14 & 17th of 
September gave me. In the first place your long silence had made me almost afraid that I was not likely 
to hear from you again – & secondly I thought it probable that you might find the transmission of 
letters difficult & therefore decline the effort altogether – On both these accounts your missives were 
the more unexpected and accordingly the more agreable. I am delighted also to hear so good an account 
of your health which I pray you to attend to as the one thing needful – particularly the organs of 
digestion – I say this feelingly having been ill for nearly six months with a complaint in the head which 
the learned say belongs fairly to the stomach … if one was sick at the stomach I suppose they would 
say that was a disease of the head. I could be very diffuse not to say smart on this point – you recollect 
Swift, 
 

“But should some neighbor feel a pain 
Just in the parts where I complain”320 

 
But I will content myself with iterating my advice to you to take care of the entera and mesentera and 
pericardia and in short all those regions dolorous – I wish I had joined you in “the immortal islands & 
the well known sea” instead of jaunting after health in Scotland and the North England the hospitality 
of whose natives is, as you say of that of your Cefalonian friends, no good prescription for a weak 
digestion – 
I think you have done a very wise not to say a very spirited and honorable deed by going to Greece. It 
gives me the greatest satisfaction to find that your visit is properly appreciated by the people whom you 
go to encourage – and you may depend upon it that it is looked upon quite in the proper light here. It is 
long since I have been enabled to attend the Greek committee, for the Spanish business, and my own 
parliamentary affairs occupied me entirely during the latter part of the session – but I have repeated 
communications with the most active of the committee and have been made aware of their proceedings 
respecting you – which I trust 
 
1:2 
 
you approve – They have put, I learn, the whole of their means, small enough alas, at your disposal and 
they anticipate the greatest advantage from being represented by a person like yourself. I have had 
much pleasure in learning from good authority that since the Committee has been known to take an 
interest in Greek affairs, Englishmen have been looked upon with a much more favorable eye in 
Greece. Other informants tell me that the Turks also, since Lord Strangford’s interposition in their 
favor with Russia, are equally pleased with the English – so that between both our puir hill folk321 will 
come off well as travellers in your parts – Immediately on receiving your letters, I wrote to Mr. 
Bowring – he returned for answer that “Parry with his artifices, laboratory, battery, &c sailed on the 9th 
of November, in the Ann Capt. Longridge for Malta Corfu & a port in the Morea – she was to wait at 
Corfu for orders from you or from Colonel Stanhope who I suppose is by this time with you – The 
goods in the Ann amounted to 584 packages including mathematical and surgical instruments –  

                                                 
319: Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield, Chaps. 12 and 20. 
320: Swift, Lines on the Death of Dr Swift, ll.135-6. 
321: Scott, Waverley, Chap VII (“the scattered remnant of HILL-FOLK”: not “puir”). 
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medicines – printing and lithographic presses – types &c – Lauriottos is soon expected in England to 
negotiate a loan – With these points I presume you are already acquainted but I think it as well to insert 
them in my dispatch – Of course the Committee will leave to yourself the entire election of the line you 
think right to pursue – If by going to Tripolizea you can do good without any personal risk to yourself 
– then you will do very right to go – But pray do not forget that no one wishes you to run the least risk 
– On the contrary all your friends are very anxious that you should not expose yourself to any danger – 
This can do no earthly good, and may have a very different effect – you see what Wilson has got by 
putting himself in peril’s way – Nothing but sneers and a little instance of that feeling which no one 
likes to encounter I mean pity – Besides you know well that things are not carried on in a regular 
manner by the Turkies – your prisoner of war is a rare animal amongst them – you I am sure, then, will 
take care not to get within reach of their trombones – But this sort of caution is not of such importance 
as that which I would urge respecting health – do not go into the country in the sickly season – All the 
medicines in that famous chest of yours 
 
1:3 
 
once at Malta, nor all those of the good ship Ann are of service against the pestilence of some districts 
– particularly in the Morea – so pray do not think of altering your quarters unless on mature preparation 
in every respect – You have done quite right in waiting for orders and invitations from the Government 
– and by the way let me add, to what I have said above, that you are not called upon to make great 
pecuniary sacrifices – do no such thing – You have done a great deal in going at all – the moral 
influence is more than any money which any individual can advance – The expense might hurt you and 
would hardly be felt by them – In short whatever you do recollect that our first anxiety, or at least 
mine, is certainly for yourself – you will be of great service by being on the spot – This alone will be of 
importance and as much as any one can expect or would wish – I have great thought of coming on 
myself at the end of the next session of parliament, when, if you are there, we can renew some of our 
old pastimes and habits – I wrote to Murray immediately respecting the articles ordered but not arrived 
– He returned for answer that the man did send them properly packed – of the which he is ready to take 
oath – also that the Canteen was most carefully made up – to which he will swear – Murray adds that 
he asks me to give your Lordship assurances of his unabated attachment. I hope the story of the letters 
is not true – To D. Kinnaird I also wrote telling him exactly what you wished to have done and what 
not done – I am sure you may depend upon his activity fidelity and every good quality which can adorn 
a power of attorney – He, who is at or approaching, his little climacteric, has been very unwell but is 
now quite whole & in spirits – To Hunt I also wrote. He returns for answer that he will send out no 
more proofs & has sent out none since he learnt you left Italy – Of the Juans the 16th Canto is the only 
one not corrected by you – this he thinks of stating in order to account for any errors of the press in the 
16th – The 12th. 13th. 14th Cantos were published a few days ago.322 The 15th and 16th will follow, he 
says, after a necessary pause – When he learnt your wish respecting the number of Cantos to be 
published together it was too late to change the arrangement – so that unless you supply another canto 
the two in hand must appear and a less price be charged for them – 
 
1:4 [above address:] Hunt adds that although the injunction is removed & the pirating continues yet 
little injury is done to the work as the genuine cheap edition keeps down the sale of the spurious one – 
Hunt supposes you know all his previous proceedings from D. Kinnaird – We shall look out most 
anxiously for further accounts from you – The enemy has taken care to publish that you entertain an 
unfavorable opinion of the issue of the contest in Greece – The Committee shall know the exact truth 
of what you think, and I have written a letter to them on that head but they of course [below address:] 
will take care to contradict any disingenuous rumour which may injure the cause & can be of no 
service to any one – You have by this time been informed of the fall of the Spaniards. A most fatal 
blow to the cause of liberty all over the world, of which no one or very few seems to see the full 
consequences. Our blockade at home I mean the blockheads on our side, hug themselves that we did 
not go to war – as if there would have been any necessity for doing more than speak one decisive word 
– and if we should not have to go to war after all for some trifle not one [worth?] thinking of – But you 
have politics enough where you are and are at the last post where any contest for freedom can be made, 
so I shall not dispirit you with the account of the failure of the struggle elsewhere – Burdett, at whose 
hunting seat I am, sends his kindest regards & best wishes – Pray write, & believe me ever your’s most 
truly, J. C. Hobhouse 
 

                                                 
322: Not true; they were published on December 17th. 
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December 17th 1823: Don Juan XII, XIII and XIV published. 

 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Cephalonia, December 27th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43440; BLJ XI 85) 
[To / J. C. Hobhouse Esqre M.P. / to ye care of J. Bowring Esqre. / Greek Committee / London / 
Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

27th. 10bre. 1823 
Dear Hobhouse – 
 I embark for Messolonghi. Douglas Kd. and Bowring can tell you the rest – I 
particularly require and entreat you to desire Douglas Kd. to send me soon Credits to the uttermost – 
that I may get the Greeks to keep the field – never mind me – so {that} the Cause goes on – if that is 
well – all is well. – – – 
Douglas must send me my money (Rochdale Manor included – if the sale is completed and the 
purchase money paid) the Committee must furnish their money – and the monied people theirs – with 
these we will soon have men enough – and all that. – – – 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
 
P.S. Mavrocordato’s letter says that 
my presence will “electrify the troops” 
so I am going over to “electrify” the 
Suliotes – as George Primrose went 
to Holland “to teach the Dutch English” 
“who were fond of it to distraction.” 
 
Byron sails from Cephalonia to Missolonghi, December 29th-30th 1823. 
 
Hobhouse to Byron, from London, February 12th 1824: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 342-4) 
[<The Lord Byron / Cefalonia // Forwarded by the Capt. H. Mollyneux> // J.C.Hobhouse Esqre / M.P. / 
London] 

London.323 Feb: 12 1824 
My dear Byron = 
 I have just received the dispatches sent through Mr Peacock – He had contrived to be a 
long time on the road and he had also opened the papers saying he had your leave – The gentleman is 
not in good odour here – being attached to a certain Count de Wintz who seems inclined to trade on his 
own account and has squabbled with the Greek Committee respecting his projected loan – 
 This Count has come very inopportunely at the moment when the deputies arrived – as his 
concerns & theirs appear to clash and may perhaps injure the credit of both so as to preclude the getting 
of any loan at all – Baring at first seemed inclined to listen to the Deputies proposals but he now, I 
hear, holds off, and the matter is at a stand – We are, however, going to discuss the subject on Saturday 
next and perhaps may put things into a better train – The death of King Tom324 has been hailed here as 
a great benefit to the cause. – and I have reason to believe that Canning wishes well to the Greeks and 
would do any thing that he can without compromising his neutrality with the Turks and the Levant 
company – We have contrived to let him know that the French are intriguing 
 
1:2 
 
for the sake of getting an island or two put into the hands of the Knights of St John of Jerusalem who 
under their patronage are to be made the head of a sort of league in the Eastern part of the 
Mediterranean, and are, if occasion serves, to direct the Greek confederacy to the purposes of the Holy 
Alliance – The whole plot has been found out & Canning on hearing it expressed, so I am told, a 
resolution to prevent any such enterprise and rather to take the Greeks by the hand himself than prevent 
their becoming the tools of France – If you learn any thing on this point pray let us know – I have read 
all your papers – they are extremely interesting – notwithstanding their dates which, thanks to Mr 
Peacock are no later than September – so that we have news nearer to us by two or three months – 
Nothing can be more serviceable to the cause than all you have done – Every body is more than pleased 

                                                 
323: BB has “Lincoln”. 
324: Thomas Maitland, tyrannous and drunken Governor of the Ionians; died January 17th 1824. 
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and content – As for myself I only trust that the great sacrifices which you have made may contribute 
(which I have no doubt they will) to the final success of the great cause – This will be indeed doing 
something worth living for – and will 
 
1:3 
 
make your name and character stand far above those of any contemporary – At the same time – do not, 
I pray, expose yourself to dangers either by flood or field.325 – “Non missus ad hoc”.326 If you go to the 
seat of government, go to advise and controul – but do not go to mix in the struggle, either domestic or 
external, of the combatants – You may be sure even from the representation of Mavrocordato’s agents 
that you will have a commanding influence and may speak with a certainty of being attended to – After 
what you have done for Missolonghi you must be looked upon as a deliverer – If you think the name of 
the Greek Committee of any service of course you will use it whenever you may think fit – The paper 
of advice respecting the differences amongst the Greeks has been sent out – If you like it deliver it – if 
you think it can be amended – alter it, and give in another in name of the Committee – You will find 
Stanhope a good creature willing to do what you please – and I am sure, from what we have seen of 
your operations, that what you please will be the best thing to be done – I am in no fear now of your 
taking a sudden leave of the cause and country – Matters seem to wear a more promising aspect 
 
1:4 
 
than they did in September – You are quite right in lending your 5000£ – If the loan succeeds you will 
of course retake your money immediately – The accommodation was every thing – you are called upon 
for no more – indeed not for so much as you have done. – I can assure you that all the world here 
thinks what I say – Above all take care of your health and do not go to the feverish marshes of the 
Morea where you were once so ill. The bearer of this letter Capt. H. Mollyneux, Lord Seftons son, will 
bring out a parcel containing all the articles which you directed me to procure – He goes to Corfu and I 
trust will soon forward his charge to Cefalonia – If you want any thing else let me know – D. Kinnaird 
has your temporals in his hand and Crabtree tells me that every thing is going on much to your 
advantage – No more money will be paid to Hanson than he can fairly demand – and I hope that is 
none at all – The great thing is to get out of his books and to have done with him – I think it is well you 
did not loose your whole estate by him –  
Parliament has begun very slackly – and the session promises to be exceeding dull and peaceful – very 
much to my satisfaction – who have been & still am in a very queer way with affections of the head 
which the 
 
2:1 
 
Doctors call stomach & which may be any thing – all I know is that I have been going with this child 
for nine months and am not near being delivered yet – I hope you are well – and, I repeat, will keep so 
– The older I grow and the sicker I grow – the more I am sure that health is the only certain blessing – 
with it one can hear any thing without it one can enjoy nothing – what say you? 
Mrs Leigh has had a good deal of sickness in her family – she has now, poor thing, eight children, with 
very slender or rather no means of educating those who are growing up – I do not know what would 
have happened had she been turned out of the palace – Whenever I see her she is most anxious in her 
enquiries after you – Many enquiries and good wishes for you I also meet with from many others – 
John Hunt’s judgement for your Judgement327 was yesterday put off till next term – Abbott’s charge to 
the Jury at the trial was very iniquitous as usual – It is some comfort that, rogue as he is, Gifford late 
attorney General now Chief Justice of the Pleas, has been made a Peer before him – Farewell, write 
whenever you can – give me any commissions and they shall be punctually executed – ever very truly 
your’s John C. Hobhouse 
 
On February 15th, Byron has a quasi-epileptic fit. 

 

February 20th 1824: The Deformed Transformed published. 
 

                                                 
325: Shakespeare, Othello, I iii 135. 
326: “You were not sent for this”; Hor Serm. II 1 36. 
327: H.’s only reference to The Vision of Judgement. 
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Hobhouse to Byron, from London, February 23rd 1824: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 346-8) 
[À Milord / Milord Byron / aux soins de / Messrs Webb & Barry / à Gènes / Italie / p France] 
 

London Feb. 23 1824 
My dear Byron – 
 I have received your letter on the eve of your embarking for the Continent & pray 
heaven to prosper your honest undertaking – I wrote the other day by Captain Mollyneux and hope you 
have had my letter – It contained intelligence of the arrival of your dispatches – Since then I have 
delivered them over to the Greek Committee – The Committee on hearing them read – came to this 
resolution – “Resolved unanimously, That Mr. Hobhouse do convey to Lord Byron the sense which the 
Greek Committee entertain of the great services rendered by his Lordship to the cause of Greek 
Independence, and do express their gratitude for this fresh proof of his exertions in behalf of that 
glorious cause – 
I was desired to add whatever I might think right on the same head – but I have only to say that all 
whom I speak to out of the Committee are equally delighted with what you have done and doing and 
are most anxious for your safety & success – 
So I say do not expose yourself to unnecessary perils – Your friends the Suliotes are brave fellows 
doubtless but their mode of warfare “reculer pour mieux sauter” must very often leave an obstinate 
Englishman in 
 
1:2 
 
the lurch – The Franks who have hitherto been in action with the Greeks complain of being often left in 
a sort of awkward squad quite alone in the heat of battle – Of course you know this and will act 
accordingly – Let us hear of you by every opportunity – Leicester Stanhope I learn is your avant 
courier – he is a good fellow but no great Greek as you will soon discover – By this time you have 
heard of the success of the Greek loan – The deputies might have had two millions instead of 800,000£ 
if they had pleased – Joseph Hume has subscribed for 10,000£ so you may be sure the thing is a safe 
thing and good at change – We all expect to hear of great doings and I can tell you for certain that 
Canning has a very kindly feeling towards the cause – His great friend Gladstone328 attended a public 
meeting the other day at Liverpool and spoke warmly in behalf of the Greeks – Who knows but next 
autumn may see a regular British mInister at the court of the President of the Hellenic Republic?329 I 
shall positively if I can contrive to come out myself the moment Parliament is prorogued 
 
1:3 
 
and if we should shake hands under the walls of Adrianople – there would, as the jester Scrope used to 
say, be a trait and an event for the biography – 
Nothing is going on here – never so dull a session known – The ministers certainly are popular – and 
the agricultural asses have amazed all their opposition in the rising bushells of their last corn dole – so 
much for politics – as to poetry I believe the state of that commodity to be rather more in the supply 
than the demand line – I dare say Douglas has told you of the fate of John Hunt’s trial330 – Yesterday I 
was informed by a good judge that honest John would not, however, be brought up for judgement as 
both the Constitutional society who persecuted him and the Judges who mistried him seem inclined to, 
carry their joke no further – We have a new Review set up called the Westminster Review for Radical 
politics which bids fair to succeed as 1500 have been sold of the first number and a second edition is in 
the press – Bowring is the editor – one or two of the articles are very good indeed – as good as any 
thing going – I suppose you occasionally see 
 
1:4 
 
the Edinburgh & Quarterly and Scott’s novels (also quarterly) The last of the latter – St Ronan’s 
Well331 a complete failure – We have another trial at an oriental Romance by Morier – called Hadji 
Baba – Sir Gere Ousely says it is perfectly Persian – but I cannot relish it and certainly it is vastly 

                                                 
328: John Gladstone, father of W.E.Gladstone. 
329: Evidence of how H. and the Committee judge Greek politics by western European standards. 
330: John Hunt was fined £100 for publishing The Vision of Judgement, a poem to which H. never refers. 
331: Published 1824. 
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inferior to Anastasius.332 Ugo Foscolo thinks of coming out to Greece immediately in order to collect 
materials for an account of the war – and if possible to be of service – I suppose in the Tyrtean line – 
for I never heard that he was very “cunning at fence”333 though an Ex Colonel of Napoleon’s school – 
If he does come out he will repair to your head quarters.334 You will find him, if you become 
acquainted, a very extraordinary person – not over agreable, but full of colloquy of the highest kind – I 
never heard him make a common place remark in my life – He has made many enemies and few 
friends here – being a true poet in that particular and rather impracticable –  
Of Tom Moore I have seen nothing lately – I inclosed your letter to him yesterday – Douglas Kinnaird 
 
2:1 
 
is shining away at the India House and wants me to purchase 1000£ stock to hear him speak – But I am 
as fond of speaking as a grocer is of figs having enough thereof at my own shop – All your affairs go 
on prosperously as Kinnaird tells me but I am sorry to say that I have not very favorable news of your 
daughter Ada – She has been sickly for some time tho’ I hope the sea where she now is (at Hastings I 
believe, will do her good. I will let you know in my next letter how she goes on – The very mild season 
must be in her favour – I do not exactly know by what hand to send this letter – but I shall consult Mr 
Bowring to morrow – Farewell dear Byron & believe me 
 ever your’s most truly 
  John C. Hobhouse 
 
Hobhouse to Byron, from London, March 15th 1824: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 350-2) 
[The Lord Byron / Missalonghi // John C. Hobhouse // This letter never reached Byron it was returned 
to me through Mr Dearden // last but one I ever wrote to Byron the last went by Capt Molyneux] 
Hobhouse’s last letter to Byron. It never reached him. 

London.335 March 15, 1824 
My dear Byron 
 Although I have written to you twice very lately yet as Kinnaird tells me a messenger is going 
off to you to-morrow I must send a few lines if only by way of reply to your last note delivered by the 
Greek Deputies – Little did those worthies know the contents of the scytala336 which they carried & 
which they presented in all due form together with a letter from his Highness Mavrocordato conveying 
thanks for all services performed & unperformed in behalf of the cause – I am delighted on all accounts 
that your gross of green Spectacles has turned out such a good bargain and that you will recover your 
horse Blackberry into the bargain337 – Nothing would have given me greater pleasure than seeing you 
set out upon your journey to the Fair at Missolonghi I hope you did not forget to cock your hat with 
pins – We have not heard from you privately as yet since your arrival on the terra firma or rather the 
marshes of Western Greece – but we see by the French journals that you have been received in 
 
1:2 
 
an appropriate manner and made a member of the Senate and president of Strangers – What the latter 
office may be I know not – but hope it may not prove as difficult to discharge and as thankless when 
well filled as the conduct of partizans and foreigners generally proves to be – I can assure you that here 
the Greeks look upon your Avater as a perfect Godsend – one of them said to me in so many words – 
“it is Providence who sent that man to our help” – Of course Bowring has told you of the general good 
inclination of Canning to the cause – I believe he will do or let be done which is the same thing all that 
he can without coming to a complete rupture with the Turks or Russians – It will be of the utmost 
service if you can discover any intrigues of the French or any of the allies with the Greeks to let us 
have the details so as to enable us to communicate them to Mr Canning – he certainly is very much 
alive on that score – on the whole he is a popular minister – popular because he succeeds to 

                                                 
332: Thomas Hope’s 1820 novel, much envied and admired by B. 
333: Shakespeare, Twelfth Night III iv 271. 
334: Foscolo (born on Zante) does not go to Greece, and he and B. never meet. 
335: BB has “Lincoln”. 
336: A coded message which can only be decoded with special equipment. 
337: “And so,” returned she, “we have parted with the Colt, and have only got a groce of green spectacles, with 
copper rims and shagreen cases! A murrain take such trumpery. The blockhead has been imposed upon, and should 
have known his company better” – Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield, Chap. XII. 
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Castlereagh – popular because he did not go to war for Spain – popular because he will go to war for 
South America – popular because he 
 
1:3 
 
is but faintly opposed by the “gentlemen opposite” and popular because he is strongly opposed by the 
gentlemen who sit next to him – I mean Peel & company – The session is going on peaceably – but I 
think I see elements of discord – such as the proposed renewal of the detestable Alien bill for instance. 
– . In France government carries every thing before it – only 23 liberals returned in all the elections – 
In Spain the presence of the French army alone prevents cutting of throats – In Italy there have been 
dreadful proscriptions – Greece in fact is the only point to which, in the old world at least, we look with 
any satisfaction – We are going to give a great public dinner to the Greek Deputies on the first of May 
– and we anticipate good news previously to that day for announcement on that occasion – Thomas 
Campbell has bespoken of me the giving of your health & as I dare say he will do it well perhaps it is 
advisable to put the duty in his hands – Tom Moore I believe will not be in town – The loan continues 
at a small premium & it would have been much higher had it not been for the roguery of those trying to 
get up a Cypriote loan – Peacock de Winz – Hendricks & Co – We have, however, stopt them this time 
 
1:4 
 
and hope we shall altogether prevent future operations. We have also detected one Doctor Schinas in 
detaining a trifling subscription meant for his countrymen & employing it for keeping up the war in his 
own housekeeping department. He was a member of our Committee – we were obliged to expell him 
yesterday – I am sorry to say that your patriot, generally speaking, is rather lax in his moralities as to 
money matters – We have had a fellow here in long petticoats playing off an archimondrite or sum 
such character & pretending his whole family have been massacred first & then sent him to negotiate a 
loan of a million of scudi, to bury them I suppose – but my gentleman was soon detected and has I 
believe decamped – you will no doubt have a great deal of difficulty in seeing that the loan is applied to 
proper purposes – but if the Greeks carry their point with the sword I think the gold concern will 
arrange it perhaps more easily than we now expect. Even if rogues get the money & rogues fight well 
the lenders will get paid and that is all that lenders have a right to look for – I like the deputies – 
Lauriottis seems a clever man & Orlando an honest man – I have no chitchat for you of any kind – nor 
do I believe there is any thing 
 
2:1 
 
stirring in the world in which you used to live – All friends make many enquiries after you – & hope 
you will take care of yourself in Greece & return here after the good fight has been foughten – I have 
not heard of your daughter lately – but hope hearing nothing is a good sign – Your monied matters, 
Kinnaird will tell you, are going on swimmingly – you will have, indeed, you have, a very handsome 
fortune – and if you have health – I do not see what earthly advantage you can wish for that you have 
not got – your present endeavour is certainly the most glorious ever undertaken by man – Campbell 
said to me yesterday – that he envied what you were now doing (and you may believe him, for he is a 
very envious man) even more than all your laurels blooming as they are – Go on & prosper – let me 
have a letter from you when you can find time to write & believe me 
  ever very truly your’s 
   John C. Hobhouse 
  

March 26th 1824: Don Juan XV and XVI published. 
 

Byron to Hobhouse, from Missolonghi, March 31st 1824: 
(Source: Ms. Vigo County Library, Terre Haute, Indiana; this text adapted from BLJ XI 149) 
Byron’s last letter to Hobhouse. 

Messolonghi. March 31st. 1824 
My dear Hobhouse – I have written a long letter to D. Kd which will save you the perusal of an epistle 
in detail from this now celebrated city. – Signor Zaimi who requests an introduction (for which this 
will serve) can give you all the gossip of Greece public and private – foreign and domestic. He is ye 
third Deputy on the loan business which we hear is concluded to a certain extent. – I recommend the 
bearer to your politeness – and myself to yr. remembrance. 

Ever and entirely yrs. 
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N BN 
Byron dies on April 19th, 1824. 
 


